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A B S T R ACT 
Four sphalerites (synthetic, high grade 
natural, moderately impure flotation concentrate 
and highly impure flotation concentrate) were leached 
in acid sulphate media without and with ferric ions 
present under the following conditions :-
Case (i) [Fe3+] 
0 [H2
S04]o = 0,0 
Case ( ii) [Fe3+] [H2S041o ~ 1,8 0 
Case (iii) [Fe3+]o [H 2S041o ~ 0,1 
Extensive data for leaching under these conditions 
are tabulated. Kinetic mechanisms based on Langmuir-
Hinschelwood adsorption theories were proposed, and 
leaching models were developed for different assumed 
rate limiting steps. The initial rate and overall 
forms of the models were tested using experimental 
data. 
Leaching under case (i) conditions 
Non-oxidative dissolution took place with Zn2+ 
and H2S the predominant reaction products. The 
H2S partial pressure was monitored continuously and 
solution samples were taken for analysis at discrete 
time intervals. 
Vibratory (i.e. attrition) milling eliminated 
very large differences observed in the leaching 
characteristics of course size fractions of the 
v 
natural sphalerites. 
The initial rate form of a model based on a 
dual site reaction mechanism and on either H+ 
adsorption or reaction product desorption rate cortrol 
was found to fit the data for the synthetic and 
vibratory milled forms of sphalerite. The most 
impure vibratory milled sphalerite adsorbed Zn2+ 
and H2S very strongly, and this resulted inproduct 
desorption rate control. Vibratory milled forms of 
the high grade natural sphalerite and the moderately 
impure flotation concentrate, exhibited virtually 
identical initial rate dissolution kinetics, despite 
large differences in their chemical compositions. 
Leaching under case (ii) conditions 
Oxidative dissolution took place with Zn2+ and 
elemental sulphur the predominant reaction products. 
Scanning electron microscope photographs of leached 
and unleached particles showed the sulphur present 
on the particle surface. These photographs, and 
optical microscope photographs of etched polished 
sections, showed that dissolution took place in a 
complex way. 
A model based on ferric ion adsorption as the 
rate limiting step was proposed and confirmed 
experimentally. The model demonstrated a propor~ 
tional dependency of the rate on the area and ferric 
ion concentration, and an inverse dependency on the 
hydrogen ion concentration. For a -90,0 + 63,0 jJm 
size fraction, the three natural sphalerites exhibited 
virtually identical dissolution rates per unit area. 
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The effect of ball milling or vibratory milling 
the sphalerites fine, was to increase the rate per 
unit area for the most impure natural sphalerite 
but decrease the rate per unit area for the high 
grade natural sphalerite. 
It was shown that for course size fractions of 
sphalerite, the most impure sphalerite which leached 
slowest under case (i) conditions (i.e. adsorbed H+ 
poorly) leached fastest under case (ii) conditions 
(i.e. adsorbed Fe3+ strongly). The reverse was true 
for the high grade natural sphalerite. 
Except in the case of synthetic sphalerite 
leaching under case (i) conditions, no correlation 
was shown to exist between the way the B.E.T. measured 
area changed, and the way the calculated active area 
changed during leaching. 
Leaching under case (iii) conditions 
Oxidative and non-oxidative dissolution, as well 
as H2S oxidation by Fe3+ occured simultaneously. The 
extents to which oxidative or non-oxidative dissolu-
tion occured could be explained in terms of the 
hydrogen ion and ferric ion adsorption characteristics 
of the sphalerites. 
The ferric ion oxidation of H2S was studied in 
the absence and presence of solids, and the presence 
of sphalerite or activated charcoal catalysedthis 
reaction. No advantage was gained by leaching in the 
presence of activated charcoal with or without Fe3+ 
present, unless conditions were such that H2S was 
















NOM ENe L A T U R E 
Symbols 
initial specific surface area, as determined 
using a N2 adsorption technique. 
specific surface area of a sphalerite during 
leaching. 
area coefficient defined by equation F. 8 . 
pre-exponential factor appearing in Arrhenius 
type equati'ons ( e .g. equation 3.35). 
surface area calculated theoretically for a 
solid sphere. 
constant appearing in equation F. 7 
a constant used in e quation F. 3 . 
molar concentration of specie i 
mean diameter of particle, representing the 
arithmetic mean of the upper and lower size 
fraction limits . 
activation energy with units em J / kg-mol) . 
equilibrium constant, generally subscripted 
proportionality constant defined by equation 
2.1. 
rate constant, generally subscripted. 
forward and reverse rate constants appearing 
in equation 101. 
mass of solid in reactor. 
molar volume of specie i 
molecular weight of specie i. 
H2S partial pressure. 
universal gas constant 
Arrhenius type equation 












rate of reaction, 
(e.g. 
'usually subscripted 
d [Zn2 j ). 
dt 
rate of reaction per unit area, 
usually subscripted . 
temperature. 
time. 















voidage, as defined by equation 2. 6. 
specific surface area change function, 
defined by equation F. 4. 
leaching slectivity factor, defined by 
equation 6 .. 2 . 
specific initial rate constant ratio, as 
defined by equation 30 45 . 
micron ( 10-6 m ) . 
activity coefficient of specie i 
density of specie i 
active site con centration, defined by 
equation 2.1 . 
active site concentration change function. 
active site ratio function, 
equations 4. 1 to 4. 4 for 
defined by 
i = 1 to 4. 
rate constant ratio defined by equation 
4. 10. 
rate constant ratio defined by equation 5. 5 . 
H2S oxidation rat e ratio, defined by 






refers to adsorbed specie, (e.g. [Fe 3+1 a ). 
as in AE. 
exp refers to values measured directly from 
experimental data. 
eq refers to the equilibrium state 
(e.g. K eq ) · 
fit refers to values of a variable or parameter 
which are obtained by a regression fitting 
technique. 
g refers to the gas phase . 
£ refers to the liquid phase. 
mod refers to the modified rate constant defined 
by equation 5. 4. 
M A as in K A M A (equation 2. 37); refers to the 
mass action equilibrium constant . 
o refers to initial value of a parameter 
(e.g. [H2S0410 or Mo etc. 
ref refers to reference lines fitted through 
-90,0 + 75,0}Jm and -75~0 + 63,0 }Jm 
data points on Arrhenius type plots of case 
(ii) data (figures 3. 18 - 3. 20) and 
defined by equation 3. 45. 
TOT total, as in [F~TOT ~ the total iron 
dissolved . 
v refers to vacant sites 
Superscripts 
o 
refers to the elemental state of a specie 




r referring to rate per unit 
• @ f as ~n r re erring to rate per unit area 
squared, 
representing_the mean value of a parameter, 






indicates that the concentration of the specie 
enclosed is referred to (e.g. [H2S04 )), 
differential, as in d [Zn2+) 
d t 
cummulative summation operator. 
represents an active site on the sphalerite 
surface. 
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C HAP T E R 1 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 
Introduction 
Current pyrometallurgical technology for the 
production of zinc from sphaleritic flotation concen-
trate is often associated with atmospheric discharge of 
sulphur dioxide rich gases or sulphuric acid by-product 
disposal problems. Such problems may be overcome by 
hydrometallurgical zinc recovery processes. This thesis 
reports results relating to a study of one such hydro-
metallurgical route, namely the dissolution of sphalerite 
in aqueous acidic ferric sulphate. 'In this process the 
sphaleritic zinc reports as zinc ions in solution, and 
the sulphidic sulphur reports predominantly as elemental 
sulphur. 
Although the results of semi-quantitative research 
on this process have been reported, very few complete 
kinetic studies for the whole system are available - in 
particular where natural rather than synthetic sphalerite 
was used. The presence of elemental oxygen and condi-
tions of elevated temperature and pressure frequently 
made it virtually impossible to isolate and study the 
effects and role of hydrogen ions and ferric ions in 
the dissolution mechanism. The most popular theory 
postulates that the hydrogen ions react with zinc sulphide 
to produce zinc ions and dissolved hydrogen sulphide gas, 
followed by the homogeneous phase oxidation of H2S by 
ferric ions. 
2 
A review of the current literature revealed 
that several workers have studied the kinetics of 
H
2
S production by leaching synthetic sphalerite in 
aqueous sulphuric acid without elemental oxygen or 
ferric ions present. Other workers have studied the 
homogeneous oxidation of dissolved H
2
S gas by ferric 
ions with no sphaleritic solids present in the reactor. 
However, the evidence produced to date is 
inconclusive relating to the sequential H
2
S 
production and oxidation model. The effects of 
adsorption of ionic species, sulphur blinding and 
other topochemical phenomena have often been neglected. 
The present study and in particular the following 
literature review consequently includes within its 
scope of investigation: 
(i) the kinetics of leaching natural and 
synthetic sphalerite -in aqueous sulphuric 
acid as well as in aqueous acidic ferric 
sulphate media; 
(ii) the kinetics of oxidising H
2
S by ferric 
ions in aqueous sulphuric acid in the 
absence as well as in the presence of 
sphalerite particles; 
(iii) the sphalerite surface area characteristics 
before and after leaching, the effects of 
sulphur blinding of the surface and other 
aspects relating to the topography of 
sphalerite particles. 
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1.1 LEACHING IN AQUEOUS SULPHURIC ACID 
Romankiw (1962, 1965) produced a model for the 
dissolution of synthetic sphalerite in aqueous 
sulphuric acid by fitting the paramenters of a 
proposed rate expression to experimental data, 
~ith the following result. 
T)(X) (kd H+]- kr[H2sf,5[Zn2+F,5) 
1.1 
The equilibrium constant which fitted the 
experimental equilibrium results was established as : 
K = eq 1.2 
and the overall stoichiometry of the reaction was 
proposed as : 
1·3 
Romankiw proposed that the dissolution 
mechanism for ZnS could be represented by the reactions: 
2+ 2+ 
Zn (s) ~ Zn (~ ) 
2- 2- .......... 1.4 
S (s) 
~ 
S (,f' ) 
No fundamentally sound attempt was made to include 
the possible effects of adsorption of reactants onto, 
4 
or desorption of products from the sphalerite 
surface, or to propose the mechanism for the 
. f th S2- ~ons to H S convers~on 0 e • 2 • 
Verhulst (1974) leached synthetic sphalerite 
and tested the fit of equation 1.1 to his data. 
Apart from establishing an apparant square root 
dependency of the leaching rate on the solid area 
exposed, the equation did fit. 
made to propose a mechanism. 
No attempt was 
Pohl (1954) demonstrated that the initial rate 
of dissolution of ZnS in aqueous sulphuric acid 
possessed a first order dependency on the hydrogen 
ion concentration. However, he presented evidence 
which suggested that HS- was the most likely initial 
product of reaction of ZnS with H+ to form H2S • 
Pohl implied that the dissolution mechanism 
proceeded via an intermediate activated complex, 
thus: 
(ZnSH, (x-1) H 0)+ + 
(activated complex)2 
2° (Zn, H20) + + HS 
(solvated zinc ion) 
. . . . . . . . • . 1. 5 
However, no attempt was made to relate the kinetics 
to surface phenomena or area. 
Locker and de Bruyn (1969) demonstrated the 
proportional dependence of the initial rate on the 
area, and the first order dependency of the initial 
rate on [H+j when dissolving group II - IV semi-
conductor compounds (including ZnS) in various 
5 
nonoxidising acids (including aqueous sulphuric 
acid). Results were presented which suggested 
that the activation energy of the foreward 
reaction was independent of the impurity content 
or crystal structure of the ZnS, but was very 
dependent on the nature of the solution - which 
affected the properties of the solid-liquid 
interface. The overall dissolution rate was 
found to be very dependent on the impurity content 
or crystal structure of the material, owing to the 
effect these parameters had on the number of 
reactive surface sites available for reaction. 
The following dissolution mechanism was 
proposed: 
(i) The initial adsorption of H+, preferen-
tially on sulphur sites, was the rate 
determining step. 
(ii) The surface reaction product which 
dissociated to HS reacted with H+ to 
form H
2
S, which was transported away 
from the solid. 
An initial rate equation was proposed which 
included terms for the potential of the H+ ion at 
the distance of closest . approach before adsorption 
onto the surface; the potential gradient between the 
solid surface and the bulk fluid; and a dissolution 
activation energy which was dependent on the surface 
bonding characteristics and on the interaction 
between the charged solid surface and the ions in 
solution. 
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No attempt was made to assign numerical 
values to these various terms, or fit the proposed 
rate equation to experimental data. Neither was any 
attempt made to include the effects of the reverse 
reaction in their proposed mechanisms or rate expres~ 
sions. 
The author is unaware of any fundamental research 
in which the kinetics or mechanisms of dissolving 
natural sphaleritic material in aqueous sulphuric acid 
have been studied. 
1. 2 OXIDATION OF H
2
S BY Fe3+ 
Veltman (1968), Exner (1969) and Verhulst (1974) 
have proposed that the mechanism for the dissolution 
of sphalerite in acidic ferric sulphate media consists 
of the initial production of H
2
S according to 
equation 1.3, followed by the irreversible homo-
geneous phase oxidation of the H
2
S by Fe3+ to 
elemental sulphur as follows: 
+ -
Verhulst (1974) tentatively suggested that the 
presence of sphalerite solids catalysed this reaction, 
but produced no evidence to conclusively prove this 
theory. The author is unaware of any attempts to 
demonstrate whether sphalerite does in fact catalyse 
reaction 1.6 or not. Verhulst studied the 
homogeneous phase oxidation of H
2
S by Fe3+ and 













Moldenhauer (1926) established a similar rate 
equation but with a 2nd order dependency of the 
rat e on the [Fe3+], and an approximately 2nd order 
inverse dependency of the rate on the W2S04]. 
However, the activation energy appeared to vary as 
a function of the acid concentration, and the 
dependence of the rate on acid concentration 
appeared to vary as · a function of temperature. 
The author did not attempt to resolve this anomaly, 
and these results have been disregarded for the 
purpose of this thesis. 
Verhulst proposed several mechanisms in an 
attem~ to explain the dependence of the reaction 
ra te on the H
2





as shown in equation 1.7. None were entirely 
satisfactory because his experiments were designed 
primarily to produce kinetic rate expressions of 
practical importance rather than to provide a basis 
for establishing the most probable mechanism. 
1.3 LEACHING IN ACIDIC FERRIC SULPHATE 
Dutrizac (1974) published an extensive review 
on the use of ferric ion as a leaching medium. He 
commented that most of the works available for 
review were intended merely to demonstrate that 
8 
sphalerite could be readily dissolved under 
certain conditions, and consequently the kinetics 
were not extensively studied. In particular, 
studies in which only ferric ions were present as 
the oxidant were rare. Many studies included the 
presence of elemental oxygen and this made it difficult 
to determine the kinetics or mechanisms. 
Elemental oxygen present in the system could 
react electrochemically with the sphalerite as proposed 
by Exner (1969) or Habashi (1970) 
2+ Anodic oxidation: ZnS __ Zn + SO + 2e 
• • • • •• 1. S 
Cathodic reduction: + 02 + 2 H + 2e ~ H20 
or be consumed by re-oxidising ferrous ions to their 
ferric state as follows: 
1.9 
Only the results of studies in which ferric ions 
were the sole oxidant are referred to in this thesis. 
Kuzminkh (1950) leached two different natural 
sphalerites in acidic ferric sUlphate media under the 
following conditions: 
20,0 g/,e ~ Pulp density ~ 152,0 g/,e 
2,5 g/,e .c= [H2SO4] 20,0 g/,e :::!: 
20,0 g/,e ~ [Fe3+J ~ 80,0 g/,e 
80,Ooc <!!E Temperature <!!E 100,0 °C 
° -= [Zn2+]o ,c: 80,0 g/,e 
where [Zn2+1o is the initial zinc ion concentration 
in solution. 
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The following results were observed: 
(i) An activation energy was observed such 
that diffusion rate control was suspected. 
(ii) The dissolution rate was directly pro-
portional to the initial mass of 
sphalerite present. 
(iii) The dissolution rate was approximately 
proportional to the ferric ion concentration. 
(iv) The dissolution rate was inversely pro-
portional to the sulphuric acid concentration. 
(v) Increasing the initial zinc ion concentration 
in the solution for a given set of conditions, 
only slightly reduced the rate of dissolution. 
(vi) Elemental sulphur was produced stoichio-
metrically in accordance with the overall 
reaction: 
ZnS + Fe 2 (s04) 3 - ZnS04 + 2 FeS04 + SO 
. • . • • • • • • . 1.10 
(vii) The two sphalerites which were mineralogic-
ally very different, leached initially at 
similar rates under equivalent conditions. 
However, under similar conditions the 
maximum zinc which could be dissolved was 
in excess of 80,0 % for one of the 
sphaleri tes and only about 33,0 % for the 
other. It was suspected that in the 
latter case the fine intergrowth of 
different minerals was such that the ZnS 
was combined with FeS in solid solution as a 
10 
complex Zn Fe S2 compound. Other 
compounds similar to this one (for 
example, chalcopyrite - Cu Fe S2) were 
claimed to be very stable in acidic ferric 
sulphate solutions. 
(viii) The presence of H2S was not reported. 
No attempt was made to explain the mechanism of 
the dissolution reactions. 
Verhulst (1974) leached synthetic sphalerite 
in aqueous sulphuric acid in the presence of small 
ferric ion concentrations so that H2S was detected. 
However, the resultant rates of production of H
2
S 
were significantly different to rates predicted by 
solving the two differential rate equations 1.1 
and 1.7 simultaneously. Verhulst did not consider 
the possibility of Fe3+ attacking the sphalerite 
directly. 
He did, however, suggest that the sphalerite 
present in the system may have catalysed the oxidation 
reaction, but his data was inadequate to prove this. 
No attempt was made to propose a mechanism for the 
reactions. 
1.4 SURFACE PHENOMENA ASSOCIATED WITH 
SPHALERITE LEACHING 
In order to develop mathematical expressions 
which meaningfully model and permit comparisons to 
be made between the dissolution kinetics of different 
11 
sphalerites, some measure of the accessible active 
site concentration needs to be incorporated in the 
models. Furthermore, the way in which the active 
site concentration varies during the course of 
dissolution should be known. 
The surface area, as measured by B.E.T. N2 or 
Krypton gas adsorption techniques, is often assumed 
to be proportional to the active site concentration 
of a given mineral. Clearly such measurements 
would include the surface area of gangue and other 
non-sphaleritic material associated with sphalerite, 
and the surface area of pores and cracks within the 
sphalerite particles which are not necessarily 
accessible to leaching. 
Lovell (1975) presented evidence which demon-
strated that the pretreatment of a given mineral 
significantly affected the B.E.T. gas adsorption 
surface area determination. For example, ground 
samples of galena which had been screened and 
elutriated in the same way gave surface areas 
ranging between 158,0 and 220,0 m2 kg-1. Galena 
samples containing surface xanthate generally gave 
lower areas than those with surfaces of either pure 
Pb S or containing oxidation products such as Pb S04 • 
Factors such as preheating and time of exposure 
to air also appeared to exert some effect. Thus 
one could reasonably expect to experience difficulty 
in obtaining comparative surface area measurements 
for different sphalerites, especially in the case of 
flotation concentrates obtained from different mines 
which had been exposed to different, unknown milling 
histories and flotation reagents. 
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The author is unaware of any attempts to 
experimentally establish how the surface area of 
a synthetic or natural sphalerite changes during 
the course of leaching. The shrinking core 
model which assumes each particle to be represented 
as a solid sphere with a diameter continuously shrinking 
during the course of leaching, is often used as a 
basis for describing the manner in which the area 
changes during leaching. 
Levenspiel (1964) and Smith (1970) use this 
model extensively to develop models for heterogeneous 
reactions in which a solid reactant is consumed. In 
the event of a reaction product ash layer or shell 
being continuously formed around an unreacted core, 
the diffusion of reactants to or products from the 
solid surface could become rate controlling and the 
dependence of the overall rate on the residual 
particle core surface area is reduced. 
In the event of a stagnant fluid shell existing 
around a particle as a result of inadequate agitation, 
diffusion of species to and from the particle surface 
could become rate limiting, and the dependence of the 
leaching rate on the particle surface area becomes 
less. 
1.5 TECHNIQUES FOR MONITORING THE REACTION 
KINETICS OF SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS 
SULPHURIC ACID 
Romankiw (1962) and Verhulst (1974) measured the 
reaction kinetics of synthetic sphalerite leaching in 
13 
aqueous sulphuric acid manometrically by monitoring 
the increase in reactor pressure resulting from the 
production of H
2
S. Difficulties were experienced 
trying to monitor the initial rates of pres~ure 
increase, and solution samples were generally taken 
for analysis only when equilibrium had been reached. 
Consequently the effects of gas cap heating up 
(after introducing the solids) on the initial rate 
of increase in pressure and on the final pressure 
were difficult to establish. 
Locker and de Bruyn (1969) adopted a technique 
in which the change in volume was monitored during 
the dissolution reaction. A pressure sensing device 
was linked to a driven piston arrangement, in order 
to maintain a constant pressure and measure the 
change in volume. 
No attempt appears to have been reported to 
measure a solution related variable (such as zinc 
ion concentration). This possibly results from the 
fact that between the time of sampling and filtering 
the solids, dissolution continues. Such dissolution 
would tend to be accelerated in the event of H
2
S 
des orbing from the sample to the atmosphere prior 
and during filtration. Since the initial rate of 
dissolution may be very rapid, errors resulting from 
continued dissolution prior to filtration would be 
large for samples taken shortly after commencement 
of the reaction. Thus it would be extremely difficult 
to measure initial rate kinetics in such a manner. 
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The author was unaware of the approach adopted by 
Locker and de Bruyn until only towards the completion 
of his project. In view of the problems associated 
with measuring a solution related variable as 
discussed above, the approach adopted in this 
thesis has therefore been to monitor the H2S 
partial pressure. 
It will be seen, in this thesis, that techniques 
were developed which eliminated many of the sources 
of error which appeared to be present in the research 
of Romankiw and Verhulst. 
1.6 ELECTROKINETIC AND THERMODYNAMIC 
CONSIDERATIONS 
1.6.1 Electrokinetic considerations 
When a solid such as sphalerite is placed 
in an electrolyte such as aqueous H2 S04 
or acidic ferric sulphate, electrokinetic 
phenomena generally occur as a result of 
the ionic diffusion, adsorption, reaction 
and desorption processes taking place at the 
active solid surface. 
Potential differences are formed in the 
contact zone as a result of differences in 
mobilities of the ions. The charge transport 
between diffusing positive and negative ions 
do not cancel and an electric field is 
established in the absence of an external 
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current flowing. The potential gradient 
thus set up superimposes itself on any 
existing concentration gradient. The 
Nernst-P1anck equation expresses the 
relationship between these phenomena 
(He1fferick, 1962). 
In addition to the electrokinetic phenomena 
just mentioned, an electrical double layer 
or potential could be set up on the solid 
side of the sphalerite-solution interface 
as a result of the establishment of 
equilibria for exchangeable potential 
determining ions such as Zn2+ or S2-
(Vermilyea, 1966). 
When the concentration of charge carriers 
in a semi-conductor such as ZnS is large, 
this double layer becomes negligeable 
(Woods, 1972). However, as the parameters 
associated with the electrokinetic and the 
double layer potential are difficult, if 
not impossible to measure, they are 
ignored for the purpose of this thesis. It 
is therefore imp1icite1y assumed in this study 
that whilst these phenomena may occur, that 
the rate limiting steps are not dependent 
on them. 
1.6.2 Thermodynamic considerations 
The effects of concentration changes on the 
activities of various ionic species in 
solution are generally ignored in this thesis. 
1. 7 
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Thus the activity coefficients are 
assumed to be equal to unity so that the 
mass action and the equilibrium constants 
are equal. Under certain circumstances 
this assumption may not be valid, especially 
for solutions of higher ionic strengths. 
However, under initial rate conditions 
this assumption is probably justified. 
EFFECT OF THE MODE OF MILLING ON THE 
SPHALERITE DISSOLUTION RATE 
Gerlach (1971 . 1973) subjected several 
different base metal sulphides (including sphalerite) 
to a vibratory (sometimes called attrition) mode of 
millin~ . He claimed that:-
a) crystal lattice straining occured which 
resulted in an activation of the mineral 
which could not be attained by ball or rod 
milling; 
b) the extent of activation was related to 
measureable x - ray diffraction pattern 
peak broadening , which disappeared on 
hea t - annealing the mineral in an inert 
environment; 
c) Very large dissolution rates of the activa-
ted minerals were observed. 
Beckstead, Wadsworth et al (1976) compared 
the leaching kinetics of attrition milled and ball 
milled chalcopyrite in acidic ferric sulphate media 
and showed inter - alia that:-
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a) Attrition milling of chalcopyrite concen-
trate increased the specific surface area 
4,73 times (after 1,0 hour milling) 
5,27 times (after 2,0 hour milling) and 
8,0 times (after 3,0 hour milling). 
However, ball milling of the same concen-
trate for 3,0 - 24,0 hours produced 
only a 2,47 - 2,93 times maximum 
increase in specific surface area. 
b) The increase in the initial rate of 
dissolution of chalcopyrite was directly 
proportional to the initial specific 
surface area and independent of the mode 
of milling. 
c) Although attrition milling did result in 
x - ray diffraction pattern peak broadening 
(which could be eliminated by heat treatment), 
the attrition milled chalcopyrite leached 
identically after the heat treatment as 
before. 
The author is unaware of any attempt by Gerlach 
or anyone else to compare the leaching rate ~ 
uni t area of vibratory milled and ball milled 
sphalerite, and this aspect is dealt with briefly 
in this thesis. 
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C HAP T E R 2 
PROPOSED SPHALERITE LEACHING MECHANISMS 
AND DERIVED MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
2. 1 Introduction 
In this chapter two mechanisms are proposed for 
the leaching of sphalerite: 
Mechanism 1 - based on single site reaction kinetics 
Mechanism 2 - based on dual site reaction kinetics 
Mathematical models are derived for each mechanism 
using Langmuir - Hinschelwood kinetic theories, in which 
either surface adsorption or surface desorption 
phenomena constitute the rate limiting step. Leaching 







[H2S0410 = ° 
(no Fe3+ present) 
[H2S04Jo is large 
(approximately~ 1 ,8) 
[H2S04 Jo is small 
(approximately ~ 0,1) 
Table 2. 1 summarises the main features and 
designations of case (i) , (ii) & (iii) models for 
mechanisms 1 and 2 • 
r---
Case [Fe3+1 : [H 2S041o 
Mechanism 1* Mechanism 2~ 
0 Model Model 
( i) =0 7 0 A F 
B G 
( ii) ~1 , 8 C H 
---
( iii) ~O , 1 D I 
E J 
* Mechanism based on single site reaction kinetics 
~ Mechanism based on dual site reaction kinetics 
Main feature of model 
Leaching models based on H+ adsorption 
rate control. 
Leaching models based on product desorp-
tion rate control 
Leaching models based on competitive 
adsorption of H+ and Fe3+ withne}ligible 
dissolution contributed by the H • 
Models for the homogeneous phase oxida-
tion of H2S by Fe3+. 
Leaching models based on competitive 
adsorption of H+ and Fe3+ with signifi-
cant dissolution contributed by the H+ 
and Fe3+, and homogeneous oxidation of 
H2S by Fe3+ occuring simultaneously. 
TAB L E 2. 1. SUMMARY OF NOMENCLATURE USED TO DEFINE THE MODELS CORRESPONDING 




In chapter 3 the initial rate forms of the case 
(i) and case (ii) leaching models are quantitatively 
tested using experimental initial rate results. 
This is done in order to discriminate between the two 
mechanisms, and to identify which of the models best 
fit the sphalerite leaching kinetics. 
In chapter 4 the overall forms of the case (i) 
and case (ii) models selected in chapter 3 are tested 
by fitting to overall experimental rate data. 
In chapter 5 the case (iii) models are tested 
qualitatively. 
2. 2 GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 
In order to simplify the task of proposing 
mechanisms and deriving models, the following 
assumptions are made. Several of these assumptions 
relate to kinetic, electrokinetic and thermodynamic 
considerations discussed in section 1. 6 • 
(i) The concepts of adsorption and kinetics 
rest on Langmuir - Hinschelwood theories. 
Smi th (1970 ) described these theories, 
presented source references and gave 
examples in which these theories were 
used to formulate models for heterogeneous 
catalytic reaction mechanisms. A similar 
approach has been adopted here. 
(ii) Electrokinetic phenomena which may exist 
at solution - solid interfaces and wi thin 
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the solid are constant for a given 
system; do not influence leaching 
kinetics and can be ignored when proposing 
mechanisms and developing models. 
(iii) Charge balance must be maintained 
between ionic species approaching and 
leaving the solid surface. 
(iv) Diffusion of reactant or product species 
at solid - liquid and liquid - gas interfaces 
are not rate limiting (Romankiw ( 1962) 
and Verhulst (1974 ) tested for and found 
these phenomena to be negligible when 
leaching synthetic sphalerite in aqueous 
H
2
S04 under conditions similar to those 
used in this thesis) . 
(v) The total initial active site concentration 
4>0 is defined as -
4>0 = 
where 
K", M A 
'I' 0 0 
M = 0 
A = 0 
K4> ::: 
2. 1 
mass of sphalerite; 
specific surface area deter-
mined using a B.E.T. N2 
adsorption technique; 
proportionality constant 
relating 4>0 to A 
0 
In this study K4> is implicitely incor-
porated into the leaching rate constants. 
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(vi) During leaching the total active site 
concentration <t>o consists of vacant 
sites ¢vand adsorbed sites, (i.e. 
sites occupied by adsorbed species) • 
Thus -
( vii) 
Q>o = <P v + • • • • • •• 2. 2 
where [C.l = concentration of active 
la 
sites occupied by adsorbed 
species 
Dividing equation 2. 2 
and rearranging gives -
C. • 
I 
throughout by Q>v 
<t>o / (1,0 + [C i la ) I-
Q>v 
. . .. 2. 3 
[H+]· 1 t 1S equa 0 [H 2S04] over the full 
temperatu're and [H2S04] range investigated. 
(viii) Activity coefficients for various species in 
solution are implicitely included in the 
reaction rate constants, and are hence 
assumed to be independent of changes in 
ionic strength over the concentration ranges 
investigated. 
(ix) Elemental sulphur formed in - si tu in the 
solid reaction zone is sufficiently 
permeable that diffusion of ionic or other 
o species through such a S layer does not 
become rate limiting. 
(Note that the molar volumes for sphalerite 
and elemental sulphur are -
2 . 3 
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M V ZnS 
MW ZnS 97 237 24,34 rn 3 = = 4,0 = 
PZnS . . . . . . . . . . 2 • 4 
M V SO 
MW SO 32 20 16,0 m3 = = = 
PSG 2,0 .......... 2. 5 
W1cre M Vi represents the molar volume of spe"Cie i; 
M Wi represents the molecular weight of specie i; 
Pi represents the density of specie i. 
Assuming the SO shell occupies the same 
volume as the original sphalerite from 
which it was formed, the voidage E of the 
SO shell should be 
(. = 1,0 -
M VSo 
~,--- = 0,33 
M V ZnS 
This implies that the SO shell is 
2. 6 
relatively porous. This fact, and the 
fact that SO may be removed by attrition 
during the course of leaching in a well 
agitated reactor, is presented as justi-
fication for making this assumption. ) 
MECHANISM 1 BASED ON SINGLE SITE 
REACTION KINETICS 
The following sequence of reaction steps are 
proposed. The equilibrium constants corresponding 
to each reaction step are defined here for use in 





........... 2. 7 
• represents an active ZnS site) 
2. 8 
= 
subscript 'a' refers to the adsorbed 
specie) 






Dissociation of adsorbed species 
2. 11 
= 2. 12 
3+ 7.+ • Fe ~. FeS.J 2. 13 
= 2. 14 
Reaction of single dissociated specie with homogeneous 
phase reactants 
+ • HS + 







I HS+] [H+] 
2 . 16 
a 
25 
· . . . . . . . . .. 2. 17 
This reaction is considered to be irreversible, 
and elemental sulphur is considered to have been 
formed in - si tu. Hence 
· ........ . 2. 18 








S from liquid to gas phase 




K8 = 5 2. 22 [H2S] .e 
· ......... 
If the ideal gas law is assumed to apply, then-
PH S 
2 
= RT ........•. 2. 23 




· ........ . 2. 24 
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K9 represents the distribution coefficient KD 
which relates the partial pressure of the H
2
S in the 
gas cap to the liquid phas e H2S concentration. An 
empirical equation e xpressing KD in terms of H2S04 
and temperature is determined and presented in Appendix 
E (equation E. 271 
Homogeneous phase oxidation of HZS by Fe3+ 
A detailed study of this reaction is beyond the 
scope of this work, and consequently no attempt is 
ma de to propose a mecha nism fo r this reaction. 
Equ a [' ion 1.7 by Ve r hul st i s ac cept e d in section 2.4.3 .1 
a s r epresenting a model which describes the kinetics 
of t h i s reaction. 
Me chanism 1 implies that only H+ , F e 3+ and 
Zn 
2+ 
ions a ds orb e d , hen c e fro m equati ons 2. 8 are 
2 . 10 and 2 . 20 
[H+] 
1<1 [H+] a 2. 25 = · ......... 
4\ 
[Fe3+] 




a = · ......... 2. 27 
<Pv K7 








Hence substituting for the ]. a terms in 
equation 2. 3 gives the vacant ac~ve site concen-
tration in terms of known values of total active 
site concentration; the homogeneous phase concen-
trations of the adsorbed species; and unknown 
values of the adsorption a nd desorption equilibrium 
constants. 
2. 4 
2. 4. 1 
Thus:-
DERIVATION OF MODELS BASED ON 
MECHANISM 1 
2. 30 
2. 40 1. 1 Model A (based on the asumption that H+ 
adsorption represented by 
equation 2.7 is rate limiting) 
In section 1. 1 it was reported that Locker and 
de Bruyn (1969) demonstrated that the activation 
energies of the initial dissolution reaction for 
and 
different sphalerites were equal~independent of the 
impurity content or crystal structure of each 
sphalerite. They proposed that the initial adsorp-
tion of H+ was the rate limiting step. 
The rate equation representing equation 2. 7 is 
.......... 2. 31 
Subsequent steps represented by equations 2. 11, 2. 15, 
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2. 19 and 2. 21 may be considered to be a t 
equilibrium. Equation 2. 31 may be expressed in 
terms of homogeneous phase concentrations as follows: 
From equation 2. 12 
from equation 2. 16 






K 5 [H+ 1 
and from equation 2. 20 
<t>v !Zn2+1 
K7 
Consecutive substitution into equation 2. 31 
give s -
2. 32 
Let .......... 2. 33 
Then substituting equation 2. 33 into 2. 32 and 
rearranging gives 
• ' " • •. 2 .34 
Substitution for <Pv by equation 2 . 30 gives ;-
.......... 2. 35 
The initial rate form of equation 2. 35 is:-
2. 36 
As equilibrium is approached and rA - 0 the 
K mass action constant AM A may be expressed as:-
K k1 2+ 
AMA = = !Zn 1 mZS],e 2. 37 - [H +]2 .......... k3 
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(In section 2. 2 (assumption (viii)) it was 
assumed that the activity c oe fficients for the 
various species are incorporated in the reaction 
rate constants.) The thermodynamic equilibrium 
K 
constant AEQ is thus -
= 








where vi r epresents a ctivity coefficient of specie i. 
2. 4. 1. 2 Mode l B (bas e d on thl' assumption that Zn2+ 
desorption r epresented by equation 
2. 19 is rat e limiting) -
In view of Locker a nd de Br uyn's observation 
discussed in section 2. 4. 1. 1 , the only other active 
site related step in Mechanism 1 which is likely to be 
independent of the impurity content or crystal struc-
ture of the sphalerite is the d esorption of 
ions from active sites. 
The rate equation for equation 2. 19 is 
th 2+ k5 't'v [ 7,n 1 •••••••• 2. 39 
Steps preceeding and subsequent to the reaction 
expressed by equation 2. 19 are assumed to be at 
equilibrium. 
Equation 2. 39 may be expressed in terms of 
h omogeneous phase concentrations as follows: 
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From equation 2.16: [zn
2
+k = K5 [HS+Ja [H+J 
[H 2SJ,t 
From equation 2. 12 : [HS+j a = 
Consecutive substitution into equation 2. 39 gives -
,... 2+ 
k5 'fly [Zn ] 
2. 40 
Let = 2. 41 
Substi tute for <py and k4 K1 K3 K5 in equation 2. 40 




( k5 [Zn2+j) r B = (1 + K1 K8 [Zn
2+Jl K6 [H 2S l.e 
· ......... 2. 42 
The initial rate form of equation 2. 42 is 
= 
2. 43 
and the mass action and equilibrium constants for 
equation 2. 42 are . . 
k6 [Zn
2+j IH2Sj.e 
~MA = = 2. 44 k5 IH+j2 · ......... 
~EQ = ~MA x · ........ . 2. 45 
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2. 4. 2 
2. 4. 2. 1 Model C (based on the assumption that 
Fe3+ and H+ adsorb competi ti vely 
and that for large [Fe3+1a: [H2S041o 
the H+ contributes negligibly to 
the dissolution reaction) 
In section 1. 3 it was reported that Kuzminkh 
(1950 ) established that two mineralogically very 
different sphalerites initially leached at similar 
rates under equivalent conditions. Furthermore the 
initial dissolution rate was found to be approximately 
proportional to the [Fe3+ 1. Equation 2. 9 ,is the 
only adtive site related step in Mechanism 1 which 
involves Fe3+ species which can take place 
independently of the mineralogical properties, and 
at rates proportion to the initial Fe3+. 
Kuzminkh also reported reaction rates to be 




]. In order to 
explain this it is assumed here that the Fe3+ 
ions adsorb and react at much faster rates than do 
the H+ i.ons. Consequently the proportion of active 
sites occupied by relatively slow adsorbing and reac-





in turn proportionally decreases the concentration of 
vacant sites available for Fe3+ adsorption and 
reaction. At high [Fe3+1o : [H2S041o ratios the 
contribution of the H+ reaction to the overall 
dissolution rate is assumed to be negligibly smal~ in 
comparison to the contribution by the parallel Fe3+ 
reactions. 
Thus the dissolution rate equation describing 
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equation 2. 9 is 
= 2. 46 
Since the reaction described by equation 2. 1 is 
irreversible, the reverse component of equation 2. 46 
reduces to zero. Thus equation 2. 46 may be expressed 
as -
= 2. 47 
According to Mechanism1 
the surface are 
the only species adsorbed on 
Fe3+ and Zn 2+ • 
Substi tuting for <1>v in equation 2. 47 by equation 2. 3 
gives 
= 2. 48 
(1,0 + 
Substituting 
equation 2. 8 
[H+] 
K1 [H+] a = --
<t>v 
[Fe3+la. 
= K2 [Fe3+] 
<t>v 





and equation 2. 29 




If it is assumed that the H+ ions are much 
than the Fe3 + Zn 
2+ 
more strongly adsorbed or 




3+ or KZn 
2+ ) and that 
+ 1,0 , equation 2. 49 reduces to K1 [H ] »> -
rC = k7 <Ib 
[Fe3 +] 
[H +] 
· ......... 2. 50 
K1 
Let kS = ~ · ......... 2. 51 K1 
then rC = kS <Po [Fe3+] · ......... 2. 52 
[H+] 
Equation 2. 52 also represents the initial rate 
of dissolution of sphalerite in high [Fe3 +]o [H2S04 Jo 
ratio leach media, and is basically in agreement with 
• 
the observations reported by Kuzminkh (i.e. propor-
tional dependency of rate on initial area and [Fe3 +]o ' 
and inverse dependency of the rate on [H
2
S04 ]O). 
2. 4. 3 
2. 4. 3. 1 Model D (Homogeneous oxidation of H2S 
by Fe3+) 
It is proposed that the empirical model developed 
by Verhulst (1974) and represented by equation 1.7 
describes the kinetics of the homogeneous oxidation of 




2. 4. 3. 2 Model E 
34 
(based on the assumption that H+ 
and Fe3+ adsorb competi ti vely ; 
that for low [Fe3+1o : [H2S041o ratio 
both the H+ and Fe3+ contribute 
significantly to the dissolution; 
and that H2S formed by the H+ is 
homogeneously oxidised by Fe3+) 
In section 1. 3 it was reported that Verhulst 
leached synthetic sphalerite in aqueous sulphuric acid 
with low Fe3+ initially present. The H
2
S partial 
pressure was monitored and observed to reach a peak 
and then decrease. He proposed that equation 1.1 
described the H
2
S formation kinetics and that the 
H
2
S was oxidised homogeneously by the Fe3+ ions 
(at a rate described by equation 1.7). Comparison 
of the experimental rate data with computed solutions 
of the two simultaneous differential rate equations 
1. 1 and 1.7 demonstrated that the experimental 
H2S pressure reached a peak and decreased signifi-
cantly faster than the computed H2S pressure. He 
proposed the possi~ility that the H2S oxidation by 
Fe3+ may have been catalysed by the sphalerite solids 
present in the reactor. 
In this study it is proposed that for low 
[Fe3+1o ~ [H 2S041o ' Fe
3+ and H+ adsorption are both 
slow steps occuring simultaneously and at comparable 
rates (reaction in parallel). The H
2
S formed 
during dissolution is homogeneously oxidised by Fe3+ 
(reactions in series) • 
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Assume that 
a) equation 2. 35 has an additional term in 
the denominator for the adsorption of 
Fe3+ thus 
2+ 
<Po + [Zn J [H2S J,e 
r A _. ,) .1. (k1 [H J- k -; [H+J 
( [ + [Fe )+j K [ Z '-J) ./ 1 , 0 + K1 II 1 + K2 + 8 I I 
2. 54 
b ) equa Lions 2 . 54 a nd ~' . 49 r epresent rat e 
expressions for the di. ;solution reactions 
occuring in parallel, and 
c ) equation 2. 53 (repr ( :;enting the homogeneous 
oxidation of H2S by Fe3+) occurs in series 
with the dissolution reaction described by 
equation 2. 54 • 
The overall dissolution wi l l then be obtained by 
simultaneously solving t he foll owing two differential 
equations: 
r E 1 = 
d(Zn2 +] 
dt = r A + r B .......... 2. 55 
r E 2 
d [H2 S] 
= = r A - r D 2. 56 dt .......... 
where r
A , r B and r D are described by equations 
2. 54 , 2 . 49 and 2. 53 re s} ccti vely • 
2. 5 MECHANISM 2 BASED ON DUAL SITE 
REACTION KINETICS 
The following sequence of reaction steps are 
proposed. The equilibrium constants corresponding 
to each step are defined for use in section 2. 6 • 
Several steps which are identical to steps proposed 
for mechanism 1, are repeated here to simplify the 
presentation. 
Adsorption 
+ H+ -""' 'H+ - 2. 57 
[H +]a 
K 11 = 
<t> . [H+] 
v 
2. 58 







'H+ ~ ·HS + ...- · ........ . 2. 61 ' 
[HS+]a 
K 13 = 
[H+]a 
2. 62 





· ........ . 2. 64 
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Dual site reaction of adjacent dissociated species 
+ + ·HS + -HS 
2. 65 
2. 66 
· ........ . 2. 67 
The elemental sulphur is assumed to form 
in - si tu. This reaction is irreversible, 
hence for this reaction, 
Desorption 













Diffusion of H2S from liquid to gas phase 
· ........ . 2. 72 
· ........ . 2. 73 
~omogeneous oxidation of H
2
S by Fe3+ 
A study of the mechanism of this reaction is 
beyond the scope of this work, and equation 1.7 by 
Verhulst is accepted in section 2. 6. 3. 1 as 
describing the oxidation kinetics. 
Mechanism 2 implies that F 3+ e , 2+ Zn and 
H2S species are adsorbed, hence by adopting a similar 
approach as in section 2. 3 it may be shown that".-
2. 74 





and K 21 
1 = K
18 
.......... 2. 76 
and substituting these into equation 2. 74 
•••••••••• 2. 77 
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2. 6 DERIVATION OF MODELS BASED ON 
MECHANISM 2 
2. 6. 1 Case (i) [Fe3+] : [H SO 1 = 0 
..;;...;:;;.;;;..;::~..=.:.---~~- 0 -- 2 - 4 0--
2. 6. 1. 1 Model F (based on the assumption that 
H+ adsorption represented by 
equation 2.57 is rate limiting) 
The justification for making this assumption is 
the same as that given in section 2. 4. 1. 1 • 
The rate equation for the reaction represented 
by equation 2.57 is:-
= 2. 78 
In a manner similar to that adopted in section 2.4. 1. 1 
equation 2. 78 can be expressed in terms of homogeneous 
phase concentrations as follows: 
From equation 2.62 
equation 2. 66 
equation 2. 69 
and equation 2. 71 [H S] 0,5 = 
2 a 
Consecutive substitution into equation 2. 78 gives -









0,5 K 0,5 K 0,5 . 
Substi tute for¢>v and k12 K13 K15 17 18 In 
equation 2. 79 by equations 2. 77 and 2. 80 and 
rearrange 
+ 2+ 
(1,0+K11 [H] + K3) [Zn ]+ K21 [H2S]) 
The initial rate form of equation 2. 81 is 
A\ k [H+] 
'+'0 11 0 









Note that in the event of H+, Zn2+, and 
H2S each being only very weakly adsorbed so that 
K 11' K 20 and K 21 are very small, equation 2. 81 
reduces to 
= 
.......... 2. 84 
Also note that equations 2. 84 and 2. 83 are 
iden tical in form to equations 1. 1 and 1. 2 
(which were obtained by Romankiw by regressing on 
synthetic sphalerite leaching data) • 
2.6.1.2 Model G 
41 
(based on the assumption that 
reaction product desorption is 
rate limiting) 
This assumption is justified by reasoning 
similar to that discussed in section 2. 4. 1. 2 • 
If the Zn2+ and H2S species are both 
strongly adsorbed and desorption of both the Zn2+ 
and H2S is necessary in order for the reaction to 
proceed, then the reaction describing this rate 
limiting situation is 
2+ ·Zn +'H S 
2 2. 85 
The rate equation describing this reaction is 
= k [Z 2+) [H S) k15 '" y2 [Z' n2+] [H2S) 14 n a 2 a - 'I" 
Equation 2. 86 may be expressed in terms of 
homogeneous phase concentrations as follows : 
2. 86 
From equation 2. 66 [Zn2+) a [H2S k = K15 [HS+k
2 
equation 2. 62 [HS+) + = K13 [H )a a 
and equation 2. 58 [H+j = K11 <Py [H+j a 
Substituting consecutively into equation 2. 86 gives -
rG k14 K15 K13 
2 
K'11 
2 2 + 2 2 2+ = <t>y [H j -k15 <py[Zn ] [H2Sj 
. . . . . . . . . . 2 • 87 
Let k16 k14 K15 K 
2 2 
88 = 13 K11 ......... 2. 
42 
Substi tuting for <Pv and k14 




and 2. 88 and 
in 
2. 89 
At e quilibrium, the mass action constant in this case is -
= 2. 90 
The initial rate form of equ a tion 2. 89 is -
2 . 6. 2 3+ ..::,C,;;:a.:::,s.:::,e...;,..( l::,;o l::,;o )~_---:[:..;.;F...;;.e_ 1 : [ H2S04] ::::". 1, 8 0-- - 0 
2. 91 
2 . 6. 2. 1 Model H (based on the assumption that 
Fe3+ and H+ adsorb competitively 
and that for large [Fe3+b: [H
2
S0410 
the H+ contributes negligibly to 
the dissolution reaction; 
The justification for this assumption is similar 
to that discussed in section 2. 4. 2. 1 
Thus if the Fe3+ adsorption reaction described 
by equation 2. 59 is rate limiting, then 
= k ;h [Fe3+) 16 ""v ....... 2. 92 
43 
Since the dual site reaction expressed by equation 
2. 67 is irreversible, equation 2. 92 reduces to -
= 2. 93 
It is seen that the rate equations based on bo~h 
single site and dual site case (ii) mechanisms are 
identical. 




» K12 , K20 





2. 6. 3 




resLits in eqn. 2 .94 reducing to 
2. 95 




It is proposed that the empirical model developed 
by Verhulst (1974) and represented by equation 1. 7 
describes the kinetics of this reaction. Thus 
r:lrfr S] [H S]1,44 3+ 1,69 
UI' 2 14 -67. 72 2!e [Fe ] 
dt = - 0,947 x 10 exp ( R T ) 4 




2. 6. 3. 2 Model J (based on the assumption that 
H+ and Fe3+ adsorb competitively; 
that for low [Fe3+1o : [H2S041o ratio 
both the H+ and Fe3+ contribute 
significantly to the dissolution; 
and that H2S formed by the H+ is 
homogeneously oxidised by Fe3+) 
The justification offered in the preamble of 
section 2. 4. 3. 2 applies here. 
Assume that 
a) equation 2. 81 has an ad!li.tional term in the 
denominator for the adsorption of Fe3+, thus -
2. 97 
b) equations 2. 97 and 2. 94 represent the 
H+ and Fe3+ dissolution reactions occuring 
in parallel; 
c) equations 2. 97 and 2. 96 represent the 
H2S formation and oxidation reactions 
occuring in series. 
The overall rate of dissolution for this case is 
obtained by simultaneously solving the following two 
differential rate equations 
r J 1 = 
d[Zn 2+ I 
2. 98 dt = r F + r H ........ 
r J 2 = 
d[H2S)..e = r F dt - rr 
........ 2. 99 
where and are described by equations 
45 
2. 97, 2. 94 and 2. 96 respectively. 
2. 7 SUMMARY OF MODELS DERIVED FOR 
MECHANISMS 1 AND 2 
Table 2. 2 summarises the case (i) models. 
The initial rate forms fo each of the equations are 
obtained by setting the ne gative terms in the 
numerators equal to zero. 
Table 2. 3 summarises the case (ii) models. 
Table 2. 4 summarises the case (iii) models. 
Mech- Model Rate Control 
anism 
1 A H+ adsorption 
1 B Zn2+ desorption 
2 F H+ adsorption 




TAB L E 2. 2 
Rate Equation Mass Action Constant 
r = <t>o (k [H+)- k [Zn 2-; [H2S1,e l K k1 
[Zn 2+] [H2S l,e 
A = - = 
A + 2+ 1 3 MA k3 [H+1 2 (1,0 + K1 [H 1 + K8 [Zn 1) [H +) 
· ......... 2. 35 · ......... 2. 37 
<t> + 2 




r B = 0 (k [H j - k MA='k= 
(1,0 + K1 [H+j+ K8 [Zn2+]) 6 [H2S1,e 5 5 [H+j2 
· ......... 2. 42 · ......... 2. 44 
r _ <po(k11 [H+l- k12 [Zn
2+]0,5[H2SJ2,5 ) K k11 
[Zn2+)0,5 [H S j 0,5 
2 ,e 
F - ... 2+ F 11A = k= [H +) (1 , ° + K11 [H 1+ K20 [Zn ]+ K2.1 [H2Sl) 13 
· ......... 2. 81 · ......... 2. 83 




o k16 [H ) - k15 [Zn HH2S),e 
G = - = 
( + 2+ l 2 MA k15 [H +)2 1,0+ K11 [H)+ K2dZn 1+ K21 [H2S),e · ......... 2. 89 · ......... 2. 90 
SUMMARY OF CASE (i) (We3+J.: [H2S0 '1) = 0) MODELS FOR PROPOSED 







TAB L E 2. 3 
Model Rate Equation 
C rC kg <Po 
[Fe3+1 
2. 52 = + .......... 
[H ] 
H r H = k17 <Po 
[Fe3+1 .......... 2·95 
[H +] 




S041o ::::,. lJD 







TAB L E 2. 4 
r E1 = 
r E 2 = 
r J 1 = 
r J2 = 
Rate Equat ion 
3+ + [Zn 2+][H2S~ , 
<PO( k7 [Fe H- (k1[H }- k3 [H+J ; ) 
( + 3+ 2+ ) i,O + K1 [H J+ K2 [Fe J+K8 [Zn J 
'" (k [H+] _ k [Zn
2
+ )[H2S1.e ) 
'+'0 1 3 [H]+ 
( + 3+ 2+1 1,0 + K1 [H 1+ K2 [Fe 1+ K
8
[Zn ) 
- 0, 9 47 x 10
14 -67. 72 
exp L R T 
[H2S1~,44 [Fe3+] 1,69 
[H so ]2,49 
2 4 
~ (k [Fe3+1 + (k [H+] - k13 [zn2+Jo,5[H2SJ~,5 ))' 
o 16 11 
( + 3+ 2+ 1,0 + K11 [H ] + K12 [Fe ] + K20 [Zn ] + K21 [H2SJ,e) 
~ (k [H+J - k [Zn 2+1°,5 [H S] 0,5}) o 11 13 2 .e 
+ 3+] + K [Zn2+] + K21 [H
2
S J,e} • 
(1,0 + K11 [H ]+K12 [Fe 20 1!i4 3+]1,69 
[H SJ' [Fe 
2. 55 
2 . 56 
2. 98 
14 - 67.72) 2,e 2 49 
0,947 x 10 exp ( R T [H2S04] ,' ••..••• 2.99 
...r=-
eP 
SUMMARY OF CASE (iii) (fFe3 +1
0 
-=--..lli2S041o .L 0,1) MODELS FOR PROPOSED MECHANISMS 1 & 2 
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C HAP T E R 3 
EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF THE 
INITIAL RATE FORM OF CASE (i) AND (ii) 
MODELS PROPOSED IN CHAPTER 2 
Introduction 
In this chapter the case (i) and case (ii) 
models developed for mechanisms 1 and 2 are tested 
quantitatively under initial rate conditions. 
Attempts are made to ascribe values to the rate and 
adsorption equilibrium constants for those models 
which do fit the data. 
In chapter 4 the overall forms of the case (i) 
and (ii) models selected in this chapter are tested 
using overall leaching rate data. 
In chapter 5 equation 1.7 for the homogeneous 
oxidation of H
2
S by Fe3+ is tested and modified 
before qualitatively testing the case (iii) models 
using overall leaching data. 
In chapter 6 (section 6 .1) Scanning electron microscope photographs 
of unleact-,ed and leached sphalerite particles; and opt ical microscope 
photographs of etched and unetched sphalerite part icles are presented 
In section 3. 1 the four sphaleri tes, the 
various forms in which they were used and their 
identifying abbreviations used in this thesis, are 
described. 
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In Appendix A the experimental apparatus is 
described. 
In Appendix B experimental and sphalerite pre-
treatment procedures are described. 
In Appendix C the chemicals used in the leaching 
experiments are described. 
In Appendix D methods of chemical analysis are 
given. 
In Appendix E empirical expressions relating the 
liquid phase Zn2+ and H
2
S concentrations to the 
gas phase H
2
S partial pressure are determined by 
regressing on experimental results. 
In Appendix F aspects relating to the topography 
of the different sphalerites are presented. In 
particular the B.E~T. surface areas for the different 
sphalerites (before and after leaching) are reported, 
and mathematical functions describing the change in 
area during leaching are derived. 
In Appendix G data analysis procedures, (including 
that for determining the Zn2+ leaching rate from 
monitored H
2
S partial pressure data) are discussed. 
In Appendix H raw case (i) data 
is presented graphically by plotting 
time rate curves. 
([Fe3+] = 0,0) 
p 0 
the H2S versus 
In Appendix I all case (i) experimental leaching 
results are fully reported in tabular form. 
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In Appendix J all case (ii) experimental leaching 
results ([Fe3+jo [H
2
S04Jo -:::,.. 1,8) are tabulated . 
In Appendixes K and L all case (iii) experimental 
results (i.e. Fe3+ oxidations of H
2









.L 0,1) are tabulated. 
3. 1 SPHALERITES USED IN THIS STUDY 
3. 1. 1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
One synthetic and three natural sphalerites were 
used in this investigation. The abbreviations used 
throughout this thesis to designate these sphalerites 
are shown below in qapital letters between brackets, 
and are summarised in Table 3. 1 • 
The chemical composition of each of the sphalerites 
are summarised in Table 3. 2 • 
The following different sphalerites were used: 
(i) Synthetic high grade sphalerite 
A precipitated synthetic laboratory reagent 
grade sphalerite manufactured by the 
British Drug House Company 
(Abbreviation: BDH. ) 
(ii) High grade natural sphalerite 
A comparatively pure natural sphalerite from 
Oklohoma, U.S.A. and acquired in lump f orm 
from Wards Natural Science Establishment, Inc . , 
New York, U.S.A •• Primary size reduction 
of the lumps was effected in two ways: 
SPHALERITE DESCRIPTION 
ABBREVIATION 
BDH Synthetic sphalerite marketed by the 
British Qrug House Company. 
WBM Ward's ball Iii illed high grade natural sphalerite. 
WVM K W ard t s .!. ibratory milled high grade natural sphalerite. 
VMWBM K Vibratory milled WBM sphaleri te • 
ZCR Moderately impure flotation concentrate acquired from 
ZINCOB,. 
VMZCR Vibratory.!!!. illed ZCR sphalerite. 
PR Very impure flotation concentrate acquired from Prieska. 
VMPR Vibratory milled PR sphalerite 
K The WVM sphalerite:was used in a relatively course granular form (eg. -75,0 + 63,0 
size fraction) whilst the VMWVM sphalerite was used in a very fine form. 
TAB L E 3. 1 SUMMARY OF ABBREVIATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS OF SPHALERITES 






Sphalerite Zn SiIplride Fe Cu Pb Cd 
Ni Mg Ca 
Co 
abbrevlli ti on % &Dp1!r% % ppm ppm 
ZCR )( 
61,5 31,5 7,25 155,Oppm 1,51% 0 , 12% 409,0 0,36% 0,63 % 237,0 VMZCR * 
PR * 
55,8 32,1 10,74 3,53% 850, Oppm 0,"3% 498,0 0,17% 0,1% 160,0 VMPR 1{ 
: 
- . - -
WBM* 
66,5 32,2 0,45 382, Oppm 900,Oppm 0, 48% 395,0 350,<{lpm 229,0 VMWBM * 2:;D,Oppm 
BDH* 65,4 31,0 0,12 129, Oppm 557,Oppm 83,Oppm 408,0 400,Oppm 266, Oppm 237, ° 
-
* These abbreviations described in the text and summarised in Table 3. 1 





a) Wet ball milling in a laboratory 
mill. The milled material was 
periodically wet screened through 
a 125,O~ screen, the plus fraction 
being returned for further milling. 
(Abbreviation: WBM) 
b) Dry vibratory milling in a Siebtechnik 
laboratory attrition mill. The milled 
material was periodically dry screened 
through a 125,O~ screen, the plus 
fraction being returned for further 
milling. (Abbreviation: WVM) 
(iii) Moderately impure sphalerite flotation 
concentrate 
A moderately impure milled flotation con-
centrate acquired from Zinc or of South 
Africa. The geographical origin of this 
material is unknown to the author. 
(Abbreviation: ZCR) 
(iv) Highly impure sphalerite flotation cancenbate 
An impure milled flotation concentrate was 
acquired from the Prieska mine in the Cape 
Province of South Africa. (Abbreviation: PR) 
In addition to leaching the natural sphalerites 
in their granular form, fully pretreated acid washed 
granular samples of each were extensively vibratory 
milled. (Abbreviations: VMWBM, VMZCR and VMPR) 
The surface area of these sphalerites were increased 
as a result of the vibratory milling from typically 
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2 
100,0 m / kg to 
2 
say, 3000,0 m / kg. 
It was further found that topographically 
induced differences in the leaching characteristics 
of the granular sphalerites, were largely eliminated 
by the extensive vibratory milling. The large 
increase in dissolution rates resulting from the large 
specific surface area exposed, permitted comparative 
experiments using each of the sphalerites to be 
conducted much more rapidly, with less sphaleritic 
material being required per run. 
3. 1. 2 MINERALOGICAL PROPERTIES OF THE WBM, 
ZCR AND PR SPHALERITES 
Mounted, polished sphalerite particles were 
inspected using a reflecting optical microscope. 
The WBM particles were observed to consist of 
essentially pure sphalerite. No obvious distinctive 
crystallographic or mineralogical features were 
observed. Upon etching with concentrated sulphuric 
acid for different time periods, dissolution 
appeared to mostly take place evenly over the entire 
surface. Some evidence of leaching in preferential 
directions was however observed. 
The ZCR sphalerite particles were observed to 
contain what appeared to be magnetite intergrowths, 
and pyrite appeared also to be present as separate 
particles. Etching with concentrated sulphuric 
acid revealed zonal structuring with fine sub-grain 
poly crystalline material at different orientations. 
Etching appeared to occur preferentially along 
twinning zones and grain boundaries. 
Figure 6 .18 shows a photograph of an etched 
ZCR particle. 
The PR sphalerite was mineralogically far 
more complex and interesting than the WBM and ZCR 
sphalerites. Anhaeusser and Lenthall (1970) 
reported a detailed petrographic and mineragraphic 
study of PR sphalerite obtained from the same source 
as that used by the author. Only the more obvious 
features observed by the author are reported here. 
Three generations of sphalerite were observed. 
The copper impurity existed predominantly as 
exsolved chalcopyrite, whilst the iron impurity was 
present in the sphalerite lattice, as well as in the 
chalcopyrite. 
Iron free sphalerite was observed to exist 
immediately adjacent to the chalcopyrite, the iron 
concentration increasing with distance away from the 
chalcopyrite. Upon etching, dissolution appeared to 
take place, preferentially in the zones adjacent to 
the chalcopyrite. 
Figure 6.19 shows this phenomena, the bright 
yellow grains being the chalcopyrite. Fine sub-
grain boundaries, twinning and other crystallographic 
zones of weakness were observed along which etching 
appeared to take place preferentially. 
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3. 2 EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF CASE (i) MODELS 
In this section experimental initial rate data is 
used to discriminate between models derived for 
mechanisms 1 and 2 under case (i) conditions 
(i.e. (Fe3+] = 0,0). 
o 
Tables 3 ~ 3 to 3.6 summarise the condi tions of 
the experiments performed to determine the effects of 
stirrer speed, initial sphalerite area, H2S04 con-
centration, temperature, initial zinc concentration, 
and initial H2S.e concentration. Also shown on 
tables 3. 3 to 3.6 are the experimental and fitted 
initial rates, along with initial rates calculated 
using the final expressions developed in this section. 
3. 2. 1 EFFECT OF AGITATION 
P Figures H.1 a to H.1c plot H2S vs t rate curves 
for leaching VMWBM, VMPR and BDH sphalerites 
with stirrer speeds ranging from 400,0 rp m to 1,500,0 rp m • 
No significant effect of agitation is observed. Since 
all other experiments were conducted at stirrer speeds 
greater than 800,0 rpm assumption (iv) made in 
section 2. 2 is justified. This is assumed to be true 
also in the case of the VMZCR sphalerite. 
3. 2. 2 EFFECT OF INITIAL AREA~Q 
An examination of the models summarised on 
table 2. 2 reveals that models A, Band F predict 
1st order dependency, and model G a 2nd order 
dependency of the initial rate on area. Figures 
Table Initial Temp. Stirrer [H2S041o [Zn
2+1o [H2 S~o (ro)exp (roB (ro)calc * 
No Mass x 103 Speed x 103 x 10 x 103 x 103 x 103 
(-) (kg) ( K ) (rpm) (kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ 
(kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ 
m3 ) m3 ) m3 ) m3 ) min m3 ) I min m3 ) 
i 
I 
I 1 5,0 318,0 1 000,0 1,0 ° ° 5,57 5,73 4,154 
I 2 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 1,0 ° ° 7,46 8 ,33 8,31 
I 3 20,0 318,0 800,0 1,0 ° 0 13,70 18,1 16,62 
I 4 20,0 298,0 800,0 1,0 ° ° 4,86 6,68 6,10 
I 5 20,0 338,0 800,0 1,0 ° ° 25,30 55,60 40,19 
I 6 20,0 318,0 1 150,0 1,0 ° ° 21,70 22,60 16,62 
I 7 10,0 318,0 1 500,0 1,0 ° ° 11,80 9,29 8,308 
I 8 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 0,5 ° ° 4,94 4,61 4,941 
I 9 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 2,0 ° ° 12,60 14,20 12,60 
I 10 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 1,0 15,0 ° 5,28 5,30 6,119 
I 11 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 1,0 25,1 ° 5,56 5,60 4,843 
I 12 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 1,0 53,9 ° 3,68 3,57 3,635 
I 13 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 0,5 ° 5,0 3,89 6,47 4,941 
I 14 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 1,0 ° 11,9 9,19 8,18 8,308 
I 15 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 2,0 ° 20,0 15,30 14,00 12,60 
- - - - -
* Calculated using equation 3. 41 with parameter values shown on table 3. 10 
TAB L E 3. 3 SUMMARY OF INITIAL CONDITIONS AND RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENTAL LEACHING RUNS 
USING VMWBM SPHALERITE (ALL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS TABULATED IN APPENDIX I) 
([Fe3 1o : [H2S0L.1o = 0.0) 
\JI 
()O 
Table Initial Stirrer [H2S04 10 [ Zn
2+1 0 [H2 SJo (ro)exp (ro)fit 
(r 0) calc )£ 
No Mass x 103 
Temp. Speed x 103 x 103 x 103 x 103 x 103 
(kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ (kg-molS (kg-m03/ (kg-mol/ ( -) (kg) (K) (rpm) m3 ) m3 ) m3 ) min m ) min m ) min m3) 
116 5,0 318,0 1 000,0 1,0 ° ° 3,28 3,19 3,391 117 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 1,0 ° ° 6,84 4,87 6,783 118 20,0 318,0 800,0 1,0 ° ° 13,60 28,90 13,57 119 20,0 318,0 1000,0 1,0 ° ° 9,50 12,60 13,57 
12O 20,0 298,0 1 000,0 1,0 ° ° 4,66 4,61 4,035 
121 20,0 338,0 800,0 1,0 ° ° 36,90 54,90 39,52 
122 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 0,5 ° ° 4,20 4,17 4,169 
123 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 2,0 ° ° 10,10 9,88 9,879 
124 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 1,0 14,343 ° 5,457 4,402 4,829 
125 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 1,0 ° 10,96 5,96 N.D. 6,783 
)£ Calculated using equation 3. 41 with parameter values shown on table 3. 10 
TAB L E 3. 4 SUMMARY OF INITIAL CONDITIONS AND RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENTAL LEACHING RUNS 
USING VMZCR SPHALERITE (ALL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS TABULATED IN APPENDIX I ) 
([Fe~o ~ [H2S04 1o = 0,0 ) 
U1 
(Q 
Table Initial Stirrer [H2S041o [Zn2+1 o [H2 Slo (ro)exp 
(r 0) fit (ro) calc 
No Mass x 103 
Temp. 
Speed ' x 103 x 10 3 x 10 3 x 10 3 x 10 3 
( -) (kg) ( K ) (rpm) (kg-mol/ I (kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ 
m3 ) I m3 ) m3 ) min m3 ) 
I 
min m3 ) I min m3 ) 












I 27 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 1,0 ° ° 2,95 2,93 
I 2,628 I 
I 28 20,0 318,0 1 000,0 1,0 ° ° I 8,71 7,16 10,51 
I 29 20,0 298,0 1 000,0 1,0 ° ° 2,45 1,81 3,34 
I 30 20,0 338,0 1 000,0 1,0 I 1 14 ,80 28,87 ° ! ° 22,10 
I 31 20,0 318,0 1 500,0 1,0 ° i ° ,i 11,90 7,74 10,51 I I I, I 32 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 0,5 ° I ° II 0,689 0,551 0,657 I I 
:1 
2,85 * I 33 10,0 318,0 1 000,0 2,0 ° ° ! 2,56* i 10,51 , 






° ,969 I 35 10,0 
I 
1 000,0 1,0 0 
II 
1,07 N.D. 
* Values far too low owing to some unexplained error 
@ Calculated using equation 3. 41 with parameter values shown on table > 10 
TAB L E 3. 5 SUMMARY OF INITIAL CONDITIONS AND RESULTS FOR EXPERIMENTAL LEACHING RUNS 
USING VMPR SPHALERITE (ALL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS TABULATED IN APPENDIX I) 















Table · Initial Stirrer [H2S04Jo lZn2+J [H2 SJ o (ro)exp 
(ro)fit (ro) calc H 
Temp. x 103 0 x 103 . x 103 x 103 No Mass x 103 Speed x 103 
(kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ . (kg-mol/ (kg-mol/ (-) (kg) ( K ) (rpm) m3 ) m3 ) m3 ) min m3 ) min m3 ) min m3) 
I 36 4,0 318,0 1000,0 1,0 0 0 3,97 4,06 4,723 
I 37 10,0 318,0 1000,0 1,0 0 0 12,00 11,20 11,80 
I 38 10,0 298,0 1000,0 1,0 0 0 3,42 2,99 4,257 
I 39 10,0 338,0 1000,0 1,0 0 0 21,80 '21,30 29,03 
I 40 5,0 318,0 · 1000,0 0,5 0 0 2,52 2,24 2,36 
I 41 4,0 318,0 1000,0 2,0 0 0 10,8 10,5 9,45 
I 42 4,0 318,0 1000,0 1,0 14,24 0 3,34 4,34 4,72 
I 43 4,0 318,0 1000,0 1,0 0 10,85 4,39 5,17 4,72 
I 45 4,0 298,0 1000,0 1,04 0 0 1,78 1,33 1,71 
I 46 4,0 298,0 1000,0 1,04 0 0 1,85 1,56 1,71 
I 47 4,0 298,0 400,0 1,04 0 0 1,36 1,12 1,71 
I 48 4,0 298,0 700,0 1,04 0 0 1,79 1,48 1,71 
I 49 4,0 298,0 1000,0 1;04 0 0 1,74 1,42 1,71 
I 50 8,0 298,0 1000,0 1,04 0 0 3,24 2,40 3, L'3 · 
I 51 8,0 298,0 1000,0 1,04 0 0 2,78 2,35 3,43 
I 52 6,0 298,0 1000,0 1,04 0 0 2,70 2,17 2,57 
I 53 2,0 298,0 1000,0 1,04 0 0 1,04 0,824 0,86 
I 54 4,0 298,0 1000,0 0,513 0 O . 0,871 0,670 0,88 
I 55 4,0 298,0 1000,0 0,25 0 0 0,566 0,412 0,429 
I 56 4,0 298,0 1000,0 1,95 0 0 3,26 2,71 3,345 
if Calculated using equation 3. 41 with parameter values shown on table 3. 10 
TAB'LE 3.5 
. ~...........,.,--------~------
SUMMARY OF INITIAL CONDITIONS AND RESULTS FOR EXf'E3IMENTAL LEACHING 
RUNS USING BDH SPHALERITE (ALL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS TABULATED IN APPENDIX I) 
([F~+]o : (H 2S0 4 Jo = 0,0). 
Results on tables 145 to 156 were performed by H. DIJS on the author's 
apparatus and permission was granted for the author to use the data • 
Ol 
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3. 1 and 3. 2 plot (rol exp and (rolfit versus <Po 
for experiments in which different initial masses of 
sphalerite were leached under similar conditions. 
The VMWBM, VMZCR and BDH sphaleri tes each 
demonstrate 1st order dependency, and the VMPR a 
2nd order dependency of ro on ¢> • o 
The VMWBM and VMZCR sphalerite data super-
impose and scatter closely about the dashed best fit 
line on figure 3. 1 represented by the following 
equation: 
r o = 
-4 ,.,. 
2,5 x 10 \vo 3. 1 
The BDH sphalerite (rol data at 3,8,OK and exp 
298,0 K scatter around the best fit lines represented 
by the equations : 
= 1 ~ 64 x 1 0 -
4 
<I> ( at 318, 0 K) ••••• 3 • 2 
o 
= o , 55 x 1 0 -
4 
ct> 0 (a t 298, 0 K) ••••• 3 • 3 
The VMPR sphalerite (rolexp data scatters 
around the best fit line represented by the equa"tion: 
= 3. 4 
The VMWBM and the VMZCR sphalerites differ 
greatly in terms of impurity content, yet apparantly 
leach identically. The BDH sphalerite appears to 
leach at a much lower initial rate per given area. It 
is possible that the proportion of BET measured area 
consisting of active sites (represented by K<t> in 
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Figure 3.1 Initial rate versus total initial area 




a Calculated by eqn. 3.2 
b Calculated by eqn. 3.3 
c Calculated by eqn . 3.4 
.. [H2SOd (kg-mol/m
3 ) 
conditions STIRRER rpm) 
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Figure 3.2 Initial rate versus total initial area 
for the VMPR and BOH sphalerites. 
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sphalerites is significantly higher than for the BDH 
sphalerite. 
If it is assumed that K¢ = 1,0 (in equation 
2. 1) for the VMWBM and the VMZCR sphalerites, then a 
6 -4 . value of K,h = 0, 1 1,53 x 10 ) will permlt 
't' (i.e. 2,5 x 10-4 
the initial rates of all three sphalerites (at T = 




] 0 = 1,0 kg - mol / m3 ) to be 
described by the following equation : 
where 
and 







K¢ Mo Ao (equation 2. 1) 
1,0 for VMWBM and VMZCR sphalerites, 
0,61 for the BDH sphalerite. 
Although these results do not discriminate 
between models A, Band F they do justify having 
assumed H+ adsorption as being the rate limiting 
step in developing these models. By comparing the 
resul ts on figures 3. 1 and 3. 2 it is evident 
that the initial rate dependency of VMPR sphalerite 
is completely different to that for the two natural 
and the synthetic sphalerite. In fact the results 
for the VMPR sphalerite are in agreement with the 
behaviour predicted by model G for which product 
desorption is assumed rate limiting. 
3. 2. 3 EFFECT OF INITIAL H2S04 CONCENTRATION 
An examination of the models summarised on 
table 2. 2 reveals that models A and F predict a 
1st order dependency and models Band G a 2nd order 
dependency of the initial leaching rates on [H2S04~. 
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With no initially present the 
models may be represent ed as follows: 
Model A: * r = a 
Model B: = 
Model F: = 





k 1 [H +10 
(1,0 + K1 [H+lo) 
k 6 [H +I~ 
+ 
k 11 [H 10 
+ 
(1,0 + K11 [H 10 ) 
+ 2 




for models A, B & F 







Figure 3 . 3 plots (rjexp 
and VMZCR sphaleri tes. 
evident. 
* and (r 0 lfi t for the VMWBM 
A definite non-linearity is 
Equation 3. 6 and 3. 8 each have two unknowns, 
Two equations were set 
up for each set of data and solved for values of the 
un~n constants. Curve 'a' on figure 3. 3 is 
described by the following equation for the VMWBM 
sphaleri te : 
r* -o 
3 , 726 x 1 0-4[ f-fl 
(1,0 + O,4674[H+JI 
Curve b or fig 3.3 is descr ibed by the followi ng 
equation for the VM ZCR sphal erite 
3,996 x 10-4 [H+j 
= 
(1,0 + 0,5954 [H+II 
3.12 
3· 13 
+ Note that for H = 1,0, the solution for equation 
-c 
'E 

















a Calculated by eqn. 3.12 
------ ---
b Calculated by eqn. 3.13 
TEMP. (K) 318,0 
conditions MASS (kg) 0,010 
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o 0,5 1,0 1,5 2,0 
[ H2S04] 0 (kg- mol/m3) 
Figure 3.3 Initial specific rate versus 
initial H2S04 concentration 
for the VMWBM and VMZCR 
sphaler ites. 
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3. 12 is 
= 
-4 
2,539 x 10 3. 14 
and for equation 3. 13 is -
= -4 2,505 x 10 3. 15 
These values agree very well with the value of 
ro/¢o = 2,5 x 10-4 given by equation 3· 5 • 
Figure 3 •. 4 plots (ro*)exp and (ro*)fit for the 
BDH sphalerite leaching at 318,0 K and 298,0 K • A 
* + linear dependence of ro on [H b is observed. 
According to models A or F this could suggest that 
the adsorption of H+ at active synthetic sites takes 
place very weakly so that the adsorption constants 
K1 or K11 (in equations 3. 6 and 3. 8) are essentially 
zero. 
Using the values of ro I¢o from equations 
3. 2 and 3. 3 for BDH sphaleri tes leaching at 
318,OK and 298,OK (for [H+j = 1,0), and letting 
the H+ adsorption constants K1 and K11 be zero, 
gives the following reduced forms of equations 3. 6 
and 3. 8 
* 1,64 10-4 [H+j (T 318,OK) ro = x = 
. . . . . . . . . . 3 • 16 
and * 0,55 10-4 [H+j (T 298,0 K) ro = x = 
.......... 3· 17 
Solutions to these equations are represented on figure 
3.4 by lines 'a' and 'b' respectively. 
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a Calculated by eqn. 3.16 
b Calculated by eqn . 3.17 
Mass (kg) 0.004 
condition Agitation (rpm) 1 000,0 
c 4,0 
'E 




















Data T (K) 
® (r~)exp 318.0 
I d x (r~)exPfit318.0 egen m (r~ )exp 298.0 
+ (r~ )exPfit 298.0 
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o 0 0,5 1,0 1,5 2,0 
[H 25°4]0 (kg mol 1m3 ) 
Figure 3.4 Initial specif ic rate versus 
initial H2 S04 concentration 
for the BOH sphalerite. 
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Figure 3. 5 plots r~ versus [H+]o for the 
VMPR sphalerite. The value at [H+l o = 2,0 is 
lower than the well established value at [H+lo = 1,0. 
This is probably due to an abnormal unidentified 
error, (possibly the graph paper recording the PH2S 
with time was advancing faster than was logge~)and 
hence this point has been neglected . Letting 
ro/<Po2 = 3,8 x 10-6 (from equation 3.4) and 
assuming that in the situation of reaction products 
being strongly adsorbed, that the adsorption of H+ 
has an insignificant effect on the kinetics (i.e. 
assume K11 = 0,0 in equation 3 . 9 ), permits equation 
3 . 9 for model G to reduce to 
= 3. 18 
The dashed curve on figure 3 . 5 represents the 
solution to equation 3 .18 and is observed to fit 
through the origin and two data points reasonably well . 
It is apparant that none of the sphalerites 
exhibit 1st order and 2nd order dependencies of the 
initial rate on the initial area and [H+] respectively, o 
as predicted by model B. Hence this model and 
mechanism 1 is considered invalid and will be 
subsequently disregarded. Additional reasons for 
rejecting mechanism 1 in favour of mechanism 2 are 
discussed in section 3. 20 8 • 
3. 2 . 4 EFFECT OF INITIAL Zn2+ CONCENTRATION ON 
INITIAL RATE 
According to the initial rate components of 
models F and G, if Zn2+ ions are sufficiently 
8,0 
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o 0,5 1 ,0 1 ,5 2,0 
[H 2 50410 (kg- mol/m3 ) 
Figure 3.5 Initial specific rate versus 
i niti 01 H2 S04 concentrat ion 
for VM PR spha leri te. 
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strongly adsorbed their presence should suppress the 
initial dissolution rate. 
Figure 3. 6 plots [r~l versus [Zn2+10 for the 
VMWBM, VMZCR and BDH sphaleri tes. The VMWBM and 
VMZCR sphalerite initial rates are observed to have 
been significantly suppressed. 
Using the values of constants given in equations 
3.12 and 3.13 (for the VMWBM and VMZCR sphalerites) 
model F take the following forms 
For VMWBM sphalerite-
-4 + 
3,726 x 10 [H 10 
= + 2+ 
(1,0+0,4674 [H 10+ KS [Zn 101 
3· 19 
and for VMZCR sphalerite 
6 -4 + 3,99 x 10 [H 10 
= 
3. 20 
Figure 3. 6 plots the solutions to equations 
3· 19 and 3. 20 for KS = 30,0:35,0: 45,O:50,Oand 60,0 
respectively. All the points for the VMWBM and 
VMZCR sphalerites fall within the curves for 
KS = 30 
KS = 45,0 
and KS = 60. A value KS = 35,0 and 
is accepted here as representing the best 
average fit through the VMWBM and the VMZCR data 
points respectively. Consequently equations 3. 19 


























Calculated by eqns. 3.19 and 3.20 
wit h K values as shown below. 
8 
318,0 
<10 nditi ons 
TEMP.;p (K) 
[H 2SOd (kg -mol 1m3) 1,0 
legend 
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Figure 3.6 Initial specific rate versus initial zInc 
ion concentration for the VMWBM, 





-4 3,726 x 10 
+ (1,0 + 0,4674 [H 10 
2+ 
+ 35,0 [Zn 1
0
) 
and for VMZCR sphalerite 
= 
(1,0 + 
+ 2+ ° ,5954 lH 10 + 45, ° [Zn 10 I 
3. 21 
3. 22 
For the BDH sphalerite the values 
demonstrate no suppression of the initial rate, whilst 
~ 
the (r 0 lexp values do appear to demonstrate a 
suppressive effect of [Zn
2+b on the initial rate. 
Unfortunately insufficient data is available to 
resolve whether Zn2+ ions do adsorb sufficiently 
strongly so as to give the Zn2+ adsorption equilib-
rium constant KS a finite value. 
Romankiw ( 1962) leached synthetic sphalerite 
in 0,5 kg-mol/m3 H2S04 at 29S,OK with five 
2+ values of Zn over the range -
0,0 ~ [Zn2+j ~ 50,0 x 10-3 kg- mOl/m3 
o 
and detected no influence of [Zn2i o 
leaching rate. 
on the initial 
It is accepted then that Zn2+ ions 
adsorb sufficiently weakly on BDH sphaleri te that 
the Zn2+ adsorption equilibrium constant KS for 
this sphalerite is approximately zero. 
Figure 3.7 plots (ro@)and(ro@lf)"tVersus 
@ r exp 
(Zn2i o (where ro = ~l for the VMPR sphalerite, 
and a significant suppressive effect of the Zn2+ 
ions on the initial rate is observed. In section 
3· 2. 3 the H+ ion adsorption equilibrium constant 


















-------- Calculated byeqn . 3.28 
Tem 3180 
con d it ions .:....M~a:;..::s--=s_-+--r-~'-;--t-~0"".0,,1 "" 
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[Z n]o x 10 
......... - - - -
15,0 20,0 
(kg-mol!m3 I 
Figure 3.7 Initial specific rate versus 
initial zinc ion concentration 
for the VMPR sphalerite. 
Model G therefore adopts the following form 
(using the rate constant value expressed in equation 
3 . 18) 
3,8 x 10-6 [H+Jo 
2 
= 2+ 2 
(1,0+K22 [Zn b) 
3. 23 
The value of K22 was determined as follows: 
2+ 





[Zn2+6 = 14,237 x 10-3 r = x 10 (at 0 
and [H+) 




0,684 x = 328 x 10 3· 25 
Z 2 
........ 
Hence Z = 2,36 .......... 3· 26 
2+ 
Substituting for [Zn ~ and Z in equation 
3. 24 and solving for K22 gives 
2,36 - 1,0 
14,237 x 10-3 
= 95,53 ....... 3. 27 = 
Hence equation 3. 23 takes the form 
3,8 x 10-6 [H+lo 2 
~ 
ro = ........ 3. 28 
The solution to equation 3. 28 is plotted on figure 
3· 7 • 
3· 2. 5 
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EFFECT OF INITIAL H
2
S CONCENTRATION 
ON INITIAL RATE 
According to mechanism 1 H
2
S does not form 
an adsorbed specie and hence models A and B do 
not contain terms for the H2.3 adsorption equili-
brium constant in the denominator. Models F and 
G for mechanism 2 do contain such terms, but if 
the H
2
S is only very weakly adsorbed such terms 
could have zero valu~. Experiments were conducted 
in which H
2
S gas was purged into the leach reactor 
containing aqueous H
2
S04 to give a significant 
posi ti ve H
2
S partial pressure prior to injecting 
the sphalerite solids. The initial H
2
S concentra-
tion was determined analytically. 
Table 3. 7 
data for VMWBM 
1£ 1£ 
summarises Ir 0 lexp and Ir 0 Ifi t 
(at three [H+lovalues); VMZCR; 
BDH and VMPR sphalerites leached without and 
wi th H2S initially present. Only f or the VMPR 
sphalerite is a significant suppression of the 
1£ 
initial rate observed. The Iro lexp data shows 
rather serious scatter (often giving larger 
values with H2S present than without). Figures 
3· 8 to 3. 11 plot the PH2S and boPH2S versus 
time rate curves forme experiments without and with 
H2S initially present. 
boPH2S is defined as 
boPH S 2 = PH S 2 PH2S 0 .......... 3· 29 
where PH S 2 = measured total H2S partial pressure; 
PH S 
2 0 = measured initial H2S partial pressure 
at time t = 0 ; 
Table Sphalerite 
No. type 
I 8 VM WB M 
113 VMWBM 
I 2 VM WB M 
I 14 VM WB M 
I 9 VM WB M 
115 VM WBM 
117 VMZCR 
125 VM ZC R 
127 VMPR 
135 VMPR 
136 B D H I 
143 B D H 
TAB L E 3. 7 
[H2S041o [H2S1o 
(r *1 o exp (ro*lfit 
x 1 ~3 (kg-mollm2.min) 
(k~ - mol 1m ) 
0,5 0 15,1 14,1 . 
19,8 0,5 5,0 11,9 
1,0 0 22,8 25,5 
1,0 11,9 28,1 25,5 
2,0 0 38,6 43,3 
2,0 20,0 46,8 42,9 
1,0 0 25,3 18,0 
1,0 9,8 22,0 N.D. 
1,0 0 11,2 11,1 
1,0 17,0 4,08 N.D. 
1,0 0 13,8 14,1 
1,0 9,801 15,2 17,9 
SUMMARY OF INITIAL RATE RESULTS 
FOR LEACHING WITH AND WITHOUT 
H 2 S INITIALLY PRESENT 
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Tem~. (K) 318.0 
Condit i ons M.-.:....:.....as_s_-4--;-(=--k~g~) -+-:--:::-0-,::-.0=-1 ::--
Stirrer (rpm) 1000.0 
Cu rve [H 2S04 ]0 [H 2S lox 10
3 Table 
(-) (kg-mol 1m3 ) (kg-mol 1m3 ) (-) 
a 2.0 0 19 
b 2 0 20.0 115 
legend c 1.0 0 12 d 1 .0 11.9 114 
e 0.5 0 18 
f 0.5 5.0 113 


















° 5.0 10.0 15,0 20,0 25.0 30,0 Ti m~ (mins) 
Figure 3.8 H2 S partial pressure versus time for 
VMWBM sphalerit e without and with 
H2S initially present. 
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Mass (kg) ODL. 
. . Temp. (K) 318.0 
Condltlor6[H
2
SOL.Jo (kg -moIAn3) 1 .0 
Stirrer (rpm) 1000.0 
3 
Table Curve [H 2S]o x10 
legend 
(- ) (kg - mol 1m3 ) ( - ) 
a 0 I 36 













OL---L.----L.....-----" __ ---r.._ 
o 10,0 20,0 30,0 40,0 
T I ME (mins) 
Figure 3.9 H2S partial pressu~versus time 
tor BOH sphalerite leaching 
without and with H2S initially 
present. 
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40,0 50,0 60,0 
Fi gure 3 .10 H2S partial pressure versus time 
tor VMZCR sphalerite leaching 
















Temp (K ) 318,0 
Mass (kg) 0,01 
1 0 • 
stirrer (rpm) 1 000,0 
RUN Table (PH
2
S ~ [H 2S]0 
(-) (-) (kPa) x103 (kg-mol/m3 ) 
132 127 0 0 
1 96 I 35 11 .91 18 ,0 
a 
b 
J ~----~----~----~----~------~--~ o 100 20,0 30,0 40,0 50,0 
Time (mins) 
Figure 3,11 H2 S pa rtial pressure versus time 
tor VMPR sphalerite leaching 
without and with H2 S initially 
present. 
60,0 
= calculated H2S partial pressure which 
increases as dissolution proc.eeds • 
The results on the figures 3.8 to 3.11 confirm 
that only in the case of the VMPR sphalerite does 
significantly suppress the initial 
dissolution rate. Hence it is assumed that if 
H2S adsorption does occur for the VMWBM, VMZCR 
and BDH sphaleri tes, it does so only weakly and 
that the H2S adsorption equilibrium constants for 
these sphalerites are effectively zero. 
The following form of model G can be solved 
to determine the H2S adsorption equilibrium constant 
K23 for the VMPR sphalerite. Using the rate 
constant value contained in equation 3. 18 
3· 30 
Let . . . . . . . . . . 3. 31 
Now experimentally 
@ 
1,55 x 10-6 at [H2S]0 18,0 x 10-
3 ro = = 
and [H+] 0 = 1,0 so that equation 3· 30 takes the 
form 
1,55 x 10-6 = 8 
-6 3, x 10 
Z 2 .......... 3. 32 
Hence z = 1,66 
Substi tuting for H2S 0 and Z in equation 
3· 31 and solving for K23 gives 
= 1,66 - 1,0 
18,0 x 10-3 
= 36,4 ......... 3· 33 
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Hence equation 3.30 takes the form 
= 3. 34 
(j) 
Figure 3. 12 plots (r I versus [H
2
S1o for the o exp 
VMPR sphalerite and also plots the solution to 
equation 3. 34 • 
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Calculated by eqn. 3.31. 
Temp. 
(kg-mol/rri3) 1,0 






































o 15,0 20,0 
x103 (kg-mol/m3) 
Figure 3.12 Initial specific rate versus initial 
H2S concentratior) for VMPR 
sphaler i te. 
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3. 2. 6 EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON INITIAL RATE 
The leaching models F and G incorporate not 
only rate constants, but also adsorption equilibrium 
constants which are likely to be temperature dependent. 
For example, leaching a given sphalerite at different 
temperatures (but at common [H+Jo j [Zn
2
+1o or [H2S10 
values) , the overall resultant measured activation 
energy which is ascribed to the rate constant is in 
fact only an apparant activation energy. In order to 
establish the temperature dependencies of the indivi-
dual adsorption equilibrium constants it would be 
necessary to perform experiments at different 
temperatures for different values of [H+lo j [Zn2+1 0 
This has not been done in this study, 
nor in any other study of which the author is aware. 
In order to observe the effect of temperature on 
the leaching of the VMWBM, VMZCR, BDH and VMPR 
sphalerites it is assumed that the foreward rate 
constants of models F and G can be described by an 
Arrhenius type equation, i.e. 
= A E exp 
_E 
_--<il-a_) .... 3. 35 
R T 
For the VMWBM sphalerite (from equation 3. 12 ) 
= ro (1,0 + 0,4674 [H+lol 
<Po lH+lo 
........ 3. 36 
For the VMZCR sphalerite (from equation 3. 13 ) 
= 
ro (1,0 +0,5954 [H+lol 
4>0 [H+l o 
........ 3. 37 
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For the BDH sphaierite (from equation 3. 16) -
= .......... 
For the VMPR sphalerite (from equation 3. 18) -
= .......... 3· 39 
Figure 3. 13 plots log k11 and log k16 
(based on ~olexp or (ro)fit values) versus 
1 
T"0 
All the (k111exp and (k111fit ' 
and (k161fi t data points were linear 
ea ch of the sphaleri tes. Table 3. 8 
of AE and Ea for each sphalerite. 










TAB L E 3. 8 
._-r---
AE E a 
x 10-6 
(kg mol/minJl12) (J/kg-mole) 
1 062,0 39,43 
35 310,0 47,75 
545,1 40,17 
66,81 45,13 
SUMMARY OF PRE-EXPONENTIAL 
CONSTANTS AE AND ACTIVATION 
ENERGIES Ea REPRESENTING THE 
ORIGIN AND SLOPE OF THE LINES 





































































Figure 3 013 Arrhenius plot demonstrating the effect 
of temperature on the foreword rate 
constants for the VMWBM; VMZCR; 
VMPR and SOH sphaleriteso 
I 
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In order to improve the fit of final models to 
the data in which <Po and [H2S041o were varied, pre-
exponential constants may be calculated using 
values of the rate constants appearing previously 
and using the activation energy values summarised 
in table 3. 8. Thus 
k11 or k16 
-E I_a, exp \ 
318,0 
3. 40 
Table 3. 9 summarises the k11 or k16 values 
( no. ) including the equation~containing these values and 
the Ea values used to calculate AE • It is these 
calculated values of AE which are used in the final 
models. 
- --.. --_. 
lerite k11 or k16 Equation 
Ea palculated 
nu mber x 10-6 AE 







T A B L E 
3,726 x 10-
4 
3. 12 39,43 1 126,0 
3,996 x 10-
4 
3. 13 47,75 28 130,0 
1,64 x 10-4 3. 16 40,17 665,5 
3,8 
3· 9 
x 10-6 3. 18 45,13 99,24 
SUMMARY OF PRE-EXPONENTIAL 




3. 2. 7 FINAL FORM OF THE INITIAL RATE EQUATIONS 
A general initial rate equation may be represented 
as follows: 
3. 41 
Table 3. 10 summarises the values of all the 
constants in equation 3. 41 for the VMWBM, VMZCR, 
BDH and the VMPR sphalerites. 
The calculated initial rates obtained on inserting 
the constants on table 3. 10 into equation 3. 41 for 
each sphalerite are reported in tables 3. 3 to 3. 6 . 
Figures 3. 14 to 3.17 plot the (ro)exp and (ro)fit 
values versus the calculated initial rate 
(r 0 I calc values reported in tables 3. 3 to 3. 6 • 
Generally a very good fit is observed for each 
sphalerite. 
3. 2. 8 REASONS FOR REJECTING MECHANISM 1 IN 
FAVOUR OF MECHANISM 2 
The following reasons are offered as justification 
for selecting mechanism 2 rather than mechanism 1 to 
describe the kinetics of sphalerite leaching under 
case (i) conditions ([Fe3+] = 0,0). 
o 
a) The initial rate forms of models F and G 
based on the dual site kinetics proposed 




Ea KH+ KZn2+ KH S m 
x 106 2 Type 
VMVJBM 1,0 1 126,0 39 ,43 0,4674 35,0 G,O 
VMZCR 1,0 28 130,0 47,75 0,5954 45,0 0,0 
B D II 1,0 655,5 40,17 0,0 0,0 0,0 
VM P R 2,0 99,2 45,1 3 0,0 95,53 36,4 
TAB L E 3. 10 SUMMARY OF CONSTANTS APPEARING 
IN THE GENERAL INITIAL RATE 
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Li ne re present i ng 1: 1 correspondence 
















o 0 10,0 20,0 30,0 40,0 50.0 
(ro )eale x10 3 (kg-mol/min.m3 ) 
Fi gure 3.14 Compari son between initial rate 
values calculated using eqn.3.41 
with exper i mental and fitted 
initial rate values for the 
Vt0'N8M spaleri t e , All values are 
presented in table 3.3 
--c 
'E 
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legend 
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Line representing 1:1 correspondence 










o 10,0 20,0 30,0 1.0,0 
(ro kate X 10
3 (kg-mollm3.min) 
Figure 3.15 Comparison between initial rate 
values calculated using eqn. 3.41 
wi th experimental and fi tted 
initial rate values tor the VMZCR 
sphalerite _ All values are presented 




















Line represellti ng 1:1 correspondence 











o 5,0 10,0 15,0 20,0 250 30.0 
(ro lcalc x 1 0
3 (kg-mollm3.min) 
Figure 3.16 Comparison between initial rate 
values calculated using eqn. 3.41 
with experimental and fitted initial 
ra te values for the VMPR 
sphalerit@ I All values are presented 



























Line re presenti ng 1:1 correspondence 
between (rolexpor(rolfit and (roleole 
legend 
o (ro)ex 








o 5,0 10,0 15,0 20,0 25,0 
(r 0 )ealc x 10 3 (kg-mol/m 3. min) 
Figure 3 .17 Comparison between initial rate 
values co Icu lated using eqn, 3.41 
with experi mental and fitted initial 
rate values for the BDH sphalerite , 




initial leaching rate behaviour of the 
VMWBM, VMZCR and BDH sphaleri tes 
(model F) and of the VMPR sphalerite 
(model G) • On the other hand none of 
the sphalerites exhibited 1st and 2nd 
order dependencies on the initial area 
and [Hl respectively as predicted by 
o 
model B based on the single site kinetics 
proposed in mechanism 1 • 
When the species 
adsorb only weakly so that their adsorption 
equilibrium constants may be considered to 
be zero, the overall form of model F 
(equation 2. 81 ) reduced to exactly the 
same form of equation as that derived 
empirically by Romankiw ( 1962 ). This is 
not the case for model A, which demon-
strates 1st order dependencies of the 
2+ 
reverse reaction on [Zn ] and [H
2
SJ and 
an inverse dependency of the reverse 
reaction on [H+]. 
EXPERIMENTAL TESTING OF CASE (ii) 
1,8 ) 
Introduction 
In this section model H (equation 2. 95) is 
tested by fitting it to the experimental initial rate 
resul ts of leaching granular WBM, ZCR and PR; 
finely milled VMWBM, VMZCR and VMPR, and synthetic 
96 
BDH sphalerite in acidic ferric sulphate media with 
[Fe3+ 10 : [H2S04Jo ~ 1,8. Model C (equation 2. 52 ) 
is identical in form to model H and is thus not 
referred to further. 
The original objective of the experiments 
reported in this section was to leach the different 
sphalerites to various extents of zinc recovery, 
and then measure the surface areas of the leached 
particles (after washing SO off, using CC1~J. 
Thus the leaching conditions were not selected 
primarily to study the effects of different 
variables (e.g. solids mass; [Fe3+j; [H2S04J; 
temperature; agi tation; [ZnJo etc.) on the 
leaching rate, but were basically chosen for the 
following reasons: 
a) Sufficient solids were required to give 
significantly measurable B.E.T. areas 
using the Strohlein apparatus, both 
before and after leaching. 
Stoichiometrically sufficient [Fe31 
o 
required to permit a g iven mass of 
sphalerite solids to be leached to the 
desired extent. 
was 
c) For a given solids mass and [Fe3+J o the 
temperature was selected so that the 
leaching rate would proceed sufficiently 
slowly so as to permit initial rate samples 
to be taken and filtered without excessive 
error; but not so slow as to require 
excessive time to achieve the desired final 
97 
extent of zinc dissolution. 
d) Preliminary experiments in which free aci d 





was added. It was 
found that on dissolving the ferric sulphate 
crystals in sufficient double de-ionised 
distilled water to produce 1,0 l solution, 
that measureable H2S04 was formed in such 













formed in this way remained 
essentially measureably constant even aft er 
most of the Fe3+ had been reduced to F e 2+. 
Unfortunately the same reagent grade 
Japanese ~anufactured ferric sUlphate 
crystals used to perform the bulk of the 
research was unobtainable towards the end 
of the project. Consequently a less pure 
technical grade of ferric sulphate powder 
(marketed by the British Drug House Company) 
was used for a few of the final experiment s . 
Something was present in the alternative 
ferric solution which seriously interfered 
with the H2S04 determination technique, 
and reproducible H2S04 analyses could not 
be performed and are consequently not pres e n t e d. 
All the experimental data supporting the 
results used in this section are comprehen-
sively reported in tabular form in Appendix J. 
Besides reporting initial leaching conditions 
and measured [Zn
2
+1, [Fe3+] and ~2S041 v e rsus 
3. 3. 1 
time rate data, the tables report 
additional results such as final specific 
surface area; total filtered dry residue 
mass; recovered SO mass etc. for those 
experiments in which these values were 
determined. 
EXPERIMENTAL INITIAL RATE RESULTS 
Tables 3.11 to 3.14 (facing figures 3.18 to 
3.21) summarise the experimental conditions and 
initial rate results for the different sphalerites 
used. 
The initial rate was 
obtained by measuring the initial slope .of the 
IZn2+]o versus time rate curve. The rate curve was 
obtained by plotting the IZn2+] versus time data and 
visually fitting a smooth curve through the data points. 
In the case of the ZCR sphalerite, the rate 
curves frequently never passed through the origin. 
This probably resulted from oxidised Zn 0 coating 
on the sphalerite surface dissolving very rapidly 
relative to the slow rate of dissolution of the Zn S • 
Although attempts were made to minimise this effect, 
by washing the sphalerite in dilute acid during pre-
treatment, not all of the oxidised material may have 
been removed. 
The rate curve was consequently smoothed through 
the data to intercept the vertical axis at some [Zn2+j 
value (referred to as IZn2+1o for the case (ii) data), 
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and the initial rate was measured by visually 
fitting a straight line to the curve where it inter-
cepts the Y-axis at the Zn2+ 0 value. 
According to model H (equation 2. 95) the 
initial rate :-
= <Po 
Let rH * be the specific initial rate, i. e. 
o 
= 




Figure 3. 18 
1 
log k18 versus T 
presents Arrhenius type plots of 
f or the WBM, VMWBM and BDH 
sphalerites. 
Figures 3. 19 and 3. 20 present similar plots 
for the ZCR and VMZCR sphaleri tes, and PR and 
VMPR sphalerites. Since most of the experiments 
using the granular WBM, ZCR and PR sphalerites 
were done using -90,0 + 75,Op m or -75,0 + 63,Opm 
size fractions, best fit straight lines have been 
visually fitted through the data points corresponding 
to these two size fractions. These lines provide 
reference values with which to make qualitative 
observations regarding the effects of particle size, 
the effect of vibratory milling of each type of 
sphalerite and permit comparison between the leaching 
Table Size Temp. Mo Ao [Fe3"\ I [H2S041o rHo x 103 rH~ x 106 1 k18 x 106 Frac6ion (-) x 10 (m) (K) (kg) em2/kg) (kg - moll m3 ) (kg-m~m:in) ( kg-mol/min.m2) 
J 1 -1 25 , ° + 106, ° 358,0 0,1 65,0 0,9848 N.D. 1,92 295,4 N.D. 
J 2 - 90,0 + 75,0 318,0 0,15 80,0 1,039 0,822 0,667 55,58 43,97 
J 3 - 75,0+63,0 343,0 0,1 80,0 0,824 0,337 3,3 412,5 168,7 
J 4 - 75,0 + 63,0 355,5 0,1 80,0 0,795 0,298 4,29 535,7 201,0 
J 5 - 75,0 + 63,0 368,0 0,1 . 80,0 1,504 0,561 12,5 1563,0 582,8 
J 6 - 32,0 + 24,0 318,0 0,05 140,0 0,2256 0,1224 0,555 79,29 29,31 
J 7 - 24,0 + 17,0 318,0 0,05 320,0 0,217 0,123 1,0 62,50 35,43 
J 8 - 17,0 + 12,0 323,0 0,03 420,0 0,1468 0,0612 0,58 46,69 19,46 
J 9 VMWBM 318,0 0,02 3272,0 0,1504 0,051 2,1 32,1 10,88 
J 10 VMWBM 338,0 0,02 3272,0 0,3044 0,0735 6,9 105,0 25,46 
TAB L E 3. 11 SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS AND INITIAL RATE RESULTS FOR WBM AND YMWBM SPHALERITES 
LEACHING UNDER CASE (ii) CONDITIONS 
Table Temp. Mo Ao 3+ [ rH x 103 rH: x 106 I k18 x 106 [Fe 10 [H~S0410 0 
(-) (K) (kg) (m9'kg) (kg-mol/m ) (kg-~:in) (kg-mol/min .m2) 
J 44 323,0 0,05 7200,0 0,290 0,111 9,0 25,0 9,569 
J 45 343,0 0,02 7200,0 0,1432 0,063 6,0 41,67 18,32 
J 46 343,0 0,02 7200,0 0,292 0,107 11,6 80,56 29,52 
J 47 353,0 0,05 7200,0 0,580 0,223 38,0 105,6 40,58 
~ ---- -------
TAB L E 3. 12 SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS AND INITIAL RATE RESULTS FOR BDH SPHALERITE LEACHING 

























• J 5 
2,7 2,8 
101 
a . best fit line through -90.0 + 75.DjJm 
and -75.0 +63.0 pndato points. 
b best fit line through BOH 
sphal. data points. 
Size tr action ( m) 
x -90.0 + 75.0 
• -75.0 + 63.0 WBM 
1) -32.0 + 24.0 sphale.r i t e 
+ -24.0· + 170 
l:!. -17.0 +12.0 
+ VMWBM sphalerite 
o SD H sphaleri te 
Note', e xptl. cond it ions for each 
da ta point are summarised 
on tables3 .11 and 3 .12. 
o JI.7 X--(2 
J 7 + 
Q J6 
J I.S 0 l:!. J 8 
t£< J 9 
J t.t. 0 
2,9 3,0 
1 x 103 (K -1 ) 
T 
3.1 3.2 
Figure 3.18 Arrhenius plot demonstrating the effect 
of temperature on k18 (as def i ned by eqn 3.44) 
for the WBM; VMWSM md SOH sphaler ites. 
Table Size Temp. Mo Ao (Fe3+1o [H2S04Jo 
lzn2+Jo 
Fraction x 103 
(-) x 106 (m) (K) (kg) (m1kg) (kg - mol 1m3 ) 
J 11 -212,0 303,0 0,02 450,5 0,376 0,184 6,8 
J 12 -212,0 323,0 0,02 450,5 0,376 0,184 6,4 
J 13 -212,0 358,0 0,02 450,5 0,376 0,194 27,91 
J 14 -212,0 373,0 0,02 450,5 I 0,376 0,184 22,9 
-106,0 + 90,0 343,0 
I 
0,383 0,188 J 15 0,02 140,0 i 9,2 
J 16 -106,0 + 90, ° 358,0 0,05 140,0 N.D. N.D. 15,0 
J 17 -106,0 + 90,0 368,0 0,02 140,0 0,362 0,19 3,3 
J 18 -106,0+ 90,0 368,0 0,05 140,0 0,927 0,469 15,0 
J 19 -90,0 -I' 75,0 338,0 0,05 150,0 0,304 N.D. 5,0 
J 20 -90,0 + 75,0 343,0 0,05 150,0 0,913 0,459 10,0 
J 21 -90,0+75,0 368,0 0,1 150,0 1,49 0,804 30,0 
J 22 -90,0+75,0 368,0 0,1 150,0 0,902 0,475 25,0 
J 23 -75,0+63,0 323,0 0,1 150,0 0,886 0,454 18,0 
J 24 -45,0 + 38,0 343,0 0,02 185,0 0,367 0,186 3,3 
J 25 -45,0 + 38,0 368,0 0,02 185,0 0,367 0,188 3,0 
J 26 -45,0+38,0 368,0 0,01 185,0 0,362 0,188 1,0 
J 27 -17,0+12,0 323,0 0,02 420,0 0,145 0,059 4,0 
J 28 VMZCR 318 0,02 2708,0 0,144 0,0633 0 
J 29 VMZCR 338 0,02 2708,0 0,299 N.D. 0 
SUMMARY OF LEACHING CONDITIONS AND INITIAL 
TAB L E 3. 13 




























k 18 Ho 
x 106 x 106 
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130,52 67,34 
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Size fraction ( m) 
-212.0 
-106.0 + 90.0 
- 90.0 + 75.0 
- 75.0 +630 ZCR sphal. 
- 45 .0 + 38.0 
- 170 + 120 
VMZCR sphal. 
Note: exptl. conditions for 
each data point are 
summarised on table 3.13 
J 2801-
• J 12 
• , 
2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.1 32 3.3 
.1 x 103 (K-1) 
T 
Fi gure 3 .19 Arrhenius type plot demonst ratc t ing the 
effect of temperature on k 18 (where k18 is 
defined by eqn . 3 .44) for ZCR and VMZCR 
sphaler ite. 
--
Table Size Temp. Mo Ao [Fe3+)o I [H2S04)o I fZn 2+) rHo x 103 rH~ x 106 \ k18 x 106 0 Fra%tion x103 (kg-mol{ 
(-) x 10 (m) (K) (kg) (m~kg) (kg-mol/ m3) min.m ) ( kg-mol/min.m2) 
J 30 -106,0 + 90,0 318,0 0,02 140,0 0,344 N.Do 2,0 0,40 46.40 N.D. 
J 31(2) -106,0 + 90,0 318,0 0,05 140,0 0,466 0,631 142,0(2) 0,08 11 ,43 15,48 
J 32 -90,0+75,0 343,0 0,15 150,0 0,763 0,413 ° 6,88 305,8 96,36 J 3~1) -90,0 + 75,0 343,0 0,1 764,d1J 0,412 0,222 ° 5,3 69,37 37,38 J 34 -75,0 + 63,0 308,0 0,05 150,0 0,14 ... 0,063 1,3 0,21 28,0 12,6 
J 35 -75,0+63,0 318,0 0,05 150,0 0,279 0,111 2,0 0,50 66,67 26,52 
J 36 -75,0+63,0 323,0 0,1 150,0 0,802 0,296 4,0 1,79 119,0 43,92 
J 37 -75,0+63,0 343,0 0,1 150,0 0,877 0,444 ° 5,71 380,7 192,7 J 38 -75,0 + 63,0 358,0 0,08 150,0 0,716 0,155 ° 9,40 783,3 169,6 
J 39 -75,0+63,0 368,0 0,1 150,0 0,806 0,322 ° 30,50 2033,0 812,3 J 40 -24,0 + 17,0 318,0 0,03 320,0 0,225 0,873 3,0 0,2 20, 83 80,83 
J 41 -17,0 + 12,0 323,0 0,02 420,0 0,147 0,062 3,0 2,13 254,0 107,1 
J 42 VMPR 318,0 0,02 2630,0 0,1432 0,0633 ° 23,75 451,5 199,6 J 43 VMPR 318,0 0,02 2630,0 0,308 N.D. ° 24,0 456,3 N.D. ~-
1) The C C14 washed residue from the run reported on table J 33 was used in this experiment. . 
2) The leach solution used in this experiment contained 0,8£ of the final filtered solution of the exper1ment 
reported on table J 2. 
TAB L E 3. 1 4 SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS AND INITIAL RATE RESULTS FOR PR AND VMPB SPHALERITE LEACHING 




















e best f it line through - 90.0 + 75 '0tJm 
and -75.0 +63,0 rmdata points. 
Size- fraction (J..Im) 
-106.0 + 90.0 
- 90.0 -fJ 75,0 
_ 75.0 + 63,0 PR sphaleri te 
y - 24,0 + 1 7.0 
~ - 1 7,0 + 1 2 .0 
V M PR sproleri·te 
Note : exptt. conditions tor each data 
point are summarised on table 3.14 
~ J 1.2 
f:l J 1.1 
Y J t. 0 
)(J 33 
+ J 31 
10.0 ........ .....L.-__ .L.-_----L __ ---L.. __ ...:a.-__ ..L..-_ ....... 
2.7 2.8 ,2.9 3.0 3,1 3,2 3.3 
Fi gure 3.20 
1 x 
T 
10 3 (\("1) 
Arrhenius plot demonstrating the effect of 
temperature on k18 (where k18 is defined 
by eqn. 3 .44) for the PR and VMPR sphalerites, 
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behaviour of different sphalerites with each other and 
with the BDH synthetic sphalerite. 
The results for each of the sphalerites are now 
discussed individually. 
3·3·1.1 WBM, VMWBM AND BDH SPHALERITE RESULTS 
From figure 3. 18 the following observations are 
made: 
a) The line 'a' fits very well through the 
-90,0 + 75,0}Jm and -75,0 + 63,0}JmWBM 
sphalerite size fraction data points. This 
suggests that over a narrow size range model 
H represented by equation 3. 42 fits the 
WBM sphalerite data. 
b) The activation energies represented by the 
slopes of the best fit lines 'a' and 'b' 
through the WBM and the BDH sphalerite 
data points are virtually identical, i.e. 
Ea = -45,62 x 10
6 
J / kg - mole for the 
WBM sphalerite and Ea = -45,38 x 10 6 J / 
kg - mole for the BDH sphalerite. 
c) In order to observe the effect of 
particle size on the leaching rate, a 
coffitcrt _ 
specific initial rate" ratio AID} is proposed 
as follows 
.......... 3. 45 
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where 
k18 is defined by equation 3·44 
(k18 1 ref = the value of the best fit 
reference line 'a' on figure 3. 18 at a 
given value of 
1 
T 
D = arithmetic mean of the size fraction 
( D 
_ 90,0 + 75,0 
upper and lower limi ts e. g. - 2 , ° 
for the -90,0 + 75,0 jJm size fraction) • 
Figure 3. 21 plots A(D) versus D for the 
WBM, VMWBM and BDH sphalerites. It has been 
assumed that the mean diameters D of the VMWBM and 
BDH sphalerite particles are each about 1,O~m. 
(Romankiw took scanning electron microscope photographs 
of synthetic sphalerite with a specific surface area 
of about 500,0 m2 / kg and estimated the mean particle 
diameter to be about ° ,15jJm) • 
Curve 'f ' on figure 3. 21 represents the best 
fit through the data points, and it is evident that 
A(i5) decreases with decreasing D. No explanation 
for this phenomenon is offered at this stage, and this 
aspect will be considered further in section 3.3.2 
when the shape of the A(n) versus D curves of the 
different sphalerites are compared. 
3·3·1.2 ZCR AND VMZCR SPHALERITE RESULTS 














f Best fi t curve 
S halerite 
x WBM 
legend + VMWBM 
o BOH 
Note : A( ol values calculated usi ng k: 8 









x 10 6 (m) 
100,0 
Figure 3 .21 Mean diameter 0 versus rate cmstant 
ratio A( 01 - (where A(Ol is defined by 
equation 3.45) for the WBMj VMWBM 
and 80H sphale-rites. 
b) 
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The line 'c' fits reasonably well through 
the rather limited -90,0 + 75,0 jJmand 
75,0 + 63,0 pm size fraction data points. 
This suggests that over a narrow size range 
model H represented by equation 3. 41 fits 
the ZCR sphalerite llata. The line 'd' 
fits reasonably well through the -212,0~m 
fraction ZCR sphalerite, but at a consis-
tently lower absolute value. The -212,0j-lrT1 
size fraction contains all the very fine 
material including possibly gangtle, which 
has been removed from the courser size 
fractions (e.g. -90,0 + 75,0~m ) • 
A significant proportion of the specific 
surface area for the -212,Opmsize fraction 
could therefore have been contributed by non-
sphaleritic material, resulting in the 
observed lower values for the rate constant 
Figure 3. 22 represents a plot of 
versus D for the ZCR and VMZCR sphaleri tes 





on figure 3. 19 at given values 
The data points are rather 
The best fit line demonstrates 
that A(D) tends to decrease slightly as 
D decreases. This aspect is discussed 













9 Best f it curve, 
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Note'· A(D) values calculated uSing k18 and (k18)ref 
values off fig. 3.19 
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Figure 3.22 Mean diameter l5 versus rate constant 
ratio A(D) - (where A(D) is defined 
by equation 3.45} for the ZCR and 
VMZCR sphalerite. 
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3.3·1·3 PR AND VMPR SPHALERITE RESULTS 
From figure 3. 20 it is observed that: 
a) The straight line Ie' fits the 
-90,0 + 75,Opm and -70,0 + 63,Opm size 
fraction data points reasonably well. 
This suggests that model H represented 
by equation 3. 41 fits the PR initial 
rate sphalerite data. 
b) Figure 3. 23 plots A(D) versus D for 
3. 3. 2 
the PR and VMPR sphalerites. (It has 
been assumed that the mean particle 
diameter for the VMPR sphalerite is 
approximately 1 ,Opm.) A CD") is observed 
to increase with decreasing D to a very 
large value for the VMPR sphalerite. This 
behaviour is remarkably different to that 
observed on figures 3. 21 and 3. 22 for 
the other sphalerites. This aspect is 
dealt with further, in the next section. 
COMPARISON OF THE INITIAL RATE LEACHING 
BEHAVIOURS OF THE VARIOUS SPHALERITES 
Figure 3. 24 
1 
versus T lines 'a' 
superimposes the best fit log k18 
and 'b' (from figure 3. 18 ), 
figure 3. 19) and ' e' (from 'c' and 'd' (from 
figure 3. 20) onto a common set of axes. Figure 3.25 
superimposes the best fit A (D) versus D curves 
from figures 3. 21, 3. 22 and 3. 23 onto a common 
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Figure 3.23 Mean diameter 0 versus rate 
constant ratio A( OJ - (where A(O) 
is defined by equation 3 .45)for 
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Figure 3.24 Comparison of best fi t Arrhenius plots 
presented on figures 3 .18 (WBM and BOH) " 
3.19(ZCRl and 3 .20 (PR). 
111. 
Best fit Off Sphalerites 
curve t ig. 
legend f 3.21 WBM : VMWBM;BDH 
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D x 106 (m) 
Figure 3.25 C_omparison of best fit ).(0) versus 
(0) curves off figures 3.21~3.22and3.23 
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Table 3. 15 summarises the pre-exponential 
constants and apparant activation energies represented 
by the best fit lines on figures 3. 18, 3. 19 and 
3. 20 for the different sphalerites. 
Table 3. 16 summarises "i;he XeD) values for 
the BDH, VMWBM, VMZCR and VMPR sphalerites, 
along with the concentrations of the major impurities 
in these sphaleri tes (copper and iron) • 
From figures 3. 23 and 3. 24 and from tables 
3. 16 and 3. 17 the following observations may be 
made: 
a) The leaching rate constant k18 for the 
-90,0 + 75,0~ and -75,0 + 63,01lm size 
fractions of the WBM, ZCR and PR spha-
lerites are virtually identical (see 
figure 3. 23) • This observation is in 
agreement with that made by Kuzminkh( 1950 I 
(i.e. that two mineralogically completely 
different sphalerites initially leached 
identically under comparable conditions in 
acidic ferric sulphate media). This 
observation also appears to justify the 
assumption made in developing model H 
that the initial leaching rate is Fe3+ 
adsorption rate controlling in a way which 
is independent of the chemical composition 
of the sphalerite. 
b) From table 3. 15 it is apparant that except 
for the -212,OllmZCR sphalerite the activa-
tion energies for the sphalerites increase 
Spha- Ea 







-212P ZCR 42,92 
TAB L E 3. 15 
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Best Best Copper Iron AE 
x 106 fit 




(-) (-) (-) (-) 
0,218 b 3.18 129,0 wn 0,12 % 
1,32 a 3.18 382,Oppn 0,45% 
3,11 c 3.19 155,Oppn 7,25 % 
183,7 e 3·20 3,53 % 10,74 % I 
0,135 d 3.19 N. D. I 
N. D. 
SUMMARY OF ACTIVATION ENERGIES Ea 
AND PRE - EXPONENTIAL CONSTANTS AE 
FOR THE INDICATED BEST FIT LINES 
FOR LEACHING VARIOUS SPHALERITES 
UNDER CASE (ii) CONDITIONS 
( [Fe3+1 o -=--.LH2S04Jo ~ 1 ,8 ). 
CONCENTRATIONS OF MAJOR IMPURITIES 
(COPPER AND IRON) ARE ALSO 
SUMMARISED 
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Sphalerite Cu Fe MiS) 
( - ) (-) (-) ( --) 
BDH 129,0 ppm 0,12 % 0,19 
VMWBM 382,0 ppm 0,45 % 0,3 
VMZCR 155,0 ppm 7,25% 0,75 
VMPR 3,53% 10,74 % 7,2 
TAB L E 3. 1 6 SUMMARY OF CONCENTRATIONS 
OF MAJOR IMPURITIES 
(Cu and Fe) and AC :0) 
FOR THE INDICATED SPHALERITES 
N. B. 'A( 15) = k 18 -- defined by equation 3. 45 • 
(k 18)ref 
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with increasing degree of impurity of the 
sphalerite - i.e. BDH < WBM < ZCR < PR • 
c) From figure 3. 24 it is evident that 
increasing the surface area of the various 
sphalerites by ball milling or vibratory 
milling,influences the leaching rate 
constants k18 for each sphalerite in 
unpredictable manners. 
For the relatively pure WBM and VMWBM 
sphalerites decreasing D appears to decrease k18 
significantly. For the moderately impure ZCR 
and VMZCR sphaleri tes, decreasing D decreases k18 
only slightly. For the highly impure PR and VMPR 
sphalerites, decreasing D increases k18 significantly. 
From table 3. 16 it is seen that ACD) hence 
leaching rate constants k18 for the BDH, VMWBM, 
VMZCR and VMPR sphalerites increase with increas-
ing impurity content of the sphalerite, - I.e. 
BDH < VMWBM <: VMZCR -< VMPR It appears then 
that vibratory milling does not cause the WBM or 
ZCR sphalerites to become 'activated' with respect 
to leaching in acidic ferric sulphate media. 
The fact that the VMWBM and VMZCR sphalerites 
demonstrate virtually identical leaching characteris-
tics in aqueous H
2
S04 , is additional evidence that 
these sphalerites are not activated. The VMZCR 
sphalerite contained a much higher concentration of 
iron than the VMWBM sphalerite, but this did not 
appear to significantly influence its leaching 
characteristics. 
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Although XeD) (hence k 18 ) for the PR and 
VMPR sphalerites increases significantly with 
decreasing D, the increase does not appear to depend 
on the mode of milling. It is possible that the 
increase in dissolution rate per unit area is 
relatedm the liberation and grinding of the 
chalcopyrite impurity. 
Figure 6. 17 presents a photomicrograph of 
etched PR particles. This figure and the 
observation of other polished sections of leached 
PR particles showed that dissolution occured 
preferentially in the vicinity of the occluded 
chalcopyrite zones. It is possible that -
a) the chalcopyrite dissolves -
4 3+ 2+ 2+ Cu Fe S2 + Fe ..... Cu + 5 Fe + 2 SO ; 
. .. . . . . .. 3 .46 
b) the Cu S04 . acts as a catalyst to 
accelerate the sphalerite dissolution:-
Cu S04 + Zn S -- Cu S + Zn S04 ; 
c) the Cu S dissolves and regenerates the 
Cu2+ ion 
3.47 
. . . . . . . . . . 3.48 
Accordingly the more finely dispersed the 
chalcopyrite is, the greater the catalytic effect 
on the dissolution of the sphalerite. 
It is evident from the above that the large 
increase in k18 associated with fine milling of 
the PR sphalerite is not due to an acti va tion of 
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the sphalerite crystal lattice. It is also 
evident that fine milling of the WBM and ZCR 
sphalerites does not result in any apparant 
activation, or increase in k18 taking place. 
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C HAP T E R 4 
TESTING OF OVERALL CASE (i) 
AND CASE (ii) RATE EQUATIONS 
Introduction 
In chapters 2 and 3 it was assumed that under 
initial rate conditions the initial active site 
concentration ~o was proportional to the total 
specific surface area of the sphalerite solids 
(equation 2. 1). In this chapter the way in which 
the active site concentration ~(X) changes 
during leaching under non-initial conditions is 
investigated. 
It is assumed that the active site area change 
function ~(X) could possess one of the following 
forms: 
~(X) remains constant, i. e •. -
~1 (X) = = 1,0 ....... 4. 1 
where ~(X) = Active site area ratio 
function. 








= (1 - X) 
.......... 4. 2 
3) ~(X) varies in proportion to the BoE.T. 
measured specific surface area, i.e.:-
~3 (X) = 
<t>(X) 
<po = TJ(X) •••••• 4. 3 . 
where TJ(X) = specific area change 
function (as def i ned by eqn . F 4 ). 
The form of TJ(X) for each sphalerite was 
experimentally determined by measuring the 
specific surface area before and after 
leaching to various extents X. A 
Strohlein area meter was used to perform 
single point B.E.T. N2 adsorption measure-
ments, and details concerning the apparatus, 
procedure and TJ(X) determined for each 
sphaleri te is presented in Appendix F. 
4) ~(X) varies during leaching in a way which 






........... 4. 4 
a) for the case (i) model F based on H+ 
adsorption rate control (equation 2.81 ):-
(1,0 + K11 [H+] + K22 [Zn2+j + K23 [H2SJ,e ) 
(k11 [H+J - k13 [Zn2+ JO.5 [H2SJO.5) 
.......... 4. 5 
~ eX) = 
123 
b) For the case (i) model G based on 
product desorption rate control 
e equation 2. 89) .. -
(
11 ,0 + K11 [H+j + K22 IZn2+] + K23 [H2SJl
2
) 0,5 
rG + 2 2+] j I Ik16 [H 1 - k15 [Zn H2S £ 
• • • • • • • • • • 4. 6 
The value of the reverse rate constants 
k13 or k15 in equations 4. 5 and 4. 6 
may be established using a regression 
technique. 
c) For the case (ii) model H (equation 
2. 95) : -
~(X) = 4. 7 
In this case the value of k18 was 
established in chapter 3 under initial rate 
conditions, rH is measured directly from 
the rate curve and [Fe3+j or IH+j can be 
determined analytically or calculated 
by stoichiometry. 
~(X) can most readily be calculated for case(ii) 
data using equation 4. 7 in which all values are known. 
This is done in section 4. 1 using VMWBM and WBM 
sphaleri te results as examples, and the ~4 (X) 
established for these sphalerite leached under case 
(ii) conditions are compared with ~1 (X), ~2 (X) 
and ~3 (X) described by equations 4. 1, 4. 2 and 
4. 3 respectively. 
In section 4. 2 $(X) and the reverse reaction 
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rate constant k13 are determined using the VMWBM 
sphalerite case (i) leaching data as an example. 




3+]o = 0,0) will be compared 
with the ~(X) determined for the sphalerites 
leaching under case (ii) conditions (i.e. 
[Fe3+] • [H S04] "e 1,8). o· 2 0 
to 4 .6 
In sections 4. 3 1\ ~4 (x) will be determined for 
the other types of sphalerite using mainly case (ii) 
experimental rate results. 
4. 1 DETERMINATION OF tlJ4 (X) FOR THE VMWBM 
AND WBM SPHALERITE LEACHING UNDER 
CASE (ii) CONDITIONS 
Equation 4. 7 was used to calculate CP(X) for 
VMWBM and WBM sphalerite leaching in acidic ferric 
sulphate media. Values of the rate constant k 18 
are summarised on table 3. 11. Values for the 
rate of leaching (rH = d[Zn2+)) at various 
dt 
extents of reaction X were obtained by measuring 
the slopes of tangents drawn on the rate curve. [H+j 
was analytically determined and was experimentally 
observed to remain constant. 
IFe3+] was calculated as follows: 
IFe3+] o 2,0 x IZn2+ j .......... 4. 8 
where [Fe3+]o and [Zn2+j were determined analytically. 
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Tables 4. 1 and 4. 2 summarise the measured 
and calculated results for experimental VMWBM and 
WBM sphalerite leaching runs. 
Figure 4.1 plots ~1 (X), ~2 (X) , ~3 (X) and 
~4 (X) versus extent of reaction X. It is 
observed that ~4 (X) calculated according to 
equation 4. 7 for model H decreases far more 
rapidly than any of the other ~(X) functions and 
is virtually identical for both the VMWBM and the 
WBM sphalerites. This phenomenon could be the 
result of one or more of the following: 
a) Model H does not correctly predict the 
VMWBM or WBM sphalerite leaching 
behaviour under non-initial case (ii) 
conditions. 
b) Elemental sulphur which forms on the 
sphalerite surface blinds the active sites 
and results in a faster decrease in the 
leaching rate r H than would occur if SO 
blinding did not occur. 
c) The active site area does actually decrease 
far more rapidly than predicted by the 
shrinking core model . ~ 2 (X) or the 
B.E.T. area change function ~3 (X) 
The following purely empirical function is also 
plotted on figure 4. 1 
~4 (X) = 1,0 - 1,065 
......... 4. 9 
[Zn2+] 










x (rH ) exp [Fe
3+] <t> (X) 
x 10 3 x 10 3 -
(-) (kg-mol! 




° 2,1 0,1504 65,45 
0,025 1,75 0,1404 58,43 
0,049 1,20 0,1304 43,14 
0,073 0,532 0,1204 20,71 
0,147 0,338 0,0904 17,53 
k18 = 10,88 x 10-6 (kg-mol/min m2 m3) 
[H+] = 0,051 (kg-mol/m3) 








TAB L E 4. 1 a DETERMINATION OF ~4 (X) 
FOR VMWBM SPHALERITE LEACHING 
RESULTS REPORTED IN TABLE J 9 · 
[Zn2+] x 
x 10 3 
(kg-mol/ 






NOTE - k18 = 
[H+j = a 
Temp = 
TAB L E 4. 1 b 
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(rH) exp 
[Fe3+] <P(X) ~4 (X) 






6,9 0,3044 65,62 1,00 
3,24 0,2644 35,46 0,541 
1,49 0,244 17,68 0,269 
0,70 0,244 9,04 0,138 
0,41 0,2044 5,81 0,088 
25,46 x 10-6 (kg-mollm2. min) 
0,0737 ( kg-mol/m3) 
338,0 (K) 
DETERMINATION OF ~ 4 (x) 
FOR VMWBM SPHALERITE LEACHING 
RESULTS REPORTED IN TABLE J10 
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IZn2+] x (rH) exp IFe
3+] <t>(X) ~4 (X) 
x 10 3 x 10 3 x 10 3 
(kg-mol/ ( -) (k3-mol/ (kg-mol/ (m2/kg) (-) m3 ) m min) m3 ) 
° ° 12,5 1,504 8,0 1,0 50,0 0,049 4,94 1,404 3,39 0,423 
150,0 0,147 2,92 1,204 2,33 0,292 
200,0 0,197 2,44 1,104 2.13 0,166 
250,0 0,246 2,10 1,004 2.01 0,252 
300,0 0,3 1,50 0,904 1,60 0,20 
350,0 0,344 0,96 0,804 1,15 0,144 
400,0 0,393 0,63 0,704 0,86 0,108 
NOTE:- k18 = 582,8 x 10-6 (kg-mol/m2. min) 
TAB L E 
Temp = 368,0 (K) 
Size fraction = -75,0 + 63,Oum 
J 
4. 2 a DETERMINATION OF liJ 4 (x) 
FOR WBM SPHALERITE LEACHING 
RESULTS REPORTED IN TABLE J 5 
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[Zn2+] x (rHI IFe3+] q,(X) ~4 (X) exp 
x10 3 x 10 3 x 103 
(kg-mol/ ( -) (k~mol/ (kg-mol/ (m2/kg) (-) m3 ) m min) m3 ) 
° ° 4,29 0,793 8,0 1,0 
30,0 0,029 2,63 0,735 5,25 0,66 
60,0 0,059 1,34 0,675 2,91 0,37 
85,0 0,083 1,08 0,625 2,53 0,32 
110,0 0,108 0,91 0,575 2,32 0,29 
NOTE : - k18 = 201,0 x 10-6 (kg-ll1ol/m 2.min) 
[H+lo = 0,295 Temp = 355,5(K) 
(kg-mol/m3 ) 
Size fraction = -75,0 + 63,O~m 
TAB L E 4. 2 b DETERMINATION OF ~4 (X) FOR WBM 
SPHALERITE LEACHING RESULTS 








Calc. us in eqn. 
4.1 
4 .2 
4 .3 and F7 with a=O,25 
4 .9 
able reporting Leachi ng data 
Sphal . calc. ~4(X) values on table 
WBM 4 .1 a J 4 
WBM 4 .1 b J5 legend 
0 VMWBM 4 .2a J 9 
tf. VMWBM t. . 2b J 10 










\ '0 --- --- --\ \ , 





































Figure 4.1 Comparison of active site area ratio 
functions ~1(X); ~2(X);1\J3(X) and ~4(X) 
with ~4(X) valu-es calculated for WBM 
and VMWBM sphalerites leaching under 
case (i i) condit ions . Values were calculated 
using eqns. 4 .4and 4 .7 . 
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It is observed that equation 4. 9 £i ts the 
shape of the ~4(X) versus X data points reason-
ably well. 
4. 2 DETERMINATION OF W4. (X) FOR VMWBM 
SPHALERITE LEACHING UNDER CASE (i) 
CONDITIONS 
Equation 4.5 is used (along with values for the 
constants K11 t K22 , K23 and k11 which are 
summarised in table 3. 10) to calculate ~(X) for the 
VMWBM sphalerite leaching under case (i) conditions. 
However, k13 is also an unknown, and thus ~(X) 
and k13 are simultaneously determined as follows:-
a) For a given experiment and at different 
extents of reaction X, the leaching rates 
rF are measured directly off the rate curve 
and the oorresponding rZn2+], IH2S1.e and 
IH+J values are calculated. 
b) At each value of Xt ¢(X) and ~4 (X) = 
~ are oalculated U~ing several values 
of k13 in equation 4 • .5 • 
c) Procedures a) and b) are repeated for 
other experiments conduoted under different 
initial temperature, sphalerite mass or 
IH+lo oonditions. 
d) The oalculated ~4(X) values at the given 
X values for at lease two runs are plotted 
against the k13 values. The intercept of 
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the best fit curves through the ~ eX) and 
k13 points at each value of X for each 
run represents a valid solution to equation 
4. 5 • 
The above procedure is now demonstrated using an 
example. 
Table 4.3 presents values of 
calculated at various X 
cpex) and ~4 eX) 
the experimental 
= 1, 0 (kg-mol/m~ ) runs reported in tables 
and I 8 e (H+] = 0 ,5 o 
values for 
I 2 e [H+] 
o 
(kg-mol/m3 ) ). All other 
conditions for these two runs are identical. Figure 
4. 2 plots the ~4 (X) versus k13 values presented on 
table 4. 3. 
Figure 4. 3 plots ~4 (X) versus k13 for two 
runs conducted at two different temperatures (i.e.-
T = 318,0 K, (table 12) and T = 338,0 K, (table I5)) 
with all other conditions constant. 
Figure 4. 4 plots ~4 (X) versus k13 for two 
runs conducted at two different initial masses of 
sphaleri te ( i. e. M~ = 0,005 kg (table I 1) and 
Mo = 0,01 kg (table I 2) ), with all other 
conditions constant. 
It is observed on each of the figures 4. 2, 4. 3 
and 4. 4 that the intercepts of the ~ (X) versus 
k13 curves at the different values of X do not fall 
on a constant value of k 13 • This suggests that k13 
itself may be a function of X. 
Figure 4. 5 summarises the ~4 (X) versus X and 
































TAB L E 4. 3 
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° , 5 1 , ° 
I 2 I 8 
<P(X) ~4 (x) <p(X) W4 (x) 
(m2/kg) (-) (m2/kg) (-) 
25,55 0,781 28,57 0,873 
26,24 0,8 28,94 0,884 
26,96 0,824 29,31 0,896 
27,73 0,847 29,70 0,908 
28,55 0,873 30,09 ° ,92 
29,41 0,9 30,50 0,932 
30,32 0,927 30,92 0,945 
31,30 0,957 31,35 0,958 
21,16 0,647 24,61 0,752 
22,40 0,684 25,27 0,772 
23,81 0,728 25,97 0,794 
25,4 0,776 26,70 0,816 
27,21 0,832 27,48 0,84 
29,31 0,896 28,30 0,865 
12,19 0,37 16,64 0,509 
13,96 0,427 17,61 0,538 
16,32 0,50 18,70 0,571 
19,64 0,6 19,94 0,609 
24,65 0,753 21,35 0,652 
33,12 1,012 22,97 0,702 
3,982 0,122 8,437 0,258 
5,088 0,155 9,252 0,283 
7,046 0,215 10,13 0,31 
11,45 0,35 11,35 0,347 
30,58 0,935 12,89 0,40 
45,66 1,40 15,07 0,461 
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS FOR DETERMINING 
~(X) AND k13 OF E UATION 4. AT DIFFERENT VALUES 
OF X. 1JJ4 (X) = x VALUES IN THIS TABLE ARE 
o 
PLOTTED VERSUS k1 ~ ON FIGURE 42 
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---------- Lines indicating 1lJ4(X) and k13 
solutiors at given values of X. 



















[H2S0L.]O reported on table 
o 1, 
)( 0,5 I 8 
0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 
k13 (kg ·mol/m 2.min) 
0.05 
Figure 4.2 Example of graphically determing 
~4(X) and k13 solutions to equation 4.5 
tor VMWBM sphalerite leaching under 
case(i) conditions at two ditferent[H+] 
o 
values. All values plotted are presented 
on table 4 .3 
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Li nes indicati ng ~4 (X) and k13 
solutions at given values of X. 
Best fit cu rves through poi nts. 
1 ,0 
Conditions Mass (kq) 0,0 1 






































Figure 4.3 Example of graphically determining ~4(X) 
and k13 solutions to equation 4 .5 for VMWBM 
spha ler ite leachi ng under case (i) 









Lines indicating ~4 (xl and k13 
solutions at given values of X. 
Best fit through points. 
Temp. (Kl 318,0 
[H 2504]0 (kg - mol;tn3 ) 1 ,0 
Stirrer (rpm) 1000,0 
)( 
. Leachi ng data 












° 0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 k13 (kg-mol/m2.min) 
Figure 4 .4 Example of graphiccll y determining 
4J4(X) and k13 solutions to eqn.4 .5 
for VMWBM leaching under case (i) 
conditions with two ditferent masses 






Calc. using eqn. 
4.1 
4.2 
4 .3 and F. 7 with a= 0,25 
4 .9 
From 
t igure Vari ab Ie 
legend 0 4.2 [H 2SO f.]o 
4.3 Temp. x 
0 4.4 Mo 
1,0 \<:::'-'::'---l!::-:_-~:-:- ---.-------- ----------
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0 
0.02 0,04 0,06 
X (- ) 
............ 
.... , 




Figure 4.5 Summary of ~4(X) versus X solution 





'E \ 0 
<:-, \ 
E 0,04 
















Calculated using eqn.4 .10 with 














" " ... 
0 
o 
" " x 
o 
" 0 ... x .. ... 
0.02 0.04 0.06 
X (-) 
0.08 
Figure 4 .6 Summary of k13 versus X solution 
values shown on figures 4.2; 4.3 
and 4 .4 
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the points of interception of the curves on figures 
4. 2, 4. 3 and 4. 4 • 
It is observed on fi gure 4. 5 that the ~4 (X) 
versus X points lie close to the curve described 
by equation 4. 9. Figure 4. 7 superimposes all 
the case (i) and case (ii) ~ 4 (X) data points 
presented on figures 4. 5 and 4. 1 respectively. 
Figure 4. 7 also plots the function q,4 (X) 
described equation 4. 9 as well as ~1 (X), ~ 2 (X) 
and ~3 (X) • 
It is observed that generally both the case 
(i) and case (ii) data points lie scattered about 
the best fi t ~4 (X) curve. This is accepted as 
evidence that the rapid decrease in active site 
area is a real phenomenon, and not due to elemental 
sulphur blinding. This evidence is also accepted 
as proof that models F and H describe the kinetics 
of VMWBM sphalerite leaching under case (i) and 
case (ii) conditions over the range of variables 
investigated. 
The results on figure 4. 6 are accepted as 
evidence that for the VMWBM sphalerite the reverse 
rate constant k13 appearing in model F (equation 
2. 81) is a function of X. This suggests that as 
leaching progresses the residual area becomes less 
active. This idea is similar in concept to the 
variable activation energy model proposed by 
Brittan ( 1971) who proposed that in the copper 
segregation process the most active sites reacted 
first, so that the residual sites were progressively 
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Calc. using eqn. 
"'1(X) 4 .1 
'lJ 2 (X) 4 .2 
~3(X) 4 .3 and F.7 with 0= 0,25 
~4(X) 4 .9 
o Case(i) data([Fe3t] =0,0) from fig 4 .5 
legend x Case(ii) data ([Fe3+~ ·.[H 2S04 ] ~1,8) from 
fig 4 .1. 0 
1,0 ~-=~.:--------------- -- ----------------------- ~1(X) 
"0 . - - - - - - - - -
, " 0 - - - - - - --
09 --- ---, \ " ------



































0,08 0,12 0,16 




--- - - - - --)( 
)C 
0,2 0,2~ 
Figure 4.7 Comparison of all case(i) ~4(X) versus X data 
(trom fig 4 .5) with all case(ii) ~4(X) versus X 




less active. However, for the leaching of VMWBM 
sphalerite, it is proposed tha t the activation energy 
of the reverse reaction is independent of :x: so that 
only the pre-exponential constant of the reverse 
reaction rate constant k13 varies with X. The 
effect of X on k13 is model l ed as follows: 
Let n (X) = 4. 10 
where = value of k13 at a given value of X; 
= value of k13 at X = 0 • 
Now from figure 4. 6 = 
Fi gure 4.8 plots O(X l versus X l or all the 
k13 points established previously and the following 
empirical function is seen to fit the data reasonably 
well. 
1 ,04 
O(X) = 1,0 o ~04 + 1,0 ' ..... 4. 11 
Now assume that k13 can be described by an 
Arrhenius type relationship 
= - Ea exp ( R'T"") .......... 
The activation energy Ea may be established if 
values of k13 at two temperatures are known. 
From equation 2. 81 
4. 12 
•••••••••• 4. 13 
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Calculated uSing eqn. 4 .11 . 
legend 0 nIx) = k13 l(k13 lx=o j where k13 values 
































' , 0 
" , .... 
0 .... ' ... o 
0 .... " .. 
o 
0,04 0,06 
X ( - ) 
-... ~ --
0,08 0,1 
Figure 4.8 Reverse rate constant ratio nIx) versus X 
tor VMWBM sphalerite leached under case (i) 
con d j t ion s . n (X) i s de fin ed by eq n . 4 . 10 . 
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and since ¢(X) is well described by equation 4.9, 
all values are known, and k13 may be calculated at 
gi ven values of X. 




'T" and from the slope the activation energy 
is :-
6 26,236 x 10 J / kg-mole 4. 14 
From figure 4. 6 it is observed that at 
X = 0,0 , k13 = 0,051 therefore at 318,0 K 
AE = 0.051/ - 26 2 226 x 106 ) exp (8,31 x 103 x 318,0 
= 2,49 x 10-6 .......... 4. 15 
Hence the final overall form of the differential 
rate equation for VMWBM sphalerite leaching under 
case (i) conditions appears as follows: 
where 
(1,0+K11 [H+l+K22[Zn2+1+K~[H2S1) 
. . . . . . . . . . 
~4 (X) is defined by equation 4. 9 
CPo is defined by equation 2. 1 
(l(X) is defined by equation 4. 11 ; 
-E 
k11 = AE exp RTa and values of AE 
and Ea are given in table 3. 9 ; 
-Ea 
(k13lo = AE exp"""R'T' and values of AE 
and Ea are given in equations 4. 14 
and 4. 15 respectively. 
Values for K11 , K22 and K23 are given in 
table 3. 10 • 











0,0 1 L-.-_-'----I.-~--'--~ ......... ---li....--'-........ -
2 , 9 3 , 0 3 ,1 32 3 ,3 
~ x 103 (K-1 ) 
Figure 4.9 Arrhenius-type plot illustrating the 
effect of temperature on the reverse rate 
constant k13 for VMWBM sphalerite 
leaching under case(i) conditions. 
The 318,0 K and 338,0 K leaching resul t s 
are reported in tables 13 and I 5 respectively' 
4. 3 
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J!L 4 eX) CALCULATED FOR THE 
ZCR SPHALERITES 
VMZCR AND 
The same methods used in sections 4. 1 and 
4. 2 to calculate 1V4 (X) for the VMWBM sphalerite 
were applied to calculate ~4eX) for the VMZCR 
sphalerite. In addition, case (ii) data was used 
to calculate ~ 4 00 for the ZCR sphalerite. Figure 
4. 10 summarises the calculated ~ 4 (X) versus X 
data for the VMZCR and ZCR sphalerites and 
compares the ~4 (X) values with tV1 (X), ~ 2 (X) 
and ~ 3 (X) curves. 
It is observed that the case (i) and case (ii) 
~ 4(X) values for the VMZCR sphalerite are similar 
to each other, but are entirely different to the case 
(ii) ~ 4 (X) values for the ZCR sphalerite. The 
shape of the tV4(X) versus X curves for the VMZCR 
and ZCR sphalerites are observed to be significantly 
different to the shape of the ~ 1 (X), ~ 2(X) curves 
or the ~ 3 (X) curve for this sphalerite. 
In order to test whether sulphur blinding caused 
~4(X) for the ZCR sphalerite to decrease much 
faster than ~3(X) for this sphalerite the following 
experiment (results report e d in table J 18) was 
performed :-
ZCR sphalerite was leached for 60,0 minutes 
under case (ii) conditions prior to being filtered. 
All the elemental sulphur associated with the filtered 
residue was removed by washing with carbon tetrachloride. 
The washed solids were returned to the filtrate from 
which they were removed, with all leaching conditi ons 


































" , , 
, ~3(X) 
(-106.0+ 90.0 I-lm) ZCR sphat. 











.... .... .... .... .... .... 
... -... .... 
0,2 0,3 
X (-) 
... ..... .... ... 








(-75.0+ 63.0}Jm) ZC R sphal. 
.... "'~(X) 
%(X) 
- - - - - h(X) 
VHZC R sphat. 
0,4 0,5 
Figure 4.10 Comparison of calculated ~4(X) versus X 
values for t~i)VMZCR sphalerite (leaching 
under case(jl~conditions,) and for the ZCR 
Sfi1alerite (leaching only under case(i i) 
conditions) with the functions ~1 (X};~2(X): 
~3 (X) and ~4(X), 
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Figure 4. 11 plots the (Zn2+j versus time rate 
curve for the sphalerite leaching before and after 
sulphur removal and it is observed that sulphur 
removal did not result in an increase in the rate 
of leaching. Hence the rapid decrease in ~ 4(X) 
is a real phenomenon, and not merely due to sulphur 
blinding. 
It is observed on figure 4. 10 that ~ 4(X) for 
the VMZCR and ZCR sphalerites are entirely 
different to ~4(X) for the VMWBM and WBM 
sphalerites. 
Figure 4. 12 compares three k13 versus X 
values computed for the VMZCR sphalerite with the 
best fit k13 versus X curve for the VMWBM 
sphaleri te (from figure 4. 5 ). A similar order 
of magnitude, and dependence on X is observed. 
4. 4 ~II (X) CALCULATED FOR THE PR AND 
VMPR SPHALERITES 
Figure 4. 13 plots ~4(X) versus X data 
calculated using only case (ii) data for the VMPR 
and PR sphalerites. ~4(X) is observed to 
decrease more rapidly for the VMPR sphalerite than 
for the PR sphalerite, and ~ 4 (x) for both 
sphalerites are entirely different to the shapes of 
the ~1 (X) , ~ 2(X) and ~ 3(X) functions shown 
















---- Best tit 
Conditions 
Temp. (K) 368.0 
[H2SO4 10 kg-moIAn3) 0.459 
[ F~10 (kg-md/m3) 0924 
legend 
o Leaching before 
eel wash· 
x Leachi ng after 
eel wa&h. 
Mo (kg) 0.05 
flo (m 2/kg) 140.0 
Stirrer ( (rpm) 800.0 
Si ze (...,m) -106.0+90D 
frac. 





o~ 'At this point sphalerite solids were :-
/ a) filtered, washed with ~O and dried, 
./ b) washed with e CI4 to remove all sui phu r 
/
6 . c) re-introduced into original leach solution at 
. original conditions to continue leaching. 
o 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0 100,0 120,0 
o 
o 20.0 40,0 60.0 
Ti me (mins) 
Figure 4.11 Rate curve for ZeR sphalerite (results reported in table J 18) 
leaching under case{ii) cmditions, demonstrating the effect ot 




















Be st f it curve for VMWBM sphc.l. 
and des:.ri bed by eqns. 4.10 and /,.11 
o Ca Iculated k13 values for the VMZCR 




o --~--~~--~~--~~~~--~ .. 
o 0,02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 
X (- ) 
Figure 4.12 Comparism of reverse rate constant k13 
calculated for VMZCR sphal. (using data 
reported in tables I 13 and 115) with the 
best fit k13 curve (off tig4 .6) forVMWBM 
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val ues for the PR and VMPR sphalerites leach1ng 
under case (i il conditions with the functions 




4. 5 i 4 (X) CALCULATED FOR THE BDH 
SPHALERITE 
Romankiw (1962) and Verhulst (1974) were able 
to demonstrate that for synthetic sphalerite leach-
ing under case (i) conditions (!Fe 3 +1o= 0,0) the 
active site concentration decreasesin a way described 
by the shrinking core model. Hence equation 4. 5 
was used to calculate the reverse rate constant k13 
under the assumption that ~(X) decreases according 
to shrinking core behaviour (expressed by equation 
4. 2) • 
Figure 4. 14 plots calculated values of k13 
versus X, for experiments in which various masses 
of BDH sphalerite were leached at 25,0 0 C at 
various [H2S041o values. The k13 values are 
observed to be independent of X wi thin experimental 
limitationst and with the limitation imposed by 
manually measuring the rate values r as a function 
of X off the rate curves. This sugges~ that the 
shrinking core model indeed predicts the change in 
active site area for this sphalerite. 
However, figure 4. 15 plots ~4(X) versus X 
for the BDH sphalerite leaching under case (ii) 
conditions. ~4(X) is observed to decrease far 
more rapidly than ~2(X) predicted by the shrinking 
core model, and very nearly as rapidly as the ~4(X) 
observed for the VMWBM and WBM sphalerites. 
No attempt is made to account for the differences 





Temp. ( K) 298,0 
sti rr er (rpm) 1 000,0 
M 0 [H 2 S Of. ]0 Da t a presented 
i n table 































x o o 
0.1 0.2 0,3 0.4 0.5 0,6 
X ( - ) 
Reverse rate constant · values k13 c.alcu la ted 
for SDH sphalerite leaching under various 
case(i) conditions (using eqn .4.5 with the 
assumpt i on that <f>(X) varies accord ing to 
the shr ink i ng core mode I eqn . 4.2 ) 
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Best fit through calc. V4(X) values 
Calculated usi ng eqn. 
~1 (X) 4.1 
~ (X) 4.2 
.. -- - - - - - .. 
~3 (X) 4.2 
~4 (X) 4.9 
Mo [Fe
3+bl [H2S04 10 Temp. Results in 
(kq) (kq-moIAn ) (K) table 
legend 
x. 0,02 0,143 0,063 343,0 J 45 
~ 0,02 0,292 0,107 343,0 J 46 
0 0.05 0,580 0,223 ~ 353.0 J 47 
















" )( , , 




...... ..... .... ~ t::: -- . 0 0 
............. 11 ~----........ - A -- -- -------
0.2 0,3 0.4 0.5 
X (-) 
~4 (X) 
Figure 4.15 Comparison of "'4(X) versus X values for 
BOH sphalerite leaching under case(ii) 
conditions with the functions ~1(X);"'2(X); 
~3 (~and "'4 (XL 
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4. 6 COMPARISON OF ~4(X) FUNCTIONS 
CALCULATED FOR THE DIFFERENT SPHALERITES 
Figure 4. 16 summarises the calculated ~ 4 (x) 
versus X best fit curves plotted previously in this 
chapter for the different sphalerites. It is 
observed that for approximately X ~ 0, 2 ~4 (X) 
changes as a function of X in a unique manner for 
each different sphalerite. For approximately 
X ~ 0,2, the decreases in ~4(X) with increasing X 






o 0 O. 1 0.2 
x ( - ) 
Sphalerite I Data 
case 
BOH ( i ) 
ZCR (i i ) 
Curve from 
Co lc. by eq n . 4 . 2 
(shr ink ing core mode l) 
Best fit off fig 4.10 
V M ZCR I(i )and(ii) I Best tit off fig 4 .10 
BOH ( i i ) Be s t tit 0 ff fig 4 .1 5 . 
PR 
--------VMWBM :WBM 
li i ) Bes t fit ott fig 4 .13 
(i )an d(ii) Calc. by eqn 4.9 
(see f i q 4 .7) 
VMPR (i i ) I Best tit off ,. i g 4 .13 
0.3 
Figure 4 .16 Comparison between the ~JX) versus X best tit and 
calculated curves tor each of the sphalerites, presented 





C HAP T E R 5 
TESTING OF H2 S OXIDATION BY Fe3t 
AND CASE (iii) LEACHING MODELS 
5. 1 OXIDATION OF H2 S BY Fe3+ 
In this section model I describing the 
homogeneous H2 S oxidation by Fe3+ is tested 
~sing the results of experiments in which . . -
a) H2 S was bubbled into 0,5, 1,0 and 
2,0 M H2S04 before injecting Fe
3+ 
into the reactor. Experiments like 
this were done with no solids present, 
and with activated charcoal initially 
present in the reactor. The latter 
resul ts are reported in section 6. 5 • 
b) H2 S was generated by VMWBM, VMZCR, 
BDH or VMPR sphalerite solids 
leaching in aqueous H
2
S04 , and Fe
3+ 
was injected when the rate of increase in 
the H2 S partial pressure became very 
small. Details of the experimental 
procedures and analytical techniques are 
presented in Appendixes Band D. 
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Tables 5. 1 to 5. 5 summarise the initial 
experimental conditions and measured rates of oxidation 
of H2 S by Fe3+ in the total absence of solids, and 
in the presence of the various sphalerites. 
5. 1. 1 TESTING MODEL I 
Under initial rate conditions model I has the 
following form :-
1,44 1,68 
lH2SJ [Fe3+) o 0 
[H SO )2,49 
2 40 
· . . . . . . . . . 5. 1 
where, according to Verhulst :-
= 4,735 x 1013 ~67,72) exp \ R T · ........ . 5. 2 
At 318,0 K 
Now define a rate constant (kr I based on o exp 
equation 5. 1 as follows :-
(kr I =-(rI I o exp 0 exp 
where . . -
(rro)exp = 
NOTE THAT 
· . . . . . . . . . 5· 3 
d PH S I 
( d t 
2
)0 K D 
dPH S 
a) t d ~)o is the measured initial 
rate of decrease in HZS partial 
pressure after injecting the Fe3+ 
solution into the reactor. 
Table 5.1 
RUN I TABLE [H:§O,)c [F e3+1 o NO. 
x103 
(kg - mol 1m 3 , 
K1 217 0,5 14,32 
K2 217 0,5 28,65 
K3 216 1,0 14,32 
K4 216 1,0 28,65 
K5 218 2,0 14,32 
,'-
K6 218 2,0 28,65 
G) Defined byeqn. 5.3 
~ Defined byeqn 5.4 










(1) ~ ~ 
--(rI ) (kIchxp . IkIo'mod W o exp 
( kg-mol/min rJ1 
22,39 489,3 687,19 1,09 
58,46 523,7 735, 4 1,17 
2,309 568,9 569,0 0, 9 
4,608 568,7 568,7 0, 9 
0,5757 783,6 557,9 0,89 
1,358 919,8 654,9 1,04 
SUMMARY OF INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND RATE OF HOMOGENEOUS OXIDATION 




RUN 1H 250410 [F~Jo [H251 0 -(rIo) x 103 
(j) (l) @ 
TABLE (kIo )exp (kIo)mod W NO. x1 x1 03 exp 
(kg-mo{~ 
K 7 172 0,48 5,5 6,5 0,453 642,7 920,8 1,46 
K 8 172 0,48 13,8 4,87 1,27 582,2 834,2 1,33 
K 9 176 0,97 5,5 10,32 0,222 933,1 947,1 1,51 
K 10 176 0,97 13,8 9,19 0,774 819,7 832,0 1,32 
K 11 175 1,95 5,5 18,11 0,112 1 192,0 859,2 1,37 
K 12 175 1,95 13,8 16,6 0,631 1 623,0 1 170,0 1,86 
---~-
CD Oef i ned by eqn 5.3 
~ ~ M 5.4 
(j) ,. 5 .5 
Table 5.2 SUMMARY OF INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND RATE OF OXIDATION OF 












IH2S041J IFe3 +l o TABLE NO. [H2S lo 
x10 3 x103 
(kg-mol/m 3 ) 
K 13 200 0,48 5,73 
K 14 200 0,48 14,3 
K 15 199 0,96 14,3 
K 16 199 0,96 28,6 
K 17 201 1,95 14,3 
K 18 201 1,95 28,6 
K 19 201 1,95 28,6 
G) Defined byeqn 5.3 
@ Def ine d byeqn 5.4 








8, 28 1 
i 
-erI ) 
0) ~ . @) (kr )exp . (kr )mod W o exp 
x 103 
0,586 747,3 1071,0 1,7 




1,032 447,4 456,5 0,73 
2,18 470,6 480,1 0,76 
0,94 1 263,0 910,3 1,45 
1,65 1 091,0 786,4 I 1,25 
0,586 1 206,0 869,6 1,38 
SUMMARY OF INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND RATE OF OXIDATION 




Table 5 .4 
RUN 3+ [H2Slo [crr ) TABLE NO. [H2S0L.1o [Fe 10 
x 103 
03 0 e:xp 
x1 
(kg-mol/m31 
K 20 170 0,48 5,5 
K 21 170 0,48 13,8 
K 22 170 0,48 13,8 
K 23 168 0,97 5,5 
K 24 168 0,97 13,8 
K 25 168 0,97 13,8 
K 26 174 1,94 5,5 
K 27 174 1,94 13,8 
K 28 174 1,94 13,8 
--- -- -- -- -- - -
(j) Oeti ned by eqn 5.3 
@ Oeti ned by eqn 5.4 




6,93 I 1,59 
2,34 i 0,519 
10,53 0,238 
! 
, 8,94 0,624 
i , 4,21 i 0,205 
I 
I i I , 
22,1 i 0,102 I , , 




14,71 i 0,440 
ill ~ ~ 
(krlexp (kIlexp W 
516,7 740,1 1,18 
438,6 628,4 1,0 
!683,6 : 979,4 1,56 I I 
I I 
I i 
971,7 i 986,3 1,57 
i 
I 687,6 I 697,9 1,11 I 
,668,1 I 678,2 1,08 I 
804,4 i 581,4 ° ,92 
! 1 260,0 911,0 1,45 
i 
11 331,0 961,9 1,53 
SUMMARY OF INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND RATE OF OXIDATION 
OF H2S BY Fe3+ IN THE PRESENCE OF V M Z C R SPHALERITE 
~ 
'" ~ 
11I;P04~ IFe3+h x 1a3IH2S b x'D3 RUN TABLE NO. A 
(-) ( -) (m2/m~ 
K 29 171 17,75 0,48 
K 30 171 17,75 0,48 
K 31 169 4,66 0,97 
K 32 169 4,66 0,97 
K 33 101 28,68 0,95 
K 34 101 28,68 0,95 
K 35 173 8,564 1,95 
K 36 173 8,564 1,95 
K 37 173 8,564 1,95 
K. 38 173 8,564 1,95 
(j) Defin.ed by eqn 5.3 
(Z) Def i ned by eqn 5.4 
(j Defi ned byeqn 5.5 







4,48 I 9,81 I 
I 









-------:r~-- Iklo'm~I~~ CD -(rIo) ecpx n3 (krJexp 
(kg-ma1/min m0 
I I 
I I I I 





2534 ,0 I 3631,0 I 5,77 i 
1,65 i 7427,0 i 7 539,0 I 11,99 I , 
I 




I I I 




I 7,74 '46 890,0 i 48090,0 i 76,48 I 
I i i i 
I 4,63 141 530,0 29 940,0 47,61 I 
I 
I 
3,07 131 270,0 22540,0 , 35,85 
I - I i i I 4,21 110 790,0 i 7 778,0 I 12,37 
I 116200,0 
2,90 111 680,0 I 18,58 
Table 5.5 SUMMARY OF INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS AND RATE OF OXIDATION OF 
H2S BY Fe












b) if the initial 
partial pressure and concentration 
of H2S are known; 
c) K D may alternatively be calcu-
lated using equation E. 27. 
Tables 5. 1 to 5. 5 also present calculated 
values of (kI I for each experiment. 
o exp 
Figure 5. 1 plots the (kIo I exp results 
reported on tables 5. 1 and 5. 2 against [H2S0410 
and (k I is observed to increase with increasing 
10 exp 
[H 2S04)o • 
It was established that reducing the value of 
the exponent on the H2S04 term in equation 5. 1 
from 2. 49 to 2. ° resulted in a significantly better 
fit of the equation to the data. 
Define a modified rate constant (kI ) d as o mo 
follows :-
(kI ) d = - (rI I • o mo 0 exp 
[H SO )2,0 
2 4 
where (rI ) is defined as before. o exp 
5. 4 
Tables 5. 1 to 5. 5 present the calculated 
(kI ) d values for each experiment. o mo 
To facilitate comparison of the various results, 



















Data extracted Sphalerite 
off table present 
5.1 
5 .2 
0,5 1.0 1,5 
None 
VMWBM 
[H 2 SOJo( kg - mol/m3 ) 
H,·,5 ox idatior. r ate constant (k1o) versus ~ ~~ 
[H 2SO/]0 .(kI ) was calculated using the ... °e' rl 
Verhulst mode as expressed by eqn 5.3 
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w = 5· 5 
where (kIo)mod is defined by equation 5.4. 
The value 628,8 is the arithmetic mean of the 
(kIo)mod values calculated for the . pu~ely homogeneous 
experiments on table 5. 1 • 
Table 5. 6 summarises the arithmetic mean 
and standard deviation of the (kIo)exp' (kIo)mod 
and W values for the results presented on tables 
5. 1 to 5. 5 • 
The following observations are made concerning 
the results summarised on table 5. 6 . . -
a) Except when VMPR solids were present, the 
standard deviations for the (kIo)mod 
values were significantly less than for the 
(kI) values. This suggests that the 
o exp 
modified form of model I (represented by 
equation 5. 6) fits the data significantly 
better than the original form of model I 
(represented by equation 5. 1) • 
b) The VJ values for the experiments performed 
in the presence of the sphalerite solids 
are significantly larger than in the purely 
homogeneous case where no solids were 
present. In particular W for the case 
where VMPR sphalerite solids were present 
is very large, and the standard deviation 
for this case is so large as to suggest 
that the modified Verhulst equation does 
not fit. 
Sphalerite -





I VMPR 23534,9 
TAB L E 5. 6 
166 
- -
S (kIo) mod S W S 
167,2 628,8 74,4 1,0 0,12 
389,1 927,2 127,8 1,48 0,2 
355,1 766,4 224,8 1,22 0,36 
311,2 796,1 162,5 1,27 0,26 
21 890,3 21 fI:J7,7 21 508,6 34,36 34,2 
SUMMARY OF THE ARITHMETIC MEAN 
AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE 
VALUES PRESENTED ON TABLES 5. 1 
TO 5. 5 
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Figure 5. 2 plots LV versus A, where A 
is the B.E.T. area in the reactor at the 
time of injecting the Fe3+. It is observed 
that W increases with increasing A, and 
that W is significantly larger after the 
first injection of Fe3 + than after 
subsequent introductions of Fe3+. 
This suggests that the presence of the 
various sphalerite solids catalyse the 
H2S oxidation reaction, and that SO 
formed on the surface blinds active sites 
and reduces the catalytic effect. 
The W values increase in the order : 
no solids < BDH <: VMWBM < VMZCR « VMPR • 
It may then be concluded that .-
i) the presence of sphalerite solids does 
catalyse the Fe3+ oxidation of H2S, 
particularly in the case of the VMPR 
sphalerite ; 
ii) the modified form of the Verhulst 
equation fits the oxidation kinetics 
better than the original form, and for 
homogeneous oxidation of H2S by 
Fe3+ 
the modified Verhulst equation may be 
expressed as follows .-
= 
the 
• . . . . • • • . • 5· 6 
with (kI ) = mod 8,572x1013 -67,72 exp R T 













w after ti rst inject ion of Fe3+ 
w after secmd injection of Fe). 
" 
O"----'---'-----...I---'--~~ 
o 10.0 20.0 30D 
A (m 21m3) 
Figure 5.2 H2S oxidation rate constant ratio w (defined 
by eqn 5.5 I versus the total VM PR sphaleri te 
surface area A present. Tre catal yt i c effect 
of the VMPR solids on the Fe3• oxidaticn of H
2
S 
is evident. Data on this figure was extracte-d 
off table 5.5 
5. 2 
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QUALITATIVE RESULTS OF LEACHING VARIOUS 
SPHALERITES UNDER CASE (iii) CONDITIONS 
( [Fe3+J : [H..,SO"J . ....:~:.-....:0:::..:,L..;1~) 
O-. ~~c-to-
2 . 98an d 
Equations,,2. 99 (summarised on table 20 4 ) 
represents model J proposed for the leaching of VMWBM, 
VMZCR and BDH (but not VMPR) sphalerites under 
case (iii) conditions. According to mechanism 2 
proposed in chapter 2, when leaching these sphalerites 
under case (iii) conditions 
a) the S= species react with adsorbed Fe3+ 
to form SO in situ (oxidative leaching) ; 
b) the S= species react with adsorbed H+ to 
form H2S (non-oxidative leaching) ; 
c) the H
2
S and Fe3+ react homogeneously. 
These reactions take place simultaneously. 
In section 5. 1 it was demonstrated that the 
oxidation of H2S by Fe
3+ was catalysed by the 
sphalerite surface present. Since this catalytic 
effect has not been studied in detail or been 
allowed for in model J, the results of leaching the 
various sphalerites under case (iii) conditions are 
merely dealt with qualitatively in this section. 
Table 5. 7 summarises the conditions for the 
experiments in which VMWBM, VMZCR, BDH and VMPR 
sphalerites were leached under case (iii) conditions. 
It is observed that case (i) experiments 
( [Fe3+ 10 = 0,0) have been included in table 5. 7 
for comparative purposes. Thus, in this section the 
[Zn2~ versus time and PH2S versus time rate curves 
for leaching without Fe3+ and with low initial 













19 I 175 
L6 i 181 
I I 
I I 17 I 167 I 
I 14 L 207 
l L 15 211 
I 
I I 36 I 199 ! I L 16 206 I I 
I L 17 I 208 
I 
I 27 i 132 
L 18 i 209 I 
L 19 I 205 
NOTES 
TAB L E 
170 
[H2S°LtJ 0 IFe
3+] x 1cY 
0 
(kg-mol/m3) 
! 0,5 ° 
0,5 13,75 
1,0 ° 
1,0 13,75 VMWBM 
1,0 27,50 SPHALERITE 
1,0 I 55,01 (Mo = ° ,01 kg) 
I 1,0 I 57,03 
I I ° I 2,0 
I 2,0 13,75 




I 28,67 SPHALERITE I 
I I 
I 1,0 i 57,3 (Mo = ° ,01 .kg) I 
I ! 1,0 1 ° BDH I I 
1,0 I 28,67 SPHALERITE 
1,0 I 114,67 (Mo = ° ,004 kg) 
I 
1,0 i ° VMPR 
1,0 I 14,32 SPHALERITE 
I 1,0 28,67 (Mo = ° ,01 kg) 
I 
1) Temp . = 318,0 K 
2) Stirrer = 1 000,0 rpm 
5. 7 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL 
CONDITIONS FOR VMWBM, VMZCR, 
BDH AND VMPR SPHALERITES LEACHING 
UNDER CASE (i) AND (iii) CONDITIONS 
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concentrations of Fe3+ are compared. 
In chapter 6 (section 5) the results of 
leaching VMWBM sphalerite with activated charcoal 
present under case (i) and case (~i) conditions are 
presented. 
5. 2. 1 VMWBM SPHALERITE LEACHING UNDER 
CASE (iii) CONDITIONS 
Figures 5. 3 a and 5. 3 b plot [Zn2+j versus 
time and PH2S versus time rate curves for VMWBM 
sphalerite leaching without and with low We3+1o 
present. Figure 5. 4 plots [Zn2+j versus 
We 3+] at different discrete time intervals; where o 
the [Zn2+j values were either experimentally deter-
mined or interpolated off the curves on figure 5. 3. 
It is· observed that the amount of [Zn2+j leached 
after a given time interval initially decreases to a 
minimum as We3+j increases. 
o 
From figure 5. 3 b it is observed that as [Fe3+j 
o 
increases, the measurable amount of H2S formed 
decreases. For We3+1o = 27,5 x 10-3 (kg-mol/m3), 
the is observed to increase to a maximum at 
about t = 5,0 mins., and then decrease to zero. 
After 30 mins the PH2S is observed to increase 
again. It is apparant that for [Fe3+~: 55,0 x 10-3 
(kg-mol/m3), negligible measureable H2S is formed. 
Figures 5. 5 a and 5. 5 b plot [Zn2+ j . versus 
time and PH2S versus time rate curves for VMWBM 
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)( b 13,75 
11 c L 3 27,50 
0 d L4 55.00 
conditions 
[H2S04b(kg-mol/m3) 1,0 
Temp. (K) 318.0 






















Fig. 5.3a Fig 5.3b 
2,0 1M 
. c "d, I I o o 10,0 SOD . 60,0 20.0 30,0 40r 
Ti me (mins) 
.Figures 5J6and 5.3b Comparison between case (i) and case(iiil 






o Exptl. [Zn2+] values 
legend 
x IZ,-f+] values interpolated oft fig 5.30 
Temp. 318,0 
c and it ion s --",--:-~-+-~",--,----+--;::;O"'O~ 
Mo ' 1 










1..,0 I--------+--~- X ~---+----+---+-
2,QI----t----I----I-------I---i----+ 
o~----~----~----~----~----~----~ 
o 10,0 20,0 30.0 40,0 50,0 60,0 
[F e3+] 0 x 103 (kg-mol/m3J 
5,0 
1,0 
Figure 5.1.. Effect of initial [Fe3+] on the amount of Zn2+ 
produced from VMWBM sphalerite during different 
time intervals. 
Best fit through exptl. [Zn2+] data. 
(on fig 5 .50) 
PointCurve Data on [Fe'3+1o x103 I [H2 S)1.]0 
(-) ( -) table (kg - mol 1m3 ) 
0 I a 19 0 2,0 
)( I b L6 13.75 . 2,0 
legend ~ I c 12 0 1 ,0 
0 I d L2 13,75 1,0 
ol< I e 18 O· 0,5 
.+ I f L1 13.75 0,5 
~ 250 I . I 
o ~o-
~20.0 I I 





u I I 
~ ~~O I + 
Temp. (K ) 318.,0 
Mo ·(kg) 0.01 condit ions . 
Stirrer (rpm) 1000,0 I 
~D·~--~----~--~~---r----.----' 
30.0 1-1 ----+--
20.01- / . I Ic 








Fig 5.50 0 ~ I -+I- --+-I -+-j-----r---+ Fig 5.5b 0 I I I I I I f 
o 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 500 60.0 0 100 20.0 . 30.0 40.0 51D.0 60.0 
Time (mins) Time (mins) 
Figures 5.5a and 5.5b Comparison between case(i) and case(iii) exptl. [zrf] and PI-2S 




present, at three different H2S04 concentrations. 
From figure 5. 5 a it is observed that the apparant 
suppression of the initial leaching rate resulting 
from adding Fe3+, increases with increasing [H2S04Jo • 
From figure 5. 5 b it is observed that as the 
[H 2S04)o decreases, so the measureable amount of 
H2S formed decreases (and in fact was zero at 
[H2S04)o = 0, 5.) • 
5. 2. 2 VMZCR SPHALERITE LEACHING UNDER 
CASE (iii) CONDITIONS 
6 2+ Figures 5.6 a and 5. b plot the [Zn J versus 
ti~and PH2S versus time rate curves for the VMZCR 
sphalerite leaching without and with Fe3+ initially 
present. On figure 5. 6 b the PH2S is observed 
to increase to maximum (wi th Fe3+ initially present), 
before decreasing to a non-zero minimum value. It is 
probable that during vibratory milling pf the acid 
pre-treated ZCR sphalerite to produce the VMZCR 
sphalerite, CO 2 forming gangue was liberated. 
The formation of an inert gas such as CO 2 would 
account for the non-zero minimum observed on ~igure 
5. 6 b • 
From figure 5.6a it is observed that addition 
3+ the . 
of Fe apparantly suppressed~dissolution rate, 
but to a significantly less extent for a given Fe3+ 
concentration than in the case of the VMWBM sphale-
ri te (figure 5. 3 a) • 
(on f i g 5 .60) 














Fig 5 .6a 
o 
Point Curve Data on 
( -:-l (-l ta.ble 
0 a 117 
)( b L14 
b. c L15 
lF~+~103 
{k 9 - molAn3l 
° 
Conditions 
[H 2S0t.1a (kg- mol/m3 l 1,0 
Temp. (Kl 318,0 
~ (kgl . 0,01 
28,67 Stirrer (rpm) 1000,0 










II I I . 
Fig 5.6b 
o 10,0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 10.0 20,0 30.0 40.0 50.0 
Time (minsl 
Figures 5.6aand 5.6b Com parison between case (j) and case(!iil 
leachi ng data for VMZCR sphaleri teo 
Ti me (mins) 









5. 2. 3 
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BDH SPHALERITE LEACHING UNDER 
CASE (iii) CONDITIONS 
Figures 50 7 a and 5. 7 b plot the [Zn2+] versus 
time and PH2S versus time rate curves for the BDH 
sphalerite leaching without and with Fe3+ initially 
present. It is observed on figure 5. 7 a that the 
initial rate is suppressed significantly as a result 
of adding Fe3+ to the system. 
On figure 5. 7 bit is observed that for [Fe31:, = 
0,1147 kg-mol/m3 , the PH2S rapidly goes through a 
very small maximum and decreases to a constant non-
zero value. It may be possible that an inert gas 
was formed, but it is more likely that during the 
reaction start-up experimental error resulted in a 
shift in the zero base line. 
5. 2. 4 VMPR SPHALERITE LEACHING UNDER 
CASE (iii) CONDITIONS 
Figures 5. 8 a and 5. 8 b plot · [Zn 2+] versus 
time and PH2S versus time rate curves for VMPR 
sphalerite leaching under case (iii) conditions. 
It is observed on figure 5. 8 a that adding Fe3+ 
progressively increases the initial leaching rate. 
According to the overal reaction stoichiometry: 
Zn S + 2 Fe3+ -- Z 2+ n + 
Thus for 
kg-mol/m3 
[Fe3+1o = 14,32 x 10-
3 
[Zn2+] = 7,16 x 10-3 
and 
or 
28,67 x 10-3 
14,335 x 10-3 
(on fig 5.701 Best fit through exptl. [Zrt+J data, 
Point Curve Data on [F e31'ox1 03 [H SO] (kg- mol 1m3 ) 1,0 
legend table Ikg-moVm
3 ) 




Mo (kg) 0,004 
/). b L16 28,67 
x c L17 114,57 
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I,_./r cr= 10.0 
5.0 
'i g 5.70 
' 0 
o 100 20.0 30.0 40.0 
Time (mins) 
Figures 5.70 and 5.7b 
I~ I I 
~ 
Fig 5.7b 
o o 50.0 60.0 '10.0 
Comparison between case(i) and case (i i) 
leaching data for SOH sphalerite. 
I 
20.0 30.0 40.0 
Ti me (mins) 


























Best fit through exptl. rzn2+] data . 
Point Curve Data on [Fe'+]o x1.03 
(- ) (- ) table kg-molIm3) 
0 a ' I 27 0 
)( b L 18 1 I., 32 
b. c L19 28,67 
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 
Ti me (mins) 
[H 2 S0t.]o (kg-mol 1m3 ) 1,0 
condit ions 
Temp . o (K) 318,0 
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kg-mol/m3 will be leached into solution respectively. 
It is seen on figure 50 8 a that the leaching 
rates decrease rapidly as these IZn
2
+ .] values are 
approached. On figure 5. 8 bit is observed that 
negligible measureable H2S is initially formed. 
5. 2. 5 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE LEACHING OF 
VMWBM , VMZCR , BDH AND VMPR SPHALERITES 
UNDER CASE (iii) CONDITIONS 
Figure 5. 9 a plots [Zn
2
+) versus time for the 
four different 
[Fe3+) = 28,0 
o 
sphalerites each leaching with 
x 10-3 kg-mol/m3 • Figure 5. 9 b 
plots PH2S versus time for the four sphalerites 
leaching without Fe3+ and with [Fe3+) = 28,0 x 10-3 
o 
kg-mol/m3• 
It is observed on figure 5. 9 b that the added 
Fe3+ has least effect on the PH2S versus time rate 
At time t = 5,Omins curve for the BDH sphalerite. 
it is observed that the PH2S for the different 
sphalerites increases in the order 
VMPR <::: VMZCR <: VMWBM < BDH • 
On figure 5. 9 a it can be seen that at time 
t = 5,0 mins, the [Zn2+j varied between 0,009 and 
0,01 kg-moles/m3 for each of the sphalerites. These 
results suggest that under the case (iii) condition 
being considered here, the BDH sphalerite leached 
non-oxidatively to a signif icant extent as well as 
oxidatively, whilst the VMPR sphalerite leached 
mainly non-oxidatively. The proportion of the dissolu-
tion occuring non-oxidatively for the four sphalerites 
;phJl. Point 
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thus appears to increase in the order 
BDH < VMWBM < VMZCR <" VMPR. 
5. 3 OVERALL DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
REPORTED IN SECTIONS 5. 1 AND 5. 2 
It is proposed that many of the phenomena 
observed in sections 50 1 and 5. 2 may be 
explained in terms of Langmuir-Hinschelwood 
adsorption theories. In particular it is pro-
posed that the four sphalerites exhibit different 
capacities to adsorb ferric ions, with the Fe3+ 
adsorption capacities varying as follows:-
BDH <: VMWBM <: VMZCR « VMPR. 
Evidence to support this proposal is as follows :-
a) In section 3 .3 it was demonstrated that 
the rates of leaching these sphalerites 
under case (ii) conditions increases in 
the order proposed above. 
b) In section 5. 1 it was shown that (apart 
from the VMZCR sphalerite) the sphalerites 
catalysed the oxidation reaction in the 
above mentioned order. 
c) In section 5. 2. 5 it was demonstrated 
that for the four different sphalerites 
leaching under case (iii) conditions, the 
proportion of the dissolution which occurs 
non-oxidatively increases for the sphaler~tes 
in the order shown ubove. 
However, it is difficult to explain why the 
initial rates of dissolution are suppressed with 
small additions of Fe3+, (see figure 5. 4) • 
It is possible that electrokinetic theories 
could explain this phenomena more satisfactorily 
than adsorption theories 0 
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C HAP T E R 6 
MISCELLANEOUS ADDITIONAL RELEVENT OBSERVATIONS 
The purpose of this chapter is to present 
additional relevent qualitative results, which 
could not be conveniently included elsewhere in 
this thesis. 
6. 1 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPIC (S.E.M.) 
AND OPTICAL MICROSCOPIC (O.M.) 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF VARIOUS UNLEACHED AND 
LEACHED SPHALERITE PARTICLES 
Figures 6. 1 to 6. 13 present S.E.M. photo-
graphs of WBM, ZCR and PR sphalerite particles'.-
a) before leaching (figures 6. 1, 6. 2, 6. 4 
and 6. 9) ; 
b) after leaching under case (ii) conditions 
but before washing with CC14 so that 
elemental sulphur formed in - si tu is 
visible, (figures 6.6,6.7,6.10 and 
6.12); 
c) after leaching under case (ii) conditions 
and after washing with CC14 to remove all 
elemental sulphur, (figures 6.3, 6.5, 
6. 8, 6. 11 and 6. 13) • 
The captions provide full descriptions for 
each of the S.E.M. photographs. 
Figures 6. 14 to 6. 16 present O.M. photo-
graphs of polished sections of WBM, ZCR and PR 
sphalerite particles, demonstrating in particular 
the internal cracks and pores present inside particles. 
The captions further describe these photographs. 
Figures 6. 17 and 6. 18 present O.M. 
photographs of etched ZCR and PR sphalerite 
polished sections. Preferential zones of leaching 
are observed, particularly in the vicinity of the 
chalcopyrite inclusions in the case of the PR 
sphalerite. These photographs are also 
further described in their captions. 
The following general observations may be made 
and conclusions drawn from inspecting all the 
photographs. 
1) The WBM, ZCR and PR sphalerite particles 
all possess rough external surfaces, and 
contain significant numbers of internal cracks 
or pores. This helps explain the results 
presented in Appendix F which show that the 
measured B.E.T. areas for these sphalerites 
are much larger than one would expect, had they 
been considered solid spheres; the excess area 
being contributed by external roughness, and 
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internal cracks or pores. 
2) The surfaces of the leached particles appear 
much rougher than those of the unleached par-
ticles (especially for the PR sphalerite). This 
explains why the B.E.T. areas of leached par-
ticles increased when leaching the PR and ZCR 
sphaleri tes (figures F 5 and F 6) • 
It is difficult, however, to explain why the WBM 
sphalerite BoE oT. area decreased during leaching 
approximately according to the shrinking core 
model prediction (figure F 4) • 
3) Figures 6.7, 6.10 and 6.12 show that for PR, 
ZCR and WBM sphaleri tes leaching to similar 
extents in acidic ferric sulphate media 
(i) the PR sphalerite forms a very dense 
sulphur coating j 
(ii) the ZCR sphalerite forms elemental sulphur 
coatings in specific zones of the particle j 
(iii) the WBM sphalerite appears to form pits 
and cracks filled with elemental sulphur. 
In each case elemental sulphur on the surface is 
distinctly visible. 
4) From figures 6. 16 and 6. 17 it is evident that 
the PR sphalerite contains large amounts of 
chalcopyrite inclusions. From figures 6. 17 and 
6.18 itis evident that PR and ZCRsphalerites 
demonstrate complex etching patterns. In the 
case of the PR sphalerite, etching takes place 
preferentially in the vicinity of chalcopyrite 
inclusion zones. 
FIGURE 6. 1 
FIGURE 6. 2 
FIGURE 6. 3 
FIGURE 6. 4 
FIGURE 6. 5 
(focingfigs . 6.1 to 6 . 51 
S.E.M. photograph of unleached 
WBM sphalerite particles (from 
-75,0 + 63,0}l1lsize fraction) • 
Magnification: 200,0 x 
S.E.M. photograph of unleached 
ZCR sphalerite particles (from 
-75,0 + 63,cpnsize fraction) • 
Magnification: 200,0 x 
S.E.M. photograph of CC14 w~ed 
leached ZCR sphalerite particle s 
(from -90,0 + 75,Opmsize frac-
tion). Particles taken from 
final leach residue of experi-
ment reported on table J 21 • 
Extent leached: X = 0,68 
Magnification: 200,0 x 
S.E.M. photograph of unleached 
PR sphalerite particles (from 
-75,0 + 63,0}Jmsize fraction) • 
Magnification: 200,0 x 
S.E.M. photograph of CC1 4 
washed leached PR sphalerite 
particles (from -75,0 + 6310}Jm 
size fraction) • Particles taken 
from final residue of experi-
ment reported on table J 39 • 
Extent leached: 
Magnification : 
X = 0,33 
200,0 x 
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Figure 6 .1 100.0 ~m 
Figure 6 .2 100.0~m Figure 6.3 100.0~m 
Figure 6 .4 100.0~m Figure 6.5 100.0~m 
FIGURE 6. 6 
FIGURE 6. 7 
FIGURE 6. 8 
FIGURE 6. 9 
FIGURE 6. 10 
FIGURE 6. 11 
(facing figures 6. 6 to 6. 11) 
SoE.M. photograph of the unwashed 
surface of a single leached PR 
particle (from -75,0 + 63'0tlm size 
fraction), taken from leach reactor 
during experiment reported on table 
J 37. The initial layer of elemental 
sulphur formed in-situ is clearly 
visible. 
Extent leached: X = 0,017 
Magnification: 3000,0 x 
S.E.M. photograph of an unwashed 
leached PR sphalerite particle (from 
-75,0 + 63 ,~ize fraction), taken 
from the final residue of the experi-
ment reported in table J 39. The 
elemental sulphur coating the particle 
is clearly visible. 
Extent leached: X = 0,33 
Magnification: 780,0 x 
S.E.M. photograph of a CC14 washed 
leached PR sphalerite particle (from 
-75,0 + 63,~size fraction), taken 
from the final leach residue of the 
experiment reported in table J 39 • 
Preferential zones of leaching are a 
distinguishing feature. 
Extent leached: X = 0,33 
Magnification: 1 000,0 x 
S.E.M. photograph of an unleached 
ZCR sphalerite particle (from 
-106,0 + 90,0,.,msize fraction. 
Magnification: 1 000,0 x 
S.E.M. photograph of the unwashed 
surface of a single ZCR particle 
(from -90,0 + 75 '0tlm size fraction), 
taken from the final leach residue 
of exp~riment reported in table 
J 22. Light areas on photograph 
l'epresents unleached particle , 




X = 0,38 
4000,0 x 
S.E.M. photograph of the CC14 washed 
surface of a ZCR sphalerite particle 
(from "90,0 + 75'0J.ITSize fraction) 
taken from the residue of the experiment 
reported in table J 21. 
Extent leached X = 0,68 
Magnification 1 000,0 x 
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Figure 6.6 10.0~m Figure 6 .7 25.0~m 
Figure 6 .8 20.0~m Figure 6.9 20.0~ m 
Fi gure 6.10 5.0~ m Figure 6 .11 20.0~ m 
FIGURE 6 . 12 
FIGURE 6. 13 
FIGURE 6. 14 
FIGURE 6. 15 
FIGURE 6 . 16 
(facing figures 6. 12 to 6. 16) 
S.E.M. photograph of an unwashed 
leached WBM sphalerite particle (from 
-75,0 + 63,0~size fraction), taken 
from the final leach residue of the 
experiment reported in table J 5 • 
Sulphur on the surface is visible. 
Extent leached 
Magnification 
X ::: 0,38 
1 000,0 x 
S.E.M. phot ograph of a CC14 washed 
leached WBM sphaleri t e particle (from 
-75,0 + 63,Opmsize fraction), taken 
from the final leach residue of the 
experiment reported in table J 4. 
Extent leached 
Magnification 
X ::: 0,11 
2000,0 x 
O.M. photograph of a polished section 
of WBM sphalerite particles (from -7;'0 
+ 63, 0}JlT'Size fraction). Internal cracks 
are visible. 
Magnification Approx. 4000,0 x 
O.M. photograph of a polished section 
of ZCR sphalerite particles (from -75,0 
+ 63,Opmsize fraction). Internal cracks 
are visible. 
Magnification Approx. 4000,0 x 
O.M. photograph of a polished sec-
tion of PR sphaleri t~ particles 
(from -75,0 + 63,Opmsize fraction) 
etched for 17,0 seconds with sodium 
hypochlori t e . Bright spots rep-
resent cha lcopyrite inclusions. 
Ir. ternal ( r acks are vis j ble. 
Magnificat i on Approx. 4000,0 x 
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I I 
Figure 6.12 20.0~m 'Figure 6.13 
, I 
1 O.O~m 
Figure 6.14 , 
Figure 6.15 
Figure 6 .16 
FIGURE 6. 17 
FIGURE 6. 18 
(facing figures 6. 17 and 6. 18) 
O.M. photograph of a polished 
section of PR sphalerite particles 
(from -75,0 + 63,0}Jm size fraction) , 
etched for 5,0 minutes with concen-
Bright spots 
represent chalcopyrite inclusions. 
Etching took place preferentially 
in the vicinity of the chalcopyrite 
zones. 
Magnification Approx. 400,0 x 
O.M. photograph of a polished 
section of a single ZCR sphalerite 
particle (from -90,0 + 75 ,0}Jm size 
fraction), etched for 2,0 minutes 
wi th concentrated H2S04. A complex 
etching pattern is· observed. 






RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FORMATION 
OF ZINC IONS AND ELEMENTAL SULPHUR 
FOR SPHALERITE LEACHING UNDER 
CASE (ii) CONDITIONS 
Figure 6. 19 plots [Zn2+ 1 versus [So 1. The 
zinc ion and elemental sulphur concentration were 
measured directly using the techniques described 
in Appendix D. The results of experiments using 
ZCR sphalerite (reported in tables J 18, J 20, 
J 21 and J 22) are not included on figure 6. 19 as 
a soxhlet apparatus was not used to extract the 
sulphur in these experiments. The values of all 
the points plotted on figure 6. 19 are presented 
in the tables of Appendix J • 
It is observed that except for the BDH 
sphalerite, all the points lie closely scattered 
about a straight line which passes through the 
origin and has a slope of one. 
This means that the molar concentrations of 
Zn2+ and SO formed are approximately equal; and 
suggests that when leaching with relatively high 
lFe3+] : ffi2S041 ratios in the absence of oxygen, 
negligible SOor S= are oxidised to sulphate species. 
In the case of the BDH sphalerite the ratio 
[Zn2+1: [So] is significantly greater than one. 
This was probably due to the fact that the BDH 
particles were much finer than those of any of 
the other sphaleri tes, and not all the SO was 
extracted in a given time interval using CC14 
in a soxhlet apparatus. 
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ZCR : VMZCR(exc!uding data on tables J18, 
J 20, J 21 and J 22.) 








0.05 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 
Ikg- mol/m3 ) 
Fi gure 6,19 Plot of [Z n2+] versus elemental 5 recovered, demons tratirg 
the stoichiometric production ot 50 during the leaching 
of the various sphaler.ltes under case (ii) cond,'tions. 
All plotted cJata point values were extracted trom tre 
tables in Appendix J. 5ee text for a more detailed 
description of the results presented on this figure . 
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From tables J 44 to J 47 it is observed that 
the [Zn2+]: [SO] ratio for the experiments using 
0,05 kg BDH sphalerite was significantly greater 
than for the experiments using only 0,02 kg BDH 
sphalerite. 
6. 3 THE LEACHING OF VARIOUS SIZE FRACTIONS 
OF WBM, ZCR AND PR SPHALERITES IN H2S04 
In chapters 3 and 4 the leaching behaviour of 
the BDH and vibratory milled sphaleri tes under case 
(i) conditions were studied. In this chapter the 
leaching behaviour of various size fractions of the 
granular WBM, ZCR and PR sphaleri tes in H2S04 
are examined qualitatively. Table 6 .1 summarises 
the conditions for such experiments. 
Figures 6. 20 to 6. 22 plot [Zn2+] versus time 
rate curves for three size fractions of the WBM, 
ZCR and PR sphaleri tes respectively. Figure 6. 23 
plots the [Zn2+] versus time rate curves of one size 
fraction for each of these sphalerites. The following 
observations may be made :-
a) The ZCR and PR sphaleri tes both exhibit 
apparant initial 'induction' periods during 
which the rates of dissolution progressively 
increase to a maximum and then decrease. 
b) The WBM sphalerite does not exhibit an 
induction period, but commences leaching at 
a maximum rate which progressively decreases 
with time. 







TABLE SPHALERITE SIZE FRACTION 
NO. 
(-) (-) x 10 6 (m) 
I 56 WB M -125,Q- + 106,0 
I 61 WB M - 75,0 + 53,0 
I 62 WBM - 17,0 + 12,0 
I 63 ZCR -125,0 + 106,0 
I 64 ZC R - 75,0 + 53,0 
I 65 ZCR - 17,0 + 12,0 
I 66 PR -125,0 + 106,0 
I 67 PR - 75,0 + 5.3,0 






TAB L E 
= 318,0 (K) 
= 1 000,0 (rpm) 
= 1,0 (kg-mol/m3) 
= 0,045 (kg) 
6. 1 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTS IN WHICH 
WBM, ZCR AND PR SPHALERITES WERE 
LEACHED IN H2S04 
x I I x __ 
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Figure 6.20 Exptl. rate curves tor leaching various size tractions of WBM sphalerite under case{i) 
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o 0 50.0 100.0 150.0 200.0 250.0 300.0 350.0 400.0 450.0 
Figure 6 .23 
Time 
Comparison of the leaching rate 
and PR leachi ng in H2S04 , 
(mins) 




sphalerite are very much greater than 
those for the ZCR and PR sphaleri tes. 
These observations are important when compared 
to the results of leaching the vibratory milled 
forms of these sphalerites. In chapter 3 it was 
shown that the VMWBM and VMZCR sphalerites 
leached virtually identically in H2S04. Further-
more, the VMPR sphalerite leached in H2S04 
without exhibiting any apparant induction period. 
These results demonstrate that milling the 
sphalerites very fine results in the elimination 
of large apparant differences in the H2S04 leaching 
behaviours of the WBM, ZCR and PR sphaleri tes. 
Figure 6. 24 compares the leaching rate curves 
for -17,0 + 12,OpmWBM, ZCR and PR sphalerites 
leaching under both case (i) and case (ii) conditions. 
From figures 6. 24 the following observations may 
be made :-
a) The characteristic apparant induction 
behaviour exhibited when leaching under 
case (i) conditions is completely absent 
when leaching under case (ii) conditions. 
b) Al though [H2S041o = 1, ° (kg-mol/m3 ) and 
Mo = ° ,045 kg for the case (i) experi-
ments, and [H2S04Jo = 0,06 (kg-mol/m3) 
and Mo = 0,02 kg for the case (ii) 
experiments, the case (ii) leaching rates 




30,0 I / I :/f 
Best fits 
ME Sphal, Data on [H 2S)t.tl[Fe3+ ]0 ~empi Stirrer Mo ,25,0 
0 type table (kg - mollm
3 ) (K) (rpm) (kg) 
E 
/l~ I 
0 PR J 41 0,(1)2 0,146 323,0 Em,O 0,02 
O'l 
~ 200 + ZCR J 27 0,059 0,145 3230 800,0 0,02 - ' 
legend x WBM J 8 0,061 0,147 323D 800,0 0,02 (Y') 
II / 0 ~ 1000,0 ~ WBM I 62 1,0 0 318,0 0,045 
x 15.0r ~-. / Ie PR I 68 1 ,0 0 318,0 1000,0 0,0451 




5 .. 0 
0
0 20,0 40.0 600 800 100,0 120.0 140.0 
Time (mins) 
Figure 6.24 Comparison of rate curves tor WBM/ZCRandPR sphalerite (-17.0+12,0}Jm size fractlion) 





This evidence further disproves the 
theory that dissolution, under case 
(ii) conditions, takes place non-
oxidatively, followed by the homogeneous 
oxidation of H2S by Fe
3+. Were this 
theory in fact correct, the case (ii) 
leaching rate curves on figure 6. 24 
would all have lay below the case (il 
leaching rate c~rves. 
' c) The PR sphalerite which leached slowest 
under case (i) conditions, leached 
fastest under case (ii) conditions. The 
rates which increase in the order 
6. 4 
PR < ZCR <WBM when leaching under 
case (i) conditions is completely 
reversed (i. e. WBM "< ZCR "< PR) when 
leaching under case (ii) conditions. 
These results suggest that in terms of 
the models presented in chapter 2 (based 
on Langmuir - Hinschelwood kinetics) , the 
the adsorption of H+ by the sphalerites 
increases in the order PR <. ZCR < 
but that the adsorption of Fe3+ by 
sphalerites increases in the order: -
WBM <: ZCR <: PR • 
WBM , 
the 
DISSOLUTION OF IRON AND COPPER FROM 
SPHALERITE 
In several experiments conducted under case (i) 
conditions, attempts were made to measure the dissolved 
iron and copper as well as the zinc concentrations. 
Attempts to do this for experiments conducted under 
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case (ii) conditions were unsuccessful (owing to 
the large Fe3+ initially present in relation 
to the very small amounts of iron dissolved) • 
No dissolved copper was detected for 
sphalerite leaching under case (i) conditions. 
However, in certain case (ii) experiments, 
technical grade ferric sulphate was dissolved,and 
dissolved copper was detected in the leach solution 
prior to adding the sphalerite. Upon adding the 
sphalerite, the copper concentration rapidly 
reduced to zero. It is proposed that the 
following reaction is responsible for preventing 
copper ions remaining in solution :-
ZnS - .......... 6. 1 
Figure 6. 25 plots the total concentration of 
dissolved iron (Fe 2+ plus Fe3+ species), i. e. 
[Fe J TOT versus time for the -17,0 + 12,Opm size 
fraction of the WBM, ZCR 3.nd PR sphalerites 
leaching in 1,0 molar H2S04. 
It is observed that iron enters solution signi-
ficantly faster for the PR sphalerite than for the 
ZCR or WBM sphaleri tes. Hence only the dissolu-
. of 
t~on,iron from PR sphalerite is considered further 
in this section. 
Figures 6. 26 and 6. 27 superimpose the Zn2+ 
versus time and [Fe J TOT versus time rate curves 
for two size fractions of PR sphalerite, and for 
VMPR sphalerite, leaching under case (i) conditions 0 
16.0 .... 
. 14.0 ~ 
Best fi ts . 
conditions ·_--------, 
[H 2 SOdo (kg- mollm3 ) 1,0 
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Figure 6 .25 Experi mental rate curves comparing the dissolution of 
ZCR and WBM sphalerites (-170+12,OjJmsize fraction)in 
iron during the leaching of PR, 
H2 S04 . 
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Figure 6.26 Comparison of zinc and iron dissolution rate curves tor PRandVMPR sphalerites leaching 
in H2 S04 (with [Fe'3+:b=OD) 
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Figure 6.27 Comparison between zinc and iron dissolution rate 






In order to compare the rates of dissolution 
of the zinc and iron from the sphalerite, a 






· ........ . 6. 2 
· ........ . 
[Fe 2+1/ [Fe lTOT ° , · ........ . 6. 4 
X[Zn2+] and X [Fe !TOT are the ext en ts of zinc 
and iron dissolved; whilst [Zn2+1o and [Fe1TOT ° , 
are the initial molar concentrations of undissolved 
zinc and iron in the sphalerite. 
Figure 6. 28 plots the selecti vi ty factor e 
versus time for three size fractions of PR sphale-
rite leaching in 1 M H2S04 ; and for VMPR leaching 
in 1,0 M H2S04 and in 2,0 M H2SO4. From figure 
6. 28 it is observed that the result of vibratory 
milling the PR sphalerite was to vastly increase e 
6. 5 OXIDATION OF H2 S BY Fe3+ IN THE 
PRESENCE OF ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
The author conducted preliminary tests which 
demonstrated that the presence of activiated 
charcoal catalysed the oxidation of H2S by Fe
3+. 
H. Dijs subsequently conducted a series of controlled 
experiments using the author's apparatus with the 
understanding that the results be made available to 
the author for publication in this thesis. The 
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(rpm) 10000 c;tirrer 
Sphal. Data on Size fraction Mo [H29),b 
typ= table x1ct(m) ( kg) kg-moVm3) 
legend of< VMPR 133 - 001 2.0 
0 VMPR 126 - O.OO~ 1 .0 
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Figure 6. 28 Compari~son of the selectivi ties e associated 
with the dissolution of zinc and iron from 
three sizes 0 t PR sphalerite { and fro m VMPR 
sphalerite leaching in H2S04 . 
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full results of these experiments are presented in 
tables K 39 to K 42 • 
The experiments consisted of:-
(i) purging H2S gas into 1,0 M Hil0,- without 
and with various masses of activated 
charcoal initially present. The reagent 
grade activated charcoal used was marketed 
by the British Drug House Company and had 
a specific surface area (determined by 
the author usini~i3 E T N2 adsorption 
method) of 0,75 x 106 m2 / kg • The 
H2S partial pressure was monitored during 
purging and during the subsequent reaction 
with Fe3+ • 
(ii) With the H2S partial pressure at steady 
state, solution samples were drawn andfue 
H2S concentration was determined analytic-
ally. 
(iii) A volume of concentrated Fe3+ solution 
was injected into the reactor, and the 
pressure decay curve was monitored and 
recorded. 
Table 6. 2 summarises the experimental condi-
tions for the four runs, and presents the measured 
values of (P~c:.)oand (~ ~H?)o • The initial rates 
, 'C' d [H2S] d P ) 
were expressed in terms of d t by dividing (~S 0 
by the measured distribution coefficient, KD for H2S • 
Table Mo [Fe3 +1a !H2S1o (d p~S) (PH2S)o,eq. (d[H2~ d[H2SJ - d t b,exp - (dt h,mod * No. Vict. Char) x 103 x 103 w d t 0 
(kg) (k~mol/ m3 ) Ck Pc;vfnin) (kPa) (kg - mol/ m3 . min) ( -) 
. 
K 39 ° 36,5 21,7 3,43 26,21 2,861 1,74 1,64 
K 40 0,003 50,5 22,1 9,21 26,77 7,605 3,08 2,47 
K 41 0,01 51,5 21,8 22,33 26,35 18,44 3,12 5,91 
K 42 0,02 53,4 22,2 53,0 26,85 43,77 3,32 13,19 
NOTE 1) [H2S041o = 1,0 for each experiment 
2) Temperature = 298,0 0 K for each experiment 
3) Stirrer speed = 1 000,0 rpm for each experiment 
d [H2S1 
4) ( ,l~) d defined by equation 5. 7 mo 
TAB L E 6. SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS AND RESULTS 
IN AQUEOUS H2SO4 IN THE PRESENCE 
OF OXIDISING H~S BY Fe3+ 
OF VARIOUS MASSES OF 





The initial homogeneous rate of H2 S oxidation 
by Fe3+ was calculated using the modified Verhulst 
equation 5. 7. Figure 6. 29 plots w1£ versus 
the initial mass of activated charcoal added, where:-
* = Experimental initial rate 
W Ini t:ial rate calculated using equatim 5.6 .......... 
A linear relationship exists which clearly 
demonstrates and proves that activated charcoal 
catalyses the oxidation of H2S by Fe3+. No attempt 
has been made here to propose a mechanism for the 
catalysis phenomena. 
6. 6 EFFECT OF ACTIVATED CHARCOAL ON THE 
LEACHING OF VMWBM SPHALERITE IN H2S.94 
WITH AND WITHOUT Fe3+ PRESENT 
Table 6. 3 summarises the conditions of 
experiments in which VMWBM sphalerite was leached 
in aqueous sulphuric acid with and ,without Fe3+ 
and / or activated charcoal present. 
Figures 6. 30 a and 6. 30 b plot [Zn2+] versus 
time and PH2S versus time for experiments conducted 
under such conditions that a H2S partial pressure 
could be monitored. The following observations 
are made from these figures :-
a) The presence of activated charcoal (but no 
Fe3+) results in an increase in the [Zn2+] 
versus time rate curve, but a decrease in 
the PH2S versus time rate curve. This 
suggests that the activated charcoal adsorbs 
H2S more readily than Zn
2+. This has the 
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Figure 6.29 Demonstration of the catalytic effect of activated 
charcoal on the oxidation of H
2
S by Fe3~. 
The initial oxidatio"n rate ratio w*is defined 
















[H2S04] a = 
TAB L E 
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[Fe 3+ 10 x103 
MASS OF 
ACT. CHARCOAL 
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6. 3 SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS FOR 
EXPERIMENTS IN WHICH VMWBM 
SPHALERITE WAS LEACHED WITH 
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Figures 6 .30a and 6.30b Comparison of exptt. [Zn2+] and PH2S rate curves for VMWBM sphalerite 
without and with Fe3+and/oroctivated charcoal initial!y present. 





effect of permitting more Zn2+ to go 
into solution in order to achieve equili-
brium according to the overall reaction 
stoichiometry 
b) The presence of Fe3+ alone (but no 
activated charcoal) suppressed the 
6. 6 
(Zn2+] versus time and PH2S versus 
time rate curves, as was observed and 
discussed in chapter 5 (section 5. 2. 1). 
c) The presence of Fe3+ and activated 
charcoal had no effect on the initial 
rate of Zn2+ formation (compared to 
the case referred to in b). 
However, the [Zn2+ 1 versus time curve for 
t ~ 10,0 mins. was increas~d and the 
overall PH2S versus time was greatly 
decreased (compared to the case referred 
to in b). 
Figure 6. 31 plots [Zn2+ 1 versus time for 
VMWBM sphalerite leaching in H2S04 with and without 
ncti vated charcoal with sufficient initial Fe3+, 
present, so that no significant H2S partial pres-
sure was detected. The initial rate of leaching 
appeared to be unaffected by the presence of the 
activated charcoal. However, the subsequent rates 
of leaching with activated charcoal present increas ed 
more rapidly, and then decreased more rapidly than 




[H2SO I. ]0 (kg-mol 1m 3 ) 1,0 
Temp. (K) 318,0 
Mo(spral) (kg) 0,01 
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Figure 6.31 Exptl. rZn2+] rate curves for VMWBM sphaleri te leaching 
In H2S04 with sufficient Fe
3+ 'initially present so 
that no 9-12sis detectable 1 and with act-ivated 
charcoa I present. 
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Furthermore, the final [Zn2+] value for the 
experiment conducted with 0,02 kg activated 
charcoal present, was less than that for the 
experiment conducted with only 0,01 kg activated 
charcoal present. 
It was not possible to establish what concen-
tration of zinc or ferric ions was adsorbed onto 
the activated charcoal surface. The adsorption 
of Zn2+ onto the activated charcoal could possibly 
explain why the [Zn2+] at t = 60,0 mins. was 
apparantly lower with 0,02 kg activated charcoal 
than with 0,01 kg activated charcoal present. 
From the above it appears that 
1) the presence of activated charcoal 
renders the greatest advantage when 
leaching VMWBM sphalerite in H2S04 
with no initial ferric ions present; 
2) the presence of activated charcoal 
renders no apparant advantage when 
leaching VMWBM sphalerite in H2S04 
wi th sufficiently high [Fe3+1 o such 
that no detectable PH2S is evident. 
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6. 7 DISSOLUTION OF WVM SPHALERITE UNDER 
CASE (i) CONDITIONS 
In section 3. 1. 1 t h e technique for producing 
WVM sphalerite w~s described. In short, the Wards 
sphalerite acquired originally in lump form was dry 
milled in a vibratory ({.e. attrition) mill, and 
screened into discrete s ize fractions. The WBM 
was we t ball milled before drying and screening. 
Figure 6. 32 compares the [Zn2+j and PH S 2 
r a te curves for -90,0 + 75 , 0 }Jm and -75,0 + 63,0 }Jm 
size fractions of WVM with the same size fractions 
of WBM sphalerite. It is observed that for the 
- 90,0 + 75,0 }J m particles, the WBM sphalerite 
apparantly leaches faster, but that for the 
-75 ,0 + 63,0 }J m particles the WBM and WVM leach 
at virtually identical rates o It is apparant that 
the act of vibrat0ry milling does not activate the 
WVM and resul~in faster leaching for this 
sphalerite. 
Fi gure 6. 33 compares the specific surface area 
versus D (where D is the arithmetic mean of the 
size fraction upper and lower limits) for the WVM 
and WBM sphalerites. A B.E.To N2 adsorption 
technique was used to measure the specific surface 
area. 
It is observed that for a given D the WVM 
sphalerite generally has a lower Ao value than 
the WBM sphalerite. 
explain this phenomenon. 
No attempt is made to 
M (kg) 0,05 
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6. 8 THE POSSIBILITY OF SO ASH DIFFUSION BECOMING 
RATE LIMITING DURING SPHALERITE DISSOLUTION 
UNDER CASE (ii) CONDITIONS 
Wen (1968) presented a test to differentiate 
between chemical and diffusion rate control. With-
out repeating his derivation, he demonstrated that 
for the heterogeneous reaction of solids in which an 
ash layer formed, plotting lot (time) versus log 
( 1,0 - (1,0 - X) 0,333) produced a line with a slope of 
1,0 or 2,0 depending on whether chemical reaction, or 
ash diffusion re?pectively was rate controlling. 
Figure 6. 34 represents such plots for the BDH, 
VMWBM and VMPR sphalerites. 
Figure 6. 35 represents such plots for the WBM, 
ZCR and PR sphalerites. Very little accurate data 
was generally collected within the first 5,0 or 10,0 
minutes. It is observed in the case of the WBM and 
PR sphalerites that chemical reaction appeared to be 
rate limiting up to about log (time) = 1,5 (i.e. 
t = 30,0 mins) and thereafter SO ash diffusion 
appeared to be rate limiting. The slopes for each of 
the other types of sphalerite approximated 2,0 over 
the range of data plotted, suggesting that SO ash 
diffusion was rate limiting. 
This evidence conflicts with, the results in 
chapter 4 (sections 4. 1 and 4. 7) which showed 
that for VMWBM sphalerite the calculated change in 
acti ve site concentration (X) with X was the same 
for dissolution under case (i) conditions as it was 
for dissolution under case (ii) conditions. No 
elemental sulphur was formed under case (i) conditions. 
NOTE: 
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Furthermore, in section 4. 3 results were 
reported in which ZCR sphalerite was partially 
leached before removal from the acidic ferric 
sulphate media, washed in C Cl4 to remove SO and 
then resubmitted for leaching in the original 
solution. No increase in rate was evident suggesting 
that diffusion through a SO layer was not rate 
limiting. 
Tiwari (1976) investigated the leaching of zinc 
sulphide in aqueous sulphuric acid using dissolved 
S02 gas as the oxidant. It was established that 
chemical reaction was initially rate controlling 
and that subsequently the rate limiting step became 
diffusion through a sulphur ash layer. The kinetics 
of the chemical reaction and ash diffusion control 
regimes was modelled. 
Wen's test for diffusion control is valid only for the initial 
stages of reaction (equation 16 presented by Wen (1968) is a 
valid approximation to equation 11 only under such circumstances); 
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C HAP T E R 7 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The aim of this thesis was to fundamentally 
study the dissolution kinetics of a synthetic and 
three different natural sphalerites in acidic 
sulphate media under the following conditions . . -
Case (i) IFe3+) 
0 1H2S041o 0,0 
Case (ii) [Fe3+ b IH2S04)o ~ 1,8 
Case (iii) IFe3+) IH2S04)o 
..e:: 0,1 
0 
The manner in which this work was carried out 
and the results obtained are now summarised. 
7.1 LITERATURE REVIEW 
A review of the literature showed that very few 
fundamental sudies of the dissolution of natural 
sphalerite under case (i), (ii) or (iii) conditions 
had been reported. The role and effect of changes 
in the spalerite surface area had generally been 
neglectedo Some controversy seemed to exist regard-
ing the effect of vibratory (ioeo attrition) 
milling on the sphalerite dissolution kinetics. 
Many studies were complicated by the presence 
of elemental oxygen and pressure conditions in the 
systemo Consequently the roles of the hydrogen and 
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ferric ions were poorly understood. 
It appea~ to be generally accepted that the . 
dissolution of sphalerite in acidic ferric sulphate 
media takes place non-oxidatively with H2S first 
being produced, and that the H2S is then oxidised 
homogeneously by the ferric ion. Some evidence was 
presented which suggested that the oxidation of the 
H~S by the Fe3+ could be catalysed by the sphalerite 
L 
present. 
7.2 THEORETICAL ASPECTS 
Dissolution mechanisms based on Langmuir-
Hinschelwood adsorption theories were proposed and 
tested, and the following mechanism involving dual 
site reaction of adsorbed species in a well agitated 
system was favoured. 
Adsorption: • + H+~ o H+ 2.57 · ......... 
• + Fe3+ • Fe3+ 2.59 · ......... 
Dissociation: ·H+ ~ o HS+ ........ 2.61 
F 3+ 
• e o FeS
3+ 
.0 •••••• 2.63 
Dual site reaction of adjacent dissociated species: 
• HS+ + ·HS+ ¢ 0 Zn2+ + 0 H2S~ ••• 2.65 
• FeS3+ + • FeS3+ ~ • Zn2+ + • SO + 2 Fe 2+ 
.0........ 2.65 
Desorption: • Zn2+ --"- • Zn2+ ..,- + · ......... 2.68 
o H2S 
--"" 0 + H2S .e 2.70 ~ · ......... 
Diffusion of H2S from liquid to gas phase: 
H2S .e 
~ H2S g 2.72 ..,- .0 • ••••••• 
No mechanism was proposed for the homogeneous 
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oxidation of H2S by Fe
3+, and an empirical model 
(equation 1.7) developed by Verhulst (1974) was 
accepted as describing the kinetics for this reaction. 
The following model was developed for dissolution 
under case (i) conditions in which adsorption or 
desorption steps were assumed to be rate limiting .-
4>~ . (k
f 
[H+]m - kr [Zn2+]m/2,0 [H2S]~/2,0 ) 
m 
(1,0 + KItIH+] + Kzn2+[Zn2+] +KH2S[H2S].e) 
.......... 2.81: 2.89 
where m = 1,0 when adsorption is rate limiting; 
m = 2,0 when desorption is rate limiting. 
The model developed for dissolution under case (ii) 
conditions was .-
d [Zn2+l 
d t = k ~o 
[Fe3+] 
!H+] .......... 2.95 
The models developed for dissolution under case 
(iii) conditions were very complex and are summarised 
in table 2. 4 • 
7. 3 EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS 
The following types and forms of sphalerite were 
leached under case (i), (ii) and (iii) conditions. 
(The abbreviations used in the text to identify each 
sphalerite are shown enclosed by brackets.) 
A synthetic sphalerite (BDH); 
A hand picked high grade natural sphalerite; 
which was ball milled (WBM); course vibratory 
milled (WVM) and vibratory milled fine (VMWBM), 
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A moderately impure industrial flotation 
concentrate used in a granular form (ZCR) 
or after vibratory milling fine (VMZCR); 
A highly impure industrial flotation concent'rate 
used in a granular form (PR) or after 
vibratory milling fine (VMPR). 
The chemical compositions and mineralogies of 
these sphalerites are reported in this thesis. 
7· 3. 1 LEACHING UNDER CASE (i) CONDITIONS 
1) The sphaleri tes were leached in a 1.e glass 
bowl reactor. Solution samples were taken at 
discrete time intervals during leaching, 
filtered and analysed for Zn2+. The H
2
S 
partial pressure was monitored continuously. 
Theafects of the following variables were 
investigated: 
Mo; Ao; Temperature; agitation; 
!H2S1o 
2) Most of the experimentation was done using the 
VMWBM, VMZCR, BDH and VMPR sphaleri tes • 
The models expressed by equations 2 . 81 end 2.89 fitted 
the initial rate dissolution kinetics for these 
four sphalerites. 
3) The active site concentration ¢ varied during 
leaching in a way which was unique for each 
sphaleri te. The way in which <P changErl was not 
related to the change in specific surface area 
(as measured using a B.E.T. N2 adsorption 
technique), or to the shrinking core or any 
other simple model. 
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4) The shapes of the WBM and ZCR sphalerite 
dissolution rate curves were very different, the 
latter demonstrating an apparant induction 
period (as did the PR sphalerite). However, the 
VMWBM and VMZCR sphalerites leached virtually 
identically, without any evidence of an induction 
period. 
5) The Zn2+ adsorption equilibrium constants 
for each sphalerite were observed to increase in 
the order :-
BDH <: VMWBM <: VMZCR <. VMPR 
crhe dissolution rate per unit area of these 
sphalerites leaching under case (ii) conditions 
also increase in this order. This suggests that 
the adsorption of positive metal ions increase 
for the sphalerites in this order). 
7. 3. 2 LEACHING UNDER CASE (ii) CONDITIONS 
1) Under case (ii) conditions no H2S partial pressure 
was detected, and it was shown that equal amounts 
of zinc ions and elemental sulphur were formed. 
2) The -90,0 + 63,0 }lm size fractions of WBM, 
ZCR and PR sphalerites leached virtually 
identieally. For the PR sphalerite the leaching 
rate per unit area increased with decreasing 
particle size to a maximum for the vibratory milled 
VMPR sphalerite_ This apparant activation 
appeared to be due to the liberation of chalco-
pyrite impurity rather than due to the mode of 
milling_ 
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For the WBM sphalerite the leaching rate per unit 
area decreased with decreasing particle size to 
a minimum for the vibratory milled VMWBM 
sphalerite, to a value which was close to that 
observed for the synthetic BDH sphalerite. 
Consequently no apparant activation effect was 
observed. 
A slight decrease in leaching rate per unit area · 
with decrease in particle size was observed for 
the ZCR sphalerite. 
3) Photographs of unleached and leached sphalerite 
particles were taken using a Scanning Electron 
Microscope. Elemental sulphur was observed to 
coat the WBM, ZCR and PR sphalerite particles 
which had been leached under case (ii) conditions. 
Optical microscope photographs of etched and 
unetched polished sections of WBM, ZCR and PR 
sphalerites were taken which revealed that 
dissolution generally occured preferentially at 
specific zones and in a complex manner. 
The experimental and theoretical evidence 
regarding the effect of the sulphur coating on 
case (ii) dissolution kinetics, tends to be 
conflicting. 
7· 3· 3 LEACHING UNDER CASE (iii) CONDITIONS 
1) It was shown that for leaching under case (iii) 
conditions, oxidative dissolution (which pro-
duced So) and non-oxidative dissolution (which 
produced H2S) occur ed simultaneously. 
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2) The presence of small Fe3+ concentrations tended 
to suppress the initial rate of dissolution of 
the BDH, VMWBM and VMZCR sphaleri tes in a 
manner which could not be satisfactorily explained 
in terms of adsorption theories. 
3) Experiments were conducted in which H2S (produced 
ei ther by purging H2S04 with H2S, or by 
leaching various sphalerites) was oxidised by 
Fe3+ injected into the reactor. The resultant 
decrease in PH2S with time was monitored. It was 
clIDwn that the sphalerite solids catalysed the 
oxidation reaction, and that the catalytic effect 
was very large for the VMPR sphalerite. It was 
also shown that activated charcoal strongly 
catalysed the Fe3+ oxidation of H
2
So 
4) The presence of activated charcoal enhanced the 
dissolution of sphalerite in acidic ferric sulphate 
media, only when conditions were such that H2S 
was a product of the dissolution reaction. 
7. 4 CONCLUSIONS 
1) Extensive experimental data are reported for 
the dissolution of a synthetic and three 
natural sphalerites under case (i), (ii) 
or (iii) conditions, and for the oxidation 
of H2S by Fe
3+ in the absence or presence of 
these sphalerites or activated charcoal. 
2) It was possible to use the Langmuir-Hinschelwood 
adsorption theories to propose mechanisms and 
develop models which fitted the initial rate 
kinetic data for leaching sphalerite in acid 
sulphate media without or with F~3+ present. 
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3) Dissolution took place non-oxida~tively (under 
case (i) conditions); oxidativelywnder case (ii) 
conditions), or both non-oxidatively and 
oxidatively at the same time (under case (iii) 
conditions) • The extents and rate at which 
oxidative or non-oxidat~~e dissolution took place, 
and the catalytic effectAthe sphalerites on 
the Fe3+ oxidation of H2S, could be interpreted 
in terms of the adsorption characteristics 
of the sphalerites. 
4) Scanning electron microscope photographs of 
particles leached under oxidative conditions 
showed the presence of elemental sulphur on 
the surface. However, the evidence is con-
flicting as to whether the sulphur results in 
diffusion rate control. 
5) The way in which the specific area (as measured 
using a N2 adsorption technique) changed 
during leaching generally bore no relationship 
to the calculated change in active area. 
6) The effects of milling the natural sphalerites 
fine depended on the chemical composition of the 
sphalerites, and not on the mode of milling. 
Thus vibratory milling and ball milling which 
apparantly resulted in an activation effect in 
the case of the PR sphalerite, caused no 
such effect for the WBM and ZCR sphalerites. 
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7) Decreasing the exponent on the H2S04 term from 
2,49 to 2,0 in the Verhulst model for the Fe3+ 
oxidation of H2S (equation 10 7), resulted in 
a significantly better fit of the model to 
experimental data. The presence of sphalerite 
or activated charcoal exerted significant catalytic 
effects on the oxidation of H2S by Fe
3+. 
8) The presence of activated charcoal did not 
result in enhanced sphalerite dissolution rates, 
unless conditions were such that H
2
S was a 
product of reaction. 
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APPENDIX 
A1 
A P PEN D I X A 
DESCRIPTION OF LEACHING APPARATUS 
Introduction 
Figure A. 1 schematically illustrates the 
apparatus used to leac h sphalerite in aqueous 
sulphuric acid, and to oxidise H
2
S by Fe3+ in 
the presence or absence of s phalerite or other 
solids. Basically the same apparatus was used to 
leach sphalerite in acidic ferric sulphate, the 
main difference being that in many runs 
the H
2
S partial pressure was known to be negligible 
and no attem~ was made to monitor the reactor pressure. 
Figure A. 2 pres ents a photograph of an overall 
view of the leaching circuit and figure A. 3 a 









a 11 Glass Quickfit reactor 
b Ti impellers and stirrer shaft 
c Isopad heating mantle 
d Perspex baffle 
e PTFE graphite packed stuffing box 
f Thermometer 
g Sampler containing septum 
h Fe-Co Thermocouple 
Oil filled glass thermowell 
j Plastocomp temperature controller 
k Kyoga 0-100 kPa pressure transducer 
I Regulated 5 mV power source 
m Goerz chart recorder 
n Pressure regulator 
o Hg manometer 
p Reliance 0,75 kJ/s d.c. motor 
q Thyristor d.c. voltage regulator 
240 V mains power supply 
N.B. (1) Cooling effected by heat radiation , and narrow bore 
rubber coil looped around outside of reactor 
through which tap water is passed. 
(2) N2 gas and Hg manometer only used to purge 
reactor solution and calibrate the pressure 
transducer, but removed during leaching 




Figure A. 2 0 verall view of leaching apparatus. 
Refer to text and fig. A.1 for 
descri pti on and details, 
Figure A.3 Close-up view of reactor bowl and 
head. Refer to text and fig A.1 for 
description and details. 
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A. 1 REACTOR 
Figure A. 3 shows a close-up view of the 
reactor which consisted of a spherical 1 £ Quickfi t 
glass bowl. A flat P.V.C. top was machined with 
multiple ports to permit access into the reactor. 
A flat expanded rubber gasket was fitted between the 
ground glass reactor flange ar:.d the P.V.C. top. A 
mild steel ring counter sunk into the P.V.C. top 
enabled the top and the react or flange to be tightly 
clamped together with a spring clip, (visible on 
Figure A. 2). Pressures of up to 40,0 k Pa could 
be tolerated before leakage occured. 
A titanium shaft passed through a stuffing box 
into the reactor, and two downward pumping titanium 
impellars were fitted, 0,05 m apart at the bottom of 
the shaft. The teflon (or P. T.F.E.) dry stuffing box 
was packed with Chesterton sel f forming graphite tape. 
A shaped perspex baffle was installed in the 
reactor to help induce turbulence. The total 
internal volume of the reactor with top, impellar, 
baffle etc. fitted, was approximately 1,35 x 10-3 m3 • 
A. 2 TEMPERATURE CONTROL ' 
An oil-filled thermowell containing a "Thermo coax" 
Fe-Co thermocouple was installed in the reactor. A 
Philips Plastocomp temperature controller related the 
A5 
thermocouple millivolt signal to a set point, and 
operated a relay switch. The relay switch passed 
240 V mains current through a variable voltage 
transformer to a~ "Isopad" heating unit. A ther-
mometer calibrated in 0,1 K was used to accurately 
monitor the temperature of the reactor contents. 
Cooling was effected manually when necessary by 
passing mains water through narrow bore rubber tubing 
looped around the outside of the reactor. (It was 
found that passing cooling water through the reactor 
gas cap to a cooling coil inside the reactor, caused 
intolerable fluctuations of the monitored pressure 
owing to cooling of the gas in the gas cap.) 
Many of the experiments were conducted at 318,OK 
as at this temperature the control system functioned 
best. Temperature could generally be controlled to 
approximately :to, 25 K • 
A. 3 STIRRER SPEED CONTROL 
A "Saftronic" single phase thyristor controller 
was used to drive a "Reliance" 0,75 K Jls D.C. motor. 
The titanium reactor stirrer was connected via a 
rubber coupling to the drive shaft of apparatus used 
previously by the author to conduct pressure leaching 
experiments. The stirrer speed was measured using a 0 to 
10000 r.p.m. tachometer. 
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A. 4 GAS CAP PRESSURE MONITORING 
The reactor pressure was transduced to a milli-
vol t output signal using either a Kyowa model PG - 1 KU 
( 0 - 100,0 kPa range) or a model PG - 2 KU (0 - 200,0 kPa 
range) transducer. The pressure transducer was 
acti vated by a 5,0 m V D. C. regulated current, and the 
transducer output was r e corded using a "Goerz" 
potentiometric flatbed r e corder. A source of N2 gas 
(used to purge the reactor contents), was connected to 
a mercury manometer so t hat when the reactor was closed 
and pressurised the recorder output of the transducer 
signal could be calibrated a gainst the measured Hg 
manometer head differenc e . 
A. 5 SAMPLE INTRODUCTION 
It was important to be able to measure the 
initial rate of increase of the reactor pressure due 
to H2S evolution, when the reaction commenced. 
Pressure increases due to the gas cap heating up 
after switching on the reactor, and increases 
associated with the introduction of the solids thus 
had to be minimised. 
A 10,0 ml or 20,0 ml plastic hypodermic syringe, 
with the front cut off, was therefore filled with 
sphalerite sample and the syringe front was sealed 
with a rubber stopper. The syringe with sample was 
fitted into the react or top, (shown in Figure A. 3), 
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and the sphalerite sample was 'injected' into the 
reactor after initial steady state had been attained. 
The introduction of large samples (for example 
::> 20,0 g), necessitated pouring the solids into the 
reactor through a funnel and sealing the reactor as 
rapidly as possible. This procedure unfortunately 
permitted the ingress of a ir (hence elemental oxygen), 
and permitted the gas cap to cool. 
A. 6 SOLUTION SAMPLING AND FILTERING 
A stainless steel cylinder was obtained into 
which a gas chromatograph self-sealing rubber septum 
could be fitted. This device was installed in the 
reactor top, and solution samples could be injected 
into, or withdrawn from, the reactor through a 
7,0 - 10,0 cm long 20 or 22 guage hypodermic exploratory 
needle. The self-sealing septum ensured that the 
reactor pressure was not accidently released on 
withdrawing the needle. 
Even solutions containing -90,0 + 75,0 micron 
size fraction suspended solids could be sampled in 
this manner. The use of needles larger than 18 - 20 
guage, resulted in rapid destruction of the septa. 
The procedure adopted to filter the solution 
samples depended on the natur e of the suspended solids. 
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It was found that for samples containing relatively 
course sphalerite particles (say larger than 10,0 micron 
mean diameter), upon holding a 2,0 or 5,Oml hyperdermic 
sampling syringe horizontally, the solids rapidly 
sett led out of solution. With the needle off, and 
the syringe kept in a horizontal position, the clear 
solid-free leach solution could be carefully expelled 
from the syringe. Generally less than 30,0 seconds 
elapsed between the time of sampling, and solids 
separation. 
Solution samples containing synthetic or fine 
vibratory milled sphalerite were quickly injected 
from the sampling syringe into a gouch cruscible 
containing a layer of analytical grade asbest os wool 
deposited on the glass frit. 
Filteration under vacuum ensured that the time 
elapsed between sampling and solids separation, was 
generally less than approximately 20,0 seconds. 
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A P PEN D I X B 
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
AND 
PRETREATMENT OF NATURAL SPHALERITES 
B. 1 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Introduction 
The procedure adopted for leaching sphalerite 
in acidic ferric sulphate was basically the same as 
for leaching in aqueous sulphuric acid - with the 
important exception that frequently no attempt was 
made to monitor the reactor pressure in the former 
case. Only the procedure for leaching in aqueous 
sulphuric acid and injecting Fe3+ into the system 
when the rate of increase of the H2S partial pressure 
became very small, will therefore be described below. 
B. 1. 1. INITIAL PREPARATIONS 
(i) While heating the reactor (containing 1 £ 
aqueous H2 S04 but no sphalerite) to the 
desired temperature, N2 gas was purged 
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into the solution for up to 30,0 minutes. 
Sufficient agitation was maintained using 
the st~rer, to finely disperse the N2 gas 
bubbles. 
(ii) With the N2 gas switched off and the reactor 
sealed, the agitation rate was set at 
800,0 - 1000,0 r.p.m. and the system left 
to reach thermal equilibrium at the exact 
desired temperature. Themometers installed 
in both the gas cap and the solution 
demonstrated that these zones achieved 
thermal equilibrium at the same temperature 
within 1,0 - 2,0 minutes. 
(iii) The desired chart recorder graph paper 
B. 1 . 2. 
drive speed and transducer millivolt scale 
expansion were set. All information 
relating to the experimental conditions were 
recorded on the recorder graph paper, and 
the recorder chart drive was switched on. 
COMMENCEMENT OF REACTION 
The following sequence of actions was performed 
as rapidly as possible: 
(i) The stirrer was switched off. 
(ii) The solids were injected into the reactor. 
(iii) The reactor was momentarily vented to 
atmospheric pressure and then tightly sealed. 
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(iv) The stirrer and stop watch (calibrated in 
0,2 second intervals) were simultaneously 
s\d tched on. 
B. 1. 3. SAMPLING DURING THE COURSE OF REACTION 
(i) Samples were taken at desired time inter-
vals by injecting, f or example 5 ml 
leach solution similar to that initially 
in the reactor, and then withdrawing 5ml 
leach solution. In this way the total 
pressure within the reactor was affected 
minimally. The dilution and cooling 
effects introduced by injecting 5 ml into 
1,0,e solution was f ound to be negligibly 
small. 
(ii) The solution sample was filtered (as 
described in section Ao 6. ) 0 
(iii) An A-grade pipette was used to pipette 
1,0 ml of the filtered leach sample into 
a 100,0 ml volumetric flask containing 
slightly acidified double de-ionised 
distilled water. The solution in the 
flask was made up to 100,0 ml , and trans-
ferred to an appropriately labled bottle 
which was tightly s caled. The diluted 
samples were analys ed for dissolved zinc 
or other metal ion using atomic adsorption 
techniques - (Appendix D. 1.) . 
(iv) Sampling was continued at regular time 
B. 1. 4. 
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intervals until the rate of increase in 
the reactor pressure became very small. 
INJECTION OF Fe3+ INTO THE REACTOR 
In several experiments, H28 gas was purged into 
the H2 804 solution, without any sphalerite being 
present. However, the only difference the presence 
of sphalerite made as regards procedure, was that 
it was then not possible to analytically determine 
the H28 concentration in solution. Therefore, 
whether the H28 partial pressure was generated by 
leaching sphalerite or injecting H28 gas, the 
following procedure was adopted, once the PH2S 
was relatively constant. 
(i) By experience it was found that the 
presence of, for example VMPR or acti-
vated charcoal in the reactor, resulted 
in catalysis of the H2S oxidation by 
the Fe3+ Thus the chart recorder drive 
speed was increased prior to injecting 
the ferric. 
(ii) An exact volume (2,0 or 5,Oml for 
example), of the reactor solution was 
removed. (Switching off the stirrer 
during this operation eliminated gas 
being withdrawn with the liquid phase.) 
(iii) An identical volume (to that removed) 
of highly concentrated F£3+ solution 
was rapidly injected into the reactor. 
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(iv) The initial rate of decrease of the 
p H2S was measured and taken as being 
proportional to the initial rate of H2S 
oxidation by the F e3+ • 
(v) Frequently there was sufficient residual 
H2 S after all the Fe3+ had been 
reduced to Fe 2+, to repeat steps (ii) -
(iv) using different volumes of injected 
Fe3+ • Thus initial rates of H2 S 
oxidation could be measured using different 
ini tial H2 Sand Fe3+ concentrations. 
(vi) The samples drawn in step (ii) were some-
times filtered and diluted in order to 
B.1.5· 
2+ analyse the Zn or total Fe concentrations. 
FILT~RATION AND WASHING OF FINAL 
LEACHED SOLIDS 
Frequently the entire final leach solution was 
filtered and washed in order to collect all the 
residual solid leached material and determine the 
total final surface area. This was especially so 
in those experiments in which sphalerite solids had 
been leached to relatively large extents of zinc 
recovery in acidic ferric sUlphate media. The 
procedure adopted was as follows: 
(i) The leach solution was filtered under 
vacuum in a buchner funnel using Whatman 
(number 1) qualitative grade filter paper. 
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(It was necessary to use finer paper when 
filtering BDH or vibratory milled sphalerite 
solids. ) 
(ii) The filter cake was washed with several 
cake displacements of distilled water. 
(iii) The filter cake was oven dried at between 
100,0 - 105,0 0 C, and weighed. 
(iv) In the case of granular solids leached in 
acidic ferric sulphate media, a small mass 
of solids was sometimes removed and kept 
for subsequent SoE.M. observation. 
(v) The dried solids were washed with C C 14 
in a Soxhlet apparatus to remove all 
elemental sulphur. 
(vi) The eel 4 washed solids were oven dried 
and weighed. The elemental sulphur was' 
recovered by distilling off the C C 14 
solvent (which was recycled) and drying 
the precipitated So. 
(vii) The mass of S 0 was weighed. 
(viii) For many runs, samples of the filtrate 
were bottled and stored. 
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B. 2. PRETREATMENT OF NATURAL SPHALERITES 
The PR and ZCR industrial flotation sphalerite 
concentrates were initially dispersed and washed in 
water containing Teepol detergent to break down 
agglomerates, and remove organic flotation reagents 
possibly present on the particle surfaces. The 
WBM sphalerite obtained in lump form was either wet 
ground in a laboratory ball mill or dry ground using 
a Siebtechnik laboratory vibratory mill. 
The dispersed PR, ZCR and the milled WBM 
sphalerites were wet screened through a 38,Opm 
screen to remove the fines fraction. The + 38,OjJm 
fractions were oven dried and dry screened into 
several discrete size fractions ranging between 38,0 jJm 
and 125,OjJm. The - 38,Opm fines were separated 
into discrete size fractions ranging from 38,OjJm 
down to approximately 9,Opm using a Warman cyclosizer, 
and then dried. 
Further pretreatment of the WBM, PR and ZCR 
sphalerites by washing in dilute acid resulted in the 
removal of oxide coatings possibly present and of 
gangue (most likely Mg C0
3 
). Removal of the 
latter was found to significantly affect the specific 
surface areas of the PR and ZCR sphaleri tes. 
In addition to using the WBM, PR and ZCR 
sphalerites in their granular form, part of the 
acid-washed + 38,OjJm size fractions were finely 
milled to powder consistency by extensive (5 minutes) 
vibratory milling in a Siebtechnik laboratory scale 
vibratory mill. 
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These vibratory milled sphalerites 
(designated as VMWBM, VMPR, and VMZCR) were 
also used in this form in leaching experiments 
in addition to the BDH, WBM, PR and ZCR 
sphalerites. The synthetic BDH sphalerite was 
not pretreated in any way prior to leaching. 
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A P PEN D I X C 
CHEMICALS USED IN LEACHING EXPERIMENTS 
The source and composition of the various 
sphalerites used have .been described in Chapter 3. 
The leach solutions used were prepared as follows: 
C. 1. AQUEOUS SULPHURIC ACID 
Bulk supplies (approximately 25,0,e at a time) 
of 1,0 M or 2,0 M H2 S04 were prepared by adding 
analar grade concentrated H2 S04 to double deionised 
distilled (d.d.d.) water. The acid concentrations w~e 
analysed and adjusted until ;!:: 0,5 % of the desired 










50 : 50 with d.d.d. water. 
C. 2. ACIDIC FERRIC SULPHATE SOLUTION 
Solutions with desired ferric ion concentrations 
were generally prepared by dissolving the required 
mass of Kanto Chemical Co. guaranteed reagent or extra 
pure reagent grade ferric sulphate crystals in 
sufficient d.d.d. water to give 1,e of solution. 
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Measureable free acid was formed by hydrolysis 
of the ferric ions (with a resultant ratio 
!Fe3+]: [H
2 
S04] ~ 2,0) and except in isolated 
experiments, no additional H2 S04 was added. 
Selection of the ferr ic ion 
concentration required for each run was based on 
the extent of leaching and the initial mass of the 
sphalerite chosen for the experiment in which the 
solution was to be used. The ferric ion and 
H2 S04 concentrations were measured in duplicate 
before commencing each leach experiment. 
In several experiments volumes of up to 40,0~1 
concentrated (150,0 - 160,0 gil Fe3+) acidic ferric 
sulphate solution were added to 1 1 0,5M, 1,OM 
or 2,0 M H2 S04 to give solutions with low 
[Fe3+] ~ [H 2 S04] ratios. No attempt was made to 




concentration resulting from adding such small amounts 
of the acidic ferric sulphate solution; and it was 
assumed that the acid concentration remained unaffected. 
D. 1. 
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A P PEN D I X D 
METHODS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
DETERMINATION OF DISSOLVED ZINC 
IRON OR COPPER IN SOLUTION 
A Perkin-Elmer model 303 atomic adsorption 
(A.A.) spectrophotometer with an air-acetylene 
flam~ and a Tarkan flatbed chart recorder was 
used. 
Prepared Solution 
Calibration samples were prepared by diluting 
"Searle" 1,0 gil zinc, iron or copper 
spectrophotometry standardised solutions 
(accurate to within:: 0,5 %) with H2 S04 
acidified double deionised distilled water to 
concentrations within the A.A. manufacturer's 
recommended sensitivity ranges. These diluted 
samples were used to calibrate the A.A. 
adsorption as a function of metal ion 
concentration for analysis of leach solution 
samples. 
Method 
1) 5,0 or 10,0 ml samples of leach solution 
were taken and filtered as soon as 
possible at discrete time intervals 
during the course of an experiment -
(see section B. 1. 3. for details of 
sampling procedure). 
2) Small (usually 1,0 ml) aliquots of the 
filtered leach samples were diluted 
using H
2
S04 acidified double deionised 
distilled water to within the metal ion 
concentraion ranges recommended by the 
A.A. manufacturer. 
3) The percentage adsorption of the diluted 
calibration and leach samples were measured 
using the A.A. . 
4) Percentage adsorption versus concentration 
calibration curves were drawn from which 
the metal concentrations of the leach 
solutions were interpolated. 
5) Appropriate dilution factors were used to 
calculate the metal concentrations in the 
original leach solutions. 
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D. 2. FERRIC ION ( Fe 3+) DETERMINATION 
Prepared solutions 
A standard 0,179 N sodium thiosulphate 
solution was prepared by dissolving 44,424 g 
Na2 S2 03 5 H20 in recently boiled distilled 
water and making up to 1,01 • Approximately 
3 drops chloroform and 0,1 gil Na2 C03 was 
added. 
Then 0,01 g Fe3+ 
Method 
1) Add an excess of K I crystals to an 
aliquote of the leach sample. 
2) Titrate with the standard sodium thio-
sUlphate solution until the range brown 
colour disappears. 
3) Near the end point the solution becomes 
pale yellow, and at this point a crystal 
of K I may be added to determine whether 
sufficient K I is present. 
4) At the end point the solution is colourless. 
5) Calculate the concentration of Fe3+ 




~ Na2 S4 06 + Na I (colourless) 
li2 SO 4 DETERMINATION 
Prepared solutions 
a) Phenol - phthale"in indicator 
b) Standardised 0,2 N Na OH solution. 
Method 
1) A few drops of phenol-pthalein indicator 
is added to an aliquot of the H2 S04 
solution. 
2) The standardised Na OH is titrated until 
permanent red colour first appears. 
3) Calculate the H2 S04 concentration in the 
original leach solution . 
Reaction 
2Na OH + 
D. 4. 
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li2 S04 DETERMINATION IN SOLUTIONS 
CONTAINING Fe 2+ I Fe 3+ IONS 
Prepared Solutions 
a) Mixed indicator - 0,2 g dimethyl yellow + 
O,2g methyl blue dissolved in 200,Oml 
methanol . 
b) 0,204N Sodium carbonate prepared by 
dissolving 10, 8 110 g oven dried (at 533,0 K 




wi th distilled water up 
to 1 1. 
Then 
Method 
Any ferr i, ion present in an aliquot of the 
leach solution must first be reduced to ferrous 
ion (i. e. add K I crystals and titrate with 
Na
2 
S2 03 as in section D. 2.). 
?) Add 3 drops mixed indicator to the aliquot 
Reaction 
and titrate with the standard 
solution until a green colour indicates that 
end point is reached . 
+ 
D. 5. DETERMINATION OF ELEMENTAL SULPHUR IN 
LEACH RESIDUE 
Carbon tetrachloride solvent was used in a 
Soxhlet apparatus to dissolve elemental sulphur 
from leach residue contained in a tared permeable 
paper thimble. 
Method 
1) The final leach solution is filtered 
through number 1 Whatman filter paper. 
2 ) The filter cake is oven dried at 378,0 K , 
and allowed to cool in a dessicator. 
3 ) The dried residue is weighed and placed 
in a tared permeable paper thimble. 
4) The elemental sulphur is extracted from 
the residue in the thimble in the Soxhlet 
apparatus using carbon tetrachloride for 
six hours. 
5 ) The residual solids and thimble are oven 
dried, cooled and weighed and the solids 
mass is calculated. 
6) The amount of sulphur is determined by 
difference. 
7) The loaded solvent is transferred to a tared 
D. 6. 
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conical flask, and the C C1
4 
is distilled 
off and condensed. 
8) The conical flask containing the dried 
precipitated sulphur is dried, and the 
mass of S 0 recover2d is calculated. 
DETERMINATION OF DISSOLVED H2~ 
Prepared solutions 
a) A starch solution was prepared as described 
by Vogel (1961 , page 347) • 
b) A 0,1 N iodine solution was prepared and 
standardised as described by Vogel (1961, 
p 354, 355) • 
c) A 0,1 M Sodium arsenite solution was 
prepared as described by Vogel (1961 I 
Then ° ,02556 9 H2 S 
Method 
1) Place 20,Oml standard 0,1M sodium arsenite 
into a 100 ml volumetric flask. 
2) Add sufficient H2 S04 to render solution 
distinctly acid. 
( 
Add 10,0 ml of sample and mix well. 
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4) Yellow precipitate of arseneous sulphide 
forms, but the liquid itself is colourless. 
5) Make up to 100,0 ml mark with distilled 
water and shake thoroughly. 
6) Filter mixture through dry filter paper into 
dry vessel. 
7) Remove 50,0 ml of filtrate and neutralise 
with 1 M sodium bicarbonate solution. 
8) Ti trate with standard 0,1 M 12 solution 
with a few drops starch solution to the 
Reactions 
first blue colour. Titration must be 
carried out between 4,0 pH 9,0, best 
value being 6,5. pH must be adjusted using 
sodium bicarbonate. 
In water Na2 As 02 - Na+ + As 02-










+ 3H2 S - AS 2 S3 + H2 O 





+ 4H+ + 41-
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A P PEN D I X E 
ASPECTS RELATING TO THE USE OF H
2
S PARTIAL 
PRESSURES TO DETERMINE ZINC ION AND H 2 L 
CONCENTRATIONS IN H2 S04 SOLUTION 
E. 1. OF SPHALERITE EH:fo MONITORING 
DISSOLUTION AND H2 S OXIDATION KINETICS 
The overall reaction stoichiometry of sphalerite 
leaching in aqueous sulphuric acid is 
ZnS + • • • • • • • • • •• E. 
In the presence of a gas cap, diffusion of H2 S from 
the liquid to gaseous phase occurs and if diffusion 
is not rate limiting -
· ........ . E. 
The mole fraction of H2 S in the gas phase 
1 
2 
is related to the mole fraction of H2 S in the liquid 
phase by Henry's law:-
H = c 
where Hc = Henry's law constant; 
• • • • • • • • •• E. 3 
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PH S = 
2 
H2 S partial pressure or mole fraction 
of H2 S in the gas phase; 
XH S = mole fraction of 
2 
phase. 
H2 S in the liquid 
According to Perry (4th Edition) Henry's law 
holds well for a large number of gases under conditions 
such that the partial pressure of a given gas does not 
exceed about 100,0 k Pa • The C.R.C. handbook (55th 
Edition) indicates that Henry's law only strictly 
applies to gases which do not unite chemically with 
the solvent. 
Now for H2 S dissolved in water 
= [~S]l + [H
2
0] 
• • • • • • • • •• E. 4 
where [H
2 
OJ = 55,56 kg - mole / m 3 
assuming 
= 





Substituting equation E. 
equation E. 3 gives -
PH S H c 2 = ( ) 
[H 2 SIt 55,56 
gives 
· . . • . . . . .. E. 5 
5 for xH S 2 in 
· ......... E. 6 





• • • • • • • • •• E. 7 
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and hence also -
= • • • • • • • • •• E. 8 
Equation E. 7 may be used to calculate 
values of KD • Figure E.1 plots (KD lea le. 
values (calculated using values of H presented c 
by Perry) as a function of temperature for 
dissolved in non-acidic water. Equation E. 
may then be used to calculate either the H2 S 
partial pressure (if [H2 Sll is known) or 
[H 2 Sll (if PH2 S is known) using (K D lcalc 
Romankiw (1962) demonstrated that the solubility 
of H2 S was affected by the presence of H2 S04 in 
solution, and that the ratio PH2 S / [H2 Sll for a given 
[H2 sl \ value decreases with increasing H2 S04 
concentration. The distribution coefficient may be 
determined experimentally by measuring the P H2S and 
[H2S11 ' thus-
= • • • • • • • • •• E. 9 
In a sphalerite leaching system, in which H 2 S 
is produced stoichiometrically along with Zn2+ in 
a reactor containing a gas cap the distribution 
coefficient 'K ) . D exp may be determined as follows: 
According to mass balance in a system containing 
liquid and gaseous phases 
= + • • • •• E. 10 



































310,0 330,0 340,0 350,0 
Effect of temperature T on the 
distribution coefficient KD for H2S 
dissolved in water. 
KD values calculated using Henry's 
low and tabulated Henry's constant 
data presented by Perry (4th edition) 
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Now, from the ideal gas law -
= . • • • • • • . •• E. 11 
RT 
and from equation E. 9 -
= •••••••••• E. 12 
Substituting equations E. 11 and E. 12 
into E. 10 -
PH2 S VI PH2S · 
Vg 
(H2 Sltotal = + (K D lexp RT 
· ......... E~ 





[H2 Sltotal = + 
H2 S . 
(KD lexp RT . VI 
· ......... E. 
Rearranging equation E. 14 gives 
(H2 Sltota: 1 Vg 
= + 
PH S (KD )exp RT VI 2 
· ......... E. 




[Zn2+1 = .•••..•.•• E. 16 
hence 
1 
= + • • • • • • • • •• E. 17 
(KD1ex p 
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Define a distribution ratio 
experimentally measured IZnZ+] 
(C D lexp = 
Thus 
1 
ICD)exp = + 
CD based on 
and PHZ S 1 va ues , 
•••••••••• E. 18 
...• .. E. 19 
and rearranging equation E. 19 to express K D 
in terms of CD gives -
!K D lexp = 1.0/ (ICD)exp - Vg J ...... E. 20 R T VI 
The experimental distribution ratio . (C D 'exp 
may therefore be determined during a leaching 
experiment, and the distribution coefficient 1KD1exp 
be calculated using equation E. ZO. In section 
E. Z. an expression is developed based on experimental 
resnlts which relates (K Dlexp 
temperature and [H2 S04] • 
to (K D1eolc 
The expressions derived in this section are 
useful because during the leaching of sphalerite in 
aqueous HZ 804 solution 1 the H28 partial pressure 
can be monitored continuously but the (Zn Z+ 1 need 
only be determined at discrete time intervals. 
Then having determined (CDl exp from equation E. 19 
and (KDlexp from equation E. ZO 1 the initial 
rates of Zn
2
+ or HZSI produced and subsequent 
Z+ 
[Zn 1 and [H2 S 1 values , may be calculated using 
measured HZ S partial pressure values in equations 
E. 18 and E. 9 respectively. 
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E. 2. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL AND 
THEORETICAL H2 S DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS 
In this section a model is developed which 
rela tes the distribution coefficient KD of H2 S 
gas dissolved in aqueous H2 S04' to the H2 S04 
concentration and temperature of the solution. 
Such a relationship is useful in that during 
sphalerite leaching, it is necessary only to monitor 
the PH2 S continuously without analysing the solution 
for Zn2+ in order to follow the kinetics of the 
reaction. This is also true in the event of study-
ing the homogeneous oxidation of H2 S by Fe3+ 
reaction, in systems in which the H2 S gas was 
bubbled into solution and the PH2 S was monitored. 
The distribution coefficient may be determined 
experimentally in a sphalerite leaching system using 
measured values of ICDlexp (defined by equation 
E. 18) in equation E. 19. In Appendix I 
experimental H2 S04 leaching results are tabula ted, 
and values of (CD1exp and (KDl exp are also 
presented in the tables. 
Examination of the (CD1exp values determined 
at discrete time intervals during the course of a 
leaching experiment revea~d that frequently (CD) exp 
decreased with time and tended to approach a constant 
value. For example figure E.2. plots {CD)exp 
versus time for several experiments. 
Any such deviations of {CD)exp from constancy 



















Temp. (Kr 318,0 
(I-cg-mol 1m3 ) 1 ,0 [H 2S04]o 
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(rpm) I ( - ) (kg) 
I 2 0,01 1000,0 
I 3 0,02 8000 
- 0,01 ~O,O 
116 0005 1 000,0 
133 0,01 1 000,0 
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Figure E.2 Plot of (CO)exp (where (CO)exp= PH S / [ZnL+] ,l versus time tor various sphalerites 
leaching under case (i) conditi o~s. Note that a constant value of (CO)expisapproached 
after about time t>10 mins 
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one or more of the following factors: 
(i) For samples taken shortly after time t = 0; 
leaching continued at a significant rate 
during the time lag of say 20 - 30 seconds 
elapsing between sampling and filtering. 
Thus for samples taken at say t = 1 minute, 
the Zn2+ concentration determined analy-
tically could be up to 50,0 % greater than 
the true value at time of sampling. As 
leaching apparantly approaches equilibrium 
in the reactor and the leaching rate 
decreases one would expect this source of 
error to become progressively less 
significant. 
(ii) It was often difficult to establish the 
true initial pressure in the reactor after 
introducing the sample, and then switching 
on the reactor, which in turn resulted in 
the gas cap reheating to reaction temperature 
simultaneously as the reaction proceeded. 
Thus small ini tial errors in PH2 S would 
tend to affect (CD'exp to greater extents 
shortly after t = 0 when the total 
measured PH2 S was relatively large. 
(iii) The stoichiometric amount of Zn2+ and 
H2 S produced may initially not have been 
equal. 
(iv) The initial effects of Zn2+ or H
2
S 
adsorption on the sphalerite particles 
may have been significant. 
2+) As the reaction rate decreases and [Zn · and 
PH2 S approach their maximum values, the effects of 
the above sources of deviation are minimised. Thus 
the final value of (CD)exp determined closest to 
largest PH2 S values for each run will be subsequently 
used in this thesis to calculate (KD)exp • 
The value of Vg used in equations E 19 or E 20 . 
was determined experimentally from the results of 
injecting known volumes of solution into the reactor, 
and measuring the corresponding change in pressure. 
Details of the calculations and results are presented 
in Appendix E. 3. The values of Vg , VI 
R used in equation E. 19 were 
Vg = 0,35 x 10-3 Cm3) 
VI = 1,0 x 10-3 Cm3) 
-3 
m3 / kg -mol . K ) R = 8,29 x10 C k Pa • 
The effects of different variables on KD are 
now discussed. 
and 
E. 2. 1 EFFECT OF H2 S04 CONCENTRATION ON lKD) exp 
Figure E. 3. plots (KD)ex p versus [H
2 
S04~O at 
318,0 0 K for the different sphaleri tes, and demonstrates 
that the H2 S04 present in solution does significantly 
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Linear regressed tit . Line described by eqn E.2.1 
condit i ons Temp. (K) 3180 
Stirrer (rpm) 1000,0 
Sphol. type Mo 







NOTE :AII data point va lues 
have been ex t roct ed 
from the tab les In 
0 VMWBM 0,01 Appendix I 
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a 0,5 1 ,0 1 ,5 2 ,a 
[H 2S0t.]o (kg .: mol/m3) 
Figure E.3 Plot of experimental H2 S distribution coefficient 
(KO)exp verSLJS [H 2S0L.]o' ((KO}exp is defined by 
eq n. E.1. 2 a ) 
influence the distribution of H2 S between the 
liquid and gas phases. The data points are rather 
widely scattered on figures E. 3. and a least 
squares linear regression on the data was performed 
with the following results: 
= 1,52 x + 
E. 21 
x103 
Now KD = 1,484" (as calculated from data at 
318,00 K ), and equation E.2.1. may be expressed as 
E. 22 
This equation is consistent in that as [H2S04] tends 
to zero, [KDl tends to the theoretical value of 
The wide scatter in the [K D lex p data is 
possibly the result of the various factors enumerated 
in the last section. 
E. 2. 2 EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON (K D) exp 
Figure E. 4. 
(K D)exj5 versus 
shows an Arrhenius type plot of 
1 
~. The data points were 
linear regressed with the following result: 
1,62 x 103 ( 2. ) 
T 
. . • • . . . . • . E. 23 
The familiar exponential form of this equation 
corresponds to:-
(KD ) fit = 2,604 x 10




Linear regression through exptl. points. Line a 
is descri be d by eqn. E. 2 . 3. 
Linear regession I ine demonstrating the effect 
of temp. on(Ko)ca Ic.· (KO)calc. is the distri bution 
coeff icient tor H2S in water, calculated using 
Henry's law wi th data presented in Perry (1963 ) , 
condi t ions 
[H 2SO 4]0 (kg - mol 1m
3 ) 1 ,0 











Spral type Mo 
( - ) (k g) 
0 VMPR 0.02 
x BOH 0,01 
0 VMWBM 0.02 





















Fi gure E.4 Arrhenius-type plot demonstrating the effect 
ot temperQtlJre on the H2S distribution coefficient 
KO' 
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The fitted values of (Kn) as a function exp 
of temperature are plotted on figure E. 4. along 
with the values of Kn calculated using Henry's 
constant. The exp erimental (Kn) corresponds to exp 
values obtained in 1 M H2 S04 solution, and 
consequently according to equation E. 22 one would 
expect the (Kn) exp values to be greater than the 
theoretical Kn values by a factor of about 0,17. 
Thi s is in fact so. 
E. 2 . 4. OVERALL MOnEL EXPRESSING (Kn) IN exp 
TERMS OF [H~J ANn TEMPERATURE 
As observed in equation E. 24 , the activation 
energy term relating the change in Kn with 
tempera ture is 13,41 mJ Ikg - mol (i. e. 3,208 k cal I mole) • 
The theoretical value for Kn at 318,0 0 K in neutral 
water is 
= 1,484 x 103 
Therefore , at 318,0 0 K the pre-exponential constant 
(Kn1o will be 
(Knlo = 1,484 x 10Y (~_1i+1 ) exp R r-· 
.......... E. 25 
( KOlo = 2,379 x 105 
Hence Kn = 2,379 x 105 (
-13,41 ) 
exp R T 
.......... E.26 
Substi tuting for Kn at 318,0 0 K in equation 
E. 22 gives an expression which includes the effect of 
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H S04. Thus the final equation which may be 
2 (KOlcalc.. 
used to calculate as a function of temperature and [H2S04 ]:-
" 
( 
-13 .41 ) 
(KDlcalc = 2,379 x 105 xexp R"T + 170,0 " (H 2S041 
........•. E. 27 
E. 3. DETERMINATION OF REACTOR GAS CAP VOLUME 
The gas cap volume with the pressure transducer 
and sensing tube was established by injecting a given 
volume of liquid into the reactor, and measuring the 
increase in pressure. 
gi ven : 
A sample calculation is now 
From ideal gas law 
P 1 V g1 = P2 Vg2 E. 28 
where P
1 = initial pressure in reactor 
(generally atmospheric), 
V 
g1 = initial total gas volume in 
reactor, 
P
2 = reactor pressure after injecting 
liquid, 
V 
g2 = gas phase volume after injecting 
liquid. 
But V 
g2 = V g1 ~ Vi, E. .......... 29 
and P
2 = P 1 + ~P .......... E. 30 
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where ll. V.e = volume of aliquot liquid 
injected into reactor, 
ll.P = measured increase in reactor 
pressure. 
Hence substituting equation E.29 into equation 
E. 28 
P 1 V g1 = . . . . . . .• E. 31 
Rearranging equation E. 31 gives-
P2 
Table E. 1. summarised the results of injecting 
5,0 or 10,0 ml water into the reactor containing 
1,0 x 10-3 m3 solution. 
It is observed that the average reactor gas cap 
volume was established to be 0,348 x 10-3 m 3. Hence 
in this thesis a volume of 0,35 x 10-3 m3 has been 
used throughout. No attempt was made to correct 
the gas cap volume for the effect of density changes 




Exptl P1 V,e D.P 
P2 Vg1 Data 
x 103 x 103 
Table 
Run 
(-) (k Pa) (m3) (kPa) (k Pa) ( m3) (-) 
197 99,67* 0,1 2,785 102,5 0,368 I 25 
197 99 ,67* 0,1 2,689 102,4 0,381 I 25 
183 100,0* 0,05 1,536 101,53 0,33 L 9 
169 100,0@ 0,05 1,421 101,421 0,357 I 26 
178 100,0@ 0,05 1,566 101,566 0,324 L 3 
178 100,0@ 0,05 I 
1,489 101,489 0,341 L 3 
180 100,0@ 0,05 1,460 101,460 0,347 L 1 
211 100,0@ 0,05 1,489 101,489 0,341 L 15 
211 100,0@ 0,05 1,489 101,489 0,341 L 15 
* Measured barometric pressure 
@ Assumed pressure 
-3 3 Average: ° ,348 x 10 m 
TAB L E E. 1. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR 
THE DETERMINATION OF 




A P PEN D I X F 
SURFACE AREAS OF UNLEACHED PARTICLES 
AND AREA CHANGES DURING LEACHING 
SPECIFIC SURFACE AREAS OF UNLEACHED SPHALERITE PARTICLES 
All A versus D and area change versus X data used in this section 
o 
are contained within the tables presented i n Appendix J. Johne (1965) 
describes the Str~hlein Areameter used to measure the specific 
surface areas reported in this thesis and t he 'theory associated with 
single point B.E.T. area determinations. In actual practice, 
sphal erite sampl es weighing up to 100,Og could he used in the 
instrument to ensure that the total area measured fell within the 
recommended range (7,Om2 to 50,Om2), and specif ic surface areas 
2 
greater than O,lm /g could readily be det ermined with a significant 
degree of reproduc i bility. 
Figures F. 1. and F. 2. compare the specific 
surface areas A 0 of acid washed and acid unwashed 
WBM, PR and ZCR sphaleri tes, and the Ao values 
for solid spheres calculated as a function of diameter 
by the expression:-
= .......... F. 1. 
The density of each of the sphalerites was 
measured and each was found to be very close to:-
p = 4,0 x 106 kg / m3 
Hence . . . . . . F. 2 • 2 m /kg 
It was established that the very large decrease 
in Ao observed as a result of acid washing the ZCR 
sphalerite, was due to the removal of a gaugue, 



















Spha\. type Acid Washed 
0 PR No 
x .PR Yes 
+ ZCR No 
0 ZCR Yes 
a Aoversus 15 calculated tor solid sPteres uSing 
equa t ion F.2 





I I Qb D D Db I I a 
20,0 40.0 60,0 80,0 100,0 120,0 
0 x106 (m) 
Comparison of specific surface areas of PR 
and ZCR sphalerites before and after acid pre-
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a Ao versus 0 for sol i d spheres c...alc , 
u si ng eqn. F.2 
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Comparison of the specific SJrface area of 
WBM sphalerle before and after acid pretreatmen t I 
with Ao calculated tor solid spheres using eqn .F.2 . 
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. f Mg2+ (Relatively high concentratlons 0 were 
identified in the wash solution, and unwashed 
ZCR particles placed in the concentrated HCl 
produce d odourless gas bubbles which were assumed 
to b e CO
2 
gas. ) 
It is not obvious why acid washing changed 
the Ao for the PR and WBM in the way it did. 
Figure F.3 plots the - ratio of the measured 
specific surface area A : A calculated for o sph. 
spher es, as a function of the mean particle diameter. 
Linea r p lots are observed which are fitted by the 
following empirical expression which may be used to 
calculate the Ao for any D over the range 









B = 6,73 x 104 for the PR and ZCR sphalerites, 
B = 2,0 x 104 for the WBM sphalerite. 
Table F. 1. summarises the specific surface 
areas of the BDH and the vibratory milled sphalerites. 
It is proposed that the surface areas of the 
sphalerites are significantly higher than that for 
smooth spheres of the same diameter because of the 
greater surface roughness, and the existance of 
internal or pore area. 
The value of the intercept on the vertical axis 
of Fi gure F. 3., can be taken as an indication of 




























Best fit s 













20,0 400 60,0' 800 
o )(10 6 ( m) 
100,0 120,0 
Compo ri son 0 t the ra ti os Ao (for a sphJL) to Ao (calc. 
tor solid spheres) tor the 'ZCR, PR and WBM sphals. 
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The slopes of the lines on Figure F. 3. represent 
the area due to roughness for a given sphalerite. 
(Zero slope would mean the particles were perfectly 
smooth. ) 
Therefore, if the intercept and the slope were 
both zero, a given substance should have a measurable 
surface area identical to that of smooth, solid 
spheres. 
Figures 6. 14 to 6. 18 represent various 
photomicrographs taken of polished sections of WBM, 
ZCR and PR sphalerite particles and reveal the 
presence of Gavities and cracks within the particles 
which account for the internal area. 
Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.4 & 6. 9 represent S.E.M. 
photographs of unleached WBM, PR and ZCR 
particles , and reveal the existance of surface roughness 
which would account for additional surface area. 
F. 2. AREA CHANGES DURING LEACHING 
The area remainder function 'l(X) was experimen-
tally determined for each of the different sphalerites 
by leaching in acidic ferric sulphate to various 
extents of reaction, and measuring the specific 
surface area A of the C C14 cleaned sphalerite 
particles using a B.E.T. N2 adsorption technique. 
The experimental value of the area of the solids 
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M A o 0 
(1 - X) 
Knowing the final [Zn
2+] 
possible to calculate M by 
several checks showed that the 
values a greed closely with the 
Figure F. 4. plots the 
of TJ versus X for the BDH, 
VMPR and VMZCR sphalerites. 
F. 4. 
F. 5. 
concentration, it was 




WBM and the VMWBM, 
Curve 'a' on Figure F. 4. is the result of 
pre dicting TJ from an area remainder function 
describing the area change of shrinking solid 
sphere s (i.e. corresponding to the shrinking core 
model) • 
TJ(X) = ( 1 _ X) 0,666 F. 6. 
It is observed that the BDH and WBM 
sphalerites closely obey shrinking core behaviour. 
The vibratory milled sphalerites each exhibited an 
initial rapid decrease in area probably due to the 
initial rapid dissolution of the finest particles 
( which contributed disproportionately heavily to the 
total area) • 





a Curve ca Iculated accord i ng to the srriri<ing 
core model, (equa t ion F. 6 ) 
b Curve calculated using equation F.7 
( wit h t he val u e of . a ' = 0, 25 ) 
Sphaler i te ty pe 
)( BOH 















° 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0 ' X (-) 
C ompar i so n between expt I. and ca Icu tated 
tract i ona I area rema i nder 11 versus extent 
leached X results. 
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was found to fit this data well -
a + 1 
TJ (X) = (~ + 1) 
F. 7. 
Equation F. 7. is shown plotted on Figure F. 4, 
and with a = 0,25 a reasonable fit is observed. 
Figures F. 5. and F. 6. plot TJ (X) versus X 
for the PR and ZCR sphalerites respectively. In 
both cases TJ(X) rises to a maximum, the value of 
which is a function of D, and then decreases. 
This behaviour was the result of A in equation 
F. 4. increasing faster than M was decreasing, to a 
point beyond .which the opposite occured. 
Figures 6.3, 6.5, 6.8, 6.11 & 6.13 present S.EoM. 
photographs of leached PR, ZCR and WBM particles 
and show clearly that leaching took place faster along 
specific zones, resulting in pitting and consequent 
increases in surface area. It is not clear why the 
WBM then exhibits shrinking core behaviour. 
Figures 6. 17 and 6. 18 show photomicro-
graphs of the results of etching polished PR and 
ZCR particles. Visual observation through an 
optical microscope showed that etching took place 
preferentially along grain boundaries and other 
stressed zones. 
A model which fitted the PR 
change curves on Figures F. 5. 
developed as follows :-
and ZCR 





a Curve calcu 10 ted according to the shrinking 
core model (@qn. F·6l 
bc d and e Curves calculate-d using eqn F.11 
w'ith d.A: values shown in the legend. 
dX 
points Curves Size f roc t i on d A' x1o-3 used 
(-) (-) x 1 06 {m l dX 
in eqn F.11 
x b -17,5+12,5 2,6 
0 c -75,0 +63.0 3,0 
0 d - 90.0 +75,0 3,00 






Figure F . 5 
a 0.2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0 
X { - l 
Fro c t ion a I are are m a i nd e r 11 v e r s us the 
extent of react i on X tor Pr sphalerite. 
§~' and Ao values used in equation F.11 
to co Ic u late curve s b,c ,d and e were 
obtained off f igsF.1: F.7 and F.8 . 
_legend 
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a Curve calculated according to the shrinking 
core model (eqn F.6) 
b,c ,d and e C'urves calculated using eqn F.11 
with ~~ va lues shown in the 
legend. 
Size fraction 
dA · -3 points Curves d X '<10 used 
(- ) ( -) x106 (m) in eqnF.11 
+ b -17,5+12,5 1 ,497 
0 c -75,0 +63,0 0,748 
0 d -90,0+75,0 0,918 






o 02 0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0 
X ( -) 
Figure F.6 Fractional area remainder 11 versus extent 
leached X tor ZCR sphaleri t e. ~~ and Ao 
values used in eqn F .11 to calculate curves 
b,c,d and e were obta i ned of f figs F.1 ;, F.7 
and F .8 . 
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An area coefficient K was defined -
= A F. 8. 
( 1 - X) 
Figure F. 7 shows examples of plotting A 
versus X for the PR and ZCR 
straight lines are observed. 





each D were measured and plotted against 
Figure F. 8 • 
D on 
In the case of the AI versus X line for ZCR 
sphalerite on Figure F. 7, sphalerite had been used 
which had not been acid washed, and some gaugue may 
have still been present in the residues leached to low 
X, thus contributing excessive area. 
From Figure F. 7 it is apparant that the 
straight lines may be fitted by a linear model -
= ........... F. 9. 
Equating A' in equation F. 9 with A in 
equation F. 8, produces -
I 
A = A + (dA) X) ( 1 - X) F. 10 . 0 dX 
and equating A in equation F. 10. with A in 
equation F. 5 produced the area remainder function _ 
TJ(X) = 
Equation 
F. 5· and F. 6. 
shown on Figure 
( 1,0 + 





Ao . . . . . . . . . . . F. 11 • 
shown plotted on Figures 
dK experimental values of IT 
F. 8 . The shape of the experimental 
TJ(X) vs X data is observed to be fitted well by this 
function. 
Best fit lines. 
Sphal type Size fraction 
( - ) )(106 (m) 
legend 
)( PR -75,0+63,0 
0 ZCR -90,0 +75,0 










dX = 0,918 x 103 











o 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1,0 
X (-) 
the slopes of the best fit I inpc:: 
Figure F.7 Examples of plotting A versus X for PR I 














Figure F. 8 
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- )( x 
x 
20,0 40,0 60,0 80,0 100,0 120,0 
o x106 ( m ) 
dA 
dX versus 0 tor PRand ZCR spralerites. 
The ~ ~ va lues plott e d he r e were measu reel ott 
A versus X plots as shown in the examples on 
t igure F. 7. 
A P PEN D I X G 
DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURES 
G. 1 PROCESSING OF CASE (i) DATA 
When sphalerite was leached in aqueous H2S04 
( wi th (Fe 3+1o = 0), the change in H2S partial 
pressure (PH2S)p with time was monitored. The 
ini tial rate (d d H/S)o was often difficult to measure 
directly from the PH2S versus time trace. 
The following empirical equation was found to 




= a b 
.0 •••••••• 





Values were fitted to the constants a and b of 
equation G. 1 by the following regression 
technique 0 
Initial guesses were assigned to the two 
constants a and b and equation G. 1 was 
integrated numerically using the computer programme 
D IF SUB by Gear (1971). The PH2S values at 
discrete time intervals were established by 
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unequal interval interpolation, and the sum of 
squares of the differences between these interpolated 
PH2S and the experimental PH2S values was 
established. A "hill-climber" optimisation 
routine N ELM by NeIder and Mead (1965) was 
linked to the D IF SUB routine, and the values 
of the constants were changed until a convergence 
criterion for the sum of squares had been satisfied. 
As an example table Go 1 summarises experimental 
and calculated PH2S values at discrete time 
intervals for three experiments using V M W B M 
sphalerite leaching at three different temperatures. 
Very good fits are observed. 
Initial ratesin terms of the zinc ion concen-
tration were determined in two ways as follows .-
( 
d PH 2 S 
(roJ exp - ) • - d t o,exp 
(C DJ exp 
.......... G. 4 
and (r 0) fit = (d PH2S ) . 0 ( C D1calc •••••••••• 








measured experimental initial 
rate of PH2S . ~ncrease; 
= 
a 
b (as deflned by equationG . 2) 
.......... G. 6 
PH2S/[ Zn2+] (with tr_e PH2 S 
and [Zn2+] being experimental 
values measured when the rate 
of increase in PH2S is low) • 
( 1 ) Vg + ...... G. 7 X'D calc RT 
(with (KDJcalc defined by 
equation E. 27) • 






PH S a 
(d 2 I z: o(kPa) 
d t o,calc 
TAB L E Go 1 
- --- -------.- -- ,--
13 14 15 
318,0 298,0 338,0 
26,4 16,7 38,6 
1,07 2,39 0,41 
24,6 6,98 95,1 
(PH2S1 
P P P P P Time ( H2Slcal c Time ( H2Slexp ( H2Slcalc Time ( H2Slexp ( H2
Sl calc exp 
(nrins) (kPa) (k Pa) (mins) (kPa) (kPa) (mins) (k Pa) ( kPa) 
0,62 9,44 9,67 1,0 4,72 4,92 0,8 24,99 25,61 
0,98 12,59 12,60 1,42 6,29 6,22 1,5 31,23 30,38 
1,49 15,73 15,35 2,1 7,87 7,81 2,4 34,36 33,02 
2,0 17,31 17,18 3,0 9,44 9,29 5,0 36,54 35,70 
2,75 19,12 18,99 4,6 11,01 10,99 10,0 37,17 37,00 
i 
11,4:_1 I 5,0 i 11;30 1 -- - -
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL PH2S RATE DATA WITH PH2S RATA DATA CALCULATED 
BY NUMERICALLY INTEGRATING EQUATION G.1 (i.e. PH2S-=b:;) WHICH WAS FITTED 




In the case of the BDH sphalerite, equation 
G. 1 did not fit the shape of the leaching rate 
curves very well, and on alternative initial rate 
was defined as follows :-
ro exp fit = l dP~S) • (CD1fit d t o,exp .......... G. 8 
( 
d PH2S , 
The measured and fitted values of dt ~ , 
(CDlexp and (KDlcalc are tabulated along with the 
case (i) experimental results in Appendix I. 
G. 2 PROCESSING OF CASE (ii) EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
When sphalerite was leached under case (ii) condi-
tions ( IFe3+]o : 1H2S04]o':::" 1,8), solution samples 
were taken, filtered and analysed for zinc by 
A. A. adsorption. 
The initial rate of dissolution was determined 
by simply measuring the initial slope of the best fit 
curve drawn through the IZn2+] versus time data points 
plotted on linear graph paper. Since most of the 
case (ii) experiments were conducted using relatively 
course size fractions of WBM, ZCR or PR sphalerite, 
the rates of dissolution were sufficiently slow to 
justify this direct method of initial rate measurement. 
Particularly in the case of the ZCR sphalerite, 
zinc initially dissolved very rapidly from what was 
probably Zn ° present in the sphalerite. The Zn S 
itself dissolved far slower. The result was that . the 
initial rate of dissolution of the sphalerite frequently 
did not pass through the origin at · I Zn2+) = 0,0. The 
concentration of the initial Zn2+ thus formed was 
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designated ! Zn2+1 o • All the measured initial rate and 
IZn2+1o results are tabulated for the case (ii) data in 
Appendix J. 
G. 3 PROCESSING OF H2S OXIDATION DATA 
When H
2
S was purged into the reactor, the PH2S 
and H2S concentration were measured to give the 
distribution coefficient K D directly, i. e. -
(K D)exp = 
Upon injecting Fe3+, oxidation of the H2S took 
place and the PH2S decreased with time. The initial 
rate of oxidation was determined by measuring the 
initial slope of the PH2S versus time trace on the 
chart recorder output. The initial rate of reaction 
in terms of the H2S concentration was then calculated 
as follows :-
P / (d H2S I 
d t o,exp 
(K Dl exp 
In many experiments the H2S was generated 
in-situ by the dissolving sphalerite and the Fe3+ 
was injected only when the rate of increase in PH S 2 
due to dissolution was very low compared to the rate 
of decrease ';n PH2S d t °d to f th H S b .... ue 0 ox~ a ~on 0 e 2 y 
the "Fe3+. 
In this case, the initial rate of decrease in 
PH2S was measured as described above, but the initial 
rate in terms of the H2S concentration was calcu-
lated as follows :-
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d PH 2 S I ( I (K, Dlcalc d t o,exp 
where (KD1calc was calculated using equation E. 27. 
The and 
(where measured) the [H2S1 o values used are presented 
with the oxidation rate data results in the tables 
in Appendix K. 
G. 4 PROCESSING OF CASE (iii) EXPERIMENTAL 
DATA 
When sphalerite was leached under case (iii) 
condi tions ( [Fe3+1o : [H2S041o ~ 0,1 ), the zinc 
ion concentration and the H2S partial pressure 
was measured with time. This data has been 
dealt with qualitatively in this thesis. Hence in 
chapter 5 the experimental [Zn2+ J versus time and 




PRESENTATION OF SELECTED CASE (i) 
( [Fe3+l o = 0,0) RAW DATA IN GRAPHICAL FORM 
All the case (i) leaching data presented in 
tabular form in Appendix I was interpreted in 
chapter 3 in terms of models derived from 
proposed mechanisms. 
In this section, selected case (i) data is 
presented graphically in order to demonstrate 
specific aspects of the work. 
H. 1 EFFECT OF AGITATION RATE ON THE RATE OF 
SPHALERITE DISSOLUTION 
Figures H. 1 a to H. 1 c plot the measured 
H2S partial pressure versus time rate curves at 
different stirrer speeds for the VMWBM, VMPR and 
BDH sphalerites. Although experimentally a contin-
uous PH2S versus time curve was obtained using a 
chart recorder, the PH2S values at discrete time 
intervals were noted in order to present the results 
in tabular form in Appendix I. These discrete 
versus time data are plotted on figures H. 1 a 
to H. 1 c, as the continuous curves tend to super-
impose on one another (making plotting and comparison 
difficult) • 
( fa c i ng Fig u r e H . 1 ) 
legend Data on Stirrer Me [H 2S°L.]e Temp . 
table (rpm) (kg) kg-mol/m3) (K) 
x 13 800,0 0,02 1,0 318,0 
0 16 1150,0 0,02 1,0 318,0 
Fig H.1a 
11 12 1 000,0 0,01 1,0 318,0 
I + 17 1 500,0 001 1,0 318,0 
Fig H.1b 
0 128 1 0000 0,02 1 ,0 318,0 
x 131 1 500,0 0,02 10 318,0 
0 1L.5 . 400,0 0,004 1,0L. 298,0 
Fig H.1c x 147 700,0 OOO~ 1,0L. 298,0 






I I \ )( --oc -)(-
...-)(0--0 I I 
f-cr)O 1 I 
, ...--+-+ ~ 
d ,,+/A 
~~~ 
o 0 5,0 10.0 15.0 20,0 25.0 30,0 
Ti me (mins) 
Figure H. 1 a Compo rison of PH~ versus time rate cu rve~ 












I I 0_)( 
I - )( ,..--0 
..... 0 )( 
".0)( 
5,0 10,0 15,0 20,0 25,0 30,0 
Time (mins) 
Figure H.1b Comparison of PHSversus time rate curves 













o 5,0 10,0 15,0 20,0 25,0 30,0 
Time (mins) 
Figure H.1c Comparison of F1-i~versus time rate curves 
at different stirrer·speeds for BOH sphalerite . 
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No significant effect of agitation on the 
dissolution rate is observed, which suggests that 
film diffusional phenomena do not constitute the 
rate limiting step. This observation confirms the 
resul ts discussed in se ction 3. 2. 6 (in which 
dissolution rate curves for experiments conducted 
at different temperatures were processed), which 
showed that the apparant activation energy of the 
rate limiting step for the various sphaleri tes 
were far greater than one would expect had a 
diffusion phenomena been rate limiting. 
H. 2 EFFECT OF INITIAL SPHALERITE MASS Mo 
ON THE DISSOLUTION RATE 
Figures H. 2 a and H. 2 b plot the versus 
time rate curves for different initial masses of 
VMWBM and BDH sphalerites. Similar plots for 
the VMZCR and VMPR sphaleri tes may be constructed 
from the data in Appendix I. 
the 
From figure H. 2 a it would appear as though 
PH S 2 approaches significantly differently 
equilibrium values. However, in chapter 4 it was 
demonstrated that the concentration of the active 
sphalerite sites ~(X) decreases very rapidly as 
described by equation 4. 9 (where "'4 (x) = ~~(~) • 
Thus when 0,02 kg sphalerite is present (curve 
a on figure H. 2 a), more active sphalerite is 
available to permit the PH2S value to approach 
the thermodynamic equilibrium faster, than if only 
0,01 or 0,005 kg sphalerite is present. It is 


















5,0 10,0 15,0 20D 25,0 30,0 
Ti me (mins) 
Plot demonstrat ing the effec t of Me on the 
PH~versus time rate curves for VMWSM sphalerite. 
- -I I 
I I I -
X app~oachirg to 
in this case. 
o 5,0 10,0 15 ,0 20.0 25 D 30.0 
Ti me (mins) 
Figure H. 2 b Plot demonst ra t i ng the effect of Me on the 
~2Sversus time rate OJrves for SOH sphaleri"te. 
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long enough, the three PH2S versus time curves 
would coincide. 
In the case of the BDH sphalerite (figure 
H. 2 b) it was shown in chapter 4 that the active 
site concentration ~(X) decreases according to 
the shrinking core model (equation 4. 2 ). 
Equation 4. 2 describes a much slower decrease in 
~ (X) with X than does equation 4. 9 (for the 
VMWBM sphalerite). Thus the effect of Mo on 
the rate of approach of the PH2S to thermodynamic 
equilibria values for the BDH sphalerite is less 
than is the case for the VMWBM sphalerite. 
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A P PEN D I X I 
TABULATED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
FOR LEACHING UNDER CASE ( i ) CONDITIONS 
The procedure adopted for processing case 
( i) experimental leaching results is described 
in section G. 1. 
TABLE 11 
[xp[R I ME~TAL ~UN NO . II ~ 
~PHAL[RIT[ Ll A~H ING IN AU UFOU~ H2S04 
S~HA L. Ty pE L E A~HED 
l [M ~[ RA TURE (K) 
INITIAL MASS (KG)· 
STIKK[R SPEED ( RPM ) 
I N ITI~ L H2S 0 4 ~K G - MU L/M3) • 
SPEC . SUR FAC [ AHEA (M 2/ KG ) • 
COEXP ( KG - MUl /M3 KP A) • 
KO[XP ( KPA H) /KG-MOL) • 
KDCALC (K~A M3/KG-MDL) • 
VMw£l'" 
J 18.00 
O . OO~ O 
1000.0 
1. 000 0 
3;>72.0 
.724 6E -03 
• 16119 E O~ 
• 1654E 04 
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flEA ~URED 
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£xpERIMENTAL KUN NO. 100 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S0~ 
SPHAL. TypE LEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
INITIAL HASS (KG) 
STIRRER SPEED (RPMr 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-HOL/",3) • 
SPEC.SURFACE AkEA (M2/KG) E 
CDEXP ( KG - HO L/H) KPA) E 
KDEXP ( KP A M3/KG-MOL) = 










































































ExpERIMENTAL RUN NO' 106 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED VHwB'" 
TE~PE tl ATURE (K) ]36.00 
I NITIAL MASS (KG) " 0.0200 STIHRER SPEED (RPM) 800.0 
INITIAL H2SO4 (~G-HOL/M]) E 1. 0000 
SP(".SU RfACE AkEA (M2/KG) " 3<,7<"0 CDEXP ( KG - MULlH3 KPA) " .5700[-03 
~DEXP ( KPA H3/KG-MOL) E .2247E 04 
KoCALC ( KPA H3 /KG-MOLl & .2174E 04 
TIME PH2S IN2+ ZN2+/PH2S 
(MINS) (KPA) (KG-MOL/M3) ( KG- MO L/H) KPA) 
0.60 24.99 N.O. N.D. 
1.50 )1.23 N.D. N.D. 
2.40 34036 N.O. N.D. 
5.00 36.54 0I94E-01 .532£-03 
10.00 37.17 N.U. N.D. 
15.00 37.42 N.D. N.D. 
22'00 37'46 .214E-Ol . ~ 71E-03 
MEAS IJR ED ( OP/ OT)O (KPA/MIN) 44035 
FIllED ( OP/ I) T)O (KPA/MIN) 95 .1 0 
MEA ~u R ED ( P)EO (~PA) 37 . 48 
r !TH O 0 ' )(11 (KPA) 36 . 60 
TABLE I 2 
lXP£ RI ~E ~TAL ~ UN NO . 176 
~~HALE k ITE L£ALrlING IN AOUr OU5 H2S04 
S~HAL ' TYPE LEACHED 
HMf'E HH UHE (K). 
I NI TI AL MAS S ( K~) 
~T I HRE~ SPEED ( ·PM ) " 
IN\IIAl ti2S[) 4 (t\G - MOL!M)r • 
~prC. ~UH rACE AKlA ( HZ / KG ) • 
corX~ ( KG - MUl/ "') KPA ) • 
~OEXP ( KPA H3/KG-HUl) • 
~DCA L C ( KP A H) / KG - MO L) • 









TIHl PH2S 1·,2+ ZNZ./PH2S 
(HINS) ( Kf'A) (KG- ~uL /rO) (KG-H OL/M) KPA) 
1.00 7 oil .67 ~( -02 .943E-0)' 
5.00 13.44 .10 6[ -01 .79 0E-03 
15.00 16033 0I1 9E -OI .728E-03 
J O.OO 17.66 0129[-01 .720E-03 
45,00 16.48 N.O. N.D. 
ilEA SUHEO (DP/ OT )O ,KPA/HIN) • 10.37 
FITTE D ( OP / 1I 1 )0 ( KPA /MIN) 11.)0 
MEA~Uf<ED (P)£ Q (KPA) • 18.46 
F I TT ED (p)[Q (KPA) • 18.50 
TABLE I 4 
EXP[ RI MENTAL RUN NO. 109 
SPHAL ER ITE LE AC HI~G IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHEO 
TEMPERATURE ( K) 
I NIT IAL MASS ( KG ) 
STIHRER SPEED ( RPM ) 
INI TIAL H2S04 (KG-M OL/M) " 
SPEC.S UR FACE AriE A ( M2 /KG) s 
CDEXP (KG- MU L/M3 KPA) 
KOEX P (KPA M3/KG-"'OL) " 











































( t\P A/MIN) 
( KP A/MIN) 
(KPA) 
(KPA) 




























EXFERIMENTAl RUN NO. 110 
SPHA LE RITE L[ACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHA L. TYPE LEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
I NIT IAL MAS S ( KG ) 
STIHRER SPEED ( RPM ) 
I NITIAL H2S04 (KG - MOl /H3) 
SPEC.SURfACE AHEA (M2/KG) • 
COEXP (KG- MU L/ H) KP A) 
KOEXP (KPA "'3/KG-MOl) " 
KDCALC (KPA M]/KG-HOL) c 
TIHE 
(M I NS ) 
0.50 








MEA~U R E D 
F I TH O 
H~A~U R (D 
F\ TT [ 0 
PH2S ZN2+ 








22 . 8 1 
24 .71 
( DP/ UI)O 
( UP/ Dl )0 










.17 7( - 0 1 
( KP'A/ ", IN) 
(,PA/ MIN) 
( KPA) 

























;>4 . A6 
25.70 
KPA) 
TABLE I 7 
[Xp(~IM[N1AL HUN NO . li S 
SP~AL[RITE L[A~HING I N AUU[OUS ~2S04 
SP~ AL. TYP E LEA~HEO 
T[M~[ RA TUR[ (K) 
I NITIAL MASS (KG)· 
SIIKRER SPEED (~~ M )· 
I NITIAL H2~04 (KG-MOL/M) • 
~PEc .~ UHrAC E AHLA (H2/Ku) • 
COEXP ( KG - HUL / MJ KP A) • 
KOrXP ( KPA M3/KG-MOL) • 






3212 . a 
.67 0 IE-03 
.I B6 IE 04 
.1 654 E 04 
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rI TT ED 



























TABLE I 9 















EXPERiMENTAL ~UN NO' • 175 
SPHALERITE lEACHING IN AQUEDUS H2SD4 
SP~Al. TYPE lEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
I NITiAL MASS (KG) 
S71R RER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOl/M3) • 
SPEc .suR rAcE AKEA ( H2/KG) • 
COEXP (KG-MOl/H3 KPA) 
KOEXP ( KPA M3/KG-HOl) a 



































(KPA/ MIN ) 
(KPA) 
(KPA) 























EXPERI~ENTAL kUN NO. K 166 
SPHALERITE LEA CH I NG iN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAl. TYPE LEACHED 
TE MPERA TURE (K) 
INITIAL MASS ( KG ) 
STl kRER SPEED ( R~H ) 
INI1IAL H2S04 (~G-MUL/H3) • 
I NIT I AL 2N20 ( KG - MOL/M 3) 
SPEC,SURrACE AH[A ( M2 / KG) • 
COE XP (KG-MUL/M3 KP A) c 
KOEX P (KPA M3/KG - MO L) z 
KDCAlC (KP A M3/~G-MOl) z 
'T IM[ 

















( OP / UllO 
(DP/ OT )O 
( ~)[Q 
























TABLE I 8 
fxpERIM fN TAL HUN NO. • 172 
~PHALfRITE LlACHING IN AQUEOUS H2 S0 ~ 
~PHAl. TypE LEACHEO 
TEH~lHATURE CK) 
INITIAL HASS ( KG ) a 
~TIRkLR SPEED ( pPM ). 
INITIAL H?S04 (KG-MOL/H3) a 
~PEC . 5 U~ rAC[ AKlA ( M2 / ~G ) K 
COEXP (KG- MUL/M3 ~PA ) • 
KDEXP ( K~A M3 / KG - MO L) • 
KDCA l C (KPA M 3/K~-MOl) • 
Tifoll PH2S ZN2 0 
(HINS) (KPA) (KG-~UL /M3) 
1.00 3.75 N.D. 
2.00 6.43 .52 8E-02 
5.00 6.55 N.D. 
10.00 9.70 .72IE-02 
20.00 10.51 N.D. 
32.00 11.05 .791E-02 
HEA~U RED (DP/OT )0 IKPA/HIN) 
rlTTEo ( DP / OT )O ( K ~A/MIN) 
MEASURED (P)EQ (KPA) 
rlTTED (P)EQ (KPA) 








0\ 7t7( 04 
'1569E 04 
ZN20/PH2S 











EXPERIMENTAL HUN NO. • 165 
SPHALE RITE LE4CHING IN A aUEOUS H2SO4 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED 
TEMPE RATUR E (K) 
I NIT IAL MASS ( KG ) 
STIRR ER SPEED ( RPM) 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOL/H3) = 
INITIAL 2"12 + ( KG -M DL /M3)· 
SPEC.S URrA CE ArllA ( foI2/K G) 
CDEXP ( KG - MU L/ H3 KPA) 
KDEXP (K~A M3/KG-MOL) z 
KDCAlC ( KP A M3/KG-MOL) • 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
(HINS) (KPA) (KG-foIOL/H3) 
1.00 4.90 N.D. 
2.00 7.01 .153E-Ol 
7.00 10.37 .223E-Ol 
15.00 12.14 .233E-Ol 
30.00 13.64 N.D. 
40.00 13.96 .252E-Ol 
MEASU RE D (DP/ OllO ( K PA/MI~) 
f !TTED (DP/ DTlO ( ~P A/IIIN) 
MEASURED (P)E Q (KPA) 
rlTTE D (p)Ea (KPA) 
TABLE 112 












. K 13.96 
K 14010 
EXPE RIMENTA L RUN NO. '= 167 
SPHALERITE lEA CHING IN AYU EOUS M2S04 
SPHAl. TypE LEACHED 
TEMP ERATUR E ( K) 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 
STIHRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL H2S04 (~G-M DL / H 3) • 
INIT I AL lN2+ (KG -M OL /H3) 
SPEC.S URr AC[ ANEA ( M2 / KG ) 
CDEXP ( KG - MUL/M3 KPA) s 
KOEXP ( KPA M3/KG - MO L) 
KD CAlC ( KPA M3/KG-MOL) 
TIME PH2S ZN20 
(MhIS) ( KPA ) ( KG- MO L/M3) 
1.00 3036 N.D. 
2.30 4.110 .54 5E -Ol 
3.00 5.09 N.D. 
5.00 5.66 N.D . 
10 '5U 6.97 .590E-01 
20.00 7. 60 N.D. 
30 .00 6.~5 N.D. 
40.0U 6.6T .6 03E-Ol 
HEA!>U RED ( Op/U[ ) O (KPA / MIN ) 
rlTTl D ( UP/Ul )O ( ~~A/foIllj) 
I'U!>U REO (!')EU ( KPA ) 
rI TllU (~)[U (K~A) 

















EXPEHIME"TAL HU~ NO . 19 5 
~PHALERITE LEA~HING IN AQUEOUS H2)04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED 
T£Mf'EflATURE (Ill · · 
VMwAH{'H2S at t =O) 
3t 8 . 00 
INJlIAL MASS (KG) 
STIHflER SPEED ( RPM ) 
INITIAL H2)04 (KG-M UL /H3) • 
I NIlIAL PH2S ( KPA). 
SPEC.SURfACE AHEA (M2/KG) • 
CDEXP ( KG - MUL /M) KPA) • 
KUrXP (KPA M)/KG-MOL) • 
KDcALe (KPA M)/KG-MOL) • 
TIME PH2S Zta+ 
(HINS) (KPA) · (KC.-MOL/113) 
0.00 7.67 N.D. 
0.50 10.37 N.ll. 
1.00 11.93 ,)69(-02 
2'00 13 '1 9 N.D. 
5.00 14.68 .556E-02 
10.00 16013 N.D. 
22.00 17.09 .685E-02 
30.00 17.09 N.D. 
MEASURED (DP/DTJO (KPA/MIN) 
fIT T ED (DP/DT)D (KPA/ MIN) 
MEA5URED (p)EtI (KPA) 
fI TTED (P)EQ (KPA) 
Measured [H,Si = S.O -1(l'kg-mol/m' 













EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO' 194 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2SO4 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K)· 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 
SllRRER SPEED (RPM) 
I h lTIAL H2S04 (KG-MOL/ H3) • 
INITIAL PH2S (KPA) 
SPEC.SURfACE A~EA (H2/KG) = 
CDEXP (KG- MU L/H) KPA) = 
KDEXP (KPA H) /KG-MOL) • 
KDCALC (KPA M)/KG-MOL) • 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
(MINS) ( KPAJ (KG-MOL/M3) 
0.00 22.01 N.D. 
0.50 29.53 N.D. 
1.00 34.55 0I08E-01 
2.00 36.34 N.D. 
5.00 42.65 N,D. 
9.00 44.94 0I56E-01 
20.00 46.71 0I74E-Ol' 
MEASURED (DP/ DT Io (KPA/MIN) 
flTTE O ( OP/DT)O (KPA/MIN) 
MEAS UR ED (P)EO (KPA) 















Note:Measured (H.S ).= 20.0 w10-l kg-rrol /m' 
TABlE I 17 
EXpE RI MENTAL ~UN NO' 167 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQuE OUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TypE LEACHED 
TEMPE RATURE (K) 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 
STl kRER SPEED ( RPM ) 
INITIAL H2S04 (~G-MOL/H3) • 
SPEC.SURfACE AkEA (M2/ KG) = 
COEXP (KG-MUL/M3 KPA) 
KDE~~ ( KPA M) / KG - MOLI • 





















f I IT EO 
MEHURED 
r IT TEO 









( Op/U ll O 
( DP/uT)n 
(t')EQ 



























20 . 40 
KPA) 
Note 
TABLE I 14 
E'PlHIH [ ~TAL k U ~ NU . 193 
SPHALERITE LEACHING I N AQUE UUS H2 S0 4 
SPHAL . TYPE LEACHfD 
11 >1prkAlURE ( 0 
l u lTIAL MASS (, ~ ) 
SlIKK(f! 5PEED ( HPH) 
I "ITIAL H2S04 (~G-HDL/M3) • 
I NITIAL PH2S (~PA) 
5P(~ . 5UPfACE A ~ EA ( M2 /KG) • 
CDfXP (Ku- MUL /M ) ~P AI • 
KUEXP (KPA M)/KG-MDL) • 
KDCALC (KPA H] / KG - MOL I c 
TIME PH2S Z1I2+ 
(MI NS) (KPA) (KG- MU L/M3) 
0.00 16.90 N.D. 
0.50 21013 N.D. 
1.00 24.76 .790E-02 
5.00 29010 !l.D. 
11'00 30.92 .109E-Ol 
lO.OU 31.73 N.D. 
30.00 32.07 0I16E-01 
MEASURED (DP/OT)O (KPA/MIN) 
fITTE D (DP/ DT IO ( KP A/MIN) 
MEAS URED (P)EQ (KPA) 
fITTE D (p)Ea (KPA) 
Measured [Hp 10 =11.gw1(J1 k9-mol 1m3 














• 33. 40 
EXPERIMENTAL HUN NO' • 168 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED 
TE MPERA TURE (K) 
I NIT IAL MASS (KG) 
STIRRER SPEED (RPMl 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-H OL /M3) • 
SPEC .S URfACE A"EA (Ml/KG) c 
COEXP (KG-MUL/H3 KPAI = 
KDEXP ( KPA H3/KG-HOL) • 











MO SU RED 
f ITHO 
PH2S ZN2+ 


















( KP A/MIN) 
(KPAI 
(KPA) 























ExpERIMENTAL HUN NO. 102 
SPHAL~RITE LEA CHING IN AOUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TypE LEACHED • 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
I NiTIAL MASS ( KG ) 
STI~RER 5PE(O ( RP M) 
INIlIAL H2S04 ( KG - MO L/M3) a 
SPEC .S URfAC E AH[ A ( H2/KG ) • 
COEXP (KG- MOL/H) KPA I c 
~DEXP ( KPA M3/~G -MO LI • 
KDCAlC (KPA M3/KG-HOl) • 
Ti ME PH2S ZN2 ' 
(MINS) (KPA) ( KG-~0L/M3) 
1010 12.59 N.O. 
1.34 14·16 N.D. 
1.75 16 .47 0I2 9E -01 
2'86 16 '6 6 N. D. 
4.10 20.46 N.O. 
5.00 21.00 .161E-01 
10.00 21 .71 0I6 6E -01 
15 . 00 21.09 N.D. 
25 .00 19.46 N. D. 
35.00 16.41 .21 2E-01 
Q5.00 17.79 N.U. 
MLA 5U ~ [O (DP/ Dl)O ( ~ PA/"IN) 
r I T1 EO ( OP/ Ul 10 ' (~~A/MIN) 
I< EASUH ( D ( P)[ U (KPA) 


























20 .7 0 
A 
TABLE I 19 
(XPlkIM[~TAl ~U N NO. • 137 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQu(OUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYP( L(A~H(O VMzeH 
TfMI'[RHUR( (K) 318.00 
INITIAL MA5S (KG) • 0.0?00 
STPIR[R 51'[(0 (RPM) 1000.0 
INIlIAl H2SO4 (KG-HOLlM~ ) · 1.0000 SpH. SURf ACE ArlLA (M2/KG) · 2706.0 Cuop (KG-MUl/M3 IIPA) • .7700(-0) 
KOEXP (IIPA M3/KG-HOl) • .1569E 04 
KOCALC (KPA f'3/KG-MOl) • tl654( 04 
T I loll PH2S ZN2+ ZN2+/PH25 
(HIN.) (KPA) (KG-MOL/H3 ) (KG-H oL/M3 IIPA) 
1.20 12.49 N.O. N.D. 
1.85 15.62 N.D. N.O. 
2.90 18.74 N.D. N.D. 
3.20 20·15 0155(-01 .771(-03 
M[ASURED (OP/DT)O (KPA/HIN) • 12.34 rITTEO (OP/01)0 (KPA/MIN) " 17010 MEASUR(D (P)EQ (KPA) 25.77 
fITTED (P)EQ (KPA) 31.90 
TABLE 121 
ExpERIMENTAL RUN NO. 106 
SPHALERITE lEACHING IN AQuEouS M2S04 
SPHAl. TYPE lEACHED 
TEHPERATURE (K). 
IN;TIAl MASS (KG) 
STIRRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOL/~3) & 
SP(C.SuRfACE AREA (M2/KG) & 
COEXP (KG-HUl/M3 KPA) & 
KDEXP (KPA H3/KG-MOL) = 




























































ExpERIMENTAL RUN NO. 174 
SPHALERITE lEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TypE LEACHED 
TEHPERATURE (K) 
INITIAL HASS (KG) 
STIRRER SPEED (R~M) 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-HOl/H3) • 
SPEC.SURfACE A~EA (H2/KG) • 
CDExP (Ku- HOl/H3 KPA) • 
KDfXP (KPA H3/KG-HOl) 
































































TARLE I 20 
(XPEHIH [ NTAL HUN NU. • 139 
.PH~LrNlr( L(ALHING IN AuurouS H2S04 
SPfiAL. TYPE LEACHED VMzeR 
TD\I'(IIATUR( (II ) 2911.00 
INITIAL MASS (Ku) 0.0200 
STIkR EH SPE(O (PI'M) • 1000.0 
INlllAl H2SO4 (KG-M OL/H3) · 1.0000 .~(c.SU R rAC( A~lA (H2IKG).· 27011·0 
CO[XP (KG-MUL/ld II PA) · .1057£-02 IIO(XP (KPA H3/KG-HOL) · .1092[ 04 KDCALC (KPA Hl/KG-HOl) • '1225[ 04 
TI ME PH2s ZN2+ ZN2+/PH2S 
011 !'IS) (IIPA) (KG-H Ol/Ml) (KG-'~OL/Ml KPA) 
1·30 4.72 N.O. N.D. 
2.)0 6.29 N.D. N.D. 
2·40 6.67 .750(-02 0I09E-02 
3.20 7.67 tj.O. N.D. 
4.70 9.44 N.D. N.D. 
7.30 11.01 N.D. N.D. 
11.45 12.59 N.D. N.D. 
19.50 14016 N.D. N.D. 
30.00 15.30 N.D. N.D. 
39.60 15.111 0167(-01 .106E-02 
MEASURED (OP/OllO (KPA/MIN) • 4.41 r I TT Eu (DP/D1)0 (KPA/MIN) 4.61 
MEA5UREO (P)(Q (KPA) • 15.42 
tinED (P)EQ (KPA) 16.60 
TABLE 122 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. ~ 170 
SPHALERITE lEACHING IN AQuEou5 H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
INITIAL HASS (KG) 
STIRRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOl/H3) = 
SPEC.SU RFACE AkEA (H2/KG) = 
CDEXP (KG-HUl/H3 IIPAl 
KOEXP (KPA H3/KG-MOl) 
KoeAlC (KPA M3/KG-HOL) D 
TIME PH2S 2N2+ 
(HINS) (KPA) (KG-MOl/H3) 
1.00 3.64 N.D. 
2.00 6.34 .463E-02 
5.00 9.03 N.D. 
15.00 11.43 .780E-02 
35.00 12.93 .857[-02 
39.00 13.15 N.D. 
MEASURED (OP/Dllo (KPA/HIN) 
fI TT ED (OP/OT)O (KPA/MIN) 
MEASURED (P)EQ (KPA) 





















• 13 .• 60 
. TABLE I 24 
EXPERIMENTAL KUN NO. 204 
SPH ALERITE LEACrtlNG IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAl. TYPE LEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 
STIR RER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOL/H3) 
INITIAL ZN2+ (KG-HOl/H3) = 
SPEC.SU RFACE AriEA (H2/KG) • 
COEXP (KG- HUl/M3 KPA) • 
KoEXP (KPA M3/KG- HOll • 










MU~ Utl ( 11 
fiT TED 
MLA !>U REO 










(D P/ UTl O 
( DP / Il I) o 









( KP A/ HIN) 
' ( KP A/ t< INl 
(KP.) 



















£ xP[ HI M[N TAL HUN NO. 197 
SPHALE HIT[ LLACHI NG IN AlI UEU US H?SD4 
~PHAL. TypE LEACHED • 
T[~P ( RATU k E (~) 
INlllAl ~A~S (Kt.) 
~Tlk~ER SPEED (RP H) 
INlllAL H25U4 (K G-HOL/MJ) • 
INIlIAL PH25 (KPA) 
~PE~'~UHfACE AkLA (HZ/KG) • 
CDrXp (KG- Hli L/H) KPA) 
KDEXP (K PA H)/Ku-HOL) • 
KUCALC (KPA H3/KG-HOL) • 
Not~ · Mf(lsur~ d !H,SI. = 10. 95 .10-> kg-mol 1m3 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
(HINS) (KPA) (KG-MOL/H3) 
0.00 12.61 N.D. 
0.50 11.13 N.D. 
1.00 19.59 N.O. 
2.00 22.41 .146E-02 
5.00 26.12 N.D. 
10.00 26.52 .116E-Ol 
20.0U 29.42 N.D. 













TABLE I 27 















EXpERI~ENTAL HUN NO. 132 
SPHALERITE lEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEA'CHED VHPR 
TEMPERATURE (K) 318.00 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 0.0100 
ST!kRER SPEED (Rt'H) . · 1000.0 INITIAL H2SO4 (KG-HDLlH3 I · 1.0000 SPEC.SURfACE AHEA (MUKG) · 2630.0 COEXP (KG- HUL/H3 KPA) = .1660E-03 
KOEXP (KPA H3/KG-HOll · .1531E 04 KIiCALC (KPA M3/KG-MDLl · .1654E Oll 
TI ME PH2S ZN2+ ZN2+/PH2S 
(HINS) (KPA) (KG-HOL/H3) (KG-HOL/H3 KPA) 
2.00 6.25 N.D. N.D. 
2.50 1.34 .106E-Ol .1·44E-02 
4.20 9.31 N.D. N.D. 
5.80 10.93 N.O. N.D. 
6.40 12.49 N.D. N.D. 
10.10 13.43 .106E-Ol .166E-03 
12.5U 14.06 N.O. N.O. 
Itl.60 15.62 N.D. N.D. 
30.00 11.33 N.D. N.D. 
60.00 19.62 N.D. N.D. 
90.00 20.61 N.O. N.D. 
1 20.00 22.02 N.D. N.D. 
I b O.OO 25.24 N.D. N.D. 
MEASURED ( OP/DTlD (KPA/HIN) • 3.15 
fITTED (OP/OT)O (KPA/HIN) 39.10 
MEASURED (P)EQ (KPAI 11.16 
fITTED (P)EQ (KPA) 21.90 
TABLE I 29 
ExPERIHENTAl RUN NO. 136 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (Kl 
I NITIAL MASS (KG) 
STIH RER SPEED (RPMI 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-H OL/M3) • 
SPEC.SURfACE AKLA ( H2/KG) • 
COEXP (KG-MUL/H3 KPA) • 
KDEXP (KPA H3/KG-HOL) • 











f I 11 ED 
I" U !>U REO 










( OP/ UII Q 
( DP / OI) n 
(p) Ea 







0132 :' -0 I 
( KPA/" I N) 
( KP A/ ~ I N ) 
( KPA ) 


















~148 E -02 
1. 6 6 
1. 89 
11. 5 9 
9 . 06 
KPA) 
TABLE I 26 
[x pl RI HrN TAL ~UN NO. 169 
~ PH AL l~ ITE LE~ ' HING IN AUUfOUS H2S04 
SP HAL. TYPE LEACHED • 
Tf HP ERA TU HE (K) 
I NITIAL MASS (YG) 
5TlkkL R SPE EU ( RP M) 
INITIAL Hl s n4 (KG-H UL/H) • 
~ P E c . SuHr A c r AkEA ( H2 /KGl • 
CDEX P (K G- MliL/H) KPA) • 
KOEXP (KP. M3/ Ku- HUL) • 








01 132r 04 
.1654E 04 
T I ME: PH2s IZn2'1 I Fe II r ZN2+/PH2S 
(HI N!» (KPA) .1 03Ik~-rroI /m~ (KG-HUL/M3 KPA) 
2.00 1.13 2 .42 ·0.535 0140E-02 
5.00 3.64 ND NO N,O. 
lU.OO 6.24 5 .09 0,726 .615E-0) 
£0.00 Y.21 N.D. ND N.D. 
30.00 11.23 8 ,11 1 .224 .122E-03 
61.00 14.40 9.99 1 .644 .6'14E-03 
90.0U 16.06 11.50 N D. .112E-03 
MEASURED (UP/OlIO (KPA/MIN) • 0.66 
nnE O (OP/ OTIO (KPA/HIN) 0.94 
HEASURED (P)ElI (KPA) • 16.08 
fITTED (P)EQ (KPA) • 19.10 
TABLE 128 
EXPERIME NTAL kUN NO. 133 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2SO4 
SPHAL. TypE LEACHED 
TEMPERATURE ( K). 
I NITIAL MASS (KG) 
STI RRER SPEED (RPH). 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-HUL/M3) • 
SPEC.SU RFACE AkEA (H2/KG) • 
CDEXP (KG-HUL/"') KPA) C 
KDEXP (KPA H)/KG-HOll • 
KDCAlC (KPA H3/KG-HOL) • 
TIME PH2s ZN2+ 
(MIN~1 (KPA) (KG-MOL/M) 
1.25 6012 .600[-02 
1.60 9031 N.D. 
2.23 10.93 N.D. 
3.30 12.49 N.D. 
4.5U 14.06 N.D. 
6.45 15.62 N.D. 
10.Ou 11.16 N.D. 
21.00 20.30 .163E-Ol 
MEASURED (DP/DTlO (KPA/MIN) 
fillED ( DP/ DTlO (KPA/ MIN) 
MEASURED (PIE Q (KPA) 

























EXPERI MENTAL HUN NO. 135 
SP HALE RITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED 
TEM PERATURE (K) 
I NITIAL MASS ( KG) 
STIH RER SPEED ( RPH) 
INITIAL H2 S04 (KG-MOL/M31 • 
SPEC.S UR FACE AkEA (H 2/ KGI 
CD[ XP ( KG- HO L/H3 KPAI 
KD EXP ( KPA H3/ KG- HOl) • 











M [A~ lJ~ED 
rI TT [0 
H [ A ~uH r O 
f1TlE O 
PH2S ZN2+ 





24. 9 9 
26 .11 
31' 2 3 
311 6 6 
( Dp / UT)O 
(I)p / Ul ) 0 
( P )~ U 









( KP A/ MI N) 
( ~PA / M I N ) 
( KP A) 






















3T . 6 0 
37 . I 7 
33 . 7 0 
TABLE I 31 
[xPLHIM[NT~L HUN ~O ' 134 
~PHAl[ R ITE ltALHI~G IN AUU[OU~ H2~04 
~PHAl. TYPE l[ACH[O • 
l[Mt'[RATUR( ( K). 
I NITIAL MASS ( KG ) ' · 
STIHR(R SP[EO ( RPM)· 
I NITIAL H7504 l KG -M Ol/H3) • 
5P[C.SURFACE ArtLA (H 2 /KG) • 
CUEXP (KG-HUl/H) KPA) • 
KUfXP ( Kt'A H3 / KG -M Ol) • 











TIME PH2S ZN2+ ZN2 +/P H2 S 
(MHlS) (KPA) (KG-M UL/M3) (KG-MUL/H) KI'A ) 
0.80 6.25 N.D. N.D. 
1.20 7.81 .800 E-02 0102[-02 
1.70 9.37 N.D. N.D. 
2.40 10.93 N.U. N.D •. 
3.55 12.49 N.D. N.D. 
5.20 14.06 N.D. N.O. 
7.45 15.62 N.D. N.D. 
15.00 18.5H N.D. N.D. 
. 22.00 20015 01112[-01 .903[-03 
MEASURED (Op/OT)O (KPA/MIN) • 13.18 
F ITHO (OP/OTlO (KPA/MIN) 
,. 10.50 
HEASU RED (P)EU (KPA) ,. 20.61 
rITTED (P)EQ (KPA) 20.20 
TABLE I 33 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 173 
SPHALERITE lEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAl. TYPE LEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 
S 11 RRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOL/M3) • 
SPE~.SuRFACE Ak E4 ( M2/KG) ,. 
CDEXP (KG- HO l/M3 KPA) • 
KDEXP (KPA M 3/ KG - ~O L) ,. 










TIME PH2S IZn2+] IFel ZN2+/PH2S 











































EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 196 
SPHALERITE LEACHI NG IN AOuEous H2S04 
SPHAl. TYPE lEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
INITIAL MASS ( KG ) 
STI~~ER SPEED (Rt'M) 
I NI1IAl H2S04 lKG-M Ol/H3) ,. 
INITIAL PH2S (KPA) 
SPEC.SURFACE A ~E A ( M2 /KG) • 
CDEXP (KG- HO l/H) KPA ) 2 
KOEXP (KPA M3/KG-MOl) • 
KD CAlC ( KPA M3/~G - MO l) • 
Not. Measur. d IH2Sb= 17.77.10" kg-rrol/m3 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
(t-IINS) (~PA) ( KG -HOl/H3) 
0.0 0 11.91 N.D. 
0.50 12.96 N.D. 
1.00 13.68 N.D. 
2.00 14.98 .36It-02 
5.00 17.48 N.D. 
10.60 20 .17 .737E-02 
20.00 22.85 N.D. 
30.00 24.78 N.D. 
40.00 25.93 N.D. 
46.00 26.31 .114 ~ -OI 
H(ASUREO 








( K ~A/HIN) 
(KPII) 
( KP II) 











.. 1.35 N. D. 14 . 40 
N. U. 
SPHAL. TypE lEACHED 
l[MPERATUIl[ ( K) 
I NITIAL MASS (r G) 
STIHRER SPEED ( P~M ) 
I NIT IAL H2S04 (KG-MOl/M) • 
SP[C.SU~rAC[ Arl lA (M 2 / KG ) • 
CU[XP ( KG- HUl/M3 KPA) • 
KOE XP (K PA M3/Ku-MOl) • 











PH2S ZN? + 

























• 130YE 04 
.156YE 04 
ZN2+/PH2S 










ExpERI HfN TAl HuN NO. 203 
SPHALERITE lEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAl. TYPE lEACHED VMPR{+ZNS04 at t= a I 
TEMPE RATURE (K) 316.00 
INITIAL 11ASS (KG) 0.0100 
STI RR ER SPEED ( RP M) 1000.0 
I NITIAL H2S04 (KG-M Ol/H3) 1.0000 
I NI TIAL ZN2+ (KG-MOl/M) = 0.0142 
SPEC.SURFACE AHl A (M2/KG)" 2630'0 
COE XP (K G- MU l/H3 KPA)' .0 
KO EXP ( KPA H3/ KG- MO l) • -.7528E 04 
KDCAlC ( KPA H3/KG-MOL). .1654E 04 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
(MINS) (KPA) (KG-MOL/H3) 
1.00 0·65 N.D. 
2.00 1.23 N.D. 
3.00 1.83 N.D • 
4.80 2.48 0I76E-01 
10.00 4030 N.D. 
15.50 5.84 .19IE-Ol 
20.00 6.72 N.D. 
30 .00 8.72 .209E-01 
40.00 10010 N.D. 
50.00 11.52 N,D. 
60'00 12.18 .222E-Ol 
64.00 12.52 N.D. 
HE ASU REIl ( DP/OTlO (KPA/MIN) 0.65 
F !THO (OP/ Dr )O ( KP A/MIN) 0.64 
MEASURED (P)E Q (KPA) 6.32 
FITTED (p)Ea (KPA) 16.80 
TABLE 136 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 199 
SPHAL ERITE lEA CH ING IN AQU EOU S H2S04 
SPHAl. TYPE lE AC HED 
TE MP ERATU RE ( K) 
INITIAL MASS ( KG ) 
SllHnER SPEED ( RPH) 
I NITIAL H2S04 lKG-MOl/H3) • 
SPEC .S URF ACE A ~ lA ( M2/KG ) 2 
CDEXP (KG- HUl/ M3 KPA) ,. 
KDEXP (KPA H3/ KG - MO l) 
KOCAlC ( KPA M3/KG - MO l) • 
TI ME 









f I TlE O 
HE4!> U~ ( O 
F ITl [D 
PH2S 7N2 + 
( KPA ) (KG- MOl/ H3 ) 
5.40 
11. 00 
I H.7 2 
22 . 56 
2 11. 21 
25 .4 8 
25 .90 
( DP/ Ul )0 
( UP/ OI )O 
(1"')[ 11 




.16 4( -01 
.17 2£ - 0 1 
N. U. 
.17 9[ -01 
(KPA/MIN) 
(KPA/MIN) 

























lXPENIHENTAl HUN NO . 141 
bPHAL [ ~IT[ L[ALHING IN A~U[OUS H2S04 
SPHAl. TYPL lEACHED • 
T[MP(RATUk( (K) 
INITIAL MASS (K~) 
SllHRER SPEED (RPM). 
INITIAL H2~Q4 (~G - MUL/H) • 
SPEt . SURFACE AHLA (M?/KG) • 
COEXP (K~- M UL/H3 KPA) • 
KDEXP (KPA H3/KG-MOL) • 
KnCAle (KPA H3 /K G - ~Ol) • 
ROM 
J18.00 








TIME PM2S ZN2+ ZN2+/PH25 
(tIlN!> ) ( KPA ) (KG-HUL/H3) (KG-HULII~) KPA) 
1.00 15.05 N.D. N.D. 
2.00 23.74 t~. D. N.D. 
3015 27.01 .217[-01 • 804(-03 
4.00 27.95 N.D. N.D. 
5.00 28.36 N.D. N.D. 
10.00 28.49 N.D. N.D. 
16.20 28.77 .228E-Ol .792(-03 
20'00 28.77 N.D. N.D. 
MEASURED (OP/DT)O (KPA/MIN) 15015 
fITTED (DP/ OT)O (KPA/MIN) N.D. 
MEASURED (P)EO (KPA) 28.89 
fITTED (P)EQ (KPA) • N.D. 
TABLE I 39 
ExPERIMENTAL kYN NO. 142 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED • 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
! NITIAL MASS (KG) 
STlk RER SPEED (RPM). 
INIlIAL H2S04 (KG-MULltO) • 
~pEC.SURfAeE AHEA (H2/KG) • 
eDEXP (KG- ~O l/H3 KPA) 
KOEXP (KPA H3/KG -MOl) • 
KDeAlC (KPA H3 /KG-HOl) • 
TI",E. PH 2 S ZN2+ 
(HINS) (KPA) (KG-HOLlt13) 
0.85 , 26.11 N.D. 
1010 31·23 N.D. 
1.44 34.36 N.D. 
2.00 37.65 .205E-OI 
2.65 39.04 N.D. 
4.00 40.23 N.D, 
5.60 40.91 .245E-OI 
10.00 41·22 N.D. 
HEASURED (DP/DT)O (KPA/MIN) 
fITTED (OP/OT )0 (KPA/HIN) 
MEASURED (P)EQ (KPA) 

























EXPERIMENTAL HUN NO. 201 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TypE LEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
INITIAL HASS (KG) 
STIRRER SpEED (RP~) 
INITIAL H2S04 (~G-MOl/M3) • 
SPEC,SU RfACE A ~ [A (H2/KG) E 
CDEXP (K G- MUl/H3 KPA) • 
KDEXP (KPA H3/KG - MOl) • 
































































EXpERIMENTAL ~UN NO. 140 
SPHALf RIT( lEACHING IN A~ U rUUS H2Sri4 
SPHAl. TYPE LEACHED 
T[M~E R ATU~( (K) 
INITIAL MAbS (KG) 
STlk ~ [R SPEED (RPM) 
INITI_l H2bD4 (KG-H ll l/Mj) • 
SPEC.SURfACE AHLA ( ~2/KG) • 
LDEXP (K~-HOl/H3 KPA) • 
KDEXP (KPA H3/KG-HDL) • 
KDeAlC (KPA H3/KC-HOL) s 
ROH 
296. 0 0 
0.01 0 0 
1000. () 
1. 0011 
7? C!O · e 
.1 031 r -02 
• II ? 4l 04 
.122 '( 04 


















































EXPERIMENTAL HUN NO. 200 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE lEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
I~ITIAl MASS (KG) 
STIRRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-HOl/H3) s 
SPEC.SURfACE Ah EA (H2/KG) z 
CDEXP (KG-NUL/M3 KPA) 
, KDEXP (KPA H3/KG-MOll z 
KOCAlC (KPA H3/KG-HOl) • 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
BOH 










(HINS) (KPA) (KG-MOl/H) (KG-MOUM3 KPA) 
1.00 2.69 N,D. N.D. 
2.00 5.57 .~56E-02 .819E-03 
5.00 6035 N.D. N.D. 
10.00 9.69 .639E-02 .848E-03 
15.00 10 012 N,D. N.D. 
20.00 10.27 .868E-02 .665[-03 
MEASURED 











' N .0. 
(KPA) • 
(P )EQ (KPA) a 
TABLE I 42 
[XPERI ~ ENTAl riUN NO. 202 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
S,P'tiAL . TYPE LEACHED BD~+ZNS04 at t =01 
TEMPERATURE (K) 316.00 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 0.0040 
STlkRER SPEED (RPM) 1000.0 
INITIAL H2SO4 (KG-MOL/H3) = 1.0000 
SPEC.S UR FACE AK[A (~I2IKG) : 7200.0 
KDCAlC 2 (KPA H3/KG-MOL) .1654E 04 
Init ial Zn· Ikg-mol /m 31 • 142 7E -01 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ ZN2+/PH2S 
(HINS) (J(PA) (KG- MOL/H3) (KG-M OLlH3 KPA) · 
1.00 2.98 N,D. N.D. 
2.00 5.86 0191E-OI 0326E-02 
3.00 6035 N,D, N.D. 
5.00 11.52 N.D. N.D. 
10.00 15017 .22 9E -OI 0151(-02 
lO.OO 16.96 N.D • N.D. 
30.00 17.86 .2 4 )E-01 0136E-02 
36.00 1/l.25 N.D . N.D. 
40.00 1·73 . N. D. N.D. 
45.00 2011 N, D, N.D. 
53.00 2·21 .243E 02 .IIOE 02 
HEA~U R (D ([)P/ OT)O (Kf'A/MI N) 5.89 
F I T1 LIJ ( UP/ I) I) 0 ' ( KPA/ MI N) N.D. 
MEA ~UH [D (P)(U (J(P A) 1~.25 




ExPlR I HENTAL ~UN NO . 19 b 
SPH ALER ITE LEACHING IN A ~UrOU~ H2S04 
SPHAL. TY PE tEA~liEU tlOHI'112S a t t =01 
TEH~[kATUHE (K) • 3Ib.OO 
I NIl IAL MASS (K G) 0 .0040 
~TIH RER SPEED ( RPH) • 1000.0 
I NillAL 112504 (KG-M OL/H3) • 1.0000 
I NITIAL PI12S ( KPA ) 116.60 
St'[C .S UH 'ACE AlllA (flU Ku) • '200.0 
KDCAL C ( KPA Ml / KG -fOL ). .1654E 04 
Measu r ~d 1Ht>b = ,1 0.85 .10- kg-rnol/m 3 
TIHE PH2S ZN2+ ZN 2+/PH2S 


















































EXpERIMENTAL RUN NO. 154 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED BDH 
TE ",P ERATURE (K) 296.00 
I NITIAL MASS (KG) 0.0040 
S TI !;R ER SPEED (RPM) a 1000.0 
I NITIAL H2S O4 (KG-MOl/H3) . 1.0400 
SPEC.SURfACE AHEA ( MU KG) a 7200.0 
CDEXP (KG- MU L/M3 KP A) 01165E-02 
KDExP ( KPA H3/KG- HO l) = .9770E 03 
KDCAlC (KPA H3/KG-MOL) = .1232E 04 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ ZN2+/PH2S 
(HINSl (KPA) ( KG-MOLlH3) ( KG-MOL/ M3 KPA) 
2.00 3.30 N.D. N.D. 
4.00 6.40 N.D. N.D. 
6.00 9.09 N.D. N.D. 
6.00 11013 N.D. N.D. 
10.00 12.53 N.D. N.D. 
15.00 14.70 N.D. N.D. 
30.00 16030 N.D. N.O_ 
40.00 16.40 N.D. N.D. 
60.00 16.64 .189E-Ol 0112[-02 
H£ASUREO (OP/OT )0 (KPA/MI Nl 1.64 
FITTE D (OP/ OT lO .( KPA/ M IN) N.D. 
MEASU RE D (P)E Q (KPA) 16.78 
fITTED (P)EQ ( KPA ') N.D. 
TABLE I 44 
ExpERIHE" TAL HUN NO . • 153 
SPHALERITE LEA~HINu IN AOuEOU S H2~04 
S~HAL. TYPE LEACHED 
TEH~ER~TUkE ' ( Kl 
INITIAL HASS ( ~G ) 
STIKkfR SPEED ( k~H l 
INITIAL H2SU4 ( KG -M UL / H) • 
SPEC.SURFACE Ak[A ( H2 / KG l • 
CO[KP (KG-MUL/H3 KP A) • 
KOExP ( KPA M3/ KG -MUl) • 










TIME PH2S 21.2 + ZN2./PH2S 
(M iNS) (KPA) (Ku- MOl/H3) (KG-HOL/H3 KPA) 
2.00 2.61 N,U, N.D • 
4.00 5.42 N.ll. N.D. 
6.00 7.62 N.D. N.D. 
11-000 9.33 N.D. N.D • 
10'00 10·75 N.D. N.D. 
15.00 12.84 N.D. N.D. 
30.00 1·4' 63 N.D. N.D. 
40.00 15.05 N.D. N.D. 
60.00 15.02 0194E'-0 I 0129£-0'2 
MEA~URED 
flTHO 
HEA SUR ED 
fITTED 
(OP/ OTlO 




( KP A/MIN) 
(KPA) 
(KPA) 








EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 155 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQuEOUS H2S04 
SPHAl. TypE LEACHED 
TEMPERATURE ( Kl 
I NITIAL MASS (KG) 
STI RRER SPEED (R PM l 
INITIAL H2 S04 (KG-M Dl/ H3) , . 
SP EC , SURFAC E AKEA (H2/ KG ) = 
COE XP (KG- MUL/M3 'P Al 
KDEXP (KPA H3/KG-HDL) = 

























(KPA) (KG-H Ul /H3) 










( OP/ OT l O 
(P)E Q 
(P)EQ 
( KP A/MIN) 
(K PA /MINl 


















TABLE I 47 
EX~EHIM(NTAl HUN NO . 156 
~PHAL[HIJE L[ALHING I N AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAl . TYP E lEACHED • 
l[ MPU( AT U~E (K ) 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 
STIHRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL H2SU4 (KG-MOl/H) • 
SPEC . SUR fA CE AHl A (M2/ KG ) • 
COEXP (K G- MU L/ H) ~PAI • 
KOEXP (KPA M) / KG - HOll • 
KDCAlC (KPA M)/KG-MUl) • 
BOH 
29b . 00 




'116 5( - 02 
• 9770E 03 
'123 2E 04 
TIllE PH2S ZN2 + Z~2./PH2S 
(MINS) (KPA) (KG- MUl/I'Il ) ( KG - HUl/H) KPA) 
2.00 ).05 N.D. N. D. 
4.0U 6.04 N.D. N.D. 
6.00 6.62 N.D. N.D. 
b.OO 10.61 N.D. N.O. 
10.0U 12.0) N.D. N,D . 
15.00 14.23 N.D. N.D. 
30.00 15.61 N.O. N.O. 
40.00 16·13 N.D. N.D. 
55.00 16.29 .166E-Ol .115[-02 
MEASU RE O ( OP/OTIO (KPA/I'IIN) 1.55 
fITTE O ( OP/OT )0 (KPA/MIN) - . N. D • 
HEASUREO (P)EQ (KpA) 16.46 
rJ TTED (p)EO (KpA) N.O. 
TABLE I 49 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. • 156 
SPHALERITE lEACHING IN AQu EOUS H2S04 
SpHAL. TYPE lEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
INITIAL HASS (KG) 
STIK RER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL H2S04 ( KG -MOL/M) 
- SP EC .S UR fACE AkE A (M2/KG) • 
CDEXP ( KG - MOl /M) Kp A) : 
~DEXP ( KP A M)/KG-MOL) • 




















f I nE D 
MEASUREO 
f ITHD 



















( KpA /MIN) 
( KP A/ MIN ) 
(KpA) 
(KpA) 
TABtE I 51 













EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. • 160 
SPHAL ER ITE lEACHING I N AQUE OUS H2S04 
SPHAl. TypE lEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 
STI HRER SpEE O ( RPM ) 
I NITIAL H2S04 ( ~G -M O L/ M)1 c 
SpE C. SUR fACE AkEA ( M2 / KG l = 
COEXP ( KG - MU l/H) KPA) 
KDEXp ( KPA M3/KG-MOll • 












f lTI EO 
MEAl>UHEO 
f l TH o 
PH2S ZN2+ 
( KP A) ( KG - HO Ll H) 




1 q 03) N.O. 
15.64 N.D. 
160\ 0 N.U. 
16.16 .19 )E - 0 1 
(UP / OI I O 
( UP /UUO 
( P) Ei) 
(P)(1j 
(KPA/ HINI 










.977 0E 0) 

















lrplH I MENTAl kUN NU . • 157 
SPHALEHITE LEALHING I N AUUEOUS H2S04 
~~HAl . TYPE lE ACHED • 
TEHPERATURE ( K). 
IrdTUl HASS (K(.,) 
ST l kHER SPEED ( HPM ). 
INITIAL H2S04 (~ ~ -H U L/M3) • 
SPEL . SURFACE Akl A' (H2/KG) • 
CUEXP ( KG - MUl/Ml KPA ) • 
KOEXP _ (KpA M)/KG-HOl) • 









'12 72E 04 
TIME PH2S ZN2 + - 2N2+/PH2S 
(H!fjl» ( KPA ) ( KG - MU l/M) ( KG-Mlll/") KPA) 
2.00 ).00 N.U. N.D. 
4'00 6·01 N.O. N.O. 
6.00 8.44 N.D. N.D. 
6.00 10.51 N.U. N.D. 
10·00 11·82 N.O. N.D. 
15.00 13.9) N.O. N.D. 
Jo.OO 15.66 N,D. N.D. 
40.00 16.04 N.D. N.O. 
60.00 16.29 .190E-Ol .116(-02 
MEASURED (OP/UT)O (KPA/MIN) • 1.,,9 
flTTE O (OPI DTlO (KpA/'IIN) • N.O. 
MEASUREO (P)EQ (KPA) 16.21 
F I nEO ( PlEQ (KpA) N.D. 
TABLE I 50 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO' 159 
SPHALERITE lEACHING IN AQuEouS H2S04 
Sp HA l. TYPE lEACHEO 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
I NITIAL MASS (KG) 
STIR RER SPEE D (RPM) 
I NITIAL H2S04 (~ G-M O l/M) • 
SPEC.SURfACE ArtEA ( H2/ KG) • 
COEXP (KG- MO L/H) KPA) • 
KOEXP (K PA M)/KG - MO l) 
KOCAlC ( KpA H)/K G- MOl) c 
TIME 













PH2S ZN2 + 









(UP/ OTl O 










































ExPERIHENTAL ~UN NO. 161 
SPHALERITE lEACHING IN AQUE OUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE lEACHED 
TEM PER ATU RE (K). 
INITIAL HASS (KG) 
STIR RER ~PEEO (RPM) 
INlflAl H2S04 (KG - HOl/M )1 • 
SPEC.SURfACE AREA ( H2 /KG) • 
CDEXP (KG- MuL /H3 KP AI c 
KOEXP (KPA M3/KG -H Oll • 
r.DCAlC ( KpA M3/KG-MOL) • 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
(HINS) (KPA) ( KG - MU l/Ml) 
2.00 1.74 N. D. 
4.00 3.51 N.D. 
10 .00 7.52 N.O. 
15 . 60 9.42 N.D. 
30 .00 12.27 N.O. 
45 . 00 13.05 N. D. 
bO.OO 13.56 N.O. 
90 . 00 13. 65 .1 6 7E-Ol 
HEA SUHEO (oP/ or ) o (KP A/ MI N) 
fI T I Eo ( OP/UI)O (~f'A/HIN) 
M[ASUH(D (1')( 11 (KPA) 





















• N. D. 
1].6/1-
• N. D. 
A 79 
TABLE I 53 
[ XPlRIH[ NTAl ~U~ NO . 16 2 
~P HA l ERITE l[ A ~ HI NG I N AUuEOU ~ H2~04 
5PHAl . TYPE LEACH ED 
T [H~lk AT URl ( Kl ' 
I NIT IA l MA SS ( KG ) 
STI HRER SpEED ( RPH l 
I NIT HL 't2S(J4 ( ~G - MUl / M) l • 
SP [C, SU Hr ACE A~ ( A ( M7 / KGl • 
COEXP ( KG - MUl / H) KPAl 
KDEXP ( KPA M)/ KG - MO Ll a 
KDC AlC ( KPA I'I )/ KG- MO L) • 
RDH 
296 . 00 
0. 0040 
1000 .0 
0 .51 )0 
7200 .0 
01 165r- 02 
. 9 7T O( 0) 
• t14 2[ 04 








MEAS UR ED 
fI TI ED 
MEAS UR ED 
rlTTEO 

















( KPA/ HIN) 
( Kf'A/ MIN) 
( KPA) 
(KPA) 
TABLE I 55 













Exp ER IMENTAL RUN NO. 164 
SPHALE RITE lE~CHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SP HAl. TYPE LEACHEO • 
TE MP ERATU RE ( Kl 
INITIAL HASS ( KGi 
STI RR ER SPEED ( RPM) 
I NITIAL H2S 04 ( KG -MOl/ H3) 
SPEC.s uR r ACE AHEA ( H2/KG l • 
CDEXP , ( KG - HU l/ M3 KPA) 
KD EX P ( KPA M3/ KG - MO ll 
KO CALC (KPA M)/K G- MOll = 
8DH 






.Q77 0E 03 
.D67E 04 
KPA ) 
TI HE PH2S ZN2+ ZN2+ / PH2S 
( MINSl ( KPAl ( KG- MO l/ H3) ( KG - MOl / H3 KPA ) 
2.00 6.26 N. D. N. D. 
b.OO 16,)6 N.D. N.D. 
10.00 21.98 N.O. N.O. 
15.00 25.7T N.O. N.D. 
30.00 30016 N.D. N.D. 
45.00 31.48 N,D. N. D. 
60 .00 31.91 N.D. N. D. 
"'O.OCl 31.96 ')33E-Ol .104E-02 
MEAS UR ED (DP/ OllO ( KPA/ HI Nl • 3014 r IT T ED (D P/ Ol l O ( KPA / MI N) N. D, 
MEAS UH ED (PlEY ( KPA) = 32. 06 
r !THO (P)EQ ( KPA) N.D. 
TABLE I 57 
EXPE RI MENTAL HU N NO. 55 
SPHALE RITE lEA CH I NG I N AQU EOU S H2S0 4 
SP HAl. TYPE lEA CHED 
TE MP ERAT UR E ( K) 
I NITIAL MASS ( KG l 
STI KRER SPEE D ( RPM ) 
I NI TI AL H2 S0 4 ( KG - MOl/H3l • 
SPEC. SURr ACE AHE A ( M2/ KG ) • 
KOCAlC (KPA M3/KG- HO l) .. 
TIHE PH 2s ZN2 + 
( ~ I N Sl ( KP Al ( KG - '1D L/ M3 ) 
b. OO 3.65 o1 96( - 02 
15.00 5.61 . 267[ - 02 
30. 00 8 03 0 . ~66E - 02 
bO. OO 10 .4 9 . 632E - 02 
90 . 00 10. 65 . 736( - 02 
100 . 00 11 01 ~ .7 92( - 02 
MEA ~ UR(O ( uP / u Tl n ( KPA / MI N) 
rlTIE D ( DP/ullD ( KPA/ MINl 
MEA~U R E D (P l EII ( Kf'A) 
r I IT ED ( P l EQ ( KPAl 
-90+7 5 WB~ 
318.00 
0.0500 
800 · 0 
1.0000 
80.0 
.16 54E 04 
ZN2 +/PH2S 
( KG - MOL/H) KPA) 
. 544[ - 03 
• 47 6E - 0) 
. 562[ - 03 
. 603( - 03 
. 660[ - 03 
. 708[ - 0) 
• 0 . 86 
• N. O. 
11 . 1" 
N. D. 
TA8 LE I 51, 
lxPlKIHEN TAl ~UN NO ' 163 
~PHAlER IT E l EACHI NG I N A Q U( O U ~ H2S04 
SPHAl . TYPE l EA CHED 
TlM~E H A T URE ( Kl · 
I NI TI.L HASS ( KG l 
~ T I KHER SP l ED ( HPMl 
ItdTHl H2SIl4 ( KG - Mlll / M3) • 
~P[c . ~UR r A C E AH(A ( M2 / KGl • 
C O E~P ( KG - MUl / /43 KPA) • 
KDEXP ( KPA M3 / KG- MO Ll • 
KU CAl C ( KPA M3/ KG -M Ol) • 
TI ME PH2S ZN2 + 
( MI NS) ( KPA) ( KG- MO l/H3l 
2.0 0 1. 5 3 N. U. 
6. 0 0 ).99 N.D. 
10.00 5.44 N.D. 
15.00 6031 N.D. 
30 .00 6.76 N. D. 
45.00 6.73 .494E-02 
RDH 
298.00 




011 65 E-02 
.977 0( 0) 
.109 6E 04 
ZtZ+/PH2S 







MEAS UR ED ( DP/ ull o ( KP A/MIN) • 0.)9 
r IT TED ( OP / OTl O ( KPA/ HINl N.D. 
MEA SUR ED (Pl EQ (KPA) • 3.41 
fl IT ED (PlE O (KPAl .. N.O. 
TABLE I 56 
EXPE RI MENTAL RUN NO. 149 
SP HA LE RITE lEA 'H I NG IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SP HAl. TY PE LEACHED -125+106 WBM 
TEMP ERA TUR E ( K) 316.00 
I NITIAL HASS ( KG) 0.0450 
STI HIlER SPEED ( RP,O 1000.0 
I NITIA L H2 SO4 (K G- MO l/ H3l · 1.0000 SPEC . SURr- Acr AHEA ( H2I KG l · 60.0 
KUC ALC (KPA M3/ KG-Mu .. J • 0\ 654E 04 
TI M( PH2S IZn2t l 1FelrOT ZN2+/PH2S 
( HI NS ) ( KPA ) . 103 (kg-moilm3 , (K G-'1 0l/143 KPA) 
'1. 00 0 .5 0 0,' 89 0.1.3 .973E-0) 
10 .0 0 1.0 2 0,1. 89 0.30 .469E-03 
60 . 00 2 . 74 '2, 751. N.D. 0I00E-02 
110. 00 'I . 21! 3 .626 N.D. .84 6E-03 
1 ~0 . 00 4 .7 5 1..33 0.358 .912(-03 
150 . 00 5 079 ' ,56 0,681 .788E-03 
100 .00 5.95 5, 2' 7 0,717 .683E-03 
MEAS UR ED ( DP/Oll O ( KPA/ HIN) 0.14 
ri TTED ( OP/ Ol l l] ( KPA/ HINl N.D. 
",EA SUR EU ( P )EO· ( KPA) 5,95 
rlTTEO (P)EQ ( KPA) N,D. 
TABLE I 58 
ExpER I MEN TAL RUN NO. • 56 
SPHALER IT E l EACH I NG I N AQu EOUS H2S04 
SPHAl . TYPE lE ACHED 
TEMPER AT URE ( Kl · . 
IN ITI AL MA SS ( KG ) 
ST I RR ER SPEED ( RPM l 
I NI TIA L H2SU4 (KG - MO L/ H) • 
SPEC . SuRrACE AK£ A ( H2/ KG l • 
KD CAl C ( KPA M3/ KG-M Ol) • 
TI ~ E PH2S ZN2 . 
( HI NS l (KPA l ( KG - "Ul / M3 ) 
6. 00 2 . 60 ol 9BE - 02 
20 ' 00 4 . 56 .) 57[ - 02 
60 . 00 8032 . 559( - 02 
"' 0 ' 00 9 .1 9 . 65 1E- 02 
11 2 . 00 9036 .7 46[ - 02 
MEAS UR ED ( uP / Ollo ( KPA / HI N) 
r I T lE o ( DP / U Il0 ( KPA/ I1 IN l 
MEAS URE D ( P lEY (KPA ) 








ZN2 +/ PH2S 
( KG - MO l /~3 K ~A) 
.7 09f -O) 
.7 ll2E -0) 
. 67 H -0) 
.7 0RE -03 
.7 96E -03 
• 0. 75 
N. D • 
• '1.1 9 
N. D. 
A eo 
TABLE I 59 
£XP(HIH[ NTAL HUN N.D ' • \89 
St'HALENIT[ L(A~"I NG IN AOUrOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE L(ACH(1l "AH -7S+ 63 
TU,t'lHATURE ( ~ ) 31H.UO 
I NITIAL ,jASS (KG) lI . Oo;OO 
S T tlHl(1l St'[[O (Rt'I4) • 100 0 .0 
I NJlIAL H2S(J4 (KG-M OL /H) · 1.0000 5p(C.SUHfACE AHtA ( M2 / KG ) • 0.0 
KOCALC (Kt'A M3/KG-MOL) • .16 54( 04 
TIMI: F'H2S V,2+ ZN2+/PH2S 
(~U N~ ) (KPA) ( KG-MUI./H) (KG-MOL/M) KPA) 
3. ou 1.69 .\66[ -02 .9Y6[-03 
6.00 2.59 N.U. N.D. 
15'00 4.51 .329(-02 .729 ( -0) 
30.ou 6.811 N. D. N. D. 
45.00 8.55 .569(-02 .6 66E-03 
60.00 9.89 N .0·, N,D· 
tlo.oo 10.85 .7IIE-02 ;655[-03 
MEA~UIl[D (DP/o TlO ( KPA IION) • 0.59 
fI TTEll (OP/ OTlO (Kt'A/MIN) • N.O. 
MEASUIlEo (F')[<l (KPA) 10.65 
fITTED (P)EQ (KPA) N.D. 
TABLE I 61 
EXpERIMENTAL RUN NO. 152 
SPHALERITE LEACHI NG IN ACUEOUS H2SO4 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED ; -75+53 WBM 
TEMPERATURE (K) 318.00 
INITIAL MASS ( KG) 0.0450 
STlk RER SPEED (RPMl 1000.0 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG- MO L/M3) 2 1.0000 
SPEC.SURFACE·AMEA (M2IKG) .. 60.0 
KOCALC (KPA M3/KG-MOLl " '1654E 04 
TI ME PH2S IZ,,2'J [I'e JroT ZN2+/PH2S 
(MINS) .103 Ikg-molml3j (KG-MOLlH3 KPA ) ( KP A) 
2.00 0.47 0,918 0,40 .1 95E -02 
10.00 2036 1,605 0,40 .6 62E -03 
30.00 4.56 3 ,381 0.40 .741E-03 
55.00 6.69 4,406 0.1.0 .659E-03 
130.00 7.67 5,578 0,41 . R36E -03 
150.00 6.61 8,106 0,54 .755E-03 
MEAliURED (DP/ DllO ( KPA /MIN) 0.23 . 
fiTTED (oP/DT)O ( r<P A/MIN) .. N. D. 
MEASURED (P)EC (KPA) 0.00 
fiTTED (P)EQ (KPA) N.D. 
TABLE I 63 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 151 
SPHALERITE LEA CH ING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED 
TE MPERATUR E ( K) 
INITIAL MASS ( KG ) 
STl kRER SPEED ( RPM) 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-M oL/ H3 l " 
SPEC.SUNfACE AHEA (M2/ KG ) .. 
KOCALC (KPA M3/KG-MOll 2 
lIME PH2S [Z ,,2+J [Fe JroT (MH,S) (KPA) .103 Ikg-rroVm3J 
2.0ll 0.01 0,612 0,55 
20.00 - 0 .39 1 ,071 0,88 
40.0V 0.46 1,086 0,41 
bO.OO 10\9 1,973 0,5 8 
135. 0V 4. 8 1 5 ,278 0,84 
lUO.OO 6.79 6,684 L47 








: KG - MOL/M3 KPA) 
.7 86E -Ol 
N. D. 




TABLE I 60 
E~pl N I"rNTAL Nu~ NU . 192 
~PHALENITE L[ALHI~ij I~ AQUEOUS H2S04 
S~HAL. TYPE LI:ACH(D • • -75+63 
lLMt'ER~T U R( (~ ) 318.00 
I NITIAL M~SS ( KG ) 0.0500 , 
SIl kHtt{ SPUD (kt'M) • \Ou.O 
I NJlIAL H2SO4 (KG-'WL/M3) • 1.0000 
~ PEC.5UllrACI: AHEA (t,21KG) · 0.0 KDC~LC (KPA M3/KCi-HOL) · oI654( all 
TI ML PH2S ZII2+ ZN2+/PH?S 
(M I 'IS) (KPAl (KG-~ U Ll I·4J ) (KG-MUL/H3 KPA) 
3.0u 2.40 01 53[ -02 .637[-03 
6.00 3.65 N.U. N.D. 
10.ou 4.90 N.D. N.D. 
15.0(/ 5.99 .3 9 5[ - .0 2 .659(-03 
30'00 b. I 6 .52 8[ -02 .647(-03 
45.00 9.53 N.D. N.Il. 
60.00 10.76 .68IE-02 .633[-03 
tl5,00 11.91 N.D. N.D. 
MEASUIlEO (.OP/OT )0 (KPA/MIN) 0.62 
f !TIED (DP/Ul )0 (KPA/MIN) • N.D. 
MEASURED (t')lll (KPA) 11.91 
f I TT EO (P)EQ (r<PA) N.D. 
TABLE I 62 
ExpERIMENTAL RUN NO. • 146 
SPHALERIT,E LEACHI'IG IN AQUEOUS H2SO4 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED c -17+12 W~M 
lEM~ERATURE ( K) 316·.00 
I NIT IAL MASS (KG) 0.0450 
STlkRER SPEED ( RPM ) 1000.0 
I NIT IAL H2SO4 (KG-MOL/H3) .. l.ilOOO 
SPEC.SURfAC( AM£ A (M2Ir<G) a 320.0 
KOCALC (KPA 113/KG-MOLl " .1654( 04 
TI~E PH2S IZ '?' J [Felro~ ZN2+/PH2S 
(MINS) (KPA) .103 lkg-mol/m J (KG-M OLl""3 KPA) 
2.0 0 1.56 2,402 0,27 .154E-02 
10 .00 4.65 3,466 0,287 .750E-03 
bO.OO 8.34 7,549 0,1.84 .917E-03 
120.00 6 .62 9,484 0,1.84 .110E-02 
1:>0.00 9.611 9,083 0,537 .100E-02 
245.00 17.02 10,71 0,627 .629E-03 
30 0 . 00 21.71 11.09 0,85 .510E-03 
363. 00 26·39 11 ,52 0.806 .436E-03 
420.00 29.45 1 1,~2 0.86 .391E-03 
4 t1 0.00 30.83 11,93 1,631 .387[-03 
MEASURED (OP/oTlO (KPA/MIN) 0.68 
fl TIED ( OP/ol lO ( KPA /MIN) N.D. 
MEASURED (P)E Q (KPA) 30.83 
. fITTED (P)EQ (r<PA) N.D. 
TABLE I 64 
EXPERIM(NTAL HUN NO. 150 
SPHALERITE LEA CH I NG IN AQU EO US H2t04 
SPHAL~ TYPE LEACHED 
T E~PERATURE ( K) 
INITIAL MASS (KGl 
STI~RER SPEED ( RPM ) 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-HOL/H3) .. 
SPEC .SU RfA CE A ~EA (H2/KG) .. 
KDCALC (KPA M3/ r<G - MO Ll · 
TI~E PI12S IZn2'J [FeJ;rw 
( H I N~ ) (KPA) .103lkg-molltn J 
3.00 0 . 06 0,304 0, 41 
IIO.OU 1. 69 3 .571 0,82 
120 . 00 207S 4,865 1,15 
If 6 . au 4.97 7,037 1,02 
-75+53 ZCR 
316.00 






( KG -M OLlM) KPA) 
.3 62E -02 
.1 94[-02 
.1 76E-02 
.1 42[ -02 
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TABLE I 65 
£XPEtH,~trITAL HUN NO . 147 
~PHALEHITE LlA~HING IN Auurous H2S04 ' 
SPHAI. TYPE LEACHED • 
TEH~lRATURE (K). 
Ii'll riAL "ASS ( KG). 
STINME R SPEED ( RPM) 
I NITIAL H2S04 (KG - MOL/M3) • 
SPEC.SURFACE ANlA ( M2 / KG) • 
KDCALC (KpA M3/KG-MOLl . 
- 17+12 ZCR 
316 , ,00 





TI ME PH2S IZn2'I IFe ITar ZtJ2+/PH2S 
(HI NS) (IIPA) .103 Ik a-moilm'l :KG - MOll'<) IIPA) 
2.60 0.06 0.881 0.842 .13 0[ - 0 1 
bO.OO 1,97 2.94 0,896 oIQ9[-02 
120.00 6.61 9.026 1.093 01 3)[-02 
I bO.OU 11·40 11.40 1 ,219 ,1 00E - 02 
240.00 16 .05 12.70 1.434 ,7 03E - 03 
300'00 23.21 13, 77 1.61 3 . 593E - 0) 
360.00 26.96 14,07 1,703 . 522E 00 
420.00 30.06 16.22 2 .3Eo , 539E -03 
TABLE I 67 
ExpE R.l MENTAL RU N NO. 146 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUE OUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEAC HED 
TE"'PERATU RE (K) 
I NITIAL MA SS ( KG) 
STI RRER SPEED ( RPM ) 
INITIAL H2S04 (II G-MOL/M3) s 
SP[C.SURFACE AHE A (M2/KG) s 
KDCALC (KPA tl3/KG-HOLl . 
TIME PH2S IZn 2. I IFelTOT 
(HI NS ) (KPA) xl 03lkg-lTOl/m3 I 
4·00 0 <16 0.199 0,448 
40.00 2.52 1.346 0.896 
65.00 5.95 2.493 1.61 ' 
1dO.00 22.74 6 , 31 4.122 
240.00 26 .63 6. 881. 4 ,4~ 
330,00 36.50 6,23 5.37 
360.0U 37.60 8.2 3 5 .91 


















TABLE I 66 
lXP£ RIM ENTAL HUN NO ' 145 
SpHAl (~ ITE L(A~HING IN ACUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL . TYPE L£A~HEU 
TEMP [ PATURE ( K) 
I NITIAL "'A~S ( K(,) 
STIH RlR SPEED (NpH) 
INITI.L H2S04 (KG-H Ol/H3) • 
SPEC . ~URFACE AN[A (M2/KG) • 
KDCALC (KPA M3/KG-MDL) • 
TI ME PH2S !Zn2' ! IFel~ 
("'I N~) ( KPA) .1 03 Ikg-rro l/ I 
4,00 0 .44 0,291 0,717 
20 .00 1.07 0.26 0,43 
60,OU 2.01 1.101 0,556 
\lO.ou 4 .22 1.897 0,878 
1 ~0 . 00 703!> 3.014 0.95 
24O.OU 14.75 L ,406 1.79 
3UO.00 26.64 5,92 2 ,10 
360,00 27.34 6.72 2.545 
TABLE I 68 








( KG -Io4 UL/H3 KPA) 








EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. • 144 
SPHALERITE LEA CHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAl . TYPE LEACHED 
TEMPERATURE ( K) 
I NITIAL HASS ( KG ) 
STI~RER SPE ED (RPM) 
I NITIAL H2S04 (KG-HOL/H3) • 
SPEC.SURFACE AkEA (H2/KG) • 







o! 654£ 04 
TIME PH2S IZ,,2' I IFelTOT ZN2+/PH2S 
Al 03 Ikg-rrol An3) ( KG - MO L 1M 3 KP A) (HINS) (KPA) 
2.00 0 .02 0.512 N.D. ,262E-01 
14.00 0 01 9 0,6,, 2 0,806 ,336E-02 
40.00 -1.73 1,209 0.896 N.D. 
60.00 -2.2 8 2,54 1.147 N.D. 
140.00 2.22 6.195 2.01 ,279E-02 
240'00 12. 64 9 ,255 5,02 ,720E-03 
304.00 20.55 9!"74. 7. 348 .465(-03 
37 4.00 26030 10,56 11 ,11 0373£-03 
45 3,00 36'24 10,63 15 .23 .293E-03 
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A P PEN D I X J 
TABULATED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
FOR LEACHING UNDER CASE (ii) CONDITIONS 
The procedure adspted for processing case (ii) 
experimental leaching results is described in 
section G. 2. 
A 81. 
TABLE J 1 
S~HlLlRIT( LEACH IN n 
[IP[RIM[NTAL HUN ~o. 
S~H~L' TYPE LEACHlO 
I~ ACIUIC F[2(~ U 4)3 
In 1 -125,O .'0~D l'm) 
TL~~[HATUH( (K) 








I NITIAL Ff3 - (~b-MO L/M3). 
INITIAL H2S04 (Kb-MUL/M3) • 
INITIAL AHlA (HZ/KG) • 
INITIAL SULIDS HA~S (KG) • 
TIOo4E ZN2- FE3- H2SO4 
(MIN~) (KG-H OLlI1) ) (KG-HDL/H3) (KG-MOllIO) 
T.50 .1 ~L [- 01 
32.00 ·537E - 01 
90.00 .98S E - 01 
165.00 ,136 E 00 
fiNAL [XTENT X 
fINAL AREA 






















MLAS. INTL RATE~MOL/MIN H3) • 0,0019 
TABLE J 3 
SPHALERITE LEACHING 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 
IN ACIDIC fE2(S04)3 
46 
SPHAL. TyPE LEACHED W B:~ 1-1.i.o.63,GfJm) 
Xl 00 SIZE fRACTION (M) "' -75.0.63,0 
TlHPEIlATURE (K) 343,0 
STIRRER SPEED (RPM) .. 800,0 
INITIAL .F[3- (Ku-HUL/H3) . 0,8147 
INITIAL H2SO4 (Ku-MOLlM3) "' 0,337 INITIAL AREA (M2IKG) "' 80,0 
INITIAL SOLIDS MASS .. (KG) "' 0,1 
TIHE ZN2. FO. H2SO4 
(HINS) (KG-HOLlH3) (KG-MOl/M3) (KG-HOLlM3) 
0,8':1466 . 1.5 0.824 
5 ,5 0,0116 0,815 
10,0 0.0185 0,788 
20, 0 0,0382 0,761 
65,0 Q,0598 0,695 
122,0 0,0918 0,632 
180,0 0,12 0,60 
435,0 0,1 99 0.'42 
'95,0 0,214 0, '05 
Final extent' X 1-): 0.2102 
Fi oal area 1m Ikg ): 90.1 
Total 'J ry res idue Ikg) ' : 0058 
SUL PHUR extracted (kg) : G.03' 










TABLE J 5 
~~HAL[RITE LEACHING IN ACIDIC 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN ~O. 
FE2(S04)3 
47 
S~HAL' TypE LEACHED 
TL~PERATURE (K) 
w Bt4I-75,O. 63 ,DfJm) 
366.00 
SIIMRER ' SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL FE). (KG-MOL/M3)· 
INITIAL H2SUQ (Ku-~ O L/M) "' 
I NITIAL AREA (H2/KG) • 
INITIAL SOLIDS MASS (KG) 











30.00 .150E 00 
45.00 .196[ OU 
77 .UO .277[ UO 
137.00 .3~6( uo 
197.00 .)92E 00 
f I/otAL EXT[NT X 
f INll AREA 






















• 600E 00 
.636f 00 
.64 6[ 00 
• 684E 00 
HlAS. I NTL RATQK(j -MIlL/HIN MJ) .125 E-O 
TABLE J 2 
5~HAL(HIT( LEACHING IN 
[X~[RIM[ N TAL RUN NO. 




TlHP[ HATu p[ (K) 
WIiMI-90,O·7S,OI 
)\ tI. 00 
SllkRlR SPEED (RPM) 
I~ITIAL r E3- (K u- MU L/ t4). 
INITIAL H2S04 ( Ku - MOL/M) • 
I NITIAL AHE A (M2 /Ku) • 
INITIAL SOLIDS HA ~S (KG) 







(HINS) (KG-MOLl M) (KG-MOL/H3) (KG-MOL/H) 
6.00 .612E-02 
30.00 01611(-01 
60.00 .2t1)E-0 1 
127.00 .4211(-0 1 
240.00 .629E-UI 
~60.00 0I09E 00 
14130.00 01 79E 00 
F'lNAL EXTENT X 
f lIUL AREA 
TUTAL DRY RESIDU( 
SULPHUIl EXTRACTED 
• 104E 01 
• 9b7[ 00 
• 9";OE 00 
• 949[ 00 
• tlTOE 00 
• 741[ 00 

















TABLE J 4 
SPHALERIT [ LEACHING IN ACIDIC 
EXPERIHENTAL RUN NO. 
FE2(S04)3 
46 
SPHAL' TyPE LEACHED 
Tl~PE R ATUR( (K) 
WBH 1-75,0 • 63,0 ~n) 
30;5.50 
S IIRRlR SpEEu (RPM) 
I NITIAL FE3. (Ku-MOL/M)", 
INITIAL H2S04 (Ku-HOL/H3) "' 
INITIAL AREA (M2/Ku) • 
INITIAL SOLIDS MASS (KG) • 












45.00 .6I AE-Vl 
75.00 .t13E vO 
FINAL EXTENT X 
FINAL AREA 























TABLE J 6 
S~HALERITE LEAC HING IN ACiDIC FE2(S04)3 
EXPE~IMENTAL RUN NO. 126 
SPHI(L ' TY PE L[ACHEO wtl"f 1-32,O~24,Ofl"') 
TlMPERATURE (K) )18.00 ' 
STiRRER SPEED (RPM) 1000.0 
INITIAL FE)+ (Kb-M OL/M 3). 0.2256 
INITIAL H2S 0 4 ( Ku -H OL /~)"' 0.1224 
I NITIAL AREA (M2/Ku)"' 140.0 
INITIAL SOLI OS MASS (KG) 0.0500 
TIHE ZN2- fE)+ H2SO4 





r INAL EXTENT X 
fiNAL A.REA 




















TABLE J 7 
5~HlLERITE LEAC~INr. IN ACiDIC f[2(S D4 )3 
lXPlRIMENTAL nU N rI D. 127 
~~HAL' TYPE LEACHle WBM 
SIZE FRACTIO" xlU (!~) -21.,0.17,0 
TlMPEHATURE (K) 318~ 
SIIRHI:.R SPI:.EO (HPIO. 1000.0 
I!;JTIAL f[3. (Ku-r~UL/M3). 0,2131 
I!'ITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOL/loll)· 0,1235 
I It 1 Ti A L AREA ( H 2/ KG) • 320" 0 
I~ITIAL SOLIUS NAbS (KG) • ~v5 
TIME Zr12+ FE3· H2SO4 
(HINS) (KG-H OLlt13) (KG-MOLlMJ) (KG-MOLlH3) 
1 , 8 0,179 E-02 0,220 0,112 
7,0 0,314 E -02 0,213 0,110 
30, 0 O,788E-02 0,200 0,116 
"'eas, intI. rale I kg-mol/m 31 0,001 
TABLE J 9 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 
~PHAL. TYPE LEACHED 
ACIDIC rE2(SOQ)3 
116 
TEMPERATURE (K) ' 
S II FlRlR SPEED (MPH) 
,; VMWBH 
318.00 
INITIAL FE3+ (K~-HOL/M3). 




3272.0 INITIAL AREA (H2/KG) 
INITIAL SOLIDS HASS (KG) 0.0200 
TIH[ ZN2+ fE3+ H2SO4 





FINAL EXTENT X 
FINAL AREA 


















M(AS. INTL RATEljq3-MOL/MIN 143) .210[-02 
TABLE J 11 
S~HAL£RITE LEACHING IN 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 
b~HAL. TYPE LEACHE~ 
SIZ£ FRACTION XI0 (M) 
ACIDIC FE2(S04)3 
10 








SI IRRER SPEED (RPM) 
l ~ ITIAL fE3. (K6-HOL/H3). 
I NITIAL H2S04 (Kb-MOL/H3) 
INITIAL AREA (M2/~G) • 
INITIA~ SOLIDS MASS (KG) 0.0200 
TIME ZN2+ FE3+ 
(MINS) (KG-HOL/H3) (~G- MOL /H3) 
I • ~O .734E-0£ .35b( 00 
7.00 .795E-u2 .3~t!E 00 
60.UO • 144E-OI 0347( 00 
\/O.UO • 11>5E-Ul • HOE 00 
120.00 .199[-Ul 0333E 00 
H2SO4 
(KG-HOllH3) 
.I 84[ 00 
0I76[ 00 
.1 73E 00 
o1711f. 00 
N.D. 
MEAS, INTL, RATE Ikg-mol/m3,minl= 0,101 E-03 
MEAS INTL {Zn2.! Ikg-mol/mlt 0,0068 
TABLE J 8 
S~HALlHITf LEACHING I~ ACIDIC 
I X~lHIHf~TAL NUN NO. 
FE2(SO.)3 
74 ' 
~~HAL' TYPE L[ACHlO 
TlMP(HATUH[ ( K) , . 
WHM 1-17,O.12,O,..ml 
32J.OO ' 
SllHRl R SPEED (NPH) 
INITIAL fE3+ (Ku-H OL/M3)· 
INITIAL H£S04 (Ku-M UL/M3) • 
I~ITIAL A~[A (H2/Kb) • 




























FINAL EXTENT X 
f i'NAL AREA 










MEAS. INTL RAT[IKGI-;OLlHIN H3) • .580 E-O] 
TABLE J 10 
SPHALERITE LEACrllNG IN ACIDIC FE2(S04l] 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 118, 
S~HAL. TYPE LEACHED • VHWBH 
TEHPEHATUR[ (K) 33H.00 
STIRRI:.R SPEED (RPM) 800.0 
INITIAL FE3+ (Ku-HOl/H3). 0.3044 
INITIAL H2SU4 (KG-MOL/H3) z 0.0735 
INITIAL AREA (H2/KG) z 3272.0 
INITIAL SOLIDS MASS (KG) 0.0200 
TIME ZN2+ fEl· H2SO4 
(HINS) (KG-M DL/M3) (KG- MOL /H3) (KG-MOllH3) 





fiNAL EXTENT X 
FINAL AREA 
TOTAL DRY RESIDUE, 
SULPHUR EXTRACTEu 
.272E 00 












MEAS. INTL RATBK~MOl/HIN H3) 






SPHALERITE LEACrtlNG IN ACIDIC 
EXPERIHENTAL RUN NB. 
fE2 (50'4) 3 
II 
S~HAL' TYPE LEACHED • ZCR 
SIZE fRACTIUN Xl~ (M) 
TI:.MPE RATUR[ (K) 
SIIR RE~ SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL FE3+ (Kb-MDL/M3) c 
INITIAL H2S04 (K G -M O L/~3) 
INITIAL AREA (M2/~G) • 








TIME ZN2+ FEJ+ H2S04 
(HINS) (~G-HOL/H3) (KG- MOL /H3) (KG-MOL/H3) 
1.00 .704[-u2 .376E 00 .184E 00 
20.00 .159[-01 .J55E 00 .184[ 00 
120 .U O .4 28E -ul .3d~E 00 N.n • 
150.UO .4tl2E-Ol .297[ 00 N.D • 
MEAS. I NTL ,RATE {kg- mOl/m3mm I 0,372 E-{)3 
MEAS, INTL, {Zn2, Ikg-moilm31 0,0064 
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TABLE J 13 
SPHAL(HI TE LEACHING I N ACIDIC FE?(SU4)3 
EXPERIH[NfAL RU~ NO . • 
SI-HAL' TYPE LEACHE.e • 
SllE IRACTION xlO ( H) 
TlH PEHATURE ( K) 
SII~RlR SPEEU ( HPH ). 
I NI TI AL FE3 + (K G- HUL / M3 ). 
I Wlll AL H~SU 4 (K~-H O L/H3) • 
I NI TIAL A~EA (H2/KG) • 
INITIAL SULIDS MA~S (K G) 










tHINS) (KG-H OL/H3) ( KG - MOL/H3 ) 
I. So 0147E- OI .322E 00 
5.00 .245E- OI .32<'[ 00 
15.00 .398E-OI 030~E 00 
30.00 .5b6[-01 .2b5E 00 
45.00 .704E-OI .244E 00 
61.00 .826E-oI • 215[ 00 
75.00 .878[-01 oI 9TE 00 
90.00 .933E-OI 0I92E 00 
120.90 .102[ 00 0172£ 00 
150.uo 0I12[ 00 01 5~[ 00 
H2SO4 
(KG-H OL/H 3) 
oI7 6E 00 
ol7 6E 00 
N.D . 






oI9 4[ 00 
MEAS. INTL.R ATElkg-mol/m3.min) • 0.1176 E-02 
MEA S. INTL.fZn21fkg-'1'lol/m3) 0.0279 
TABLE J 15 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN ACIDIC FE2(SU4)3 
14 EXP ERIME NTAL RUN NO. 
51- HA L. TYPE LEACHEg 
SIZE FRACTION XIO ( M) 




STIRRER SPEED (HPM) 
I NI TIAL FE3+ (K u-H OL/H3) 
I NITIAL H2S04 (KG- HO L/H3) 
INITIAL AREA (M2/KG) 






TIME ZN2+ FE3+ 
tHINS) ( KG - KO L/H3) (KG- MOL / H3 ) 
2.00 .434E- 0? .3 8 3E 00 
6. 00 .120E-Ol .383E 00 
15.00 0I60E- 0 1 0365E 00 
30.00 .212E-Ol 035IE · 00 
45.00 .2 97[- u l oJ37E 00 
60.00 0344E- OI 0324E- 00 
90.00 .42 B[-01 .304E 00 
120.00 .520E-OI .2BbE 00 
150 . 00 .57 6E- Ol .269E 00 
210.00 .66IE-OI .251E 00 . 
j03. 00 .747[-v l .231E 00 
325.00 .872E-OI .21 5E 00 







.l8 SE 00 
N.D. 
N. D. 






MEA S. IN TL. RATE ( ~g -Irol /mlmin ) , 0.~2 1 
MEAS INTL IZn2+) (kg-mol/m3) = Q.OC92 
E-03 
TABLE J 17 
SPHALERI TE LEAC HING I N ACIDIC 
EX PERI MEN TAL RUN NO. 
FE2(SD4)3 
IB 
.. lCR S~ HAL ' TY PE LEAC HE D 
SIZE t RAC TI ON XI06 (M) -106.0+90 .0 
TE MPER ATUR E (K) 
STi kRf.k SPEED (~ PM ) 
INITIAL FE3+ ( K~ - MO L/ M 3) .. 
INITI AL H2S04 ( Ku - ~O L/ M3 ) .. 
INITI AL AREA (M2/KG) .. 
I NITIAL SOLIDS MASS ( KG ) 




o oIB6 7 
140.0 
0.0200 
(MI NS ) (KG- HO L/H3) ( KG - MO L/M3) 
2.00 . 857E - 02 .35 8E 00 
6.00 .177[-UI .3j7[ 00 
10 . 00 .2b 6E- 0 1 031 5E 00 
15.0 0 0337(-01 .2Y7[ 00 
30.00 . 502[ - 0 1 .2S4[ 00 
45.00 .63 6E - 0 1 .2 2YE 00 
60 . 00 .72 HE - OI .20 4E 00. 
90.00 . tl49E -01 o174E ·00 
140 . 00 . 959E - u l .14 3E 00 
18 0 . 00 .1 09E 00 .12 2E 00 
H2S04 
( KG - MOLlM3) 










MI'AS. ltITL.RA TE (kg-mol/m3min ) 2.32.10-3 
MFAS INTl 1:,,1-) (kg-mol/m3) : 0.003) 
TABLE J 14 
I ~ ACi DIC F[2(S04)3 ~I-HALlIlITE LEAC HlrH; 
[XPl~IHENTAL NUN ~O . 
~I-I'AL ' TyP[ LEACltlg 
·SIZE INACTION 110 (M) 
12 
TlMPrkATUHE (K) . 





I~ITIAL FE3+ ( K~ - MUL /~J). 
INITIAL H2~U4 ( K~ - M U L /M) .. 
I NITIAL AREA ( M2 / Ku ) • 
I NITIAL SOLtDS MA~S (KG) 




TI ME l N2 + FEJ+ H2S0.4 
(HI NS) ( KG - HO Ll ~3 ) ( KG - HUl/ H3 ). (KG-MOL/H3) 
1. 00 .un -UI . 35bE 00 oI1\4[ 00 
5.00 .3 24[ - 01 .32 2[ 00 .la5[ 00 
10.u O .47 4[ - u l • 2t13[ 00 N.n • 
15 .0 0 . 54I1E - u l .265E 00 N.O. · 
30.00 .765-[-ul • 222E 00 N.O • 
60. 00 .973[-UI o!b~E 00 N.n. 
90.00 • II Sf: (}O .14TE 00 .206[ 00 
120 .0 0 .HIE VO • 125[ 00 N.O • 
150.00 .12 bE vO .!IIE 00 .214[ 00 
205.00 .UTE 00 .931[-01 .133[-01 
<!23. o0 '141E vO • 859E-OI N.D • 
MEAS. INT L.RATt (kg-mol/~min) 0.2357 E-02 
MEAS INT L IZn2'] Ikg-Irol/m ) 0.0229 
TABLE J 16 
SP HALE RITE LEACHING IN ACIDIC FE2(So4)3 
EXPERIMEN TAL RUN NO. 124 
SP HAL' TypE LEACHlD ZCR 
SIZE fRAC TIO N x I06 (M) -106.0+ 90.0 
Tl MP[HATURE ( K) 35(1.00 
STIRRER SPEED ( RPM) BOO.O 
INITIAL FE3+ ( KG - MO L/ H3)" 0.3438 
I NITI AL H2S04 (KU-M OL / M3). ~~ 
INITIAL AREA ( H2/ KG )" 140.0 
I NITI AL SOLIDS HA SS (KG) 0.0500 
lI~ E ZN2+ FE3+ H2SO4 
( MINS) ( KG - HO LlH3) ( KG -M oU td) (KG-MoLlM) 
6.00 .262E-u l .299E 00 N.D. 
15. 00 .421[- u l .258E 00 N.D. 
30.00 .5 9B E-OI .215E 00 N.D. 
50. 00 .750E-OI .20l[ 00 N.D. 
fiNAL EXTENT X 
fINAL AREA 
TOTA L DRy RE SI OUl 
SUL PHUR ExTRACTE O 
(-) 
( H2/ KG ) "' 
. ( KG) 





MEAS . INTL RA TflKG-J10 Ll MI N M3) 
"' tAS. INTL. ZN2+ ~.-Mn L/H3) 
TABLE J 1B 
SP HALERIT [ LEAC HING I N ACIDIC FE2(SU4)3 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO . 23 
m ZCR SPHAL. TYPE LEAC HEe 
SIZE FRACTION Xlu (M) -106.0+ 90.0 · 
TEMPERATURE ( K) 368.00 
S T I RRl~ SPEE D ( RPM) 800.0 
INITIAL fE3 + ( Ku ~MOL / J43 ) ., 0.9270 
INITI AL H2SO4 ( K~ - MO Ll H 3 ) ., 0.4 692 
I NIT I AL AREA ( 112 / KG) .. 140.0 
I NITI AL SOLIDS MASS ( KG) 0.0500 
TIHE ZN2 + FE3+ H2SO4 
(HIN~) ( KG - HOL/H3 ) ( KG - MOll M3) (KG-MOL/~3) 
2. 00 . 242[ - 0 1 
5. 00 . 47 I E- OI 
10. UO .7 65[ - 01 
20.00 0I16 E 00 
30.00 0I 5 1E 00 
45.00 .1 8 1E uo 
60 . 00 .2 0B[ OU 
62.00 . 223r. 00 
70.00 .2 31e 00 
80 . 00 . 237( 00 
90 . u·0 · 2b3E 00 
105. 00 . 2b6[ 00 
135.00 . 26 1E 00 
165.00 . 297E uO 
F INAL EXTEN~ X 
fINAL AREA 
TOTA L OHY RES I DUl 
~ULPHUR eX TRACTLu 
.90bE 00 















































HlAS_ I NTL kATr~r,~OL/HIN H3 ) 
HtAS . INTL . Zll? IKG.trU L/H3) 
. 600·( -02 
0 . 0150 
TABLE J 19 
S~H~LlRITE LEACHING I N 
EXP[R I H(NT ~L RUN NU. 
S~HA L' 11 1' £ LE~ CltlD 




TlH~fkAT UR( ( K) 
SIIklllR SPEED (fO'H)· 
I NITIAL F[3. (K~-H O L/M3)· 
I NITIAL H2S0 4 (K~-H UL /H3) • 
INITIAL AHEA (HZ/KG) • 
INITIAL IOLIUS HASS (KG) 
TIHl ZN2· rEJ· 
-yo. a. 75.0 








(HINS) (KG-MOL/H) ( KG-HOL/H) ( ~G-HoLlH3) 
4.00 .903E-u2 
20.00 .207[- 11. 1 
75.00 .444[-UI 
FINAL EXTENT X 
FINAL AHEA . 









MEA S. I NT L RAT EIKc;.t1 0 L I H I I, M) 
HlAS. INTL' ZN2· IKG-MOL/H3) 
TABLE J 21 
~PHAlERITE LEACHING IN ACIDIC 















S~HAl' TYPE LEACHEp s ZCR 
SIZE FRACTION Xl~ (H) 
TLMPERATuRE (K) 
STIRRlR SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL F[3. (KG- Ha L/H) = 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG- MO L/M3) "' 
INITIAL AREA (H2/KG) s 





























( KG -M Ol/H3) 














. 60 6E 00 




FINAL EXTENT X 
FINAL AkEA 
TOTAL DRY RESIDUl 





MEAS. INTl RATE~~Ol/HIN H3) 
MEAS. INTL. ZN2. IKG-MOLlH3) 
TABLE J 23 
SPHAl [R ITE lEACHING IN ACIDIC 









SPHAl. TYP[ LEACHlg "' ZCR 
SIZE FRACTIUN XIO (H) 
TLMPERATuRE (tI) 
SllR RER SPEED (RPH) 
I NI TIAL FE). (K G- HO L/ H) 
I NITIAL H2S04 ( KG - MO L/H3) s 
I NITIAL ARE A (H2/KG) s 
I NITIAL SULIDS MASS (K G) 










(MINS) ( KG -MCLl H:ll (K G- HOl /M3) ( KG - HO L/M3) 
1.00 016 2E -UI 
b.50 ' 269E -Ol 
15.00 0344E- u l 
30 .00 '4 ~5E -Ol 
bO.UO .6H8E-OI 
90.00 .904E-01 
FI NA L EXTENT X 
F I NAL AK[A 
TOTAL DRY RES I DUl 
~ ULPHUk EXTRACT£U 
. B77E 00 
. B7bE 00 
.B3 nE 00 
. 8 11£ 00 
.74 eE 00 
• 696( 00 
( -) 
( MUKli ) • 
( KG ) 






• 417E 00 
.414[ 00 
.417[ 00 
,41 5E - 00 
. 415E 00 
MlAS. I IHL RATEG<CH10 L/HIN H3) 
HlA~ . INTl. ZN~. IKG- MOl/H3 ) 
.13 2£ -07 
0 . 0180 
TABLE oJ 2() .' 
5~HAllRITE ~[AC"lNG I~ AG~UIC Fl7(SU4)3 
[X~rHIHENT AL RUN NO . - . 24 
~~HAl' TY~[ LEACIILD • lCR 
SIZ[ ttuCTlON HOG ( H) -'10.0. 75.0 
Tl MP [KAT UR[ ( K) . 34J.OO 
SIIRRLR SPElO (RP M) BOO.O 
I ~IT IAl FEJ. (K~-MOl/M3)· 0. 9112 
I~lTIAL H2S04 ( Kb -MUL/M3)· 0.4592 
I NIT IAL AkEA (MZ/ KG )· ·150.0 
INITIAL SOL IDS HA~S (KG) 0.0500 
TIME iN2. rE 3_ H2SO4 
(,ll N$ ) (KG-H Ol/H3) (KG-I~O l/H3) (KG-H OLlH3) 
1.00 .10 bE -UI .911E 00 .455( 00 
5.00 .2 00E -Ol .90bE 00 .4!>IE 00 
10.00 035 '}( -ul .B59( 00 .459( 00 
15.0 0 .451[-<11 .B45E 00 .471E 00 
30.00 .704(-0 1 .757E 00 .469E 00 
45.00 .603[-01 .734E 00 .469E 00 
60.00 o109( 00 .69sE 00 '465( 00 
fINAL EXTENT X 
FINAL AREA 
ToTAL DRY RESIDUl 
,S ULP-HUR (xTRACTE D 
( -) 
(H2I KG) • 






HlAS. I NT l RATflKG~Ol/MIN H3) 
MLAS. INTL. ZN2. HUl/H) 
TABLE J 22 
~~HAlE R ITE lEAC HING I N ACIDIC fE2(S04)3 
EXPERIHENTAl RUN NO. • 27 
S~HAl' TYPE lEAC HE D • ZCR 
SIZE FRACTION xl00 ( M ) -90.0 .75.Q 
TEMP ERAT URE ( K) 36B.00 
STIRRLR SPEED (RPM) 600.0 
I MITIAL FE)+ ( KG -MOl/H3)· 0.9025 
I NI TIAL H2SU4 ( ~G -HOl/ M 3)· 0.4745 
I NITIAL AREA (M2/~G) = 150.0 
I NITIAL SOLIDS MASS (KG) 0.1000 
-TIME ZN2· fU. 
(HI NS) (KG- HOLlM ) (KG- MD l/H) 
3.00 .5B9E-Ol .B1BE 00 
6.00 .9B7£-0 1 .731E 00 
10.00 ol33E uo .630[ 00 
15.00 0\ lOE 00 .57)[ 00 
30 .00 .237E UO .415E 00 
60.00 0323E 00 .231E 00 










FINAL EXTENT X 
FINAL AREA 
TOT AL DRY RESIDU[ 
SULPHU R EXTRACTEU 
(- ) 







MtA S. I NTl RATflK~Ol/HIN M3) 
MlAS. I NTl' ZN2 + IKG-HOl/H3) 
• 0I20E-01 
0.0250 
TABLE J 24 
SP HALERITE LEA CrllNG IN AcIDIC 
EXPE.R I MEN T AL RUN NO. 
FE2(SD4)3 
17 
SP ~Al . TyPE lEA C H[~ 
SIZ E FRACTION Xl~ (M) 
Tl MPERA TUR E ( K) 





I NITIA L FE3+ ( K~ - MDl /M3) = 
I NITIA L H2S0 4 ( ~G -M O L/ ~ 3) s 
I NITIAL AREA (H2/ KG ) s 












60 . 00 
90.0'0 




( KG - MO L./H) 
.5 00E -02 
01 04E - 0 1 
.I B2[ - 0 1 
0312(-<11 
0393(-01 
.4 8B[ - 01 
, 5MII[ - Vl 
.670[-ul 
.7 S0E "UI 
. BI 2( - u l 
FD. 
( KG - MO LlM) 
.365E 00 
. 355 E 00 
.32 9[ 00 




'227 ( 00 
o! 95[ 00 













"lEAS, INTL RATE Ikg-moll"..3.mm l 
~I EAS. WTL.!Zn I l<a-moIAn31 




TABLE J 25 
S~HALt~ITE L[ACHING IN ACIUIC 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NU. 
rl2(S Il 4)3 
I~ 
S~ H AL ' TY PE LEAC"lD 
SIZE FRACTIUN XI~ (M) 
TlHPfHATU kE ( K) 
SIIkRlH SPEED ( HPM). 
• ZCR 




0 .1 8 711 
1115.0 
I~ITIAL rE» ( K~ - ~OL / H) . 
I NITIAL H2&U4 (K~-HOL/H3) • 
INITIAL AHEA (H2/KG) • 
I NITIAL SO LIUS MA~S ( KG ) 0.U200 
T I ~E ZN2 > rU+ H2S04 
(HINS) (KG-~OL/M) (KG-~OL/H) ( KG - HOL/H) 
I.UO .704 E- v2 .367E 00 .I/l 4[ 00 
5.00 .2In-v l .32 9E 00 ol ll'lE 00 
10.U O .)44E-Ol .29YE 00 .1 89E 00 
15.00 .440E-v l .27 2E 00 ol91E 00 
25.00 .620E-OI .23)E 00 .1 94E 00 
40. 00 .76)E-Ul o197[ 00 .t97E 00 
60.00 .903E- Ul .16~E 00 .2 00E 00 
90.00 .10lE va .136E 00 .20lE 00 
120 .00 .114E 00 .111E 00 .206E 00 
180.00 .125E 00 .895(-01 .206E 00 
MEAS . INTL .RATE Ikg- mo l/m~m i nl 3,44.1 0- 3 
MEl-.S INT L IZ,,2'1 Ikg- rool 1m31 = 3 ,0 .10-3 
TABLE J 27 
SP HA LE RITE LEACHING IN ACIDIC 
E~PERIHENTAL RUN NO. 
FE2tS04)3 
75 
SPhAL. Ty pE LEAC~ ED lCR 
SiZE FRACTION Xl~ (~) -17 .5 .>' 12.7 
TE MP ERATU RE (K) 
ST IHRER SPEED .(RP M) 
I NI TIAL FE3> (K~- HO L/M3)· 
INITIAL H2S04 (K G- MO L/ H3) • 
I NIT IAL AREA ( H2 / KG ) ~ 
I NIT IAL SOLIDS HASS (KG) 








(MINS) (KG-~ O LlMl) (KG-t1 0l/H 3) (KG- MO L/M3) 
5. 00 .566E-02 
15. 00 . 86 lE- v2 
30.00 .136E-Ol 
45.00 0193E- 0 1 
120.00 .333£-01 
F I~AL EXTENT X 
FI NAL AR(A 
TOTAL DRY RESIDUE 
SULPHUR EXTRACTEU 
0141£ 00 

















MlAS. I NTL RATElK'3-HOL/HIN M3) 
HlAS. I NTL' ZN2 + IKG -MOL /M3) 
.330[-03 
0.0040 
TABLE J 29 
SPHALERITE LEACHING I N 
[XPER IME NTAL RUN ~o. 




SllRRlR SPEED ( RPM) 
• VHlC R 
3)t!.00 
800 .0 
0.2990 INITIAL FE3+ (K u - ~O L/ H3 ). 
INITIAL H2SU4 ( K~ - H U L/M3) • 
INITIAL AREA (M2/Ku) • 




TIHf. l N2 + ,D+ H2SO4 
lMINS) (KG-MOL/M) (KG-M Oll"13) (KG-HOL/H) 
10.00 .421E-lll 0193 E 00 N.D. 
30.00 .5 97[ - 0 1 
75.00 .795[ - 0 1 
120.00 .tl 83[ " UI 
FI NAl EXTENT X 
fi NAL AIl[A 






( M2IKG ) • 
(K G) 
( KG ) 
MUS. INTL RAT£l K!> .HIlLlM I N M3) 













TABLE J 26 
SPHALERITE LlACHI NG I~ 
l'P[H I ME NTAL RUH NO . 
SPHAL' Typ E L[ACHlO 
SIZE fHACTI UN xl06 (M) 




TlHPE kATU NE . (K) 
~IIHRlH S~EEO ( RPM) 
INITIAL FE3> (Ku-MUL/HJ). 
INITI.L H2 SU 4 (Ku-MUL/H) • 
I NITIAL AREA (H2/K~) • 







TIME ZN2+ ,[)+ H2S04 
(MIN~) ( KG -M OL/H3) ( KG " MOL/H3) (KG-HOL/Ml) 
I.~O . 490[ -O~ . 362E 00 .1 67E 00 
5.00 .1 28E - Ol .)44[ 00 .1 67E 00 
11.00 .2 26E - Ol .le2[ 00 .189[ 00 
15 . 00 . 292E - Ol . )OME 00 ;19l[ 00 
20.00 . 347[ "vl .29 0[ 00 .194[ 00 
lO.uO .4)3E- vl .276E 00 .196E 00 
45.VO . ~09E - Ol .251[ 00 .199[ 00 
60.00 . 554[ " 01 .24 0E 00 .201[ 00 
75. 00 . 612[-vl . 229[ 00 .202[ 00 
90.uO . ~39[ - 0 1 .22 9E 00 .201E 00 
12 0.00 . 655E - v l .21bE 00 .204E 00 
151. 00 .6 95E - Ul .2UbE 00 .203E · 00 
180.uO ' 698[ - 0 1 .20ZE 00 .204E 00 
210.00 .725[-0 1 .201E 00 .204E 00 
240.00 .750E- u 1 .19 9[ 00 .204[ 00 
MEAs, INTL.RATE Ikg-rrol/m3lT1inl 2,S -103 
MEAS INT L IZn2< J 1 kg -mol 1m3 1 1, 0 .10-3 
TABLE J 28 
'SPHA L[ RITE LEAC HI NG I N ACIDIC FE2(S04)3 
E~PERIM[NTAL RUN NO . 104 
S~HAL' TYPE LEACHED VMZCR 
TEM PER ATURE ( K ) 
STIRRER SPEED (RP H) 
I NITIAL FE3+ ( Ku -M OL / HJ) ~ 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-M OL/ H3 ) = 
INITIAL ANEA . ( H2/ KG ) • 
I NITI AL SOLIDS MASS ( KG ) 







( HIN ~) (KG-HOL/H3) ( KG :- MOL /M3) 
7 ,0 0.199 E-01 0,1074 
16, 0 0,289 E-01 0,0798 
25,0 0,344 E-01 0,0009 
45,0 O,40BE- 01 0,01.6& 
FINAL EXTENT X ( - 1 0,2171 
FINAL AREA Im7,tkg l 1801 ,0 
TOTt.L DRY RESIDUE Il(gl 0,0141 
SULf>H UR EXT RACTED (kgl 0.0012 









TABLE J 30 
~rHAL[RITE L[4CHIN G 
(AY[RI~[wTAL ~U~ NO . 
I N ACIDIC fL2(5U4)3 
123 
5t"HAL ' T YI'[ l:(AC'llD 
S I ZE rtlACTIOI~ Xl cf (M) 
TlH~r~ATURE ( ~ ) 
SllHRLR SP( EO ("PM). 
INITIAL fE3+ (K~-H U L/M)). 
INITIAL H2~Uq ( K~ - MU l/M3) • 
1 ~ ITIAl AkEA (H Z/KG) • 
INITIAL SOLIDS HASS (KG) • 
TI ME Zu2+ fO+ 
PH 








(HINS) ( K G - H Ol / 1'1 ) ) (KG- HUL /H)) (KG- MO l/H3) 
5.00 .367[- 02 .3J7E 00 N,D. 
20.00 .109E-ul .322E 00 N.D. 
65.00 • 219E-Ol olOIE 00 N.D • 
120.00 .29IE-vl • 266E 00 N.D • 
f hAL EXTENT X 
fiNAL AREA 






MEAS. INTL RATE(KG-HOl/MIN H3) 
HEAS. I NTl' ZN2+ !I~'MO l/M3) 
TABLE J 32 
SPHALERITE lEACHI~G IN ACIDIC 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 
SPHAl. TYPE lfACHEO • 
SIZE fRACTION Xl06 ' (1'1) = 
TlHPERATURE (K) 
STIRRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL fE3+ (K~-HOl/H3)· 
INITIAL H2S04 (Ku- HD L/ M3) • 
INITIAL AREA (HZ/KG) 
INITIAL SOLIDS MASS (KG) 


















(11INS) ( KG-MOLlH3) ( KG-MOLlH) (KG-M OL/H3) 
5.UO .317£- UI .670E 00 .410E 00 
15.00 .603E-UI .564E · 00 .408E 00 
30.00 oI26E 00 .455E 00 .416E 00 
60.00 0I94E 00 .260E 00 .414E 00 
90.00 .248E 00 0143[" 00 .414E 00 
120.00 .298E uo .642E-Ol N.D. 
fiNAL EXTENT X 
fINAL AIlEA 






MEAS. IrHl RATElKi-MOl/HIN M3) 
MEAS. INTl. ZN2- (J<G-~IOl/M3) , 
TABLE J 34 
S~HALERITE lEACHING 1N ACIDIC 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 
S~,HAl' TyPE lEACHED 
SIZE FRACTION XI~ (H) 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
StIRRER SPEED ( RPM ) 
I NITIAL FE3+ ( Ku - MO l/H3). 
I NITIAL H2SU4 (K G- MUl/H3) • 
INITIAL AREA (H2/ KG) • 
I NITIAL SOLIDS MA~S (K G) 


















(HI NS) (KG-MOUtl3) (KG· MO L/H 3) ( KG - ~01lM3) 
2.00 01 99[ - 02 
12.00 .367(-v 2 
30.00 • 68BE-02 
bO.OO t138E-OI 
fINAL EXTENT X 
fiNn AREA 
TUTAL DRY RESIDuL 
SULPHUR EXTRACTlU 
013 11E 00 
013 3E 00 
til HE 00 
t115[ 00 
(- ) 
( t121KG ) • 






. 6?9E "01 
. 633E -01 
.6 33( -01 
N.D. 
"'lAS . I NTl flAT£1KG-I'1 0L/MIN 1'13) 
MlAS . I NTL . ZN ?' · (K G- HOl/H3) 
' 2 10E - 03 
O. OOll 
TABLE J 31 
~~HALlNITr lEACHING IN AcInic fl7~S04)] 
lA~rRIM[NTA L RUN ~n . 131 
~t"IIAL ' TYI'E lEACHlD Pil 
~IZ( fRACTION xl~ (H) -IOh.O+ 90.0 
T lM~rNATu~( ( K) 3111.00 
Sll HRlH SPEED ( RPM ) 1000.0 
I NITIAL fE)+ (K b- MU l/ M3 )· 0.4656 
INITIAL H2S04 (Ku-MUL/M3). 0.6306 
1~ITIAl ARfA (H2/ KG)· 140.0 
I~ITIAL SOLIDS MA~S (KG) • 0.0500 
ZN?+ ff3+ 1'1250 4 11 HE 
CHINS) ( KG -H Ol/H3) ( KG -ti OL/Hl) (KG-HOl/H]) 
0.01 .142E vO 
2.00 0144£ 00, 
15. 00 0I44( Oli 
6 1.0 0 0I46E 00 
1110. 00 .150E 00 
240.00 .160E 0 0 
300.00 .165E 00 
420.00 .17T[ 00 
600. 00 .190E uo 
7110.00 .196E vO 
,INAL EXTENT X 
fiNAL AMEA 
TOTAL DRY RESIDU( 
SULPHUH ExTHACTEU 
• 466E 00 
• 466E 00 
• 461>E 00 
• 451E 00 
• 412E 00 
.412E 00 
• 390E 00 
• )T6E 00 




















MEAS. INTl RATE(KG-t1UL/MIN H3) 
HLAS. I NTL. ZN2+ (KG-MDL/M3) 
.800E·04 
0.14 2 
Note .The leach solution used In this exper i m~nt contained 0.81 
ot the f ,nal filtered solulion of the experiment reported 
on table J 2, 
TABLE J 33 
SPHALERITE lEACHI NG IN ACIDIC fE2(S04)3 
E apE R I MENTAL RUN ti~ . • PR 79 .. 
St"HAl. TYPE lEAC HED =PR residue from ~n7!i{Table 32) 
SIZE fRACTION xld5 (H) -90.0+ 75.0 
TEHPEriATURE (K) 343.00 
STIRRER SPEED (RPM) 800.0 
INITIAL f [ 3+ (K~-MOl/M3)· 0.4118 
INITIAL H2S04 (Ku- MO l/M3). 0.2224 
INITIAL AREA (M2/KG) 764.0 
INITIAL SOLIDS MASS (KG) 0.1000 
TIHE ZN2+ fE3+ 
CHINS ) (KG-t1 0Llt13 ) ( KG · ... OL/H3 ) 
2.50 0I19[ -ul .36 9E 00 
10. 00 .428E- u l .322E 00 
30.00 .966[-01 .195E 00 
45.00 .126E 00 0)32E 00 
60.00 .143E 00 .770E-Ol 








' N.D • 
fINAL EXTENT X 
fiNAL AREA 
TOTAL DRY RESIDUl 
SULPHUR EXT RACTED 
(- ) 
(M2/Kti) " 






HEAS. I NTl RATE(KG-I'10l/MIN 1'13) 
MlAS. INn. ZN2+ (KG-MO LlM3) 
.530E-02 
0·0000 
'* Residue fro", Run 76 was CCI wcshed to relTlCNe ele men tal sulpl'ur 
p r ic..r to Its US1? in thi s run 
TABLE J 35 
SPHAL[ RIT[ lEACHI NG IN ACIDIC 
[XPERIHENTAl RUN NO. 
S~HAl' TY PE lEACHED 
SIZE fRACTiON XI05 ("I) 
T[MPEkATURE ( K) 
STI RRER SpEEO CRPM ) 
I NITIAL fE3+ (K~· MO l/H3) m 
INITIAL H2S0q (K G-M OL /H3) • 
I NIT IAL AREA ( M2 / KG ) • 












( HI NS ) 






( KG - HOL/H3 ) 
.260[- U~ 
.6 86E - 02 
.1 67[ " UI 
0303[-01 
.4 21(-0 1 
.473[-UI 
fD· 
( KG -H OllM3 ) 
. 275E 00 ' 
H2S04 





011 HE 00 
.J18E 00 120. 00 
F lNAl EXTENT X 
rlNAl AREA 
TUTAl URY ~ESIDUl 
SUlPHUk EXlkAC Tl U 
' ~ " . 26 3E 00 
.2q 9E 00 











MlAS. I NTl RATQK~MOl/HIN H3) 
I1lA S . I NfL. Z//2 + (I<G. '40 l/H3) 
.5 00[ -03 
0 .0020 
TABLE J 36 
S~HAlERITE lEAC HING IN ACIDIC 
l'Pl~ IMf NTA l HU~ NO. 
S~HAl ' TYPE LEACllLg 
SIZ E fRACTION 110 (101) 
Tl MPEH AT URE (K) 
51I~RLH SPEED ( RPM) 
I NITIAL fE3> (Kb-H DL/H3)· 
I NITIAL H2~U4 (K G - ~UL /H3) • 
INITIAL A~EA (M2/KG) • 
INITIAL SOLIDS MASS (KG) • 













(H I NS) ( KG-MOL/IO) (KG-IlOl/MJ) (KG-M OllMl) 





70.00 .IIIE 00 
fiNAL EXTENT X 
flNAl AREA 























HtAS' INTL" RATElKCrl1DlllllN 101 3 ) 
HEAS. INTL. ZNZ> IKG-Mol/M3) 
• .179[-02 
0.0040 
TABLE J 38 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN ACIDIC fE2(S04)3 
EXPERIMENTAL RU N ,1.0. .. 121 
Sf'HAL. TYPE LEACHED PR 
SIZE fRACTION XI06 (H) -75.0+ 63.0 
TEHPERATURE (K). 358.00 
STIRRER SPEED (RPM)" 600.0 
INITIAL fE3> (KG- Mo L/M3)· 0.7162 
INITIAL H2S04 (Ku-MOL/M3) s 0.1551 
INITIAL AREA (HZ/KG)" 150.0 
INITIAL SDLIDS MASS (KG) • 0.0800 
TIHE ZN2+ fE3+ HZS04 
(MINS) " (KG-M OLlM3) (KG-MOL/H3) (KG-HOL/H3) 
6.00 .!;b6E-OI 
42.00 .156E 00 
68.00 .220E 00 
205.00 .266E uO 
tlNAL EXTENT X 
fINAL AREA 


















MLAS. INTL RATE~~OL/MIN 1013) 
MLAS. INTL' ZN2+ IKG-HOL/H3) 
.940E-OZ 
0.0000 
TABLE J 40 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN ACIDIC fE2(S04)3 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 129 
S~HAl' TyPE LEACHED PR 
SIZE FRACTION XII!> (H) -24.0+ 17.0 
TEMPERATURE (K) 318.00 
SlIRRER SPEED (RPM) 1000.0 
INITIAL FE3+ (K ~ - MoL /H3)· 0.2256 
INITIAL H2S04 (K G-H UL/Hl)· 0.8735 
INITIAL AREA (MZ/K G). 320.0 
INITIAL SOLIDS HASS (KG) 0.0300 
TIME. ZN2+ fEJ> H2SO4 
C'M I NS) (KG- HO L/ H3) (KG-HOLlHl) (KG- HOLlH 3) 
1.25 0311[-U2 .ZI6E 
5.00 0375E- u2 .201lE 
15.00 .68IE-02 .193E 
45.00 '165E-OI .17 2E 
75.00 .245E-OI .15b[ 
136.00 0)61E- UI .12~E 
180 .00 .410[- UI .IISE 
FI NAL EXTENT X (-) 
fINAL AHEA (M 2 /~G) • 
SULPHUR [xTNACTEU (K ~ ) 
"'lAS ' INTl RATf II(,.HoL/M I N 1013) 


















' 200[ -03 
0 .0030 
TABLE J 37 
.~HAL~ HI T( LEACHING IN ACIDIC 
[X ~ ERIHENTAL HUN Nn . • 
S~HAl' TYPE L[ACHED 
SIZE fRACTION ~llP (101) 
TLMf'EKAT URE ( K) 
STIRRLK SP EEO (RP~) 
INITIAL f[» (K~-M UL /M 3 ) ~ 
INITIAL HZS0 4 (K~-H U l/ ~ 3) • 
I NITIAL AkEA (H2/ KG ) 
INITIAL SaLlaS HA~S (KG) • 









150 . !' 
o.l oot 
H?S04 
(MI NS) ( KG -M OL/H3) (KG-MoLlH3) (K -MUL/H3) 
I.~O 0\ 16E-ol .65H 00 .1I 46[ 00 
5.~0 0315[-ul .8IIE 00 •• 39[, 00 
15.uO .757[-ul .709E 00 .1I41E 00 
30. ~o .145£ 00 .5711[ 00 .459E 00 
45.00 0161£, uo .46'iIE 00 .456E 00 
fiNAL EXTENT X 
FINAL AREA 






MLAS. INTl RAT~KG-l-10L/HIN 1013) 
MlAS. I NTL. ZN2> IKG-MOL/M3) 
TABLE J 39 
S~HALERITE LEACHING IN ACIDIC 
EXP ER IME NTAL RUN NO. 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACMEp 
SIZE fHACTION Xld' Oil 
". 
TEMP[KATURE ( K) 
STIR REH SPEEO (KP H) 
INITI AL fE3> ( KG -MOL/ ~ 3) s 
INITIAL H2S04 (K~-~OL/"3) s 
INITIAL AR EA (H2/KG) s 
I NITIAL SOLIDS MASS (KG) 


















CHINS) ( KG-MOL/M3) (KG-HOL/MJ) (K G -HOLIM 3 ) 
1.00 .Z63E-OI .763E 00 .317E 00 
5.00 . 695E - 01 .56 8E 00 .337E 00 
10.00 d42E 00 .46lE 00 .333E 00 
20.00 .220E 00 ol26E 00 .339E 00 
30.00 .259E 00 .252( 00 .3411E 00 
40.00 .265E 00 .16bE 00 .367( 00 
fINAL EXTEln x 
fi NA L AREA 
TOTAL DRY RESIDUE 
SULPHUR EXTRACTE.u 
(-) 
(HZ/ KG) " 
(KG) 
(KG) 
MEAS. I NT l RATEIKCrl10L/I'IN M3) 
MlAS. I NT L' ZN7+ IKG-110 L/M3) 
TABLE J 41 
S~HALtRITE LEACHING IN ACIDIC 
EXPERi MEN TAL RUN NO. 
SP HAt . TyPE LEACHED 
SIZ t f RAC TIO N XII!> (M) 
TEMPERATu RE ( K) 
SlI~ R£R SPEED ( RPM) 
INITIAL fE3+ (Kb-H OL/H3)" 
I NITI AL H2SU4 ( ~u -M O L/ M3 ) " 
I NITIAL AREA (H2 / KG ) " 





































.6 63 E-01 
.673E-01 
FINAL EXTENT X 
fINAL AREA 
TUT Al DRY RES I Oul 
SULPHUR EXT RACTEu 
( -) 
(HZ/ KG ) c 
(KG) 
(KG) 
MLAS. INTL RAT[IKG-MOL/HIN H3 ) 





• 0,213 -02 
0.00)0 
TABLE J 42 
SPi!ALEllll'E LEACIIIl1G IN ACIDIC FEZ( SO'.)3 
F..x~': lnm;N'rAL RUN 110 . 
Si-:!AL 'rYP" LEACII W 
'l',,~(PEIlA 'rU RE (K) 
STIRRER SPEED ( RPM) 
INI'rIAL F'E3+ (KG- HOL/Ii3 ) 
II 11 'rIAL H"s04 (KG- HOL/t13 ) 
IIiI 'l'IAL Af<EA (H2/KG) 
I NITIAL SOLIDS MASS (KG) 
105 
_ VHPH 
318 . 0 
eOO. O 
0 .1432 
0 . 0633 
2630 . 0 
0 . 02 
TIME ZN2+ FE3+ H2so4 
OHNS) (KG - MOL/H3) 
1.0 • 143GE- 01 
( KG - MOL/M3) 
.11 3E 00 
( KG - t10L!M3) 
. 055 
6 . 0 . 2486E- 01 
15 . 0 . 3 519E- 01 
25 . 0 . 409 2E- 0 1 
FI:IAL EXTENT X 
Fl: rAL AREA 
TO:AL DRY RESIDUE 
SULPHUR EXTRACTED 
• 820E- 0 1 










MEAS. I NI TIAL RATE (KG-MOL!MIN M3) 




S~ H AlERITE lEACHING IN ACIDIC 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 




Tl MPER ATURE (K) 
SllRRER SPEED (~PM) 
INITIAL rE3+ (K b- MOl/M3). 
I NI TIAL H2S0Q ( Ku - MO L/H3) E 
INITIAL ARE A (HZ/KG) : 








TIME ZN2+ rE)· H2SO4 
A 91 
(lOINS) (KG-~OL/ M 3") (KG- MOL/H3 ) (KG-MOL/H3) 
5.00 .203E-Ul 
15.00 .33 8E-Ol 
30.00 .4 28 E-ol 
60.00 . 627E - Ul 
95 . 00 .760E-Ol 
fi NAL EXTENT X 
rl NA l AREA 
TOTA L DRY RESIDUE 
SULPHUR [XTRACTEU 
.252E 00 
.224 E 00 
.20 6E 00 
tl74E 00 
• 145E 00 
(- ) 
( H2/K G) .. 
(KG) 





.1 04E 00 




MEAS . INTL RATElrG-MOl/MIN M3) 
MlAS . INTl. ZN2> IK~Ol/H3) 
.900E-02 
0.0000 
TABLE J 46 
SP HALER ITE lEAC HI NG IN ACI DIC 
EXPERIME NTAL RUN NO . 
FE2(S04)3 
60 
Sf HAL. TypE lEACHED 
TEMPER ATU RE I K) 
SlIHRER SPEED ( RPM ) 
I~ITIAl FE3. ( Ku - MOl / M3) R 
I NIT IAL H2S04 ( K~ - MOL / M 3) • 
I NITIA L AHEA ( H2 / KG) .. 








TIMt: ZN2· FE3. H2SO4 
( HI NS ) ( KG - MOLlrO ) ( KG - MDL/H3 ) ( KG-MOl/H3) 
5.00 .321[- UI 
15.00 . 532(-Ul 
30.00 .6 115E -Ul 
45.00 . BOQ[ - Ul 
60 .00 .667E-Ul 
FINAL EXTENT X 
FI NAL AHEA 
TOTAL URY RE SI UU. 
SULPHUR EXTHACTEU 
.23 ~E 00 
.192E 00 
ol6!lE 00 
.1 27E 00 
.10 6E 00 
( -) . 
( H2/KG ) • 
( KG ) 





.1 06E 00 




Ml~S. I NTl H A HIKG-MOL 1M I N M3 ) 
MlAS . I NTL ' ZNl> IK G- rtOL/H 3) 
.11 6[ -0 I 
0.0000 
TABLE J 1.3 
SP~All R ITE LlACHI"G 
lAP[HIMlNTAL HUN "0 . 
S~HAl' TYPE LEACHlD 
I N ACIUIC Fl?(S 04 )3 
117 
• VMP R 
TLM~[ k ATU H E (K) 
SllHUlR SPEE O (RPM) 
I NITIAL FE3 > (Ku- MOL/M3)· 
I NITIAL H2504 (~~-MUl/M3) • 
INITIAL AHEA ( M2 / Ku ) • 
INITI~l SOLIDS HA5S ( KG) 






TIM E ZN2. f"[3+ H2SO4 
(MI N~) (KG - MOLlM) ( KG - r~U llH3) (~G-i040l/H3) 
2.)0 . 263E - 01 .256E 00 N.O. 
b.50 d03E - 0 1 • 2411E 00 N.D • 
19 . 00 .408E - UI .227E 00 N.D • 
FINAL EXTENT X 
FINAL AREA 
TOTAL DRY RESIDUE 
SULP'HUR EXTHACTE[) 
(- ) 
(H2/K G) • 
( KG ) • 
(KG) 
MEA5. I NTL RA TEf<G-MO L 1M I N M 3) 
TABLE J 45 
S~HAlERITE LEACHING I N ACIDIC 
EXPE RIMENTAL RUN NO. 
SPHAl. Ty PE lEACHED 
TE HPERA TURE (K) 
STI RRER SPEtD (RPH) 
I NITI AL FE3 - ( K ~-M O l/M3) .. 
INITIAL H2S04 (Ku- HOl/H3 ) • 
I NIT IAL AREA (H2/ KG ) .. 
















H2S04 TI HE 
( Mlt~S ) 
5. 00 
15.00 
30 . 00 
45.00 
60.00 






( KG - MO LlH3) 
oI06E 00 










FINAL EXTENT X 
FIN AL AREA 




HlAS. I NTl RATOKGt10L /MI N H3) 
ME.AS . INTL. Zta+ IKG-MOL/M3) 
TABLE J 47 
SPHALERITE lEACHING IN ACI DIC 
EXPERIHE NTAl RUN NO. 
SPHAl' TYPE lEACHED = 
TEM PERA TURE ( K ) 
STI RRER SPEED ( RPH ) 
INITIAL FE3> (Ku-HOl/H3). 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG - HO~/~3 ) 
INITIAL AREA (H2/KG) • 
I NITIAL SOLIDS HA~S ( KG) 
TI ME lN2+ FU. 
0 .. 2932 
8260.00 
0.0014 












(HI NS) ( "'G - MOL/M3 ) ("'G- MOl / H) (KG-MOl/H3) 
5.00 .II TE 
15.00 .151E 
25 . 00 .1 6 1E 
40.00 .2 23E 
60.00 .2 42E 















( ~2 / KG ) 
(KG) 
( KG) 
MlAS . I NTL RA TOKG-MOl 1M I N M3) 



















TABULATED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
FOR THE OXIDATION OF H S BY Fe3+ 
~~--~~--~~~~~~~---' 2 --~~~~--
IN THE ABSENCE AND PRESENCE OF 
SPHALERITE OR ACTIVATED CHARCOAL 
The procedure adopted for processing this type 
of data is described in section G. 3. 
Note that the same experimental run numbers 
are presented on the tables in Appendix I for the 
sphalerite dissolution reactions which generate 
H2S, as are presented in this appendix for the 
results of oxidising H2S thus generated by Fe
3+o 
A 93 
TABLE K 1 
FE)- nxlUN. OF H2~ IN AUU(OUS H2SU4 
lXP(HIMENTAL ~UN NU. ?17 
SpHAL· Tyf'E I'kl~ENT • tlO SULIoS 
l[MPERATUk( (K) )111.00 
STlt/HeR SHED ( Ilt'M) 1000.00 
INITIAL rL 3- (KG-H OL/H) · 0 . 0143 INITIAL 112504 (KG-HUL/H) · O.~O 
TUTAL suLlUS AHEA (M2IM3) · 0.00 INIT lAL SOLIDS (KG) 0.0000 
KD[XP (KPA H3/KG-HOLl • 689 . 6 
KDCALC (KpA H3/KG-MOLl · 1569.00 IIII1'IAL H2Simeas.)( KG-110L/ll3) 0.0414 
TIMl pH2S Z112-
tHINS) (KPA) (I!'G-HOL/H3) 
0.00 211.)8 N.D. 
1.00 21.62 N.C. 
2.00 20.65 N.D. 
3.00 20.08 N.D. 
5.00 19.69 N.D. 
10.00 1901 1 N.D. 
HEAS. INTL' RATE (KP~/MIN) . -15.4424 
TABLE K 3 
FE3- DxIDN. or H2S IN AQuEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 216 
SPMAL. TYPE PRESENT 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
STIHRER SPEEO (R PM ) 
INITIAL FE3_ (KG-HOL/H3)" 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-HOL/H3) 
TOTAL SOLIDS AREA (H2/M3) .. 
INITIAL SOLIDS (KG) 
KDEXP (KPA M3/KG-HOL) 
KDCALC (KPA M3/KG-HOL) a 
INITIAL H2Simrosl<KG-MOL/M3) 
TIHE PH2S ZN2-
(HINS) (~pA) lKG-HOL/H3) 
0.00 28.95 N.D. 
1.00 26.72 N.D. 
2.00 25.48 N.D. 
5.00 23.'15 N.D. 
10.00 22.01 N.n. 
15'00 21.54 N.D. 
20.ou 21.16 N.D. 
25.00 20.65 N.D. 
30.00 20.54 N.D. 
MEAS. INTL. RATE (KPA/MIN) a 
TABLE K 5 
NO SOLIDS 









FE3. oxIDN. or H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIHENTAL HUN NO. 218 
SPHAL. TYPE PKESENT 
TfMPERATURE (K) 
STIKHER SPEED ( RPM ) 
INITIAL FE3_ (KG-MOL/M3) = 
INITI AL H2S04 (KG-MOL/H3) • 
TOTAL SOLIUS AKEA (M2/M3) a 
INIlIAL SOLIDS (KG) 
KOEXP (KPA M3/KG-MOL) 
KOCALC (KPA M3/KG-MOL) • 
INITIAL H2Simeas) ( KG - MOL/M3) 
TIHE PH2S ZN2-
(HINS) (KPA) (KG-M OL /H3) 
0.00 28.95 N.O. 
1.00 26.18 N.D. 
2.00 27.72 N.D. 
5.0U 26.27 N.D. 
10.OU 24.75 N.D. 
~O.OO 22.86 N.D. 
30.00 21.77 N.D. 
40.00 ~1.2) N.D. 
ME~S. INTL. RAtE (KPA/MIN). 








18 24 .00 
0.0258 
-0.64 51 
TABLE K 2 
ru- IIxIDN. uF H?S IN AQuEOUS H2S04 
lxPLHIHFNTAL ~UN NO. • 217 
SPHAL. TYPE I'kL~ENT NO SULIOS 
TlMt'fllATURE (K) )\11.00 
STIHklR SHED (ltpM) 1000.00 
INtl I AL rU- (KG- MO LlH) ) • 0.0286 
I NIlIAL H2SU4 ( KG-MUL/H) · 0.50 TUTAL SULIDS AHLA (M?IM) · 0.00 HI!TIAL SULIDS (KG) • 0.0000 
KUEXP (KPA H3/KG-MOLl · . tW4?00 ~UCALC (KpA H3/rG-HUL) · IlHl'IAL H2S(calc)( KG - 110L/113) 0.0343 
T I loll I'H2S ZN2-
(HINS) (KPA) ( KG-HUL/H) 
0.00 19 011 11.0. 
0.50 7.72 N.D. 
1.00 4.63 N.U. 
2.00 2.51 N.D. 
3.00 1.66 N.D. 
5.00 0.85 N.D. 
10·00 0.08 N.D. 
15.00 -0.12 N.D. 
MEAS. INTL. RATE (KPAltdN) .. -32.7191 
TABLE K 4 
FE3- DXION. OF H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIHENTAL KUN NO. 216 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
STIHRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL FE3- (KG-MOL/M3)· 
INITIAL H2S0'l (KG-MOL/H3) 
TOT AL SOLIDS Ak[A (M2/M3) 
INITIAL SOLIDS (KG) 
KOExP (KPA M3/KG-HOL) = 
KDCALC ( KPA M3/KG-MOL) a 
I NI TIAL H2S !calc! (KG-MOL!M3) 
TIME PH2S ZN2-
(MINS) (KPA) (KG-MOL/H) 
0.00 20.54 N.D. 
1.00 16.93 N.D. 
2.00 14.63 N.D. 
5.00 11.29 N.D. 
10.00 8.99 N.D. 
15.00 7.84 N.D. 
20'00 7.14 ·N.D. 
25.00 6.64 N.D. 
30.00 6.18 N.D. 
HEAS. INTL' RATE (KPA/HIN). 











FEJ- OX ION. OF H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
ExpERIMENTAL HUN NO. 218 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT 
TEM PERA TURE (K) 
STjhRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL FE3- (~G-HDL/H3)· 
I NITIAL H~S04 ( ~G -H O L/MJ) • 
TOTAL SOLIDS AKlA (H2/M3) • 
I NITIAL SOLIOS (KG) 
KUEXP (KPA H3/KG-MOL) • 
KDCALC (K PA H3/KG-HOL) 
INI TIAL H2Slcalc! (KG-MOL/M3) " 
TIHl , PH2S ZN2-
(MI NS) ( ~~A) ( KG -MOL/H3) 
0.00 21.23 N.D. 
1.00 19.30 N.D. 
2.00 17.~7 N.D. 
5.0U 14.26 N.O. 
10.OU 11.20 N.D. 
20.00 6.11 N.D. 
30.00 6.56 N.D. 











TABLE K 7 
Ft)+ nXIDN. or H? S IN AOUEOUS H2S 04 
EXPERIMENTAL NUN HO. • 172 
SPHAl. TYPE PHE~[NT 
TEM~EHHUHl (K) 
STIHRER SPEEO ( R P~) 
I NITIAL FE)+ (KG-M Ul/M). 
INITIAL H2S04 (~G-" O l/M) • 
TOTAL SOllUS A~EA (M2/H3) • 
INITIAL 5UlIU~ (KG). 
KOEXP (KPA H)/KG-HOl) • 
KOCAlC (KPA M3/KG-MOl) • 







































MEAS. INTl. RA1E (KPA/MIN). -0.7110 
TABLE Kg 
,E)+ oXIDN. 0, H2S IN AQUEOUS H2SO4 
EXP[R~MENTAl RUN NO. " 176 
SPHAl' TYPE PRESENT VMWI:IM 
TEMPE RATURE (K) 316.00 
S TI KRER SPEED (RPM) 1000.00 
INITIAL ,E3_ (KG-Mol/M3) . 0.0055 
INITIAL H2SO4 (KG-MoL/H3) = 0 , 97 
TOTAL SOLIDS A~EA (M2/M3) 19 154'35 
INITIAL SoLlDS (KG) 0.0100 
KDEXP (KPA H3/KG-HoLl . 1698.00 
KDCAlC (KPA M)/KG-MoLl = 1654.00 
TIHE PH2S ZN2+ 
(HIN~) (KpA) (KG-Mol/H3) 
0.00 17.52 N.D. 
1'00 17.15 N.D. 
2.00 16.66 N.D. 
2.00 16.66 N.D. 
5.00 16.17 N.D. 
10.00 15.56 N.D. 
MEAS. INTl. RATE (KPA/HINl " -0.3667 
TABLE K11 
'E)- OXIDN' 0' H2S IN AOUEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIMENTAL HUN NU. 175 
SPHAl' TYPE PRE~ENT 
TEMPERATURE CK) 
STIRRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL rE3+ (KG-HOl/M3) 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-HOl/H3) • 
TOTAL SOLIDS AKlA (112/M3) • 
INITIAL SOLIDS ( KG) 
KOEXP (KPA M3/KG-MOLl • 



































TABLE K 8 
,[)- OXIUN. Of H7S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
ExpERIMENTAL HU N NO. • 172 
S~H~L. TYPE PI1(SENT 
TfH~ERATURE (K) 
STI~k(R SPfED (RPMl 
I NITIAL ,E3+ ( KG -MUL/ "). 
INITIAL H2 S0 4 ( Kr,-MOL/H) • 
1 0 T~L SOLIDS AHlA (142/14) • 
I NITIAL ~DlIDS (~Gl 
KoEXP (KPA M3/KG-M Ol) " 
KDeAle (KPA M)/~G-HDL) • 
TIME PH2S 1N2+ 
(HIN~) (KPA) (KG-Mol/M3) 
0'00 6'26 .675E-02 
1.00 6011 N.D. 
2.00 4.97 N.D. 
5.00 3.00 N.D. 
10.00 1.64 N.D. 
15.00 1017 N.ll. 










HEAS. INTl. RATE (KPA/HINl. 
TABLE K 10 
,E3+ oXlo N. OF H25 IN AQUEOUS H2SO4 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. • 176 
SPHAL. TypE PRESENT • VMWBH 
TEMPERATURE (K) 316.00 
STI RR ER SPEED (RPH) " 1000.00 INITIAL rE3- (KG-MUl/H3) " 0.0136 INITIAL H2SO4 (KG-Mol/H3) " 
1915gJ~ TOTAL SolIOS AkEA (M2/M3) " 
INITIAL SOLIDS (KG) 0.0100 
KDEXP (KPA M)/KG-MoLl ~ 1696.00 
KDCALC (KPA H3/KG-MoLl · 1654.00 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
(InNS) (KPA) (~G-Hol/H3) 
0.00 15.21 .140E-OI 
1.00 1).63 N.D. 
2.00 12.61 N.D. 
5.00 10.99 N.D. 
10.00 9030 N.D. 
15.00 8039 N.D. 
20.00 7.91 '153E-Ol 
MEAS. INTl. RATE (KPA/HINl • -1.2804 
TABLE K 12 
,E3- oXloN' 0' H2s IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
ExpERIMENTAL RUN NO. 175 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT 
TE~PERATURE (K) 
STI RR ER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL rE3+ (KG-MUL/H31 
INITIAL H2So~ (KG-M OL/H) " 
TOTAL SOLI DS AKEA (M2/H3) ' . 
INITIAL SOLIDS (KG) 
KDEXP (KPA H3/KG-HoL) ~ 



































TABLE K 13 . 
F[3+ Ox I ON . uf H?S IN AQuEOUS H2SU4 
lXPCRIMfNTAL IIUN NO. 200 
SPHAL. TYP( PHLSf.NT • 
TEMP( RA TU R[ (K) 
STIHR[R SPEED (HPH) 
INIlIAL • [3+ (KG-HULlH3). 
INITIAL H2S04 (~G-H O L/H3) • 
TUTAL SOLIUS Ak[A (H2/M3) • 
INITIAL SULIDS ( KG ) 
KOEXP ( KPA M3/K'-MUL) • 
KoeALe (KPA M3/KG-MOL) • 
TlIoIE PH2S ZN2+ 
(HINS) (KPA) .( K G-MOl/Io'.3) 
0.00 10.47 .666E-02 
1.00 9.68 N.D. 
2.00 9.20 N.D. 
5.00 8.49 N.D. 
10.00 6;20 N.D. 
14.20 6.07 .967[-02 
HEAS. INTl. RAT[ (KPA/MIN) 





0 .0 057 
0.1,8 





rE3+ oxIDH. or H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
ExpERIMENTAL .RUN NO. 199 
SPHAl. TYPE PRESENT 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
STI~ RER SPEED (RPH) 
INITIAL FE3+ (KG-MUl/M3) = 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOL/M3) = 
TOTAL SOLIDS AkEA ( M2/H3) = 
INITIAL SOLIDS (KG) 
KDEXP (K PA M3/KG-MDl) z 































MEAS. INTL' RATE (KPA/HIN) = 










fE3+ ox ID N. Of H2S IN AQuEOUS H2S04 
(XPl RIMENTAL RUN NO. 201 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
STIRRER SPEEU ( RPH) 
INITIAL rE3+ ( KG - MOL/H3). 
I NITIAL H2S04 (KG-MUL/H3) • 
TDTAL SOLIDS AKlA ( H2/H3) = 
I NJ1 IAl SULIDS (KG) 
KDEXP ( KPA M3/KG-MOL) = 





































TABLE K 11. 
rE3- OXION . or H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
lXPlHIHENTAl HUN NO ' 200 
SPH~l. TYPE PHESEHT 
TlHPERATuRl (~) 
.STIHRER SPEEU (RPM) 
INITIAL rEJ+ (KG-MOL/H3). 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-HOL/H3) • 
TOTAL SOLIDS A~lA (M2/H3) • 
INITIAL SULID~ (KG) 
KDEXP (KPA M3/KG-MUl) • 
KDeAle (KPA M3/KG-MOl) • 
TlHE PH2S ZN2+ 
( IONS) (KPA) ( KG-MOLlH3) 
0.00 7.97 .967£-02 
1.00 6.01 N.D. 
2.00 4.71 N.D. 
3.00 3.62 N.D. 
5.00 2.76 N.D. 
10.00 1.63 N.D. 
15'00 1.38 dl0E-01 
MEAS. INTL' RATE (KPA/HIN). 










fE3+ oxiDN. Of H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
EXP ER IHENTAl HUN NO' 199 
SPH~l. TYPE PRESENT 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
STIHRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL fE3+ (KG-MOl/H3) 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOL/H3) m 
TOTAL SOLI DS A~[A (M2/M3) = 
INillAl SOLIDS (KG) 
KDEXP (KPA H3/KG-MOl) a 


































MEAS. INTl. RATE (KPA/MIN) = 
T.A.BLE K 18 
8DH 
31 6 ,00 
1000.00 
0.0266 






FE3+ OXIDN. Of H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO' 201 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
SFI RRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL FE3+ ( KG -M Ol/H3)' 
I NIT I AL H2S04 (KG-MOl/M3) • 
TOTAL SOLI DS AMEA ( H2 /M3) • 
INITIAL SOLIOS ( KG ) 
KOEXP (KPA H3/KG-MOl) = 








































TABLE K 19 
fE3' OXION. Of H2S IN AQUEOUS · H?S 0 4 
EXPlHIMEr4TAL HUN NO' 201 
!>PHAL. TYPE PRESENT ,. lIOH 
l(MPERATUHE (K) 316.00 
STIHHEH SPEED (liPM) • 1000.00 
IrUTIAL fU+ (KG-MOLlM3 ) · 0.0266 INillAL H2Sn4 (~G-MOL/M3) · 1.95 TUTAL SOLIDS AHLA (MU",3 ) · 9842.9? INIT IAL SOLI OS (KG) 0.0040 
KDEXP (KPA M3/KG-MOL) · N.D. IIDCAlC (KPA H3/KG-MOL.) · 1627.00 
TIME PH2S ZNh 
("'INS) (KPA) (KG-MOL/M3) 
0.00 15t! 3 N.D. 
1.00 14.09 N.D. 
2.00 13013 '1.0. 
3.00 12.35 N.D. 
HEAS. INTL. RATE (KPA/MIN) . -1.1000 
TABLE K 21 
fE3+ OXION. Of H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
[XPERIMENTAL HUN NO. 170 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT = 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
STIRRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL fE3+ (KG-MOl/M3) = 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOl/H3) c 
TOTAL SOLIDS AMEA (M2/M3) = 
INITIAL SOLIDS (KG) 
KOEXP (KPA M3/KG-HOl) • 








































HEAS. INTl. RATE (KPA/MIN) 2 
TABLE K 23 
FE)+ OxIDN. UF H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
EXpEHIMENTAL HUN NO. 168 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT VMZCR 
-TEMPEHATURE (K) " 318.00 STIkREH SPEED (RPM) 1000.00 
INITIAL FU+ (KG-MOL/M3) " 0.0055 INITIAL H2SO4 (KG-MOLlM3) " 0, 97 TOTAL SOLIUS AriEA (M2/M3) 479503? 
INIT IAL SOLI DS (KG) 0.0050 
KDEXP (KPA H3/KG-MOLl . 1698.00 
/lDCAlC (KPA M3/KG-MOLl . 1654.00 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
(HINS) (KPA) . (KG-MOL/H) 
0.00 17 .42 '121E-01 
1.00 17 010 N.D. 
2.00 17.00 N.D. 
5.00 16.63 N.D. 
10.00 15 t\ 7 N.D. 
15.00 14.79 N.D. 
MEA!>. INTL. RATE (KPA/HIN) . -0.3938 
Tt>,BLE K 20 
fl3+ nXIUN' Of H2S IN AQuEnUS H2S0 4 
lxP[RIM[NTAL ~U~ NO. 170 
SPHAL. TYPE PH[~ENT • VMZCR 
T(MP£RATURE (K) 316.00 
STlkl([H SPEED (R~M) • 1000.00 
INIlIAL f[3+ (KG-., DL/H3) · 0.0055 I NITIAL H2S 0 4 (KG-MOL/M3) • 0,48 
TOTAL SOLIUS AMEA (M2/M3) · 171151.25 INIT IAL SOLlO~ (KG) 0.0100 
KODP (KPA 113/KG-MOL) ~ 1661.·00 
KDCALC -(KPA H3/KG-HOL) · 1569.00 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
(MINS) (KPA) (KG-MDL/M3) 
0.00 .13016 N.D. 
1·00 12.31 N.D. 
2.0U 11.64 N.D. 
5.0U . 11.14 N.D. 
8.00 10.87 N.D. 
10.00 10.92 N.D. 
MEA!> ' . INTL' RAtE (KPA/HIH) • -0.6255 
TABLE K 22 
FE)+ OxIDN. Of H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIMENTAL HUN NO. 170 
SPHAl. TYPE PRESENT 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
STIRRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL fE3+ (KG-MOl/M) 2 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOL/M3) • 
TOTAL SOLIDS AKEA (1'42/143) • 
INITIAL SOLIDS (KG) 
II OEXP (KPA H3/KG-MOL) • 




























HEAS. INTl. RATE (KPAtMINI = 











fE3+ OxIDN. OF H2S IN AOUEOUS H2S0~ 
ExpERIMENTAL HUN NO. 168 
SPHAL. TYpE PRESENT VHZCR 
TO,PERATURE (K) 318.00 
ST IHRER SPEED (RPM) 1000.00 
INITIAL FE3+ (KG-MOL/H3) 0.0136 
INITIAL tl2S04 (KG·MOLlM3 ) · 0,97 TOTAL SOLIDS Ak[A (142/143) · 4795.32 I NIlIAL SOLI OS (KG) 0.0050 
KOEXP (KPA 113/KG-MDL) · 1696.00 KOCAlC (KPA H3/KG-HoLl = 1654.00 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
(",INS) (KPA) (KG-MOL/H3) 
0.00 14.79 0I20E-01 
1.00 13.48 N.D • . 
2.00 12.66 N.D. 
5.00 11010 N.D. 
10.00 9.60 N.D .• 
' 15.00 6.60 N.D. 
20.00 7.64 N.D. 
4!5.00 7.20 N.D. 
MEAS. INTl· RATE (KPA/HIN) . -1.0321 
A 97 
TABLE K 25 
FE3+ UXlON. OF H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
lXPI:.RlHFNTAL t<UN NO. 168 
SPHAL. TYPE PtlLSENT • VHzeR TEHt'ERATURE (K) 318.00 
~TIHHER SPlED (flPM) 1000.00 
ItllT!AL F(3 + (KG-H OLlH) ) · 0.0136 INJl IAL H2SO4 (KG-M OLlH3 ) 0 . 97 
TOTAL SOLIOS At<lA (H2/H3) · 4795.32 I N IT IAL SOLI OS (KG) • 0'0050 KOEXP (KPA M3/KG-fIOL) · 1696.00 KOCALe (KPA H3/KG-MOL> · 165~.00 
TIHE PH2S ZN2+ 
(HINS) (KPA) ( KG-HOtlH3) 
0.00 6.97 '12)E-Ol 
1.00 6.53 N.D. 
2.00 6.20 N.D. 
5'00 5.42 N.D. 
10.00 4.51 N.O. 
N[AS. INTL. RATE (KPA/MIN) • -0.3365 
TABLE K 27 
FE3+ OXION. OF H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
ExPERIHENTAL tlUN NO. 174 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT 
TEHPERATURE (K) 
STIkRER SPE[U (RPM) 
INITIAL ~E)+ (KG-MOL/M). 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-HOL/H) • 
TOTAL SOLIDS ArlEA (H2/H3) 
INITIAL SOLIDS (KG) 
KDEXP (KPA M)/KG-MOL) z 
KDCALC (KPA M3/KG-HOL) = 
TlHE PH2S ZN2+ 
(HINS) (KPA) (KG-HDL/H) 
0.00 30.86 N.D. 
1.00 35.03 N.D. 
2.00 )3.76 N.D. 
5.00 31.42 N.D. 
10.00 28.69 N.O. 
15.00 27.54 N.D. 
co.OO 26.93 N.D. 
25.00 26.81 N.D. 
30.00 26.81 N.O. 
MEAS. INTl. RATE (KPA/MIN) 











FEl. OXION. ' OF H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIMENTAL tlUN N.D' = 171 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
STItlR[R SpEEO (Rt'M) 
INITIAL F[3. (KG-HOL/H). 
INITIAL H2S04 (~G-MOL/M) 
TOTAL SOLIDS AHlA (M2/H3) 
INITIAL SULIDS (KG) 
KDEXP (KPA M)/KG-HOL) = 



































TABLE K 26 
FE3· OXIUN. OF H2S IN AQUEOUS H?S04 
lXPlRIME~TAL HUN NO. 174 
~PHAL. TYPE "HE~ENT • 
TEH"[~ATURE (K). 
' STIHHER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL FE). (KG-MOL/H). 
INITIAL H2 ~ 04 (KG-HOL/H3) • 
TOTAL SULI US At<lA (H2/H3) • 
INITIAL SOLIUS (KG) 
KOEXP (KPA H)/KG-HOL) • 
KDeALe (KPA H3/KG-HOL) • 
TIME PH2S 1N2+ 
(MINS) (KPA) (KG-HOl/M3) 
0.0~ 40.3) '275E-Ol 
2.00 )9.95 N.D. 
4.00 )9.56 N.D. 
6'00 )9016 N.D. 
6.00 36.60 N.D. 
10.00 )6.53 N.D. 










MEAS. INTL. RATE (KPA/MIN) • -0.1653 
TABLE K 28 
FE3' bXIDN. OF H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIMENTAL HUN NO. 174 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT • TEMPE RATURE (K) 
STIkHER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL FE). (KG-MOL/H). 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOL/H) • 
TOTAL SOLIDS A~(A (H2/M) • 
INITIAL SOLIDS (KG) 
KDEXP (KPA M)/KG-MOL) • 
KDCAlC (KPA M3/KG-MOL) • 
TIME PM2S ZN2+ 
(HINS) (KPA) (KG-MDliM3) . 
0.00 26.81 .277£-01 
2.00 25.01 N.D. 
4.00 23.74 N.D. 
6.00 22.78 N.D. 
10'00 21.24 ~.D. 
15'00 19.97 N.D. 
20.00 19.09 N.D. 
30.00 17.90 N.D. 
)5.00 17.90 N.D. 
M£AS. INTL. RATE (KPA/MIN) 
TABLE 1< 30 
• 
VMZCR 









FE3' OXIDN. OF H2S IN AOUEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIMENTAL KUN NO. 171 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT • 
TEHPERATURE . (K) 
STIHRER SPEED (RPH) 
INITIAL FE), (KG-H OL/H) = 
INI TIAL H2S04 I~G-M O L/H3) • 
TOTAL SULIDS AHEA (M2/M3) 
INITIAL SULIOS (KG) 
KoEXP ( KP A H)/KG-HOL) • 






































TABLE K 31 
rfl ' UX loN. ur H7~ l~ AUUEOUS H2SU4 
[~f'[RIMf.t/TA L RUN NO . • Ib9 
TypE ~H £5(NT V~PR Sf'HAL. 
TEMP[RA HIRE (K) JIB.aO 
STIH HlJ! SPEED (1,f'M ) • 1000.00 
INITIAL .0- (~G-M o LlMl ) · 0.0055 (~ G - MULlM) • 0, 97 I NITIAL 1i2504 
TOTAL SOLIDS AM[A (~2I M ) • 2064bl!.2l 
lNIlIAl ~oLlDS ( K(j) • 0 . 0650 
KllEXP ( KPA Ml/KG - MOLl · 1696.00 KoeALC (KPA PO/KG-MOL) · 1654.00 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
(MIN~) (KPA) ( KG - HOL/H3 ) 
0.00 Ib.26 t115E-OI 
1.00 14.40 N.D. 
2.00 13.70 N.D. 
).00 1).31 N.D. 
4.00 13.1) N.D. 
5.00 13.07 N.D. 
MEAS. INTL' RATE (KPA/MIN) . -2.7373 
TABLE K 33 
.E3- OXIoN. O. H2S I N AQUEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 101 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT 
TEMPERATURE (Kl 
STI RRER SPEED (RPM). 
I NIT IAL ' fE3+ (~ G - MO L/ M3 ). 
I NITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOL/H3) • 
TOTAL SOLIDS AkEA ( M2/~3 ) ~ 
I NITIA L SOLIDS ( KG) 
KDEXP (KPA M3/KG - HOL ) • 
KOCALC (KPA M3/KG - MDL ) • 
liME 


























MEAS. IN1L. RATE (KPA/HIN). -24.9672 
TABLE' K 35 
.E3+ OXIoN . D. H2S I N AQUEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN ~O . • 113 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT VMPR 
TEMPERATURE (K) 316.00 
STIkRER SPEED (RPM) 1000.00 
I NITIA L FE3+ (KG-H Ol/M3 ) · 0.0055 INIT IAL H2SO4 (KG - HOL/H3 ) • , ,95 
TOTAL SOLIDS AKEA (M2IH3) • 6547.58 
INITIAL 50LlDS (KG) 0.0100 
K(1EXP (KPA M3/KG-MOLl · \650.00 KOCALC ( KPA H3/KG - MOL) · 1624.00 
TlHE PH2S ZH2+ 
\ Mr"NS) (KPA) (K G-M OL/H 3) 
0.00 27.46 .242E-Ol 
0.33 34.67 N.D. 
0.6b 34011 N.D. 
1.00 33.62 N.D. 
2'00 33.16 N.D. 
4.00 33.66 N.D. 
6.00 33.92 N.l). 
HEAS. INT l . RATE ( KPA/MIN) . -11.4506 
TABLE K 32 
f[)- OX ION. Of H?S IN AUU[OUS H2SU4 
lXPlHIMENTAL HUN HU ' • Ih~ 
SPHAL . TYPE PHESE.;T • 
1 [Mf'EflHURE ( K) • 
STIHRER Sf-EEO (HPM) 
INITIAL fE)- (KG- MUL/M) • 
INITIAL H2SO4 (~G-HOL/MJ ) • 
TOTAL SOLIDS AklA ( 1'1211'1) • 
INITIAL SOLI O~ ( KG) 
KliExP ( KPA M) / KG -MULl • 
KoCAlC (KPA IIJ/K G-HoL> · 
TIME PH2S' 2N2+ 
(MINS) (KPA) (KG-M UL /H) 
0.00 I) oIb • II bE -0\ 
1.00 11.24 N.D. 
2.00 10.40 N.D. 
30.00 9.67 N.D. 
5.00 90\0 N.D. 
10.00 7.76 N.D. 
15.00 7.01 N.D. 
20'00 6.29 N.D. 
25.00 5.61 N.D. 
30.00 5036 N.D. 
MEAS. it,lL. RAft. (KPA/HIN) • 











FE3+ OX ID N. or H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. • 101 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT • 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
STlkRER SPEED ( ~PM ) 
INITIAL 'E3+ ( KG - MOL / H3 )· 
INITIAL H2S04 (~G-HOL/M3) a 
TOTAL SOL I DS AHEA (M2/M3) 
INITIAL SOLI DS (KG) 
KDEXP (KPA M3/KG - MOL ) • 
KDCALe ( KPA M3/KG-HOL) • 
TIME. 


























MEAS. INTL. RATE (KPA/MIN). -12.6059 
TABLE K 36 
.E3+ OX l oN . a. H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIHENTAL RUN NO . • 173 
SPHAL. TYPE PR[SEN T VHPR 
TEMPERATURE (K) 318.00 
S T! HRER SPEED ( RPH ) 1000.00 
INITIAL f£3+ (KG-HOL/H3) · 0.0055 INITIAL H2SO4 ( KG - MOL / H3) , ,95 
TOTAL SOLIDS AkLA (H2/M3) · 6547 .58 I NITI AL SOLlDS ( KG ) 0.0100 
KDEXP (KPA IU/KG-HO L) : 1850.00 
KDCALC (KPA M3/KG -MOLl • 1824.00 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
(MINS) ( KPA) (KG-HOL/M3) 
0 · 00 33.92 N.D. 
0.,33 32.25 N.D. 
0 . 6b 31.42 N.D. 
1.00 30 .66 N.D. 
2 . 00 30.36 N.D. 
3.00 30.36 N.D. 
5 . 00 30.46 N.D. , 
MEAS. I NTL . RATl ( KPA/M IN) • -5.5988 
A 99 
TABLE K 37 
fE» OXIUN. Of H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
[XP[RIMENTAL HUN NO. )73 
SPHAL. TYPE PKLSENT • 
TEMPERATURE (K) • 
STIKkfR SPEED (R~M) 
INITIAL fE» (KG-MOl/H3). 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-HUl/H3) • 










INITIAL SOlID~ (KG) 
KQEXP (KPA M3/Kr,-MUL) • 




























TABLE K 39 
fE)t OxIDN. Of H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 222 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT 
TEMPE RATURE (K) 
STIKRER SpEED (RPM) 
INITIAL rE3> (KG-HOL/H3) z 
I NITIAL H2S04 (KG-Mal/H) • 
TOTAL SOLIDS AREA (112/H3) z 
.INITIAL SOLIDS (KG) 
KOEXP (KPA M3/KG-MOl) z 
KOCAlC (KPA M3/KG-MOL) a 
T I ME PH2S ZN2> 
(MINS) (KPA) ( KG-MOl/H3) 
0'00 26.21 N.D. 
1.00 23.47 N.D. 
3.00 20.39 N.O. 
5.00 16.36 N.D. 
10.00 15.26 N.D. 
15'00 13.53 N.D. 
20.00 12017 N •. D. 
30.00 10.62 N.D. 
10.00 9.74 N.D. 
HEAS. INTL' RATE (KPA/HIN) 
TABLE K 41 
z 









fE3> OxiDN. or H2S IN AQUEOUS H2 S04 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 221 
SPHAL. TYPE PRESENT 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
STI RRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL rE3. (KG-M Ol/M3 ): 
INITIAL H2S04 (~G-HOl/H3) • 
TOT AL SOLI DS AkEA (H2/H3) z 
INITIAL SOLIDS ( KG ) 
KDEXP (KPA H3/KG-MOl) • 
KDeAle (KPA H3/KG-HOL) • 
TIHE PH2S ZN2> 
(111 NS) (KPA) (~G-HDLlM3) 
0.00 26.35 N.D. 
0.50 16.42 N.D. 
1.00 13.21 N.D. 
2.00 9.92 N.D. 
3.00 6030 N.D. 
4.00 7.44 N.D. 
5.00 6.115 N.O. 
7.ou 6.24 N.D. 
10.ou 5.66 N.D. 
15.00 5015 N.D. 
20·Ou 4.b4 N.D. 










TABLE K 38 
rE)· OXION. Uf H2S IN AouEOUS H2S04 
lXpE~IM[NTAl kUN NO. 113 
SPHAL. TYPE PH(SENT 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
~TIk"ER SPEED ( N~M ) 
INITIAL rE3. (KG -MUl/H). 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOl/M3) • 
TUTAL SOllOS Ak£A (112/11) • 
INITIAL SOLIDS (KG). 
KDEXP (KPA H 3/KG-~UL) • 
KDCALC (KPA H3/KG-HOL) • 
TIME PH2S ZN2> 
(MINS) ( KP A) (KG-HOL/M3) 
Ii.OO 20.59 .245E-Ol 
0033 111.112 N.D. 
0.66 16.t 3 N.D. 
1.00 11.7) N.O. 
2.00 16.77 N.D. 
5.00 15.15 N.D. 
10.00 13.58 N.D. 
15.00 12.46 N.D. 










HEAS. INTL. RATE (KPA/HIN) • -5.2816 
TABLE K 40 
fE» OXION. or H2S IN AQUEOUS H2S0. 
ExpERIHENTAL HUN NO. • 220 
SPHAL. TypE PRESENT 
TEMPERATURE (1\) 
STIK RER SPEEO (RPH) 
INITIAL fE3. (KG-H OL/M). 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-HOL/H3) • 
TOTAL SOLIDS AkEA (M2/H) • 
INITIAL SOLIDS (KG) 
KDEXP (KPA M)/KG-MOL) • 
KOCAlC (KPA M3/KG-MOl) • 
TIME PH2S Zfj2+ 
(MINS) (KPA) ( KG-MOLlH3) 
0.00 26.77 N.D. 
1. 00 19.16 N.D. 
2.00 16.07 N.D. 
3.00 14011 N.D. 
4.00 12.63 N.D. 
5.00 11.50 N.D. 
7.00 9.66 N.D. 
10.00 6.05 N.D. 
15.00 6.41 N.D. 
20.00 5.51 N.D. 
25.00 ".90 N.D. 
30.00 4.73 N.D. 
HEAS. INTl. RATE (KPA/MIN) 












fE3· OXION. or H2S IN AouEOUS H2S04 
~XPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 223 
SPHAl. TypE PRESENT • 
TEMPERATURE (1\) 
STIKRER SPEED (RPH) 
INITIAL fE3> (KG-~OL/H3) = 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-MOL/H) Z 
lOTAl SOLIDS AkEA (H2/M) a 
INITIAL SOLIDS (~G) 
KDEXP ( KPA M3/KG-MOl) • 
KDCAlC (KPA H3/KG-HOl) • 
TIME PH2S l N2 t 
(tHN5) (K PA) ( KG - MOl /H3) 
0.00 26.65 N.D. 
0.25 16.26 N.D. 
0.50 13034 N.O. 
1. 00 10.42 N.D. 
2.00 11.34 N.D. 
).OU 7.44 N.D. 
4.00 6.92 N.D. 
5·00 6.54 N.D. 
7.00 5.9) "hO. 
10.00 5.47 N.D. 
15.00 4.76 N. O. 
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TABULATED EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
FOR LEACHING UNDER CASE (iii) CONDITIONS 
This type of data was qualitatively interpreted 
as discussed in section G. 4. 
A 101 
TABLE L 1 
lXPLMIM( NTAl HUN NU . 160 
SPHALER rT( l [A~tl/ NG Ht AUUEOUS H2S04 
S~HAl. Ty PE LEACHED VMwHI1('rE). al 1=0) 
T£MI'lI<ATURE (~ ) 316.00 
I NITIAL HA5 S (~(. ) 0 . 0100 
ST/HRER ~~[ED ( R ~H) • 1000 .0 
INITIAL H2SO 4 (~G-M O LIH 3) 2 0.5000 
11<11 I A L IE 3. (~ G - MO L/ M3 ) • 0.0138 
SPfC. SuRfA CE AHLA ( M2IKG ) · 3272.0 KUCALC (KPA H3/KG-HOLl · • 1569E 04 
TIME PH2S ZN2. 
(HIN~) (KPA) (K G-MVL/M3) 
1.00 0.00 .294£-02 
5'00 0'00 .5';0£-02 
15.00 0.00 .592£-02 
62·0U 0.00 .60IE-02 
'i0.00 0.00 .604£-02 
TABLE L 3 
£xP£RIMENTAL RUN NO.2. 178 
SPHALERITE lEAC HING IN AY UEOUS H2S04 
SPMAl. TYPE lEACHEo 
TE MP ERATURE (K) 
I NITIAL MASS (KG) 
STI kRER SPEro ( RPM ) 
I NI TIAL H2S04 (~ G -M Ol /H3) • 
I NITI AL fE3. (KG-MOL/H3) 
SPEC.S URfA CE AHLA ( M2 / KG) • 
Ko CAlC (KPA H3/ KG -H Ol) • 
TIHE PI12S ZN2. 
(HI NS) ( KP A) ( KG- MO L/H3) 
1.0 0 1.44 N.O. 
5.00 3.07 .878E-)0 
10 .00 0.05 N.C. 
15.00 0.00 N.D. 
30.0 0 0038 0120E-01 
1/5' OU 0.84 .329E-29 
60.00 1.58 .132E-OI 
00.00 2.7tl .145[-01 
TABLE L 5 








EXpER I MENT AL RUN NO. 210 
SP HA LE RITE lEACHING I N AUUEOUS H2S04 
SP HAl . TYPE LEACHED 
TE MPERATURE (K) 
INITIAL M'SS ( KG > 
STl kRE~ SPEEO ( RPM ) 
I NITIA L H2S01/ (KG-MUL/~) 
SPEC.Su RfA CE AMEA (M?/KG) • 
~DCA LC ( KPA M3/Ku - MDL) • 
INITA L FE). (.<G-MOLlM 31 
T I HE PI12S ZN2. 
(HI NS ) ( KPA ) (KG- MU L/H3) 
0.2~ 0.53 N.D. 
0.50 0 .50 N.D. 
1. 00 0.34 .600[ -02 
5.ou 0.07 .IIOE-Ol 
10. OU 0.00 N. D. 
15.0U 0 .05 .175E -01 
J o . oo 0.36 . 205[ -01 
1/5' 00 0.H2 .21 5E - Ol 
60.00 1.10 .21 9[ - 0 1 
75.0 0 1.49 . 2 16[-28 






'165 q[ Oq 
0,0570 
TABLE L 2 
EXPlR IM( NTAL HUN N~ . 11' 
S~H~lE R lTE l E~C tiIIH. IN AIIUEOUS H2S0q 
SPfiA l. TYP£ LEAtH ( l! VMW AM(.rE3+ aII:O) 
TE HPE IU TUR( l ~ ) 318.00 
Irl! 1 I Al MASS ( -G ) • 0.0100 
STI HIlER spero (WP M) 1000 .0 
1~J1 IAl 112S04 ( ~G-H U LlM3) · 1.0000 lin T IAL fE3. (~ G -.., [jL /M3) · 0.0136 SPEC . SURfA' E AHLA (",UKG) · 3272.0 KDCALC (KPA H3/KG-HOL) • .1654£ 04 
TI HL PH2S I N2+ 
(HIN:') (KPA) (KG- I<O L/H3) 
1.00 3.75 .430£-02 
5.00 4.90 .765£-02 
10.00 5.26 .9 411 £-02 
21.50 7.49 0115£-01 
3().00 6.93 0118£-01 
45.00 10.q7 .13H.-Ol 
60.00 11.q3 11.0. 
75.00 12.29 .1 44 ( .-01 
T,6,BLE L t. 
EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 179 
SPHALERITE lEACHI NG IN AQ UEOUS H2S04 . 
SPHAL. TYPE lEACHE D 
TEMPEPATUH£ (K) 
I NITIAL ~ASS ( KG ) 
STIH RER SPEED ( RPH) 
INITIAL H2S04 ( KG - MOL /H3) = 
I NITIAL FE3+ ( KG - HOl / H). 
SPEC . SURFACE A~EA ( H2 /KG) 
KDCAlC ( KPA M3/ KG - HOll • 
TI~E PH2S I N2. 
(HINS) ( KP A) ( Kr, -~OLliol3) 
0033 0 .67 N.O. 
0.66 0.72 N.D. 
1' 00 0·53 .535E-02 
2 . 00 0.26 N.D. 
5. 00 0010 .'18IE-02 
17 . 00 0 . 00 .7 82 E-29 
2~,.00 0'00 N.D. 
30.00 0.00 .217[-01 
45.00 0.00 rl. o. 
60.00 0.00 .259£-01 
TABLE L 6 








EXP(RIMtNTAL HUN NO . 181 
SPHALER ITE l EACH ING I N AQU EOUS H2SoQ 
SPHAl. · TYPE lEA~HEo 
TEMP ERATURE (K) 
I NITIAL HASS ( KG ) 
STl kRER SPEED ( RP M) 
I NI TIAL H2S04 (KG- MOl / M3 ) • 
I NI TIAL fE3. (~G-M OL /~3) a 
SPE C.SUHFACE AKLA ( M2/KG ) = 
KDCA l C ( KPA H3 /K G- MO L) a 
TI HE PH2S I N2 + 
( HINS) ( KPA ) ( KG - HO l/H3) 
0'33 3'00 N.D. 
0.66 4·30 N.D. 
1· 00 5 '22 .617£-02 
2.00 6038 N.D. 
6 . 00 7 . 6 1 01 07( -01 
10. 00 8 .Q5 N. D. 
15.0U 10 .64 01 33( -01 
30.00 15 .44 0I 73E -01 
15 . 00 111.52 0I 79E -OI 
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TABLE L 7 
[XPlRIHENl~L RUN NO. 162 
SP~Al[RllE l[ACHI~G IN A~uEOUS H2~04 
SPHAL. TypE LE.CHEO • 
TEM~ ERHUR( (~). 
~ H w Il r-e. A. C .011.0 ) 
3t 6.00 
I NiTIAL M~~Slsphal.) (KG) 
STI"HEH SPlEo (RPM) 
INI1I~L H2S04 (KG-H Ul /M) • 
SPEC.SURfACE AHEA (H2/KG) • 
IIHL. ACT. CHARCOAL IKG) 
KOCALC (KPA ")/KG-MOLl . 
TI ME PH2S ZN2+ 
(HIN~) (KPA) (~G-MOL/M3) 
1.30 7.t 1 .770(-02 
5.00 11.62 .\04[-01 
10.00 1).25 N.D. 
15'00 14'02 .\28(-01 

























TABLE L 9 
ExPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 163 
SPHALERITE LlACHING IN AQuEOUS H2'S04 
SPHAL. TYPE ' LEACHED 
TE~PERATURE (K) 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 
STI RRER SPEED (RPM) 
INITIAL H2S04 ( KG -M OL/M) 
SPEC.SURfACE A"EA (H2/KG) 
KDCAlC (KPA M3/KG-MOL) = 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ , 
(MINS) (KPA) ( KG-HOL/M3) 
0033 1.06 N.D. 
0.66 1031 N.D.' 
1.00 1034 .433E-02 
2.00 1015 N.D. 
5.00 1.97 .765E-02 
10.00 4.99 .107[-01 
JO.OO 7.25 .\26E-Ol 
45.00 6.60 0141E-01 
I NTL. ACT, CHARCOAL (KG) 
TABLE L 11 








EXPERIMENTAL RUN NO. 214 
SPHALfRITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAl. TYPE LEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 
STlkRER SPEED (RPM) 
I NITIAL H2S04 (KG-M Ol/H3 ) • 
I NITIAL fE3+ (KG-HOl/H). 



















5 .997 .10.3 
11.779.10.3 , 
17 .286.1 0.3 , 
21. '93.10.3 
21 .952.10-3 
22 .1.11 .10.3 
MASS OF ACT CHARCOAL Ikg) 
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TABLE L 8 
lxPERIMENTAL kUN NO' • 212 
S~~AlERITE L[ A~H I NG IN AQUEUUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED • 
T[MPE RATU~E (K) 
INITIAL MASS (~G) 
SlIHP(R SP[ED (RPM) 
INITIAL H2S04 (~G-MOL/M3) • 
SPEC.SURfACr AH£. (H2/KG) • 
I NTL, AC T, CHARCOAL (KG) 
KDCALC (KPA' !'!3/KG-110Ll . 
TIME PI12S ZNh 
(MIN!.) (KPA) (KG-HOL/M3) 
0.50 ).94 N.D. 
0.60 5.95 .737E-02 
2.00 9.03 N.D. 
5.00 11.62 0I19E-OI 
10.00 12.91 .134E-OI 
lO.OO 14.21 .145E-Ol 
30.00 14.87 N.D. 
40.00 15.27 0155E-01 


























TABLE L 10 
ExpERIMENTAL RUN NO. 215 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
INITIAL MASS Isphol) (KG) 
STIK RER SPEEO (RPM) 
INITIAL H2S04 (KG-HOl/M) : 
I NITIAL fE3+ (KG-HOL/H3) 
SPEC.SURfACE AKlA (H2/KG) • 
KOCAlC (KPA H3/KG-HOLl = 
TIME PH2S ZN2+ 
(tllNS) (KPA) (KG-MOL/M3) 
1,0 0 ' 6.-0 4 2 '1 0,3 
5,0 0 1"1,473.10'3 
15,0 0 ·3 18.051.10 
3 0.0 0 22,793 x10·3 
45,0 0 23 ,56 .10.3 
6 0,0 0 23,925 .10'3 
MASS OF ACT, CHARCOAL (kg) 
TABLE L 12 









EXPERIMENTAL HUN NO. 164 
SPHALERITE LEA~HING IN AOUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAl. TYPE LEACHED 
TEHPERATURE (K) 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 
STIHRER SPEED ( RPM ) 
INITIAL H2S04 (~G-MOl/M) • 
SPEC.SURfACE AHEA (M2/KG) : 
CDrXp (KG-MUl/H) KPA) • 
KO£XP (KPA M3/KG-MOL) • 
KOCAlC (KPA H3/KG-MOl) • 
I NTL, SO Fl)WCER ADDED IKG) 
liME PH2S IN2+ 
(MINS) (KPA) (KG- HUL / H) 
0.50 4.61 N.D. 
1.20 8.8) .696[-02 
5.00 14.40 .110E-OI 
16.00 17.79 .114l-01 
)0'00 16'6) N.D. 
45.00 19.21 .141(-01 
ME ASUREC 
fl T1 EO 
MEASU RED 
f/ TT [0 
































TABLE L 13 
[XP[R I HEN TAL ~U~ NO . I HH 
SPH AL ER ITE L E~CH I NG I N AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHA L. TY PE LE ACH [D 
T [ M~ EHA TU R E ( ~ ) 
I NI1IA L MA~S ( Kli) 
STIH RER SPEE U ( RPM)-
INlll AL H 2~ O' (K G- HO L/ Hl) • 
SP E C. ~UR FAC[ AKl A (H Z/ KG) • 
KDCALe (KPA H3/ KG-H OLl • 
TIME PH2S Ztj2+ 
(M I NS) ( KPA) ( KG-H OL/H3) 
Ool1 0.46 N.D. 
0.66 0.57 N.D. 
1.00 0.49 .299[-01 
2.00 00)5 N.D. 
3.00 0014 N.D. 
5.00 0.06 N.D. 
10.00 0.00 N.D. 
20.00 0.00 .419(,-01 
40.00 0.00 .434E-01 
60.00 0.24 .465E-Ol 
"0.00 0.67 N.O. 
110.00 0075 .499E-OI 
I NITIA L ZN2. IKG -MOU M 3) 
IN ITIAL FE3- (KG-MOUM3) 
TABLE L 15 
V~W ll t~ I+ ZN +F Eat t: 01 
JI II . OO 
0.01 00 
1000.0 





EXPERIHENTAL RUN NO. 211 
SPHALE RITE LEAC HING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED 
T[MPERATURE (K) 
I NITIAL MASS (KG) 
STI RR ER SPEED ( RPH) 
I NITIAL H2S04 ( KG-H OL/H3) 
I NI1IAL FE3+ ( KG - MOL/H3) s 
SPEC.SU RFACE AnEA (H 2/ KG) 
KOCALC (KPA H3/ KG- MO L) • 
T! ME PH2S ZN2+ 
(~1i N S) ( Kf'A) (KG- MOL/H3) 
0·50 0.64 N.D. 
1.00 , 1.05 .525(-02 
5.00 1.13 .106E-01 
10.OU 1013 N.O. 
14.70 1 '19 .16I1E-OI 
29.80 1·34 .208E-Ol 
"5'00 1·54 .226£-01 . 
60.00 3.76 .216E-Ol 
TABLE L 17 








Exp ER I MENTAL RU N NO . 208 
SPHAL ERITE LEAC HI NG IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEAC HED 
TEMPE RATURE (~) 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 
STI RRER SPEED ( RPH) 
INITIAL H2S04 ( KG -MUL/ M3) z 
I NITI AL FE3+ ( KG - HO L/H3). 
S P ~ c .S U RrACE AHlA ( H2 / KG) • 
KU~ALC (K~A H3/KG- MOL) • 
TJ ME PH2S ZNt'+ 
- l MI NS ) (KPA) (KG- HO L/Hl) 
0·50 0.79 N.D. 
1.25 1.06 . A09E-02 
2 .00 0.91 N. D. 
7.00 0.5 6 0I23E-01 
15.0 0 0.55 N.D. 
c O.7 0 0.48 . 2 16E-Ol 
qo.oo 0.79 . 259 [-01 
~ o . o u 0.79 N. O. 
bO. OO 0.7 9 . 26 1£ -01 







.165 4E 04 
TABLE L 14 
[ XPER I MENT AL HUN NU. • 207 
S ~HAL[K I1 [ LEACH I NG IN A Q U [OU ~ H2S 04 
SPHA L. TYPE LEACH ED 
lE .. P[ll AT UH E ( ~ ). 
I NITIAL MASS ( KG) . 
~TIK KER SPE ED ( PPM ) 
I NITIAL H2S0 4 ( KG -M UL/ H) ~ 
I NiTIAL FE3 + ( ~G -M IJ L/ H 3). 
SPEC.S URFACE AME A ( H2 / KG) • 
KO CALC ( KP A HJ /K G- MO L) • 
T1,,£ PH2S ZN2+ 
(MINS) ( KPA) (KG- HU L/HJ) 
0.50 1.92 N. D. 
1.00 2.54 .47,)E-02 
2.00 2.88 N. D. 
3.00 2.64 N.O. 
6'00 2·53 .962£-02 
10.00 1.98 N.D. 
15'00 1.46 tl28E-01 
:l0.00 1.46 1'1.0. 
25.00 1.46 N.u. 
30.00 1.65 0145£-01 
4,0'00. 2.69 N.D. 
62.0 0 4.74 .159E-Ol 
~O.OO 6015 N.D. 
100.00 7.68 N.D. 
105.70 8.07 .180£-01 
TABLE L 16 








EXPERIME NTAL RUN NO. ~ 206 
SPHALERITE LEACHING IN AQUEOUS H2S04 
SPHAL. TYPE LEACHED 
T[MPE RATU RE (K) 
INITIAL MASS (KG) 
STIK RER SPEED (RP~) 
I NITIAL H2S 04 ( KG -H OL/H3) s 
I NITI AL FE 3+ ( KG - MO L/ H3) 
SPEC.S URFA CE AHlA ( ~ 2/ K G) • 
KOCALC ( KPA M3/KG- MO L) • 
TIM[ PH2S ZN2+ 
( HI NS) ( KPA) (KG-M OL/M3) 
1. 00 2.50 0326£-02 
2.00 3.78 N.D. 
3.00 4037 N.D. 
5.00 4.80 .888E-02 
10.0U 4.80 .128(-01 
13.00 4.76 N.D. 
15.00 4.86 N.D. 
20.00 5017 N.D. 
~5.00 5.72 N.D. 
30.00 6.82 .178E-Ol 
40.00 6.83 N.D. 
bO.OO 11.24 .202E-Ol 
TABLE L 1B 








[ XPE RI MEN TAL RU N NO' 209 
SP HA LE RIT E LEA ~ HING IN AQUE OUS H2S04 
S P~A L. TYPE LE ACHED 
TE H~ E R ATUHE ( K) 
I NITIAL MASS ( KG) 
STI RRER SP EED ( RP M) 
I NI TI AL H2S0 4 ( ~G - MO L / M3) 
I NITI AL FE3+ (KG - MO L/ H3) 
SP EC .S URf ACE A ~ lA (H2/KG) 
KDCALC ( KPA M3/KG- MO L) = 
TIHE. PH2S ZN2+ 
( MI NS) ( KPA) (KG- MO LlH) ) 
1.60 0 0\3 .579(-02 
5.00 0 0)8 .765E 01 
10 .00 0 . 60 N. D. 
IY. 50 0 .77 . 11 61(-02 
30 . 00 0 . 86 N. D. 
J9 .7 u 1'10 . 65 7£-02 
50 . 00 203 11 N. D. 
60 .00 3. 99 . 999( -02 
TO. ou 5 .6 0 N, O. 
dO .O O 6. 9 1 N. D. 
YO. OO l. B/l .1 2Q E-01 









TABLE L 19 
£Xpun",E NTAL kUN NO. 205 
SPHALlPITE LEALHING IN A Q UEO U ~ H?Sn4 
SPHAL. TY P( LEACHE D 
T[M~lR.TU k [ IK) 
INillAL MASS IK6) 
STIHHEP 5P(ED (HPH) 
INITIAL H2 S04 (KG-MOL/H3) • 
IhIllAL FE3. l~G-~ U L/ H 3). 
SPEC,SURrACE AnEA (H2/ KG) • 
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